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N'G_iER TITLE '?, _-,, Rwr,_,ASE DATE

63_1 Contract Awarded RCA January 2 _//

63-2 United Fund Campaign January 3 L/

63-3 Design Study - Data Reduction Complex January 2 _'

63-4 Paste for Attaching Electrodes January 8 ¢t'

63-5 Lawrence Sperry Award January 8 _

63-6 Elms Address - PGE January !0 u

63-7 Space Contest January 10 _/J
e

63-8 Mercury Display January 14

63-9 IRE Award - F. Bailey January 24 _ft

r- _ Training of Astronaut Candidates January 26 j

63-11 Apollo Contracts No date _/'

63-12 Gemini Management Agreement January 22 /
J

63-13 Astronaut Assignments January 26 j

63-14 Mission Control Center January 28 ?teadquarters

63-14 Gr_nman Release January 30 /

63-15 7,_ Contract to Gmm_an January 31 jJ

63-16 Foreign Consuls Visit MSC February 1 _/

63-P!7 Purser w/British Consul February 1 _/_

63-18 Raytheon Contract ,February 11 _/

63-19 Smmner Intern Program Februa_6_5__,i._

63-20 MA- 9 Delay Febr_'5 :':_"' 'L>..... '-

63-21 Gilruth as Visiting Professor-Texas A&M FebrUS_ r,8 JU_ 9_IQ?Q

. _2 ;Congressional Committee Visits MSC FebrUary 8 -

63-23P kstronauts Study Orbital Mechanics February 11 _
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63-24 Crawler Transport Contract February 11 _/

63-25 Gemini Chute Tests February 11 _/

63-26 MA-9 Delay February 12

63-27 Reorganization of Apollo Office February 13

63-28 Rotating SPace Station Killed

63-29P Homer Newell Lectures _

63-30 U.S. Orbital Flight Anniversary February 20

63-31 Little Joe Contract February 20 d/

63-32 Fire Prevention Contract February 20

_3_3_P Space Station Killed
L _

63-34P A1 White Lectures

63-35 Dr. Billingham comes on-board February 26

63-36P Dr. Billingham portrait February 26

63-37P Astronauts in Apollo Command Module March 12

63-38 MSC Acquires Test Vessel March 4

63-39 School has Space Speaker - Jack Potmd March 3

63-40P Astronaut Photo - Ail 16 _i

63-41 PTA to Hear Space Official - Jack Cairl

63-42

63-43 Space Official to Speak - Jack Lister March 4

63-44P Cub Scouts March 4

63-45 Facility Support Contract Negotiated March 5 _

3-46 Huntsville Prison Release _Request 0nly

63-47P Glenn I_Y Photo March 8 dj
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63-48P Kratovil is New MSC Finance Officer March 11

63-49 I,F_ Contract March 11 _

63-5 © Foster to Speak at A_M March 15
_J

63-5LP Space Science Workshop March 15

63-52 LASER March 20 _/-

63-53P LASER Photo March 20 _.

63-54 Goddard Trophy Awarded to Glenn March 20 _

63-55 MSC Weather Advisory Group March 21
tf /

63-56 Space Foods March 22 j

'3-577 Integrated Mission Control Center March 20 j

63-58 Correales Crash Helmet March 20

63-59P Display at World Trade Center March 20 _

63-60 Personnel Changes - Chamberlin & Mathews March 19

63-61 ECS - AiResearch March 26 .-

63-62 Hayes Graphic Arts Contract March 22

63-63 Space Suit Performance March 27

63-64P Space Suit Photo March 27

63-65 Spacecraft ECS /

63-66 Philco Contract - IMCC March 27 ,y'

63-67 Ballute April 4 .

63-68 Space Contest March 29

63-69 MSC Exhibit in Trade Center March 31

3-'[0 Dr. _erry to Speak in New York April 2-3

'63-71 Gemini Contract with McDormell April 2 _.
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63-72 Frick Resigns April 4

63-73 Contract to Graham for Facilities April 5

63-74 Engineers to AGARD April 10
I

63-75 Joe Doke to speak to Kiwanis April 10

63-76 Dr. White is Reassigned April 12

63-77 Houston's World Trade Center April 19

_3-7_8 Gemini Wiring w/photo April 25

63-79 Apollo Mission Trainers April 30 /JL/

63-80 Glenn to Japan

]]-_l T,W_ Systems Simulation

63-82 Crews Systems Division Hardware Dev. May 2 _/_

63-83 Joe Doke Feature May 3 _/

63-84 Elms to Speak in Chicago May 3 F/

63-85 Drop test of Proj. Apollo earth landing sy;em May 3

63-86 Gemaini spacecraft water landing May 7

63-87 Technical Svcs Cont. to Lockheed May 9 /_j_ j

63-88 Specific Division of Management Resp0nsibi[lities May 10

63-8§ MA-9 Advisory May 13

63-9¢ _eromedical Recorders May 15

63-91 Westinghouse Contract Award May 28

63-9_ LEM Descent Engine Award to STL May 29

63-93 Electrical Amplifier in "Faith 7" May 28

63-94 Realignment of Hjorneviks Administration No date -

63-95 15 new astronaut Trainees to be Selected June _ la6
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_R TITLE - : RET,W_E DATE R_NARKS

63-96 Astronaut's Jtmgle Training· June 6_ 1963

63-97 Printing and Reproduction Contract June 10_ 1963

63-98 Martian "Taxi" June 12, 1963

63-99 Peterson as Speaker in Norman_ 0kalhoma June 10, 1963

63-100 Hamilton Std. Environmental Control Cont. June 12_ 1963

63-101 Gilruth's Comments on Holmes Resignation June 12_ 196.'

63-10_ MSC's Effort to Find New Astronauts June 18, 1963

63-10_ MSC's Hiring of 190 Temporary Students! June 18, 196_
/

63-1041B. Thompson as Speaker in Mississippi June 19, 196

,3-105 Management Intern Program June g0, 1963

63-106 Owen Maynard Feature Biography June 2Z, 1963

63-107 Gemini systems Trainers June 26, t96_

63-108 Frictionless Platform June 26, 1963

63-109 John Stone'sifer Feature July 3, 1963

63-110 Astronaut Space Suit Tests July 5 1963

63-111 Gemini Ejection Seat Tests on Rocket Sicd July 3 1963

63-112 Brinkman, Edmonds & Holland to Photo C_)nv. July 6, 1963

63-113 Solar Eclipse July 14, 1962

63-114 Second Industry Aerospace Symposium _luly 14, 1961

63-115 Little Joe II Launch Vehicle July 16, 1963

63-116 Dick Johnston's new Assignment July 16, 1963

63-11q Professional Photo Exhibit in Dallas July 16, 1963

63-11l Maj. Gen. O.K. Neiss new assignment July 16, 196]
t

63-11' Radnofsky & Shewmake Life Raft Award July Z2, 196
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER

HOUSTON I, TEXAS

Z

RELEASE: IHHEDIATE

CONTRACT AWARDED TO RCA SERVICES COMPANY

A $3,690,000 contract to create the sun's intensity in space environmental
chambers was awarded to RCA Services 'Company, Camden, New Jersey, officials of
he NASA Manned Spacecraft Center announced today.

One sun intensity in outer space willbe simulated by electric carbon arc
lamps projecting through a system of self-contained mirrors and lenses along
the top and side of two conical chambers. The "suns" will be used to measure
solar radiation effects on man, vehicle, suits, and various materials to be
launched into space.

'_ Largest of its type, the "A" chamber will measure 120 feet high and 85
feet in diameter. It will house the APOLLO vehicle, consisting of command,
service and lunar excursion modules. The smaller "B" chamber, measuring 85
feet high and 65 feet in diameter, will house the APOLLO command module and
will provide the space environment for training astronauts. Both chambers
will be constructed in late 1964 at the Clear Lake site for NASA's Manned
SpacecrafL Center in Houston.
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) NA.7IONALAEROI_Ab'iECSAND SPAOE AIX_XINISTBASEON i
M_NNED SPA(XEG2AFT_

HOX_TON 1t _!EEAS

'

:FOR :]_._Ji.q_.: Twm',ecliate

Manned Spacecraft Center employees donated $23,721 to the Houston
and Harris County United Fund c_paign, bringing their contributions to
167 percent of the original Quota.

One thousand, four hundred and sixty-nine (1,469) NAE_ employees
participated in _he drivet averaging a contribution of $16.15.

Don Gregory, Technical Assistant to Manned Spacecraft Center's
Director Dr. Robert R. O_uth, said_ "...go_g over our quot_ by 67
percent m_ks the highest participation by MEG's employees to a _h_ity
drive."

_ The quota was orl_lly set for $14,214.
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) .._,_.r--.._. ' NEWS IR L ASE
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER

' HOUSTON 1, TEXAs

FOR RELEASE: __ /'_-_ _ 3-- 3

HOUSTON, Texas - Requests for a design study of an electronic equipment
complex to reduce space fligh_ and test information in _4anned Spacecraft
Center's completely automatic data reduction facility at Clear Lake were
made by NASA officials.

The facility will handle large data reduction problems resulting
from Gemini and Apollo flights, from space environmental tests, astro-
naut training dev%ces (centrifuge),an_ other equipment tests.

Copies of the request "Study Design of Optimum Data Reduction
Equipment Complex" are available for reference in the Control Systems
Procurement Office, NASA Western Operations Office_ and NASA Headquarters.
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS' AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER

":;_'__. · '.:" _;_ HOUSTON i, TEXAS

_7:/_,[_ FOR RELEASE: _D_ - January 8, 1963

tr), c.. &j - ?'"
The Manned Spacecraft Center is investigating the development of

< a better "paste" for attaching electrodes to the skin of orbiting
astronauts.

Not the kindergarten variety, the special conducting paste is used
as a medium through which electrical impulses relay the astronaut's
physical condition to a medical observer on the ground.

On Mercury flights, electrodes were used to measure heart and
respiration rates of the astronaut in space. Flights of longer.duration,
such as Gemini and Apollo, will require an electrode conducting paste
which will not _rritate the skin, and which will not lose any of its
stability, or conducting ability during missions lasting several weeks.

D Baylor University's College of M_dicine, under contract to the MannedSpacecraft Center, is presently conducting research in long term electrodes.
Some ideas pursued ar9 dry electrodes, as well ss improved pastes.

Although medical observers are monitoring heart and respiration rates
only with electrodes on Mercury flights, development of a better electrode
technique may yield other biomedical responses such as: galvanic skin
responses, muscle responses, brain alertness, and eye motions to detect
zero-G effects.

fl II II I' '
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) * NEWS RELEASE,

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER

HOUSTON 1, TExAs

FOR RELEASE: :mm_IA_ - January 8, 1962

A Manned Spacecraft Center employee has been named for the

J 1962 Lawrence Sperry award "for notable contributions made by a
young man to the advancement of the aerospace sciences."

Robert O. Piland, 35, Deputy Manager of the Apo!lo Project
Office, was selected by the Institute of Aerospace Sciences for
his "significant contribution to the early planning and concepts
for the ma_USedlunar flight program."

The awaz_, consisting of a certificate and $250, is presented
salll_allyin honor of Lawrence Sperry, who was responsible for the
early development of automatic control of the first guided missilc_
J

Piland _ill receive the a_rd during the 1AS Honors Night

dinner at the Hotel Astor in New York on janm_ry 22.
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/_f-"_. NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
_. _ MANNEDSPACECRAFTCENTER

_:_,_"_o"Y HOUSTONI, TEXAS

IN _EPL¥ FtEFER TO:

HOUSTON - A space-oriented contest for the best technical and
editorial papers written by junior and senior high school students
in Houston and Harris county is being sponsored by NASA's Manned
Spacecraft Center.

Four technical papers of 1500 words on space sciences or manned
space exploration, and four editorial papers of 1000 words on the
theme, "Why are we going to the moon?" will be selected.

Eight final winners -- four each from junior and senior high
schools, will be announced on March 31 during the ann_ml Science
Seminar at San Jacinto high school. Winners will receive a certi-
ficate, plaque, and pin, and w_]] meet one of the astronauts in a
special tour and briefing at the Manned Spacecraft Center.

The contest is open to al1 junior and senior high school students

in Houston and the independent school districts in Harris county.Students can enter either the editorial or technical paper event.
Deadline for all entries iS February 25.

Preliminary j,_ing will be conducted by english and science
teachers at each school. A c_ittee of J_es, composed of members
of the professional, scientific and educational cv._.,unity,w_ll decide
the f'inal w_nners.

J4_J4_
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Is-'EWSRET.,E,ASB- TO 1:_ re.l.e,aleo cooay _LlZZ/O..s/ ac no,cn_ uy _..t: La.J,_
· '(Call'ed ih 'by Mr,' Low)

ThQ ._cretaz'y o£ Do£ense, Hz'. Mc_._xa_a, and ',,he Administrator of "_\
\

O' i} NASA, Fa**Webb,j announced today'a nav. agreemnt. CO provide the most \
i effective utilization 0£ the _mmtni Project, an experimental prosr_

_" : to advauco Zhe technolos_ of manned space £11ght, includir_ _ndazvoue

· .! and d°Cking, and to study the e_£eeta o£ walghClassneas for periods up

i ' "to t_o weeks, The nay agreement establishes a Gemini Progr_ Planning

.[ ', . Board, Dr. Robert C. $aamans. J'r., Associate Ad_tnistracor o£ the NASA.

and Dz'. B_ock_aY I4cl_Ilane Assistant _c_etary o£ the Air Force £or '. ·i

J

.: Rase'arch and. D_vclopmant, are appointed co-chai_n, This agreement t :

" supplements _ NASA/USAt _ Gamins Manag_m_t agreew_nt that has been in . .
· . , !

effect since the spring ot_ 1962.' NASA vlIl continua t2mbe responsible ::
·., -..

£or managing the Gemini project? . . ..

· ' The Plannini] Board viii delineate NASA and DOD scientific and ' :
f

i technological requirements and mouirx_ the Cemint program _o insure

{ thaC experiments.ara planned and tho results of experiments ara :

{ analyzed and diss_niuaced CO insure maxiu_m beua£its to both 'thaNASA
l

{ and the _opar_t of _efenseo' It is expected that the DOD,viii fu_sh .. ,
!
I _und suppor_ Co assist in the attainment o£ ·Comini objectives, Tha!
!

amount o_ such Support viii be determined on'the basis o_ rec__.---_,uia-
I

tions subleted by the' Board,

{ lit. Webb and 1_, l_cl_mara Joi n in sere seine the national · characce,v
I

and lmportance.o£ the C_nnini project, "It represents a great national

resource, _ they .id. _9 a_e def_rmtned to insure that it is urAlized

. . d

' in the national interests and to avoid unnecessary duplication o£ *

· . e_orC ir_ this area ss in all ochers.- The agra_t between NASA ' ' ' .....

· and the DOD on the managemn, t o£ the Atlantic ,"fissile Range and "'
O t . .

earlier agreements o_ _he l-l_ aircraft and _.he National Launch . .

· Vehicle Pro,ram _ at_ ,, ,a_,_ _........ ,*.'-m -, .....,. -'_



The Manned Spacecraft Center of the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration will exhibit a Mercury
spac_

pressure suit, along with other displays, in

Minneapolis for one week beginning January 20.

T_eMercury spacecraft will be shown in the

Minneapolis Municipal Hall the encire week. The Mercury

pressure suit, a career opportunity panel, and another exhibit

will be at the University of Minnesota on January 21 and 22.
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_he Manned Spacecraft Center of the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration will exhibit a Mercury

spacecraft and pressure suit, and.a career opportunity P.4_

exhibit at th%'n_v_rTJ__ on.January 28-31 in

Lans' g_ "_iS_k

East Ln
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be a Mere _._f__ght__nel, az_m_z_z_mm_ - "

__ '
m ..Astronaut Score Carpe s survival equipment

)
LThe Manned Spacecraft Center of the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration will display several

space exhibits during the Houston Boat Show on January 18-22,%

_oating' enthusiasts will also see a __

Mercury flight path pane.l, Astronaut Scott Carpenter's survival

equipment, models of NASA projects and _film '_
/x
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, Arizona

lThe i_anned Spacecraft Center of the National e

Aeronautics and Space Administration will participate in Yuma_s

airport dedication with a special space_ exhibit.

A Mercury spacecraft, a rocket motor _ and

ther exhibits will be displayed to airport visitors on January

D 26-27. "'_"
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The Manned Spacecraft Center of the National

Aeronautics,and Space Administration will display several space

exhibits during the January 17-19 meeting of the Texas Society

of Professional Engineers in Galveston.

LOn display will be the Big Joe capsule,%_

._llo and G_emini projects panel, and _ other _ NASA

exhibit s.
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) NEWS RELEASE
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER

HOUSTON 1, TEXAS

FOR RELEASE: HOLD FOR AM J_'U_ 24, 1_3

The Manned Spacecraft Center team responsible for Project
Mercury's reliability was honored last night when the Institute
of Radio Engineers (IRE) Professional Group of Reliability and
Quality Control presented its 1962 award.

Frederick J. Bailey_ Jr._ Chief of MSC's Office of Reliability
and Flight Safety, accepted the award on behalf of the Mercury team.

The award presentation, a highlight of the IP_ grodp's Ninth'
National Symposi_n banquet in San Francisco_ was made by PGRQC I
Chairman L. J. Paddison.

In accepting the award_ Mr. Bailey said_" .... reliability
and safety .... in this program has been the result of meticulous
attention to detail by thousands of dedicated people inspired by

D in their to contribute of value andpride ability something ex-

pecting no reward beyond the deep personal satisfaction that comes
from doing one's part to the best of one's ability."

O



 ATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
I-II 0 I1,,11 0 n

CENTER"" "re x a ,,
IMMEDIATE 63-10 .

TRAINING OF ASTRONAUT-CANDIDATES

Outside of Flagstaff, Arizona, nine young men and a "moon" expert inspect a
meteor crater.

The men are NASA aerosl_ce pilots and engineers, or astronaut candidates. On

this trip the men will also inspect lava flows, and at midnight, they will have a

close look at the moon through an observatory telescope.

It is conceivable that one of these men will be the first man on the moon, and

so he is being taught how to "see" through an astronomer's eyes, how to collect

geological samples as he will do on the moon's surface, and how to evaluate quickly
what to take back with him to Earth -- to eager scientists back home.

Selenology, or the geology of the moon, is _ught to the astronaut-candidates

by Dr. Eugene Shoemaker, of the U. S. Geological Survey, one of the many experts

supplying knowledge through "know-how" courses set up as part of training for the
new astronaut-selectees.

Areas covered are astronomy, rocket propulsion systems, flight mechanics,
v- 4- ' ' '

__om -.ers, guidance and navigation, aerodynammcs, communications, physics of the

Dl_ atmosphere and sPace, environmental control systems, medical aspects of
space flight, global meteorology and selenology. These classroom courses are

taught b_ Manned Spacecraft Center and NASA personnel, and experts in their fields
from educational institutions and industry.

Responsible for astronaut training activit_-_ is MSC's Raymond G. Zedekar,

who, under Flight Crew Operations Chief Warren North, sets up the academic sessions,
the field trips, and operational training activities.

"The classroom courses will be completed in early February," Zedekar said,

"and shortly thereafter, beginning with Dr. Homer Newell, Director of NASA's

Space Science program, as first speaker, we will begin a series of science seminars."

Seminars on a one-a-week schedule will introduce top science personalities such

as Dr. James A. Van Allen, discoverer, of the globe-girdling radiation belts, to the
nine astronaut-candidates. Designed to keep the aerospace pilots abreast of U. S.

scientific space projects and technology, the science seminars are primarily in-

tended to mesh technical engineering thinking into scientific gear.

'_4ehope to highly educate the aerospace pilot-engineers to do scientific

tasks, to be able to c_.,_unicate with PhD scientists in every field," North de-

scribed. "The pilots were selected for their potential to keep up with and to
become scientists. We hope to augment their technical backgrounds with broad

scientific background."

_xposure to scientific details of the deep space and satellit programs, such

O _er, Prospector, Surveyor; the X-15; the Air Force's DYNA-SOAR program;

-more-



· ;1..:_· · ._ -. _ ._.;

status of.the nuclear, ion__rocket eng'ine technology, and large liquid and solid

rocket development, exemPl.$fies' the:_eeklY seminar fare. ·

An0ther training phase mlS adjusting _O environmental conditions ,.or opera-

tional training. Here, survival training, pressure suit indoctrination, siml,lation .

of launch and reentry gravity ("g") forces through centrifuge tests, and weight-
lessness aboard a specially equipped KC-135 which flies certain maneuvers to

achieve moments of weightlessness for personnel on board, are introduced. Included

is the technique of parachute Jumping, although the new candidates will not actually

make any training Jumps from aircraft.

Scheduled around the science seminars are briefings on spacecraft and launch

vehicle design and development, and trips to contractor sites.whenever possible.

Each new candidate and astronaut is assigned a particular area of responsi-

bility for the Gemini and APOllo projects, which enables him to cover an important
phase of the program in more detailed manner. Areas, such as guidance, naviga-

tion, booster development, recovery, etc., will be monitored personally by each
mau to contribute his learnings in the state-of-the-art to the overall training

picture.

New trainers encompassing dynamic training are scheduled into the program as

they becGne available. At Edwards Flight Research Center, California_ the in-

flight paraglider trainer for Gemini's controlled return to an earth landing at
a pre-selected· point, will be flown by astronautsand trainees. The glider is

,ed by helicopter t_ an altitude of 5,000 feet, released, and by control of

_nroud lines (cables), is flown back to a controlled 45 mph skid landing.

A "free flight lunar lander", another dynamic training device, will simulate
landing sensations on the moon through control of thrust, from a turbojet engine.

By removing 5/6 of earth's gravity lmm!l, leaving 1/6 - the gravity pull of the
moon - trainees can practice hovering' and other maneuvers to develop techniques

for landing ina lunar environment.

Dynamic l_hase of operational training also includes proficiency flights in

AF aircraft assigned to NASA. The pilots are currently flying T-33 and F-102-

type airplanes out of Ellington AFB.

Static trainers are being developed for use by astronauts and candidates
in the near future. The first systems trainers for Gemini, arriving soon, will

display the capsule's comptete electrical System, and electrical power input,
, , '. ¢_ , . °tli_.)prapu.l_.ion_s.yatemm_?or_anoth_r':phs_e of th_ _pacee_af_ systems _.ol_ratlon. A

later arrival, the full-scale:tw0-ma n Gemini trainer , also calledmiSsion simulator,

will produce flight Conditions' programmed into the trainer by computers, dupli-
cating the Gemini capsule in every detail. The pilot will make ,'dry" runs of his

fllght.plan in the,.Gemini %rainer ....

" ' " ; II IIl_lll ' '



._'"IONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

ANNEDSPACECRAFT_/-/_.:-_,_._-.___Houston

IMMEDIATE 63-11

'1_,,omajor contracts for the lunar-bound Apollo project, totaling
$254_966.00, were awarded recently by NASA's Manned Spacecraft Center
in Houston, Texas.

A fixed price of _165,000.00 for a lunar charting service went to
the bL_itedStates Air Force Aeronautical Chart and Information Center,
in St. Louis, Missouri.

C.hanceVought Astronautics Division of Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc., of
D_llas, Texas, received $89,966.00 to present an exploratory study of
guidance system techniques in emergency abort operation of the.Apollo
lu_r excursion module (T.'_'_) during lunar landings.

$
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._'-!ONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

ANNEDSPACECRAFT.

Walnut 8-2811 - Exten-ion 3751

$3
325_DIATE RELEASE: JANUARY 26, 1963

The latest assignments in various areas of specialization for the flight

Dcr_w personnel of the Manned Spacecraft Center were announced today by Dr.

Robert R. Gilruth, Center Director.

The assignments are designed to insure pilot input into the design and

development of Slm_cecraftand flight-control systema and to provide part of

the broad training which the pilots will undergo.

Major Donald K. Slayton_ one of the original seven astronauts, who was

named last September as Coordinator for Astronaut Activities for NSC, will

maintain overall supervision of astronaut duties.

The current assignments of the other six original astronauts will be:

Major L. Gordon Cooperj Jr._ MA-9 pilot_ and C_,,_uder Alan B. Shepard,

Jr._ MA-9 back-up pilot_ are responsible for the pilot phases of Project

Mercury.

Major Virgil I. "Gus" Grissom's particular area will be PrOject Gemini.

O Lt. Col. John H. Glenn will concentrate on Project Apollo.

- more -
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Lt. C_.k..anderM. Scott carpenter's duties will cover the lunar excursion

training. '. ,

The remaining responsibility areas, t°.be handled by nine new flight-crew

personnel, are de_s'ignedto provide for pilot input "across the board," covering

the major manned space projects, as well as operations and training, to assure

thorough consideration of pilot requirements and to provide training in all

l_rts of the development.

The various specialty areas are:

Trainers and simulators - Nell A. Armstrong will monitor the development,

design and use of trainers and s4_-,lators, including new training requirements

not associated with specific mission simulators.

Boosters - Major Frank Borman will concentrate on the booster design and

development program_ especially booster-abort systems and development of abort-

p_venting procedures for mission success.

Cockpit layout and systems integration - Lt. Charles Conrad, Jr., will

specialize in cockpit layouts, instrument displays and pilot controls to insure

that systems "displays" are appropriately integrated into cockpit panels.

Recovery system_ - Lt. Co_uander James A. Lovell, Jr., will monitor

design and development of all recovery systems, such as paraglider, parachute,

and T.k_landing system, including resolving operational problems in the

reentry and recovery part of the mission.

Guidance and navigation- Captain James A. McDivitt will specialize in

design and development of guidance and navigation systems and aids for opera-

tional requirements.

Electrical_ seQuent_a!, and mission planning- Elliott M. See_ Jr., will

r ,itorthe design and development of electrical and seql_e_tial systems. In

S
addition, he will aid in the coordination for mission planning.

· - more -
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C¢.,.[,unications,instrumentation and range integration - Captain Thomas

E. Stafford will monitor the design and development of cumm_nications and

instrumentation symt_ma, insuring _hat onboard systems are compatible with

pilot needs and properly integrated with the INCC (Integrated Mission Con-

trol System), GOSS (Ground Operational Support System) and other c_,....mica-

tion links.

Flight control systp"_ - Edward H. White II will monitor the design

and development of flight control systems and related equipment.

Environmental control syst_m_t personal and survival equipment -

Lt. C(.,..auderJohn W. Young w_13 monitor design and development of envir-

onmental control systemR_ survival gears pressure suits, couches_ and

other personal equipment.

The astronauts will attend all major meetings and conferences on design

O ....d mock-up reviews, and staff meetings, and have the option to request any

specialist from other areas for consultation.

Specialty assignments given to individual astronauts will change some-

what during the training program as required. These assignments do not

imply crew selection for future manned space missions. Mission crews will

be selected prior to each flight.

O
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;'_¥ (Approved by Piland and..Jim Neal) _j_ _ ._/_/r

The Grumman Aircraft Em_ineerlng Corp. announced today that with approval

of the NASA Na_ued spacecraft Center_ Houston; Texas; the following firms have

been selected for pre-negotiation discussions of the Project Apollo lunar

excursion module propulqion, reaction control and environmental control systems:

Rocketdyne Division of NAA_ Inc.; Canoga P_rk_ California_ for throttlable

engine using a gas injection scheme for control of the T,k_4during descent to

the luD_r surface. A parallel descent-engine development program will be

conducted with another (Yet to be selected) contractor developing a variable

area throttling engine. /

Early in the development program_ one of the two technical approaches W_ll
/-

t

be selected for completion of development.

D The Bell Aerosyst_m_ Co._ division of Bell Aerospace Corp._ TeXstron

Company_ Buffalo; N. Y._ for development,of the engine used in ascent from

the moon and rendezvous with the Apollo command and service modules.

The Marquardt Corp.: Van Nuys; California: for development of components

of the reaction control system which orients and stabilizes the LMM.

The Hamilton Stanaa_d Division of United Aircraft_ Windsor Lock;

Connecticut_ for development of the T,_ environmental control system.

G_ was recently awarded the contract for development of the Apollo

l_a_ excursion module by NASAts MSC_ Houston_ Texas.

%
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The Mazzed 8_ Center tcd_ rev_l_ the amount cf money.'

-lwvolYe_ in $Jme ec_traet negotiations with 0 -_ Airc_ _neeri_g

Cca_r_lcn to devel_ the _ mton module (T_) for the Ai_o
' . - j

spacecraft. . -

The figure, _nclud_ the fixe4 feev _c_ta to an estimat_

· . .. _he O_ma:_a Aircraft _ Corporation is Ia'e_en%l_ entlaO_l in

pre-ne_ott_tlon discuasiona vlt_ several firms fc_ subc_atracti_ the

L_I_'sIn--ion, reactioncontrol_ enviroz_entalsyste_.

Theseare the Rcck_ Divisionc_ I_A,v_. w Can_ Park,C_lif.;

the _ Aerco_atems Co. w _ivisic_ cf Bell g___r_pace Corp._ Tex_tron Co.}

Daff-_!_,I. _-I theMarq_lt CorP.,Van _u_a,C_llf._-_ the Emmtltc_-
t

Dtvistoa c_ Unif_l Aircrs_, _or Loc_, Cc_ecticut, ' '.' '
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_I_AiA_oNAL_E_ONAU_iO_ANO_ &_ _ __m_SpAO__O--M_STR'_ON
_ANNEDSPACECRAFT.:_..,,_-___o,,..s'tor,

Walnut 8-2811 _SC 63-18
Extension 3751 February 11, 1962

Houston -- The Manned Spacecraft Center of the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration today announced the award of a $15,029,420 contract to

Raytheon Company's Space and Information Systems Division of Lexington, Mass.,

for an important phase of the Apollo lunar Mission.

MSC said Raytheon, under the contract terms, will provide industrial

support to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, which is developing the

guidance and navigation systems for Apollo, in the design and development of

_t. on-board digital computer for the lunar CO_h._ndmodule.

In addition, the electronics firm will be responsible for production of

the computer and its associated ground support equipment.

The Apollo on-board computer will process data for the automatic operation

of certain flight functions and present essential information to the crew for

navigation and control of the comm-ud module during the lunar mission.

The associated ground support equipment to be produced by Raytheon under

the contract will include the computer test set, computer simulator and computer

calibration equipment.

Work will be performed at Raytheon's Sudbury, Massachusetts facilities.

Jz_J4
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NNED SPACECRAFT,,.,_______._ ,_H OU stl:o n
ENTER-"'_,__ :'_1. Texns

alnut 8-2811 _C 63-19
_tension 3751 Febxq,Ary5, 1963

lOLl)FOR RELWJ_'EAT 8:$0 P.M..-FEHRU_RY 8,&1963

A new Aerospace S,;mmerIntern Program to give 30 of the Nation's outstand-

ing college students an opportunity to work and study at the Manned Spacecraft

Center in Houston was announced tonight by the Center's Director, Dr. Robert

R. Gilruth.

Speaking at the Space Fiesta at Texas A & M College, Dr. Gilruth said that

the program was designed to "tie in" practical experience with academic training

by giving work assignments and classroom training in the Center's space projects.

Science and engineering students will be selected for 20 of the internships .

while the remaining l0 will be filled by students in public and business admin-

istration.

Intern selection will be from both graduate and undergraduate students of

_t c- 3cholastic standing who plan to continue their acad-mic training. Qualifi-ion requires that the Junior yearof college be completed by June 17, 1963 or

-more-
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Hold for release at 8_'30P.M. MSC 63-19

February 8, 1963 Feb. 5, 1963

that graduate students fulfill their B. A. or B. S. degree requirements by that

date. Ail interns must be strongly recvmmended by their college deans or

department heads.

The Aeroslm_ceSummer Intern Program will start June 17 and extend through

August 30, 1963. Undergraduates will be paid salaries of approximately $857

while graduate interns will receive approximately $1154 for the 75-day period.

The science and engineering interns will work under the direction of

senior Manned Spacecraft Center engineers and scientists with duties that are

related as far as possible to the students' academic training and background.

They will also attend daily Aerospace Engineering Seminars which have been

4eveloPed by senior technical staff members of the Center and will constitute

a special course based on MSC's experience in conducting the Mercury, Gemini,

and Apollo Programs. Although this course is not available in colleges at

this time_ Rice University and the University of Houston plan to offer it

during the 1963 - 6_ school year.

Public and Business Adm_uistration interns will likewise be given assign-

ments which are related to their special interest and academic background. In

some Instances_ duties will be rotated to give experience in more than one

Division within the Center. They will attend weekly seminars of two hours

duration at a level cemparable to graduate courses in management theory.

Further information and details of the program will be made available

through colleges and universities throughout the country.
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/'--IONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

Walnut 8-aSll ' NSC 63-20
Extension 3751 Feb. 5, 1963

The delay in the orbital flight of astronaut Leroy Cooper

scheduled for April was confirmed today by NASA. This delay has

been caused by electrical wir_n_ problem, in the launch vehicle

control system which are peculiar to Atlas 130-D, the booster to

be used for the MA-9 mission. The spokesman said that further

information would not be available until a complete evaluation hms

been m-de by General Dynamics Astronautics at San Diego, the prime

contractor for the Atlas launch vehicle, and the Space Syst-mR

Division of the Air Force, procurement agency for the vehicle.

O



i_A"'IONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

ANNEDSPACECRAFT H°us°nTexas
Walnut 8-2811 _C 63-21
Extension 3751 February 8, 1963

FOR II_D_ REL_.ASE

COLLEGE STATION, TEXAS - SPECIAL

Robert R. Gilruth_ Director of NASA Manned Spacecraft Center in Houston,

_s named Thursday as a Visiting Professor of Aerospace Engineering at Texas

A & M College. A & M President Earl Rudder said the addition of the eminent

rocket and missile engineer would add great depth to A & M's program of space

technology.

Gilruth, who served as Director of Project Mercury and was awarded NASA's

distinguished service medal in 1962 by President Kennedyj will begin a series

of lectures in the fall of 196B. He will serve as Visiting Professor without

compensation.

In accepting the appointment Gilruth said, "I share A & M's interest in

updating both students and staff in the changing engineering requirements of

the space age and welcome this opportunity to help in this most important area."

The new A & M lecturer received both bachelor's and masters' degrees in aero-

_autical engineering from the University of Minnesota and has received honorary

O -more-
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Doctor of Science degrees from Indiana Institute of Technology, University of

Minnesota, and George Washington University. He won international recognition

in the 40's for his research on the characteristics of aircraft in flight while

with the National Advisory Con_ittee for Aeronautics - predecessor to NASA. He

has also pioneered work in this country in the development of high-speed hydro-

foil craft.

In 1950, Gilruth was awarded the Sylvanns Albert Reed Award by the

Institute of Aeronautical Sciences for notable contributions to aeronautical

research. In 1962 he received the Robert H. Goddard Memorial Trophy of the

National Rocket Club for his leadership of Project Mercury, and most recently

as elected Honarary Fellc_ for 1962 of the Institute of Aerospace Sciences.

Gilruth_ a veteran of 23 years of Government service, has served as Delmmrtment

of Defense advisor on guided missiles and aeronautics, and a member of the

U.S.A.F. Scientific Advisory Board.

J4_J_
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4ATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

,IA..ED SPACECR...t:,__._., . ._,_._____CENTE. R[,?':/_:,'_ >- ;__.-- _Y_....w

Walnut 8-2811 _ _C 63-P23
Extension 3751 .", Februa,r2"11, 1963

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ASTRONAUTS STUDY ORBITAL MECHANICS

Manned Spacecraft.Center visiting lecturer Harm Buning (left),

Associate Professor'in Aeronautical Engineering at University of Michigan_

who recently conducted a three-day orbital flight mechanics s,m_nar as

'_\/_l_rt of the astronaut trmin_ program_ explains some fine points of since

and reentry mechanics to Astronauts Walter M. Schi_u=a(center) and

"' '?'.c_rd bH. _te _. (_t).
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ATiONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
1

Walnut 8-2811 MSC 63-24

Extension 3751 Feb_-_y 11, 1962

HOUSTON, TEXAS - The NASA today selected the Marion Power Shovel Company

in Marion, Ohio to design and build a gigantic crawler-transport vehicle which

is to:

} -- Pick up a fully assembled Apollo lunar spacecraft mated to a three-stage

Saturn V launch vehicle, weighing 500,000 pounds, plus necessary launch equip-

ment, towering 400 feet high and weighing, all told, some 12,000,000 pounds;

-- Haul it a little over two miles_ all the while keeping it within about

1/10 of a degree of true level, and deposit it gently on a Merritt Island,

Florida, launch pad.

What's more, the crawler must be able to perform this feat in winds of at

least 45 knots.

The crawler itself will weigh some 5-5 million pounds but it will be able

to lift and carry more than twice its weight. The squat 130 foot long, ll5 foot

wide behemoth, only 20 feet tall, would cover the in-field of a major league

baseball diamond.

The crawler is one of the key elements of planning for NASA Launch Opera-

-more-
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tion Center's Complex 39 from which manned lunar Apollo missions will be

launched. Plans call for Apollo-Saturn V to be assembled in a 520 tall ver-

tical assembly building and transported via crawler t_ a launch pad for fueling,

,final tuning up and boarding by astronaut.

Apollo-S_turn V which must reach the velocity of some 24j000 miles an hour

to achieve a lunar missionj will travel its first few miles to the pad at a

velocity of not more than one mile an hour. Top speed of the crawler will be

two miles an hour.

NASA plans to buy two crawlers to serve the three or more pads that will

be built at Complex 39. The vehicles will cost between four and five million

each. The first should be undergoing test _uns at the new NASA Merritt Island

launch area by late 1964.

Here are some of the crawler's vital statistics:

Each of its four crawler trucks_ measuring about 24 by 40 feet, will

feature a pair of steel link belts. There will be a total of 16 electric

driving motors, two driving each of the eight link belts. THe motors in turn

will be powered by two 2800 horsepower diesel generators.

The crawler will shoulder its load at each corner on a unique system of

four hydraulic cylinders grouped around a rigid 48 inch diameter guide tube.

The leveling system is to maintain the chassis within one-tenth of one degreeJ

of level at all times even while climbing a five per cent grade.

It will be able to turn at the rate of ten degrees a minute and be

operated from identical control cabs at either end by two men.

The company plans to build a major crawler component at its plant in

-'rion and transport it by rail to Merritt Island for final assembly.
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W_3_t 8-2811 NSC 63-25
Extension 3751 Febz,_a_y11, 1963

H0bBTON_ TEEAS -- The first series of tests on Gemini's back-up parachute

recovery syste% planned for early unmanned and manned flights pending completion

o. he G_,!ni paraglider system, have been successi_]llycompleted at E1 Centro_

California_ by Manned Spacecraft Center personnel.

The 20-test series checked out the deployment characteristics of the system_

and the structural integrity of the individual chutes. Soon-to-begin Phase II

tests wfli1 check out Gemini boilerplate spacecraft harnessed_ or bridled_ to the

chute at a 55-degree a_gle frcm the horizontal--the descent position of the

spacecraft. The 55-degree impact angle el_m_uates the need of the "impact bag"

usel on Mercury spacecraftt and lowers the shock of landing by impacting on the

corner of the heat shield.

/bl
The parachute recovery system consists of an ira-footdiameter ring-sail

drogue and an 84-foot diameter ring-sail m_in chute packed in a rendezvous-and-

recovery system o_ter which also includes the G_mfui radar recovery aid. The

drogue is essentially scaled down from Mercury_ While the main chute is scaled

_ frcm Mercury.
-more-
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Test drops using "bombs" duplicating thc spacecraft's weight were made from

a US_F C-130 cargo transport from 10,O00 to 15,000 feet altitude.

'We achieved every aim we were after," said Ken F. Hecht of MSC's G_m_ui

Project Office, "with only minor difficulties in early tests. The chute had a

tendency to tuck under_ hindering full inflation. From then on, we had complete

l!
success ·

The first four tests u_ed only the drogue chute to determine ascent rate.

Two simple weight drops followed to check strength characteristics of the main

chute, and the entire sequencing was studied beginning with the seventh drop.

After configuration was finslized, MSC personnel established 'reefing times'.

'Reefing', or restricting the skirt from opening until it h_ slowed down to a

D _afe speed, excessive loading on the canopy. At a safe speed, 'dis-prevents

reefing' releases the band and allows the canopy to blossom.

Loads in pounds per sq;_re foot (psf) were increased steadily from test

drop 14, from opening design load of 120 psf to ultimate design load of 180 psf

in the last two tests. Only mtnor d_age to the canopy was incurred from "red-

lined," or excessive loads.

The parachute system, made by Northrop's Ventura Division, is pr_wily a

paraglider system back-up and will be used for wet landings of early unmanned

and manned Gemini spacecraft. The paraglider_ designed for dry landings, can

be guided by the astronaut to a controlled landing at a pre-selected point.

J4_J4_
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AT IONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

SPA,,:C,ArTt.... , ,
l=ut 8-2811 .. .- }4sc 63-26

%ension 3751 .... ,:,, February 12, 1963
6:00 p.m.

HOUSTON, _ --Mercury Atlas 9, the next manned U. S. orbital space flight

tempt was re-scheduled for mid-May, NASA announced.
$

The delay from a previously planned April launch target date is attributable

_decision to rewire the Mercury-Atlas flight control system. Results of a

cti_ _ reliability study and an analysis of a failure which occurred during

=.ckoutof the MA-9 booster identified the flight control system wiring as a possible

·rce of trouble.

Consequently, General Dynamic/Astronautics, assembly and test contractor for the

Las vehicle, proposed a new wiring technique as a part of a constant effort to

;rease reliability and safety of a man-rated Mercury booster.

A technical m-uagement board met at the Air Force Space Systems Divis ion at

s Angeles, Calif. today, to review the proposed schedule of work needed to make

change. The board included representation from the U. S. Air Force, Aerospace

cporation, General Dynamics/Astronautics and NASA's .Men,ned Spacecraft Center. "

D 4A//JZ,
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WalT'it 8-2811 MSC 63-27
Extexl_ion 3751 February 13, 1963

Houston, Texas -- The Manned Spacecraft Center announced today re-

organization of the Apollo Spacecraft Project Office to accommodate the

D *ded tasks imposed by the contract for the development of the Lunar
Excursion Module under negotiation with the Gr,]romanAircraft Engineering

Corporation.

Charles W. Frick, Apollo Project Manager, said Robert O. Piland will

be Deputy Project Manager for the T.k_4and james L. Decker, formerly with

the Martin Company in Baltimore, Md., has been assigned as Deputy Project

Manager for the Command and Service Modules.

Frick said the deputy managers will have responsibility for cost,

schedule, technical design and production Of the three-module Apollo

Spacecraft, under the over-all direction of the project manager.

Other Apollo organizational changes include establishment of a Space-

craft Systems Office for the Command and Service Modules with Caldwell C.

Johnson as Manager, and Clinton L. Taylor as ASsistant Manager, and a

-more-
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_s_lilar office for the T.EMwith Owen E. Maynard, Acting Manager, and William

F. _ector III, Assistant _anager. A Spacecraft Systems Office for Guidance

and Control, headed by Dave W. Gilbert with Paul Ebersole as Assistant Manager,

was als0 established.

J. Thomas Markley has been designated Special Assistant to the Manager

with full responsibility to negotiate with North American Aviation, Inc., now

under letter _ontract for the Apollo Command and Service Modules.

William J. Rhine will fill the Resident Apollo Spacecraft Office in Boston,

Massachusetts, reporting to Gilbert. The Massachusetts Institute of Technology

has been contracted by MSC for the Apollo's guidance and control system.

John W. Small_ Jr. will be located at the Resident Apollo Spacecraft Pro-

Ject Office in Bethpage, Long Island, New York, home of Grumman Aircraft

F ineering Corp., which has been negotiating with MSC for the T._.Mcontract.

A Resident Apollo Spacecraft Project Office had previously been established

at North American Aviation, Inc. at Downey_ California_ with George Lemke as

Resident Manager.

Decker, B9, served as manager of Martin Company's Advance Design Engineer-

lng Department, and as technical director of the Gemini Launch Vehicle Program.

Prior to this, he served as a Martin staff engineer for the DYNA-SOAR launch

·vehicle program, and as chief of Engineering Systems Requirements for Titan I

and Titan II missiles during the time the Titan II design was being established.

Deckerdid extensive aerodynamic, stability and control work in the develop-

ment of the U.S. Navy's P4M, PSM, and the first multijet seaplane - the XP6M1.

In 1957_ Decker became the Martin representative on the Aircraft Industries

Association Airworthiness Requirements Commission and served in this capacity

two years. He was graduated from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in 1944
with a bachelor in aeronautical engineering (BAE).
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__1 AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

[,,aEDSPACECRAFT,,._._.,_,_ _.__!!_--'_q[__=_--__ Houston_.::-.=_.-=_=::=_:._?,_CENTER"--'__ _l. 're x,_ s
Walnut 8-2811 t480 63-Z7
·Extension 3751 February 13, 1963

Houston, Texas -- The Manned Spacecraft Center announced today re-

organization of the Apollo Spacecraft Project Office to acc_odate the

_%ied tasks imposed by the contract for the development of the Lunar

Excursion Module under negotiation with the G_,mman Aircraft Engineering

Corporation.

Charles W. Frick, Apollo Project Manager, said Robert O. P_land w_l]

be Deputy Project Manager for the L_4 and James L. DeCker, formerly with

the Martin Company in Baltimore, Md., has been assigned as Deputy.Project

Manager for the C_nd and Service Modules.

Frick said the deputy managers will have responsibility for cost,

schedule, technical design and production of the three-module Apollo

Spacecraft_ under the over-all direction of the project manager.

Other Apollo orgam_.ational changes include establishment of a Space-

craft Systems Office for the Command and Service Modules with Caldwell C.

Johnson as Manager, and Clinton L. Taylor as ASsistant N_nager, and a

-more-
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szmilar office for the T.W_4with Owen E. Maynard, Acting Manager, and William

F. Rector III, Assistant Manager. A Spacecraft Systems Office for Guidance

and Control, headed by Dave W. Gilbert with Paul Ebersole as Assistant Manager,

was also established.

J. Thomas Markley has been designated Special Assistant to the Manager

with full responsibility to negotiate with North American Aviation, Inc., now

under letter contract for the Apollo Command and Service Modules.

William J. Rhine will f111 the Resident Apollo Spacecraft Office in Boston,

Massachusetts, reporting to Gilbert. The Massachusetts Institute of Technology

has been contracted by MSC for the Apollo's guidance and control system.

John W. Small, Jr. will be located at the Resident Apollo Spacecraft Pro-

Ject Office in Bethpage, Long Island, New York, home of Grumman Aircraft

_ 'neering Corp., which has been negotiating with MSC for the T.W.Mcontract.

A Resident Apollo Spacecraft Project Office had previously been established

at North American Aviation, Inc. at Downeyj California, with George Lemke as

Resident Manager.

Decker_ 39, served as manager of Martin Company's Advance Design Engineer-

ing Department, and as technical director of the Gemini Launch Vehicle Program.

Prior to this, he served as a Martin staff engineer for the DYNA-SOAR launch

vehicle program, and as chief of Engineering Systems Requirements for Titan I

and Titan II m_ssiles during the time the Titan II design was being established.

Decker did extensive aerodynamic, stability and control work in the develop-

ment of the U.S. Navy's P4M, PSM, and the first multiJet seaplane - the XP6M1,

In 1957, Decker became the Martin representative on the Aircraft Industrie_

Association A_rworthiness Requirements Cow_ission and served in this capacity

_fc _wo years. He was graduated from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in 1944

with a bachelor in aeronautical engineering (BAE).
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NEDSPACECRAFTr Ho,.,s'eor,

WA 8-2811 HSC' 63-32.
Ext. 3751 February 20, 1963

For Immediate Release

HSC AWARDSFIRE PREVENTION, PROTECTION CONTRACT

Houston, Texas -- A contract in the amount of $17,294 has been awarded by the
Hanned Spacecraft Center to the Houston Fire Safety Equipment Company for accomp-
lishing various services associated with a general fire prevention and protection
program for facilities including all of the MSC temporary sites in the Houston area.

The range of services under the contract includes conducting a comprehensive
fire prevention and protection survey of the temporary sites, performance of fire
prevention and equipment inspections, training of designated MSC personnel in fire
prevention and use of emergency firefighting equipment, development of emergency
fire plans for each facility and rendering consultative services in fire protec-

_n engineering matters.

The contract negotiator is Raymond A. LaPiante of the Center's Facilities and
Construction Procurement Office. The fire protection and prevention program of
the Manned Spacecraft Center comes under the purview of the Center's Safety Branch,
headed by John R. Kanak of the Center Medical Operations Office.

Fire prevention and protection services for the permanent facilities being
constructed at Clear Lake by MSC will be covered by later arrangements.
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I_;ATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

--A.NEDSPACECRAFTr: :,,._,: . H°ust°n
ENTER - Texas

WA 8-2811 HSC 63-28
Ext. 3751 February 27, 1963

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- A manned orbital rotatin 9 space station, capable of con-
ductin 9 research in space and assisting development of systems and operations for
exploration of distant Mars and Venus, is being studied as a part of the long
range plans of the Hanned Spacecraft Center and other NASA centers.

The Houston space center, alon 9 with other elements of NASA, in anticipation
of a manned orbital space station program as a logical future program , is con-
ducting studies through contracts with industry on the feasibility of operation,
definition of configuration, and preliminary design of such a vehicle.

Recently, 22 companies submitted bids on a request for proposals from HSC
to study an energy generation and storage system for a space station. The selected
contractor will investigate and compare systems for power distribution.

O Additional station studies will involve an environmental control (life-space
_dpport) system, preliminary designs of manned orbiting space stations and
logistics spacecrafts, and an operations and logistics analysis as recently
announced in the NASA industry briefing.

The Langley Research Center is also conducting studies in various areas of
space station development.

Although there is no approved national space station program at the present
time, HSC officials emphasize the potential role of the space station as an
important step in rnanned spaceflight.

The results of work contracted by HSC will aid in the establishment of pro-
gram definition, schedules, applications, and research experiments essential to
the over-all long range manned space flight goals.

"We need to determine many things about the operational environments of
space; we need to conduct research on materials, finishes, and processes and to
develop many other techniques; we need to develop and qualify systems for ad-
vanced missions; more than we know from Mercury, and more than we_11 learn from
Gemini and Apollo flights," an NSC spokesman commented.

The space station as an orbiting laboratory could conduct all types of basic
and applied scientific research to further Han_s advances in space. Results of

--mo re--
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experiments could establish design criteria for future programs.

Scientific data could be obtained to meet the requirements specified by
other programs.

Proposals for advanced systems could be researched and qualified for
future use, particularly where testing is not physically or economically
practical on Earth.

Long term investigations of biological, physiological, psychologlcal,
hereditary and genetic factors related to Nan, animals and plants, could be
studied.

And, the availability of a very hard vacuum with unlimited capacity for
research or applications testing gives the space station added purpose.

The required technology is many ways is less demanding than that for Pro-
ject Apollo, whlch involves extensive developments in guidance and navigation,
reentry heat protection, propulsion sub-systems, and lunar landing devices.
Launch vehicles, such as Saturn lB and Saturn V, with large payload capabilities,
and launch sites developed in Apollo program will be available, With a Saturn V
launch vehicle, a space station could be orbited with a large crew and equipment
capability and could stay in orbit for prolonged periods with sufficient elec-

{_ ical power capability to conduct a wide, versatile variety of tasks.

There are three space station concepts now undergoing consideration. One
approach involves a large, rotating space station of flexibe capability, launched
by a Saturn V launch vehicle and supported by flights of a number of shuttle or
logistic spacecraft.

Another approach is a two-step program beginnin9 with the launching into
earth orbit of a modified Apollo or Gemini spacecraft with an attached research
laboratory. Flight duration of several months would.bepossible to test out
feasibility and work out preliminary details of a larger space station.

The third approach is a building-block arrangement using existing designs
and tooling from various launch vehicle stages to construct cylindrical and
spherical building-block modules. Appropriate segments could be used to build
man-occupied modules from proven, tested, and qualified building-block units.

Because the space station would remain in orbit for a period of a year or
more, and would have no reentry and landing capabilities, resuPply of the vehicle
and crew rotation become major prob,lems. A loglstlcs spacecraft, carrying men
and supplies and launched periodically from Earth, could rendezvous with and
dock with the space station. The logistics spacecraft oould also be used for re-
entry and landing in both normal and emergency operations. Present ideas suggest
modifying present spacecraft to six and 12-man sizes.

Docking, especially with a rotating space station, presents problems too,

--mo re--
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The most logical Place to dock is at the hub of the station, to avoid extensive
maneuvering of the logistics spacecraft and to avoid disturbing the station.
Feasible ideas at the moment Jnvolve approaching the station using a rolling
maneuver to match the angular rotation of the station, or installing a non-ro-
tating hub in the space station.

A rotating configuration is considered especially desirable in that the
space station can create an artificial gravity for personnel on board. A non--
rotating central area can be used for experimentation in a zero-g environment.

AnOther desirable feature of a rotating space station is the high inertial
· stability which comes from an evenly distributed mass in rotation -- the fly-
wheel effect. Spin stabilization maintains station orientation and prevents
the build-up of large motions which could be detrimental to operations, to
docking maneuvers, and to abandoning the station in an emergency.

Other methods of docking, cargo transfer, and stowage of logistics space-
craft at the space station are also now under study.

The space station is a program which can accomplish a variety of slgn[fi-
cant achievements and future planetary missions may well be dependent on the
availability of research data and design criteria which only a space station can

elop and provide.
If a man has serious physiological limitations the space station could be _

come a unique facility for investigating and absolving these limitatlons, per-
mitting him to perform essential functions effectively and efficiently for the
long periods necessary for successful manned planetary flight missions.

Personnel at the station could investigate environmental hazards such as
Fadiation and meteoroids, incorporating their findings into design of planetary
spacecraft. Research on plants, anlmals, materials, finishes, processes, and
equipment in the operational _pace environment could also support planetary
flight missions.

--end--
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MANNEDSPACECRAFT';-_.-Hous'l:on
ENTER  exa,,

W_lqut8-2811 . MSC63-30
Extension 3751 Febz-;ary20, 1963

U. S. ORBITAL SPACE FLIGHT _ARY

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Poised for its spectacular mission, lox streaming from its

side, the giant ATLAS towered against the sun rising on the horizon. Atop, in the

MA-6 "Friendship 7" spacecraft, John H. Glenn, Jr., busied htmRelf in the final

O cklist as the countdown proceeded to its final seconds.

The engines gimbaled with a sudden vibration, flexing the metal skin, shudder-

lng solidly. With an immediate, gentle surge, the ATLAS lifted slowly_ and while

the hearts of a world stood still, it launched a U. S. Astronaut into America's

first three-orbit mission around the Earth.

Today, on the anniversary of that historic flight of February 20, 1962, and

on the eve of what may be the final flight in the Mercury series, Kenneth S.

Kleinknecht, Mercury Project Manager, reflected:

"Three U. S. Astronauts have accumulated 1_144.51 minutes in orbital Slm_ce

flights. The flights of Glenn, Carpenter and Schlrra have confirmed that man can

perform in a space enviromaent and that he can enhance the mission success and

flight safety by virtue of his flexibility and his capability to exercise Judgment

+- solve operational problems.

0 : -more-
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O "The flights have also confirmed tha_ the approach and philosophy followed in

the design of the Mercury spacecraft was technically sound. Each of these flights

has elevated our confidence level in the spacecraft systems and has demonstrated

that, although not a simple task, the resources of the United States-- that is,

the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, the Department of Defense,

private industry and other elements -- can be unified toward a common end with

unparalleled cooperation to accomplish a national objective on a minimum time

schedule.

"All these benefits derived from the Mercury Project are directly applicable

to future manned space flight programs and provide a solid foundation on which to

I!

base the Gemini and Apollo programs.

Astronaut John Glenn, the man who made the flight, looked back only long

enough to set sight on future goals:

"Looking back ... is only beneficial if such an event shows us how these

past stepping stones have contributed to our present status and how we should

proceed in the future. We have learned a lot about space flight in the past year,

and I am naturally proud to have been a part of it. All of these events, however,

are best used_ not as separate accomplishments for the whole Mercury team_ but to

provide a means for rev_ling the direction we should follow in the future.

"Considering this as one of the greatest efforts in the history of exploration,

it is probably safe to assume that mankind will eventually realize tremendous benefits.

"One of the most gratifying things of the entire space program has been the effort

and dedication put forth by so many individuals to accomplish the successful missions

that have been flown in a comparatively short period of time . . but along w_th all

this hard work and dedicated effort have come those periods of exhilaration that occur

only as individuals have realized that they have made a significant contribution to

O- .ence and the progress of our country. I hope that we can all experience many more

such moments together in the future."
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RAFT."_-_"_'_____Hou_'tl:on
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Walnut 8-2811 _C 63-31'
Extension 3751 Febx,,a_y20, 1963

LITTLE JOE II CONTRACT

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- A $6.3 million contract definitizing the cost, design and

Anufacture of Little Joe II sub-orbital launch vehicles, its launchers and range

support, was made public today by the Manned Spacecraft Center of NASA and General

Dynamics/Convair.

The formal contract calls for four Little Joe II vehicles, two launchers_ and

support at the White Sands Missile Range in New Mexico.

The Little Joe II, designed as an economical and expendable launch vehicle for

testing boilerplate models of the Apollo spacecraft in unmanned, sub-orbital flightsj

is scheduled for first flight in mid-1963. N°w being fabricated and assembled at

the General Dynamics/Convair plant in San Diego_ California, the first Little Joe II

will be able to accommodate as many as seven solid fuel Algol engines developing a

maximum thrust of about 800,000 pounds. The vehicle has been designed for a maximum

Apollo payload of 80,000 pounds.

-more-
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General Dynamics/Convair was selected by the Manned Spacecraft Center of

Nouston, Texas, in May, 1962 as the Little Joe II contractor. Today's announce-

ment firms the program's exact dollar value and the number of launch vehicles

and associated tasks required_ termed "definitization" of the contract.

The ult_-_te objective of the Apollo Project is to land U. S. Astronauts

on the _moon.

$
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w_ut 8-28Ll. ' Y.SC 63-35
Extension 3751 February 26, 1963

A British aviation medicine specialist in climatic and respiratory physiology has

been assigned to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's Houston space

center, marking the first direct foreign appointment to the Manned Spacecraft Center.

Dr. John Billingham, formerly with the Royal Air Force Institute of Aviation

Medicine, Farnborough, England, and the RAF, will assist Dr. George B. Smith, Head of

the Environmental Physiology Branch in the Crew Systems Division.

"Dr. Billingb_-mhas a very specialized background in water and thermal balance

O___rch," an MSC official disclosed. "He has studied problems in body temperature

regulation .. how liquids in the body are affected by temperature. We feel his back-

ground in aviation medicine . . is an excellent addition to the Center."

At the RAF Institute of Aviation Medicine, Dr. Billingham carried out basic and

applied research in aviation medicine, concentrating on climatic and respiratory

physiology. He contributed research to the Bioaeronautics Group at theRoyal Aircraft
i

Establishment, Farnborough, and also served as _ representative to international

aerospace medical conferences.

Dr. Billingham began preclinical studies, specializing in physiology, at Oxford

University's medical school. He was awarded Open Exhibition (scholarship) to Gt_'s

Hospital in London, where he continued clinical studies in medicine, surgery_ and

obstetrics. Upon completion, he was awarded Masters of Arts (M.A.), Bachelor of Medi-

cin_ (B.M.), and Bachelor of surgery (B. Ch. ) degrees from Oxford University.

0
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Following internship in medicine and surgery at Hampstead General Hospital in

London, he entered the I_F as a flying officer (:t,_icutm_ant)and was assigned to the

RAF Institute of Aviation Medicine. Dr. Billingham resigned his PAF commission in

1963 to Join the Manned Spacecraft Center.

Dr. Billinghsm was born in Worcester, England, in 1930. His father, Edgar
!

Billingham, is a retired schoolteacher. His wi_?, Margaret (nee Macpherson), and two

children -- Robert,5, and Graham, 3 -- arrived in Houston in mid-Febrvary and are

presently engaged in house-hunting.

Dr. BillinghAm is a member of the British Medical Association, a Fellow of the

Royal Society of Medicine, and an elected (1952) Associate of the Royal Photographic

Society.

He is an avid photographerand holds many exhibition and provincial awards for

_his work.
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_' = _ tO _ =-_With .a_a_ aspects be eager aatiei,oatlon to make Zhe _r_is_ i,_arraedSpacecraft

Center Astrolauvs (left to _-__)_ r._. _'r__no _' Scott Carpenter_ John X. G!e-,li%Jr. and };alter :._.

...._r._ clfs_b into a mock-u_ of the Count.and Xodule of the _''_..lo_- _ spacecraft. _._

_roxauts recently toured axe _ i _e- . ....._nsoeco e Apollo soaceeraft zaez±zzzes aS l{orth 2:::e:_icax

Aviazion's Space and infoN._ation Systems DiYision_ Do_.rney,Ca!ifor_aia. _za Apollo space-

crazy ,.m_ three U. S. astronauts on board will orbit the moo:a and land t_,zoof the men

on its surface by 1970.
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._, IONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

NEO SPACECRAFT -_:_,__y,,,., _,_-___ Ho u s-eo n
ENTER'-"_ ' ,_l. Texas

WAlnut 8-2811 NSC 63-38
Extension 3751 March 4' 1963

FOR I_Z_IATE P_T.WASE:

MSC ACQUIRES TEST VESSEL

HOUSTON, TRXAS -- A sma11 land-and-water vessel is being beefed u_ to look like

a destroyer (at least from the rear) so it can retrieve test spacecraft from the

allow waters of Clear Lake and Galveston Bay.
Purchased by the Natiopaq Aeronautics and Space Administration's Manned Spacecraft

Center, the former Army LCU (Landing Craft, Utility) upon modification will be able to

lift a spacecraft the size of Apollo's command module out of the water. It will recover

spacecraft and other objects used in air drops and flotation tests by MSC in nearby

Texas waters.

The ll5-foot stern of the vessel will be modifiedto resemble a destroyer's fantail

enabling heavy-object retrieval. Later, if necessary, special lifting equipment can

be instalqed on the vessel to increase its lifting power. The vesAel:s draft will be

shallow to enter Clear Lake and its docking port near Seabrook.

The modified LCU's basic landing craft capability will be retained. It will be

able to run up on a shallow beach to roll wheeled equipment aboard a ramp lowered from

one end of the vessel.

:O %lthough the craft is primarily designed for shallow waters, it can also operate
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in the Gulf of Mexico with provisions aboard to acc_mnodate 12 people for 5 days.

Shipmaster for the craft is Frank Gammon of MSC's Flight Operations Division.

He holds a Coast Guard marine license and has extensive Army experience in landing

craft operation. An engineer will be hired to double the full-time crew.

The NSC vessel w_11 be returned from New Orleans, where it is undergoing modi-

fication, and will be in f,,11operation around May 1.
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MANNED$PACECRA Houston
CENTER , Toxss
WALuut 8-2811 MSC 63-39

Extension 3751 March 3, 1963

FOR IMMEDY__TE HELFASE:

SCHOOL HAS SPACE SPFAKER

HOUSTCN_ TEXAS -- A Manned Spacecraft Center personnel training officer will dis-

cuss the challenge teachers and parents face in encouraging young people to seek techni-

cal college training_ on Tuesday_ March 5_ at the Deer Park Senior High School.

_nployee Development Officer Jack K. Pound of MSC's Personnel Training Branch will

talk to a meeting of parents and teachers in the high school auditoritm at 7:30 p.m.

Formerly with Champion Papers of Pasadena as their training supervisor, Pound

has taught at Texas A & M College and at the Pasadena High School where he also served

as Director of the Evening School in charge of adult education.

Po_&__d_who is active in youth work_ has contributed much of his time to Pasadena

Rotary _youth activities_ to Boy Scout and Junior Achievment groups and to vocational

guids_uce counseling of high school students.
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"ATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

MANNEDSPACECRAFT Houston
CENTER , Texas

WAlmut 8-2811 MSC 63-41

Extension 3751 March 4, 1963

FOR IMM2D_TE P_,LEASE:

PTA TO HEAR SPACE OFFICIAL

Houston -- Jack G. Cairl_ chief of the Personnel Management Assistance Br_P_ch "A"

of the Manned Spacecraft Center_ will give a slide presentation on the overall mar_ned

spacecraft program at a meeting of the Bellaire High School Parent-Teach Association

on March 12.

Mr. Cair!_ who has had included in his duties at MSC assistance in the selection of

the newest team of _SA astronauts last year_ will also be prepared to discuss for the

parents and teachers of Bellaire High the educational requirements of the space age.

Cair! has been a member of the Manned Spacecraft Center Perso_ael Division for the

p_st two years and _s engaged in Na_y personnel activities for several years prior to

coming with _SA. He holds B,A. and M.A. degrees in history from Michigan State Uni-

versity.

His two children attend Cynthia Parker Elementary School in the Westbury area.
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MANNEDSPACECRAFT Hous-eon
CENTER 'roxss

WAlnut 8-2811 MSC 63-43

Extension 3751 March 4, 1963

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

MSC OFFICIAL TO SPEAK

Houston -- Jack R. Lister, chief of the Training Branch of the Manned S_ceeraft

Center Personnel Division_ will speak at a meeting of the Anna B. Kelso Elementary

School Parent-Teacher Association in Houston March 14.

Lister will discuss career opportunities and education requirements at Manned

Spacecraft Center.

A native of Alabama, Lister holds a B.S. degree in education from Jacksonville

State College and has done graduate study at the University of Alabama. He is a member

of Kappa Delta Pi honorary educational society and of the American Society of Training

Directors.
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Extension 3751 March 4, 1963

FOR IMMEDIATE pWT.W.&SE

HOUSTON -- CUB SCOUTS SEE SPACE FLIGHT EQUIPMENT -- Harold F. Battaglia, a member

of the Crew Equipment Branch of the Crew Systems DivisiOn of Manned Spacecraft Center,

gets assistance from Irving Wilson, Southwest Neighborhood District Commissioner of the

Sam Houston Council of the Boy Scouts of America, to demonstrate a pressure suit and

survival equipment at the annual Blue and Gold Banquet of Cub Pack 606 recently.

//////
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MANNEDSPACECRAF Houston
_CENTER . TexBs

WAlnut 8-2811 MSC 63-45

Extension 3751 March 5, 1963

Houston -- Manned Spacecraft Center contracting officials have begun negotiations

with William J. Graham, Golden Beach, Fla., contractor, for performance of facility

support se_rices for the Center.

The proposed contract will be for operation, maintenance and repair of buildings,

-,tilities, facilities and grounds of MSC at its Clear Lake site, Ellington Air Force

Base and various leased facilities within the City of Houston. Also included will be

minor modifications at each site.

The contract will cover a period of one year.

Graham was selected for the maintenance and operations contract negotiations

from 20 firms making proposals after evaluation of the proposals by a source evaluation

board.

The MSC Procurement and Contracts Division expects to award a contract before

March 10.

###
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HOUSTON_ TEXAS -- Three inmates of Huntsville State Prison have volunteered as

subjects to give the Manned Spacecraft Center basic information on how the human

spine reacts to a seat-directed force similar to what an astronaut receives upon landing

impact.

Data in the form of X-ray photographs of volunteers' spines under gradual build-up

of tension up to 120 pounds_ o__rthe first sign of discomfor% _il! be studied. The

Crew Systems Division of MSC hopes to derive a "stress and strain" curwe by projecting

the results of the tests to indicate the tension failure points in the vertebra in

tv human spine under simulated tension loads.

These studies will show MSC designers of restraint devices how best to harness

the astronaut so that he will not suffer spinal damage during landing impact.

Tests _ill be conducted at the M. D. Anderson hospital in Houston under the

supervision of a staff radiologist with a st_f£ orthopedist. MSC's Harris F. Scherer

and John F. RayTield of the Environmental Physiology and Crew Equipment Branches

initiated the study.

Limits of the tension loads are well below 20 per cent of vertebral colv_n

failu_es_ Scherer explained. "Circus performers_ especially 'catchers' on high

trapeze acts_ take higher loads during performances several times a day. Tests at

medical schools show that it takes a force weight of approximately 400-500 pounds to

actually separate the ligaments of the vertebra."
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The subject _ill be placed face-up on a table in a mockup of an astro-

naut couch to approximate thigh-torso and thigh-calf angle. A lap belt of

standard aircraft configuration will hold him in the couch _hile a weight hanging

over the edge of the table and attached to a chin strap by cord "pulls" the spine

into tension. With each additional build-up weight_ am X-ray photograph is

made. All due safety precautions are taken_ and a doctor is present du_ing all

testing. Also scheduled into the study are periodic checkups of the volunteers'

vertebral col_m up to several months after the tests.

Another position for tests of spinal colt_mn tension is to up-end the

subject in the couch configuration. Held by the lap bel% the subject's spine

is photographed (by X-ray) to record one-gravity pull in the hip-over-head

position.

The studies _ill be completed by the end of April.
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HOUSTON_ TEXA_ -- A top manager of financial matters has been added to the management

roster of the Manned Spacecraft Center. He is Joseph A. Kratovil, named Chief of the

Finaucia_lManagement Division in late February.

Kratovil fills the position left vacant by Rex Ray_ who died last October.

With North American Aviation, Inc., in its Columbus (Ohio) Operating and Autonetics

Division, for 12 years_ Kratovil has extensive experience in preparing and analyzing

budgets_ financial operating plans_ cost estimates and in providing all aspects of fiscal

services.

He served as the Manager of Contracts and Pricing in the Systems Division at Auto-

netics; Chief of Proposals and Pricing in Minute Man Systems Management Division; and

in various positions of the Division of Management Control and Scheduling at Columbus.

Kratovil will serve as the financial advisor to Director Robert R. Gilruth and his

staff_ and will develop and operate a financial management system for the Center.

Kratovil holds a Bachelor of Science degree in mathematics from Western Reserve

University and has done graduate mathematics work at the Case Institute of Technology_

both in Cleveland, Ohio. He also has al Bachelor of Laws and Letters degree from

Franklin University Law School in Columbus. While he was serving in the U. S. Amy's

9th Armored Battalion in Europe, Kratovil attended the University of Bearritz in Southerr

France.

He is a member of the National Association of Accountants.

/_ oK
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Bo_ in Cleveland on March 26, 1925 to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Kratovil, now residing

In that Ohio city, Kratovil attended the East Technical High School from _nich he was

graduated in 1943. He later taught mathematics and related subjects in adult education

at Cleveland's Griswold Institute.

His wife_ Mildred (nee Dort)_ and their two children -- Philip James_ 12, _md

Sarah Ar_, 8 -- reside with him in Houston_ Texas.

In his spare time, Kratovil actively pursues golf and his interest in architecture.
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SPACE SCIENCES WORKSHOP -- The Manned Spacecraft Center and the Houston Inde-

pendent School District are conducting a program designed to introduce students and

teachers in the local school system to the expanding technology of manned spaceflight.

The program will provide students with problem and laboratory experiments related to

space explorations and_ it is believed_ will tend to motivate youngsters to investi-

gate career opportunities in science and technology. The program also provides

physics_ math, chemistry and biology teachers from vhe Houston school system with

'entation and weekly training at MSC. Here No,aah F. Smith_ special assistant

to the chief of the Spacecraft Technology Division_ MSC_ observes an experiment

conducted by Linda Wilson at Johnston Junior High School_ while Joseph Strehle_

right_ science supervisor for Houston secondary schools_ discusses classwork with

Patsy Grines.
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HOUSTON_ TEXAS -- A beam of light capable of such high energy concentration that it

can _enetrate a steel plate in a fraction of a second is presently under evaluation by

the Mamzed Spacecraft Center to detem_ine whether it can be harnessed for space.

The device that produces the light is called _SER (after Light _tp!_fication by

St Lmulated Emission of Radiation). Simply_ ordinaz_y white light at high intensity is

"p_aped" into an active material -- the most common is a ruby rod -- which becomes

highly energized. Chromium atoms within the rod create the laser's magic. They gather

v energy from wide b_ads of wavelengths in the white light_ concentrate it into a

single wavelength of red light, and emit it in the form._of an intense_ narrow beam so

powerful that it has never before been produced by man.

Not only is the energy highly concentrated into a narrow beam of red light_ it is

also "coherent"; that i% the contribuvion of each emitted light wave from a chromium

atom is perfectly timed so that it is exactly "in step" with the waves of light from

every other chromium atom and they burst forth in a single pulse from one end of the

rod _th all parts synchronized.

Application of the laser are ru__ning the g_nut. Predictions are that if harnessed

properly, the laser can advance the state-of-the-art in almost eve_j field utilizing

optics.
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In communications_ for example, a single laser beam could carry over 100 million

telephone conversations. In micro-surgery_ a laser beam could operate on a single

cell; protein molecules, one micron in size, could be picked off the chain with a laser

beam. With electronics shrinking into micro-miniaturization_ a laser beam could weld

the tiniest of components, such as the electrodes of semiconductors where it is impor-

tant to localize the delivery of heat.

With space requirements so stringent on weight_ space_ accuracy and reliability,

the Ma_ed Spacecraft Center is looking to the laser for possible application to its

manned space programs. MSC is particularly interested in the area of deep space

communications; distance and position measurement systems (radar) that are lighter,

smaller and simpler than microrave, but far more accurate; and stability and guidance

systems that could sense minute deviations of a spacecraft attitude in deep space,
it

--' could activate and correct/to a millionth-of-an-inch over a 50 million mile range.

Using ultra-narrow beams_ a laser device could penetrate these fantastic distances

more accurately than a microwave device_ and pound for pound_ still emerge the superior

piece of equipment from the standpoint of less weight and fewer moving parts.

To clearly define future possibilities_ however_ early studies need to be narrowe_

down to a basic comparison of the laser to the microwave. MSC_ already thinking ahead_

has initiated a comparison study with Hughes Aircraft Company to determine the feasi-

bility of using an optical communication system (laser) in deep space.

The study, which will outline the design of an ultimate deep space communication

system, will investigate three cases: beaming the laser between the spacecraft and the

earth; between the spacecraft and an earth-orbiting satellite_ then relaying to earth

by microwave; and beaming the laser between a spacecraft and a lunar-based laser station_

then relaying the signal to earth by microwave·
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Firstreport of the study shows an interesting comparison of the two systems

utilizingthe common denominator of 'maximum amount of information transmitted per

pound of equipment payload at selected frequencies" or how much information can be

transmitted over how much weight it takes to make the transmission. At this point, the

laser is winning out in performance and poundage.

The laser is greatly handicapped within the atmosphere by fog, dust_ and other

visible obstructions. In space, however_ where there is no atmosphere to limit its

beam_ the laser can perform without reservation_ and by directing a very narrow beam

over great distances the laser offers the "fine tuning" lost in the broad beam of

microwave. Power_ the lifeblood of the laser, could be absorbed from the sun directly

acting as the "pumping source".

A continuous-Fare laser system could "carry" a fantastic amount of information on

its beam, and since present microwave system frequency carriers are limited in the

amount of telemetered information they can bring back, the higher laser frequencies

look especially promising. The expanded area of higher frequencies available using the

laser for transmitting information is many times broader than what is available on

mS crowave.

Several projects have been planned by MSC's Instrumentation and Electronics Systems

Division in their laser study program_ the first of which is in the form of an experi-

ment aboard a future manned spacecraft. A small hand-carried voice-modulated gallium

arsenide laser transmitter will be pointed to a flare on earth by the astronaut in

the spacecraft_ and, upon command, a 30-second message will be beamed to the flare-marked

ground receiver.

Another project_ being conducted jointly by the Lincoln Laboratory and IESD, will

study and develop an optical radar with possibility for use in later versions of the
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unar excursion module of the Apollo spacecraft. Presumably it could replace a nmffser

of microwave systems now proposed for the Apollo mission amounting to a weight-saving

of about 100 pounds.

A gas laser of continuous-wave operation to arrive soon at MSC will be used to

study the transmission of voice communications. Studies to "receive" voice communica-

tions transmitted by a laser may be initiated as a result of the Hughes feasibility

study.

In separate laboratory studies a pulsed ruby laser is currently being used in

studies on "attenuation" of its beam through rocket exhaust or through similar

laboratory high temperature phenomena known as plasmas. Direct application would be

to a ranging device_ or altimeter aboard a later generation Lunar Excursion Module

(T,FM) which could beam the laser directly downward through the ion sheath of the T,EM's

rocket exhaust to "feel" out the lunar surface for a safe descent.

Looking beyond the present and immediate future_ engineers foresee a laser in an

earth-orbiting satellite used as a navigation "fix" by a spacecraft returning from a

deep space mission. Others see an ECHO-type satellite used as reflector of a laser

guidance beam by a passing spaceship.

Mars-bound astronauts could be supplied with instantaneous information on altitude

and rate of descent from laser beacons dropped earlier by unmanned probes. Three bea-

cons at some distance from one another_ forming a triangte_ could reflect the laser

beam from a descending spacecraft without signal interruption by rocket blast_ pin-

pointing the exact spot on landing.

Studies by MSC's Instrumentation and Electronics Division will screen out the

plausible from the far-fetched applications of the laser. Parallel state-of-the-art

development of components_ component performance and transmission difficulties will
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_'ect the "glamorous" laser applications. Some ideas may have to be entirely

abandoned when a closer investigation is made of related equipment development.

The laser enjoys the popularity today that the transistor enjoyed a few years

ago_ and as with the tramsistor_ optimistic engineers and scientists are discovering

an endless variety of tasks for the laser to fulfill. As one scientist stated:

"...at the height of tram.sistor appeal_ engineers were placing transistors everywhere,,

now they're taking them out of places where they should not have been in the first

place..."

Only careful screening and clever planning will prevent the application of the

laser where it is "non-applicable".
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

M...]NEDSPACECRAFT Uoustor,
CENTER 1. Texas

WAlnut 8-2811 MSC 63-52

Extension 3751 March 19, 1963

HOUSTON -- The Manned Spacecraft Center has received delivery from Lear Siegler,

Inc., of a slow scan television camera system and receiving equipment intended for use

iu the forthcoming Project Mercury spaceflight of Astronaut L. Gordon Cooper.

Produced by LSI's Electronic Instrumentation Division in Anaheim_ California_ the

equipment may be employed to transmit the first TV photos of an American space flight.

_ne Mercury launching is scheduled for mid-May, 1963.

A rugged eight pound camera_ similar to the one that transmitted the spectacular

pho+_s of the Echo Balloon in 1962_ may be installed in the Mercury spacecraft. The

camera would normally be focused on the astronaut but could be hand held and focused

on other objects or to pick up the view outside the spacecraft.

The ground support equipment, which will be installed at Cape Canaveral and two

other locations_ will receive the slow scan TV pictures. The camera will operate one

picture every two seconds which will be transmitted to the ground station over _ RF

communications link. The camera and ground support equipment were produced under con-

tracts awarded to LSI by NASA.

# l/# II
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ttOUSTON_ TEXAS -- Colonel John H. Glenn, Jr._ the first U. S. astronaut to orbJ_

the earth, has been named the recipient of the 1963 Robert H. Goddard trophy.

The ]highly-coveted award of the National Rocket Club is given annually at the

Robert H. Go_dard Memorial Dinner in commemoration of the "greatest achievement during

_he preceding year to advance missile, rocket and space flight programs."

Lymdon B. Johnson_ Vice President of the United States_ will be the principal

speaker at the National Rocket Club event, which will be held at Washington, D.C.'s

eraton-Park Hotel on March 22.

Fo_mer winners of the Goddard trophy are Dr. Robert R. Gilruth, Director of the

Manned Spacecraft Center, who received the trophy in 1962, and Dr. Wernher von Hrauu,

namad for the award in 1958.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Two U. S. Weather Bureau meteorologists have become Manned Space-

craft _Center's spaceflight weather advisory group to provide complete weather information

to space flight planners on a full-time consulting basis.

Alan N. Sanderson and Roger K. Carter comprise the new Spaceflight Meteorology

_roup which will funnel world-wide weather information to flight operations personnel.

Batween flights, the group will dr_w up chronological charts (such as wind-and-wave fre-

quency in water recovery areas), weather survey stm_naries and other climatological infor-

mation to assist in the planning of manned space missions.

The National Meteorological Center at Suitland, Maryland_ assigned to MSC per-

ma_uently, has similar units at Miami and Cape Canaveral, Florida, also supporting_;the

marn_ed space flight mission. The headquarters office supplies world-wide weather infor-

mation, while the Florida bureaus report on local weather and make forecasts for use by

the Launch Operations Center at Cape Canaveral, prior to and during MSC flights.

The two-man weather team at Houston will have its office on the third floor of

the Integrated Mission Control Center (INCC) when it is completed, adjacent to one of the

two mission control rooms.
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HOUSTON_ TEXAS -- A bride of the future need not worry about lack of cooking skills.

According to a space researcher on food to be eaten in space, all she will need to know

is how to boil water.

This is not a conspiracy to deny mothers-in-law their favorite pastime; nor is it

meant to encourage new husbands into thinking they will be eating better meals after the

honeymoon has eclipsed.

Future food for long space trips, as to Mars, may be a combination of synthetic

ingredients and freeze-dehydrated foods. These could be in the form of tablets, powders

bite-size morsels to conserve space. Reconstituted with a little bit of water,

dalicious, eye-appealing foods could grace the astronaut's console.

Other plausible ideas consider the production of edibles from waste products in

what is technically considered a "closed ecological system". Wastes, including expired

air_ would be broken down to basic chemicals such as carbon dioxide and water, then to

a further breakdown of hydrogen, carbon and oxygen -- then recombined in proper amounts

to make carbohydrates, and amino acids. Still another method would be to carry along

algae which absorbs carbon dioxide and releases oxygen for spacecraft occupants to

'breathe. Astronauts could eat algae to supply their bodies with valuable nutrients.

"On trips to a distant planet which would take a year or longer, a closed system

of sorae sort will have to be considered," an MSC researcher explained.
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As manned space flights progress in duration such as the upcoming MA-9 fli_lt

extension to one day in space_ foods aboard the spacecraft no longer become an "exper:[-

ment". They become fuel for the astronaut. He needs to eat to keep up his energy

to operate as a vital "system" within the spacecraft. His food becomes a part of his

life-sustaining equipment.

Edward Michel and Robert A. Nanz of the Manned Spacecraft Center's Crew Systems

Division, in a sense_ are space nutritionists. As the calorie-counters for the astro-

nauts, they concern themselves with problems peculiar to the space environment. For

example, currently they are evaluating a mouthpiece which will reclose the container

automatically to prevent spillage. Nothing could be messier in a weightless environ-

ment than to have pea soup turn into a green sea should the astronaut accidentally

knock the container against a cabin wall.

Keeping cookies from crnmbling_ the problem Astronaut Carpenter complained about

when cookie crmubs floated around his cabin, could be resolved with a new packaging tech-

nique. Now a neatly packaged oatmeal cookie can be popped into the mouth, wrapper

and all. The wrapper is made of methyl cellulose and melts instantly in his mouth, ye%

looks and feels like an ordinary cellophane canSy _£apper. Methyl cellulose is a syn-

thetic gun used in many of the new commercial synthetic products, such as whipped

toppings for desserts.

Tubes of pureed foods are being replaced with freeze-dehydrated foods for astro-

naut diets. The method of preparation -- first frozen, then dehydrated -- is not new,

but packaging the foods for space is new. Freeze-dehydrated foods, already commercially

available for campers_ preserve much of the texture_ taste, color and flavor of the foods

being processed. There are soups available on grocery shelves which have been freeze-

dehydrated.
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Housewives are not unique in their concern about "what to do with the leftovers?"

in the spacecraft_ leftover food must be treated quickly or it could upset the astro-

naut's balanced life-supporting atmosphere. To cope with uneaten food_ the astronaut

could drop a disi__fectant tablet into the food to control spoilage.

Astronauts are often invited to the laboratory of Michel and Nanz for !_ch to

taste-test new items in the menu, or to evaluate a new container or packaging techniqu_

As the choices on the menu enlarge_ astronauts on future flights can "special order"

their favorite foods. Present favorites are cre_aed chicken_ strawberries and fruit

cake cubes.
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HOUSTON TEXAS -- The "pulse" of future Manned Spacecraft Center multiple crew space

flights, such as the two-man Gemini and the lunar-bound Apollo missions, will be monitored

in the $50 million Integrated Mission Control Center, partly shown in this cutaway model

of its second floor.

Complicated internal electronic flight information and control display equipment

will be assembled by Philco Corporation_ with the exception of the real-time computer

complex, which will be built, installed and maintained by International Business Machines.

All flightSwill be controlled and monitored from the center room, showing 15 flight

_ntroller positions facing a 20-foot wide display supplemented by eye-level closed-

circuit TV consoles. This central room will be supported by Flight Dynamics, Life

Support, Vehicle Systems, Network Support, and Operations and Procedures staff rooms at

its left. Duplicate main control and staff support rooms will be located in the third

floor. Display equipment is housed behind the large projection screen. At the opposite

end of the main room is a visitors gallery.

To the right of the main control room are conference rooms; a simulation area with

dynamic and static "remote sites" for training, equipment checkout_ procedures and

mission rules development; building utilities equipment room; display maintenance room;

and unassigned rooms.
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First floor of the IMCC will house the computer complex; operational and

instrumentation facilities for telemetry, ground station and tracking radar operatioi_s;

communications equipment; and closed-circuit TV -- one of the main methods of display

throughout the !MCC.

Since Gemini and Apollo missions schedules overlap, duplication of main control

and staff support rooms will allow preparations for one flight while another is taY_iug

place. Two flights_ however, will never be run at the same time. In addition to these

rooms, the third floor will accommodate the meteorological bureau, and recovery control

and communications rooms.
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HOUSTON_ T_w_S -- A design for a universal crash helmet which can be worn by mili-

tml_ pilots at various altitndes_ has won U.S. Navy approval and an incentive award for

_ Mst:ned Spacecraft Center engineer.

James Correale of MSC's Crew Systems Division has accepted a $50 incentive awards

check_ _lder a _avy-sponsored progrs_ for his design of a universal helmet. The

"hard-hat" csm be worn at all altitudes with a fully-pressu_rized suit_ a non-pressurized

suit_ or with the Navy-type exposure suit. Formerly_ each mission required separate

_%dgear_ and the U. S. Navy stocked three different mission helmets.

Additional a_cards will be presented to Correale when the patent for the design is

granted.

Correale has been with I'_SA's Manned Spacecraft Center since July_ 1961. He for-

merly headed the Pressure Suit Branch of the Naval Air Materiel Center's Crew Equipment

Laboratory in Philadelphia for 13 years. He holds several patents_ some pending_ on

U. S. Na_y pressure suit and survival equipment. A design for a water-compensated check

valve for r;_avy exposure suits netted him an incentive award for $200 under the Navy

awards program.

Correa!e was graduated from Vill_nova University_ Villanova_ Pennsylvania in 1944

wlvh a B.S. degree in mechanical engineering. He is a member of the American Rocket

Society_ and of the Aeromedical Space Association.
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HOUSTON_ TEXAS -- The Manned Spacecraft Center's permanent display_ shown above

in this scale model_ will occupy 800 square feet of the World Trade Center lobby in

downtown Houston. Designed for technical and educational groups_ and for Houston

visitors_ the "growing" exhibit will incorporate the latest progress changes in the

Mercury_ Gemini and Apollo manned space flights. On pe_uaaent display will be a

Mercury space suit_ a Mercury spacecraft_ a scale model of MSC's Clear La_ke site_

and exhibits detailing Gemini's two-man and Apollo's lunar-bound missions in space.

The huge exhibit_ to be built by Atkins and Merrill of Sudsbury_ Massachusetts_ will

accessible to the public on April 4.
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HOUSTON_ TEXAS -- Dr. Robert R. Gilruth; Director of the Manned Spacecraft Center

of the National Aeronautics and Space A_ninistration, today announced assignment changes

fo; three key oif_cJal_ i_ thc Ccnt.e_'s monned spacecraft engineering and development

program.

James A. Ch_mberlin_ manager of the Gemini Spacecraft Project_ has been advanced

_o the newly created position of Senior Engineering Advisor to the Director.

In his new assignment_ Chamberlin will provide engineering advice to the Director

in all phases of spacecraft technology.

Charles W. Mathews_ who has been serving as deputy assistant director of MSC for

engineering aad development_ as well as chief of the Spacecraft Technology Division of

that office_ is assuming responsibilities as acting manager of Project Gemini.

Max Faget, Assistant Director for Engineering and Development_ will temporarily

become acting chief of the Spacecraft Technology Division_ in addition to his other

duties.
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i!OUS'i'ON_'iEY_\S-- An i:riporaantmilestone Jn kn_ qc_eJocscn% el' the NASA Apollo en-

vironmental! {}ontroi system will be marked this week when first tests of t_e system begin

in Garrett-AiResearch 'Los Angeles.

Sys-_em ievelopment vesting of the ECS will continue for approximately six months.

Accor_ing to Paul C. Scofield_ AiResearch Apollo program manager, _he test profile

,,/illinclude simulating prelaunch_ ascent_ orbital and re-entry pressure conditions on

an operating environmental control system. Function of the ECS is to provide life

supporting atmosphere in the command module of the Apollo spacecraft.

Development testing of the ECS will be conducted in a new laboratory facility built

especially for the Apollo program. AiResearch is developing the ECS under contract to

North Ameri_-an Aviation Space and Information Systems Division; prime contractor to the

Manned Spacecraft 0enter for the _SA Apollo vehicle.

qbe new laboratory is composed of a programmed altitude chamber, and an array of

auxiliary vest support equipment such as heat exchargers_ vacuum pumps and refrigeration

units.

A unique feature of the test lab is its data acquisition system, one of the most

comprehensive ever devised for development of an ECS.

More than 200 data points (temperature and pressure) will be automatically recorded

on the new data acquisition system (DAS). ECS sensor data recorded on magnetic tape by

the DAS will be analyzed by an Itl_ 7070 computer to minimize engineering data reduction

time. 'r_-,israpid analysis pez_its alesign engineers to correct problem areas on a
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continuing basis since a complete test run is analyzed in less than one day. Previously,

weeks of calculations would have been necessary to determine test results.

Visual monitoring and recording of fluid temperatures_ pressu_es_ and flows are made

dturing each test run. This data assists engineers conducting the test to remotely control

the ECS under test in the altitude chamber.

This also permits the test conductor to evaluate the performance and control of the

entire ECS system during the test.

Prelaunch condition for the ECS is evaluated by integrating the actual test equip-

ment checkout console into the test loop. A metabolic simulator is used to inject carbon

dioxide_ heat and water vapor in quantities simulating one_ two or three men in the

spacecraft.

Other major portions of the Apollo test equipment such as electrical, liquid and

7 pressure component test stands are included in the new testing lab. This equipment

is used to check ECS components du_ing development testing and later to perform

acceptance testing of all Apollo ECS components manufactured by AiResearch Los Angeles.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- A contract for nearly half a million dollars vas av_rded to the

Hayes International Corporation of Birmingham_ Alabama, for graphic arts services to

the Manned _pacecraft Center of I'[_SA.

The contract for $467_310 went to the lowest qualified bidder among 23 companies

submitting proposals.

The contractor plans to establish a facility in Houston _ich will furnish and

perform all phases of graphic arts services including technical illustration, visual

art_ graphic slides, charts, maps and reproducibles. The teim of the contract is one

year.

The Support Procurement Office_ _der MSC's Procurement and Contracts Division_

will monitor and administer the contract. MSC contracting officer is Joseph T. Davis.
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HOUSTON_ TEXAS -- A new space suit performance device_ built and designed under

contract to the Manned Spacecraft Center_ will be used to help evaluate space suit

and spacecraft cockpit design.

A test operator's console_ a physiograph and a molded couch assembly facing a

subject:s testing board) comprise the equipment built by the Applied Psychological

Services of Wayne_ Pennsylvania_ under a NASA contract.

The testing equipment will also be used by crew performance engineers for

evaluating and setting standards on manually operated spacecraft cockpit equipment_

design of actuating switches_ knobs and dials_ lay-out of instrz_aents and equipment

display_ and other aspects of the spacecraft interior.

The Crew Systems Division of MSC intends to perform a battery of tests to es-

tablish a set of normative standards to aid in the development of space suits.

A device called a flexometer will measure the extent an astronaut can bend his

wrists_ elbows_ knees and other joints while wearing a space suit.

Steel arcs over the subject's chair will measure the suit-clad astronaut's

reach within his immediate area. Cards_ mounted on the arcs_ will reveal how far

he can turn his head to read an instrument placard. A form board with forms and

sockets will measure his finger dexterity_ palm movement and wrist action in a

glove-encased hand_ and will also measure "success" of a particular shape design

of the "form".
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The astronaut's freedom of movement in a space suit will be recorded through

reaction time to operate typical controls. Along a display of rotary switches_ toggle

switches_ and push-button switches, lights will stimulate a response and will remain

lighted until the proper action is activated.

A control stick, adapted from a helicopter control design_ will be used to

measure the subject's coordination. He will be required to center cross-hairs and

to b_T the aligned position as long as he can.

A six-channel physiograph will record body temperatures at two places, galvanic

skin response_ breathing rate_ blood pressure and heart rate_ to evaluate the test

subject's physical and emotional state during tests.
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Placing a spacecraft in "space" is almost routine with these Manned Spacecraft

Center engineers. Here_ a modified production model of the Mercu_ spacecraft is rolled

into a vacuum chamber at MSC's Crew Systems Division to test and evaluate its envir-

o_uental control system (ECS). The ECS is the life-sustaining system within the space-

craft that keeps the earth-orbiting astronaut alive and alert. Although the chamber

cannot relieve the pull of gravity to simulate weightlessness_ it can evacuate air

pressure to a level so low that_ for all practical purposes, it is the environment of

space. Heating pads encircling the spacecraft simulate solar heating in orbit.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- A contract definitizing the terms and conditions of Philco

_orporation's role in implementing the Integrated Mission Control Center at Manned

Spacecraft Center's site at Clear La_ke_ has been signed, the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration announced.

The contract amounts to $33,797,565, including the fixed fee.

Philco will provide the "pulse" of the I_CC - all the complicated internal

electronic flight information and control display equipment_ with the exception of

the real-time computer complex which will be built and maintained by IH. Some

associated equipment will be purchased directly by MSC.

Philco will assist MSC in maintaining and operating the I_CC for one year after

acceptance is made by the Houston space center.

The IMCC at Clear Lake will take over the function performed by the Mercury

Control Center at Cape Canaveral, Florida. The IMCC will monitor and control the

- more -
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two-man Gemini missions in which U.S. astronauts will rendezvous and dock in space,

and, on a later mission, spend two weeks in space. It will also control Apollo flights

which will ultimately land a U. S. astronaut on the moon.

The work by Philco will be conducted at four locations: in Houston; at the

Western Development Laboratory, Palo Alto, California; at the Philco Communications and

Electronics Division, Philadelphia, Pa.; and the Aeronutronics Division of Ford Motor

Co., Newport Beach, California.

Philco was selected from seven qualified bidders.
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HOUSTON_ TEXAS -- A balloon shaped like a child's spinning top is being designed

as a safety device for astronauts during the first and last stages of NASA's Project

Gemini fligh_s_ Manned 13paeecraft Center has anno_lce_.

The drag balloon, called Ballute_ is being built by Goodyear Aircraft Corporation

of Akron, Ohio, under a contract from Weber Aircraft Corporation, Burbank_ California,

subcontractor for the Gemini ejection seat escape system. McDonnell Aircraft of St.

Louis is prime contractor for the spacecraft, under the technical direction of NASA's

Manned Spacecraft Center.

Ballute (_ALLoon-parachUTE), a system developed by GAC during 20 test programs

in the past four years, would be used if astronauts were forced to use their ejection

seats, the planned mode of escape for altitudes below 70,000 feet.

The inflatable rubberized fabric structure would stabilize and slow their fall

until conventional parachutes could be deployed at the lower altitude, GAC engineers

said.
- more -
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Gemini is a National Aeronautics and Space Administration long duration orbital

rendezvous spacecraft which will return to land at a pre-selected landing point in

the United States.

During the Gemini flight, American scientists will study rendezvous docking

techniques and the effects of long periods of weightlessness upon astronauts.

Because free fall descent above 35,000 feet could result in a tumbling motion

greater than man can stand, Goodyear Aircraft engineers are developing the stabilizing

device as a precautionary measure.

Baltute will be packaged in a deflated condition in the ejection seat during

flight. Soon after ejection from the spacecraft, the astronauts would separate from

their seats and the drag balloon would inflate within a fraction of a second and

trail above them.

The inflated Ballute is expected to be about 18 inches in diameter and two feet

long, according to preliminaryGAC designs.

During previous tests, the drag device has successfully stabilized the descent

of payload weighing as much as 500 pounds. The system has been proven at speeds up

to l0 times that of sound.

GAC also has suggested use of Ballute for recovery of booster assemblies, nose

cones and research vehicles re-entering the earth's atmosphere.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Thirty semi-finalists in the Marmed Spacecraft Center's

,ace-oriented contest among Houston and Harris county high school students have been

selected to enter final competition on March 30 at San Jacinto High School.

The semi-finalists (see attached list) were selected from more than 5_000 entries,

representing 90 junior and senior high schools. Fourteen of the semi-finalists are

girls.

Final winners will be announced Satturday when four winners each will be selected

in two categories of the space science division. Judged will be the best technical

paper on space sciences or manned space exploration_ and best editorial paper on the

theme "Why are we going to the moon?" Fotur final technical papers, two each from the

junior and senior high school entries; and four editorial, two from each high school

division, will be named winners. A certificate_ plaque, and pin will be awarded to

the winners with opportunity to meet an astronaut in a special tour and briefing at

the Manned Spacecraft Center. Winners will also be MSC guests at the opening of its

Jrld Trade Center exhibit in downtown Houston on April 4.
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A committee of MSC officials_ members of the Chamber of Commerce and the

Houston Engineering Council_ and representatives of educational institutions

will make the winning selections.

Semi-finalists will read their papers this Saturday (March 30) at the

third annual Houston Seminar of High School Science program at San Jacinto

High School. The program is sponsored by the Houston Council of Science Clubs

in cooperation with the Baylor University College of Medicine and the Engineers

Council of Houston.

Prel_aina_y judging which led to the selection of the semi-finalists was

conducted at each participating high school.



CONTEST S_,,_-FINALISTS

_m_ORz_. (j ,_.i.or HiS School) EOI_RI__ (_emor Hi_ .SchoOl)

Linda Fields 2uzanne P_tchelor.

Southmore Junior High _chool Mt. Carmel ,?_n!or High School

Pasadena

John Taylor Theola >iarie t,_muerson
Blac_: Junior High School Boo_er T..,'ashin_ton Junior-
Houston Senior High School

Houston

Mathew Va]lie

O. W. Carver Junior High _¢hool Lee Ave_y

Aldine Ind. :CchDist Sam P_uston _nenior High [:chool
Houston

_[aren Lee Johnson

Long Junior High School Mic::ey Guiberteau
Houston Davis Senior High _choo!

Houston

Jane Stegall

Hogg Junior High qchool lAike Rosenthal
gouston Lamar S_.ior High f;chool

Houston

Cathy Noland / '_

Pershing High _choo! Lynn Berz_y ( -_-",_"J
Houston Aldine _nior High _Choo!

Aldlne

Alex _ong Jr.

Marshall Jmaior High _;chool
Houston

Deady Junior High School
Hou:_:ton

Judy fra._lin
I_ndrum Junior High School

f_pring Branch

_orge _shino_on Junior High ?,chool
Houston



Maurice Jo_b Sylv_cter

Attuaks Junior High f_chool
Houston

Kenneth ?Jleeman

Jackson Junior High ?ehool
Houston

Carol Orr

Landr%un Jr_nlor Hlff_h_ehool

'Pring Branch

D_vey f_ncer Thornton

!7,pringBranch Ju_d_or High _,_.2aool
Cpr!ng o_rar.,eh

Glen Ro senbau_ _'

Cullen J_mior li5h ichool
Hou: ton

TEu.S,_AL R_ (Ser,_lor _'

JLm Thc_ll0SOn Carol Hartric

Ualtril_ _nior High P_bert E. Lee 'Senior High
Houston Cooke Cree!_ ind, Sch Dist.

_illiam Voel:,le Wayne Toups
_,i.sn_!ahoo!::amHouston F_nior _i_b !choot Deer Par Seniwr -T ·

Houston Deer P_,r

Donald !_, Calla_-ay
P[itby _;enior High _chool
Houston

:-aren $eyer

Robert 2. Lee Ser_i r High _!ehool
Houston

Debbie Copeland

Westbury _enlor High cboe!
Houghton

Barbara _-_nroe

Bellaire Senior High .choo!
Houston

Jill Fa_en

_e_orial $enio?' i'_igh_hoo!

:pring _ranch
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HOUSTON_ TEXAS -- Approximately lO0 education_ business, government and civic

leaders of Houston and the state have been invited to attend the April 4 opening

ceremony for the permanent Manned Spacecraft Center display which has been installed

in the lobby of the World Trades Center in Houston.

Participating in the l0 a. m. ceremonies will be Mayor Lewis Cutrer; President

Edward Fay of the World Trade Center Association; and Paul E. Purser, special

assistant to the Director of MSC. The program will be conducted in the WTC audi-

tori_n adjacent to the exhibit room.

The "ribbon-cutting" will precede the opening of the exhibit to public view

at noon. The display, featuring representative objects of the Manned Spacecraft

Center's space flight programs in an 800-sq_re foot area_ will be open to the

public seven days a week initially.

- More -

_ . °
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Designed and constructed for MSC by Atkins and Merrill, a contracting firm

specializing in exhibit construction, the display is arranged so that it may be
r

changed periodically to keep pace with technical advances in the Mercury, Gemini

and Apollo spacecraft projects being conducted by MSC.

Contained in the display will be a Mercury spacecraft, a pressure suit, a

diorama of the future MSC permanent site at Clear Lake and other graphic and model

displays.

The primary aim of the exhibit is educational rather than entertainment and

is directed toward educational, technical and foreign groups in particular.

II II II 11II II II II II II
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Extension 3751 April 2-3_ 1963

HOUSTON_ TEXAS -- Space Surgeon Charles A. Berry of the Manned Spacecraft Center's

_dical Operations Office will speak on !'The Challenge of Aerospace Medicine" to 500

students at New York University Medical Center on Saturday_ April 6.

The one-day session_ sponsored by the New York County Medical Society_ will be

held in the Al_nni Hall Auditorium of the University.

Dr. Berry_ who has been with MSC since Ju!y: 1962_ has served as aeromedical

monitor for Project Mercury's manned space flights from their inception. He later

became prime monitor at the Canary Island and Bezmud_ sites_ and trained other medical

monitors at these locations.

Dr. Berry received his Doctor of Medicine degree in 1947 from the University of

California Medical School_ San Francisco_ serving his internship at the San Francisco

City and County hospital. After three years of general practice at Indio and Coach-

ella_ California_ he entered the U.S.A.F.'s Aviation Medicine residency training

program_ later serving as Base Flight Slzrgeon and Deputy Command Surgeon in the

arribeanAir Command at Albrook Air Force Base_ Canal Zone.

- more -
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He was assigned as Assistant Chief of the Department of Aviation Medicine

at the School of Aviation Medicine at Ramdolph Air Force Base_ Texas, and, two

year, later, became Chief of the Department of Flight Medicine. In September of

1959_ he reported for duty in the Aerospace Medicine Division_ Office of the

Surgeon General, USAP.

He holds the Arnold D. Tuttle award for articles on original research published

in Aerospace Medicine in 1959 and 1960. In 1962_ he was a_arded the USAP certi-

ficate of Achievement in recognition of outstanding qualifications in the specialty

of Aviation Medicine. He has written or co-authored nearly 30 aerospace medical

papers and several chapters of book-length }_rks.

Dr. Berry is a member of the American Medical Association_ the American

Academy of General Practice, and the Association of Military Surgeons. He is a

Fellow of the Aerospace Medical Association_ a member of the Space Medicine Branch

of that Association_ and a member of the Committee on Aviation Health and Safety.

He is Fellow of the American College of Preventive Medicine and a member of the

Council on Education of the General Public of the Americas_ College of Preventive

Medicine. He is a member of Delta Omega (HonoraRy Public Health Society) and

Nu Siva Nu_ and is _u Associate Fellow of the American College of Physicians.

He is Executive Secretary on the board of Governors of t_ha Society of USAFFlight

Surgeons and Vice-President of the Society.
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NASA SIGNS WITH McDONNELL AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

FOR G_4INI SPACECRAFT

HOUSTON, T_XAS -- I_e NASA has signed a 456.6 million prime contract for Project

Gemini spacecraft with McDonnell Aircraft Corporation_ St. Louis_ Missouri.

Development of the two-man Gemini spacecraft began in December 1961 under techni-

cal direction of Manned Spacecraft Center_ Houston_ Texas with a preliminary "letter"

contract which _mounted to 145 million and is included in the 456.6 million total.

Manned Gemini missions to begin in 1964 will develop docking and rendezvous

techniques in space with the previously launched Agena vehicle in preparation for

the Apollo lunar mission which will land U, S. astronauts on the moon. Gemini also

will provide experience in manned space flight for as long as two weeks.

Under the contract the firm will provide 13 flight-rated spacecraft. Twelve

are to be used for spaceflights and the 13th is to undergo ground testing. McDonnell

also will provide 16 Gemini-Titan ii adapter modules and 9 Agena target vehicle_

docking adapters. - more -
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Other equipment to be furnished includes:

- Two mission simulator trainers, one to be located at Cape Canaveral,

Florida and the other at the Manned Spacecraft Center_ Houston. Gemini astronauts

will "fly" complete simulated missions in the trainer spacecraft.

- One docking simulator trainer to be located at MSC Houston for Astronaut

docking maneuver practice.

- Five boilerplate spacecraft for parachute ejection seat and landing

impact tests.

- Three "static articles", spacecraft of flight rated structure for ground

test evaluation of structural loading through vibration and impact tests.

The contract also specifies terms under which McDonnell is to assist in pro-

viding spacecraft pre-launch checkout, servicing, fueling_ post-flight spacecraft

services, trainer maintenance, test programs, spare parts and mission engineering

analysis.

More than 50 percent of the contract dollars will be subcontracted by McDonnell

to approximately 1500 subcontractors and suppliers throughout the United States.
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HOUSTON_ TEXkS -- Dr. Robert R. Gilruth_ Director of NASA's Manned Spacecraft

_enter_ today accepted the resignation of Charles W. Frick_ Manager of Project Apollo,

the manned lunar landing spacecraft program.

In submitting his resignation_ Frick expressed great regrets at leaving MSC and

his work on the Apollo program. He said that pressing personal reasons dictated that

he return to the aerospace industry.

Frick agreed_ however, to stay on at the space center in the role of consultant

to the Apollo program tmtil April 25.

"It is with reluctance that I accept this resignation," Dr. Gilruth stated.

"Charles Frick's outstanding management and engineering capabilities have been of

major importance in organizing the Apollo project, and in the many successes so far

T7

achieved in this program.

- more -
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Gilruth also announced that he has named Robert O. Piland to be acting

manager of the Apollo program, with the additional responsibility as Chief_ Command

and Service Module. James Decker was selected to replace Piland as Chief, Lunar

Excursion Module.

Frick had joined MSC as Manager of the Apollo program in February_ 1962_ after

serving on a consultant basis to the program since December 1961. He was employed

at that time by General Dynamics Corporation.

Without revealing his future career plans, Frick indicated that he will return

to the West Coast to join his wife, June_ and daughters, Barbara and Kathleen at the

family residence in La Jolla, California. A third daughter, Ann_ attends Sa__ta Clara

University in California.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- The William J. Graham and Son Company of Golden Beach, Florida,

as been awarded a cost-plus-fixed-fee contract, estimated at $800,000, to maintain and

operate the Manned Spacecraft Center's buildings_ facilities, utilities and grounds.

The work under contract will run for one year and will include support services

at MSC's Clear Lake site, Ellington Air Force Base and various leased facilities in

Houston. Work is expected to begin at once with the establishment of Graham's office

at Ellington.

The Graham company was selected by a source evaluation board from more than 20

companies offering their services to MSC. Negotiations with the Graham company began

on March 5.

The contract will be administered and monitored by the Center Facilities and

Construction Procurement Branch of MSC's Procurement and Contracts Division.
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HOUSTON_ TEXAS -- Two Manned Spacecraft Center engineers will present a co-authored

per to the Advisory Group of Aeronautical Research and Development (AGARD) of the North

Atlantic Treaty Organization in Turin, Italy on April 16-18.

The paper, entitled "Earth Landing Systems for Manned Spacecraft" will explain the

gu_aelines used by MSC in the selection of the landing systems for Mercury, the two-man

Gemini_ and the i_mar-bound, three-man Apollo projects to the 22nd meeting of the Flight

Mechanics Panel of the Group.

John B. Lee of MSC's Office of the Assistant Director for Engineering and Devel-

opment, and John W. Kiker of the Systems Evaluation and Development Division will make

the presentation to the NATO Group.

Also invited to attend were Walter C. Williams_ MSC Deputy Director and a member

of AGARD's Flight Mechanics Panel, and James K. Hinson_ the third author of the paper_

of the Systems Evaluation and Development Division.
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HOUSTON_ TEXAS -- The Manned Spacecraft Center's Apollo plans will be outlined

to the Conroe (Texas) Kiwanis Club on April 11 by Joe T. Doke of the Apollo Spacecraft

Project Office.

The goal of the Apollo project is to land two U.S. astronauts on the moon within

this decade.

Doke_ who is with the Apollo Systems Integration Office at MSC_ manages the

mechanical integration of the Apollo spacecraft to the la,ach vehicle and its facilities.

A native of Arkansas_ Doke attended high school in Oklahoma. He holds a bachelor

of science degree in mechanical engineering from the University of Oklahoma and is

presently working toward a master of science degree from the University of Alabama.

With the National Aeronautics and Space Administration since February 1958_ Doke

has conducted research leading to the development of special ground support equipment_

rocket engines and related equipage. Recently_ he presented a technical paper on

"Electrolytic Corrosion" to the Tulsa Division of the American Society of Mechanical

Engineers. Doke is also a member of the American Rocket Society.

Now residing in Houston with his wife and two children_ Doke moved to Texas from

Virginia when the Manned Spacecraft Center was relocated here.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Space Surgeon Stanley C. White, named 1962 Laureate by

the International Academy of Aerospace Medicine for his role in organizing the

medical s_oport of U.S. manned space flights, has been reassigned by the U.S.

Air Force.

_he Chief of Manned Spacecraft Center's Crew Systems Division will continue

his Air Force career at the Aerospace Medical Division of Brooks Air Force Base,

Texas. The reassigr_cnt, effective July 2, concludes a "detached (from the Air

_orce) d_ty" with MSC_ to which he was assigned in October, 1958, then the Space

Task Group at Langley Air Force Base, Virginia.

A Lt. Colonel in the U£AF Medical Corps_ Dr. _ite is best known for contri-

butions leading to the development of the life support systems for Project Mercury.

In 1960_ he was named for the Melbourne W. Baynton award for space medicine research,

and in 1961_ he receivad the Louis G. Bauer Founders award_-om the Aerospace Medical

Association for his efforts in bringing together the total medical, hmuan engineering,

- more -
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and man-support system efforts in Project Mercury. In 1962, he was also honored

w_th selection to membership in the International Academy of Astronautics, elected

as a fellow in the Aerospace Medical Association, and he was named one of two

Laureates (in U.S. and in U.S.S.R.) by the International Academy of Aerospace

Medicine, Brussels, Belgi_ml.

Dr. White has served on the Bio-Astronautics Committee of the National Research

Council of the National Academy of Sciences from 1959 to 1960; and on the Man-in-

Space Committee from 1960 to 1962.

As Chief of the Crew Systems Division, Dr. White and his staff have been res-

ponsible for conducting a program of advanced research in the areas of hmman

engineering, life support systems and crew equipment in support of manned space

flights.

This includes the development testing and flight of the Mercury, Gemini and

Apollo environmental control systems; of crew equipment, from space suits to emer-

gency survival gear; research in bio-instrumentation; environmental physiology

studies into effects of acceleration on man in the spacecraft, into development of

_eooralntsr.... (harnesses), into effective methods for packaging nutritious foods for

soace, and into protection devices against radiation.

Dr. White has also acted as medical operations director of manned space flights

through MA-7 -- the three-orbit mission flown by Astronaut M. Scott Carpenter.

Dr. White married the former Helene Rae Ross of Lebanon, Ohio. They have four

sons: Stephen Douglas_ 12; Stanley II, 9; Scott Wallace 6; and Stuart Raymond, 4.
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HOUSTON_ TEXAS -- Visitors to the Manned Spacecraft Center's permanent space

exhibit at Houston's World Trade Center can do their own tracking of orbital manned

space flights and flights of man-made satellites.

A large_ revolving plastic globe_ representing Earth_ will display any orbit

a ired through an adjustable satellite arm. A lighted bulb will simulate the

spacecraft or satellite orbiting the earth.

The orbit demonstrator_ developed by Ames Research Center_ Moffett Field_

California_ will be on display for approximately a month.

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration exhibit is open daily from

10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and each Saturday from 1! a.m. to 4 p.m. The World Trade Center

is located at Texas and Crawford Streets_ in downtown Houston.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Just as any large new industry and the community in which

it exists will have interacting economic effects, so will they have interacting

effects in their physical environment.

NASA's Manned Spacecraft Center, planning on moving next year into its

new facilities now under construction at Clear Lake, is seeking ahead of trme

to determine what physical effects operations at the Center will have on the

local environment and what effects the local environment may have on MSC's oDera-

tions.

Southwest Research Institute -- Houston has been awarded an $11,820 contract

to conduct an environmental study at and around the site to determine these ef-

fects and prepare the way for more detailed steps aimed at controlling them.

Under the leadership of Dr. Herbert C. McKee, assistant to the vice-presi-

dent at Southwest Research Institute - Houston, the' study wili accomolish three

major steps to be used as the basis for future planning to insure that MSC will

be a "good neighbor" to the surrounding communities, as well as insure that space

flight development carried out at the Center will not be adversely affected by

environmental conditions existing in the area.

The three aims of the preliminary study are:

1. Documentation of the current environmental conditions on and

adjacent to the site.

--more--
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2. Prediction of future developments, both on the site as well as in the

surroundin 9 area, and the interactin 9 effects on the site and in the area,

3. Recommendations for a continuin 9 program of monitoring, sampling and

testing, which may include such areas as background radiation, industrial hygiene,

sanitary engineerin 9, and community-wide patterns of water and air pollution.

Findings of the study will be coordinated with the Harris County Health De-

partment, the Texas Water Pollution Control Board, the Texas Game and Fish Com-

mission _nd other state and Federal agencies as appropriate.

Professor Arthur W. Busch of Rice University will serve as a consultant on

the program. Professor Busch is a recognized authority in the field of industrial

waste disposal problems in the Houston and Gulf Coast areas.

Engineers of the Southwest, as a subcontractor, will be responsible for ali

aspects of the program relating to water supply, hydrology, and sewage disposal.

This organization has conducted studies on these problems for municipalities and

other organizations in southeast Harris County and the Clear Lake area.

Several areas of NASA's operation will be studied. They will include storage

and testing procedures for storable fuels used in small control thruster engines

and other devices used in space vehicles, tn addition, the program will examine

the expected use of radioactive tracer materials for experimental purposes, similar

to other experimental uses now common in various laboratories in the Houston area.

The study will also review the plans that have been developed for obtaining

a suitable water supply and for sewage disposal, to insure that recent or anti-

--nlo re- -
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cipated changes in MSC operations and pTans will not create additional probtems

in these areas. So far as water supply and sewage disposal are concerned, the

Manned Spacecraft Center has problems similar to a city of several thousand

people, and a similar type of planning and preventive action is required.

Dr. Herbert C. McKee, project leader for the MSC study came to Houston in

September i962, when the Institute's Houston facility was opened. Formerly he

had been with Southwest Research Institute in San Antonio for nine years in the

Department of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering, Dr. McKee is known nationally

for his work in pollution control. In 1956-58 he conducted an extensive survey

of air pollution in the Houston area for the Houston Chamber of Commerce, and

will utilize the information obtained then in the present study. Dr. HcKee

has also conducted studies in pollution control for new industries coming into

an area for the first time, including chemical plants, refineries, and other

industrial clients in Houston and elsewhere. He has performed atmospheric

studies for the Government of Greenland and Alaska, and has conducted industrial

pollution surveys in Jamb,ica.
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HOUSTON_ _TEXAS -- _e astronauts making the United States' first two-man Gemini

e_rance space flight next year will be wired for sound like never before -- to a

pair of small magnetic tape recorders that will register the spacemen's physical and

mental reactions second-by-second throughout the joumney_

Cook _echnological Center Division of Cook Electric Company_ in Chicago-suburb

Morton Grove, Ill., has completed the first of the new biomedical recorders under

contract from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's Manned Spacecraft

Center_ Houston_ Texas. The contract also includes development of playback equipment

for post-flight analysis of the recorded data.

A pair of the new recorders weighs l_ss than 6 pounds and occupies only 125

cubic inches of the Gemini spacecraft. Each recorder will receive and record

continuousl_ for 30 hours_ six kinds of simultaneous signals from sensors within

the astronauts _ spacesuits Each also will have two extra reels_ providing enough

tape to stretch the l_ngth of five football fields and to record 'ap to 90 hours

o_ _omedicai data on each recorder.
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Manned Spacecraft Center considers the recorders as being vital to one

of Gemini's prime objectives -- detailed continuous analysis of astronauts T

physical and mental endurance in long periods of space flight, pointing toward

the Apollo moon project. U(_ to now Mercury flights have utilized spot-check

releasetry to gro_d stations for biomedical data on astronauts in orbit.

The Center said the recorders are adaptable to Mercury flights.

Smallest ever developed for such long operation, each seven-channel

recorder will register simultaneously electrocardiograph (EKG) heart readings,

blood pressure, and respiration. Other parameter recordings may be established

by MSC at a later date. One ch_anel of each recorder will register time.

Dr. Albert A. Gerlach, manager of Cook's Research Section responsible for

biomedical recorder development, said the machines are designed with sufficient

amplifier sensitivity to pick up 1/1, OOOth-volt signals from signal conditioners

and sensors within the astronauts' spacesuits. The recorders utilize two types

of electIonic processing -- direct, for heart_ bra4n, _usc_e_ and time reoordings_

sampled on-off or chopped, for blood pressure, respiration, and body temperature

data. The choice of electronic processing for the tape channels will be pre-set

before each flight, depending upon the type of recording and measurements desired

from each astronaut.

Dr. Gerlach said the recorders can be set for intermittent operation

through a programmer. There would be a recorder for each astronaut initially.

It would be oossible for the two Gemini recorders to be used consecutively instead

of simultaneously, h_ever, to check one man continuously or two or more men

alternately.
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HOUSTON_ ?EYd_S -- :&pollo mission trainers to put space-bo__,d astronauts through

_muia_ed vwo-week trips to the moon and back have been ordered for NAS_&'s Manned Space-

craft Canter.

_e Li_lk Division of General Precision_ Znc._ Binghampton, N.Y. was selected by

North .q__erie_n._vi_tion's Space Systems Division, Down,ay, 0alifornia, to develop and

install ghe two spacecraft sim-_iLa_ors. _ou}_v of _he con_rac-c is expected to total

·_pproximately nin_ and one bali million col!ars.

One of _,he simug_._tors-_ili b_ placed at NASi's Houston facility and the other

is _o be at vhe Atlanvic Missile _Rang_, Cape Canaveral.

The Apollo mission simulators will train astronauts I'rom law_eh through lunar

orbit and return vo earth.

Unique in design, the trainer provides a new concept in simulation which will

pro jeer the training into deep space. Tb_e trainers will Auplic_te pre-ice, ch cor_ditions_

fi-'st and second stage boosv an& separation, parki_:g and earth or;bits_ injection .'_,:
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into translunar trajectory, initial and mid-course coast, circumlunar pass,

pre-retro coast and retro to circular lunar orbit_ separation with lumar

excursion module_ rendezvous with lunar excursion module, injection to trans-

earth trajectory, initial mid-course coast_ reentry and landing.

The trainers will not simulate space conditions such as zero gravity

(weightlessness) or G forces.

The simulator will provide sound effects of booster separation and space

lighting effects so that astronauts will be able to see the moon and earth in

proper relation to the spacecraft during all mission phases.

The computer will respond to crew and instructors' actions by solving math-

ematical _nd logical problems, providing data exchange_ storing information,

aking decisions a_d simulating equipment failures diagnosis.

A total of twenty seven major subcontracts amounting to more than two

hundred million dollars for Apollo spacecraft systems have been awarded companies

in states. More than two thousand firms throughout the United States are expected

to participate in the program.
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HOUSTON, TEX&S -- The National Aeronautics and Space Administration today announced

that Astronaut John H. Gle_n, Jr., plans to take about ten days' vacation in Japan

with his family following the orbital flight of L. Gordon Cooper, tentatively scheduled

for mid-May.

Glenn will be voice communicator between Cooper and a Project Mercury tracking

ship stationed about three hundred miles off the coast of Japan. He will pass through

Tokyo early in May enroute to Nagasaki where he will board the tracking ship, the

Coastal Sentry.

About fou_ days after the Cooper flight, Glenn will be joined in Japan by his

wife_ Annie, and two children, David, 17, and Lynn, 15, who will arrive from their

home in Houston, Texas.

America's first astronaut to orbit the earth said_ that after spending leave

t_me in Japan ten years ago; he has long _anted to revisit that country to introduce

his family to Japanese culture and visit as many places of interest as possible.

The Glenn family plans to spend three days in Tokyo and about seven days

vacationing in other parts of Japan. in Tokyo, Glenn has expressed an interest

in sightseeing and meeting and talking with people, particularily the young people.
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HOUSTON_ TEXAS -- Eight of NASA's astronauts are "flying" a unique simulator at

Ling-Temco-Vo_g_ht in Dallas to study well in advamce the problem of what to do should

the Apollo Lunar Excursion Module's primary guidance system fail during the vehicle's

°_scent to the moon and the landing have to be abandoned.

They're working on manual procedures and instrument display data which may

be needed to cope with that emergency in LTVfs Manned Space Flight Simulator -

a maneuvering) ground-based device _hich can simulate numerous phases of space

missions including launch_ orbit_ rendezvous) earth and lunar landings and many

others.

Contract for the study w_s awarded by the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration's Manned Sp&cecraft Center at Houston and totals approximately

$100) 000.

In the Apollo program, scheduled to place U. S. astronauts on the moon before

1970, a three-man Command Module and the smaller Lunar Excursion Module are placed

in lunar orbit. The I_M vehicle with two astronauts aboard detaches from the

Command Module_ makes the actl]at lunar descent and later performs a rendezvous with

still-orbiting Command Module for the return trip to earth.
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The LTV study ass%rolesthat the lltnar landing vehicle's primaITf guidance

system has a failure on its approach to the moon and the astronauts must use

manual control to abort the landing and intercept and rejoin the Command Module.

To make the lunar descent_ the I,M vehicle would use its rocket motors

to drop below orbital velocity and burn them until reaching the surface. Should

a guidance system failure occur at any point in the landing approach_ the

astronauts could control the abort lalmch trajectory manually amd by a proper

combination of applying thrust am_d coasting_ rendezvous with the Command Module

for the return to earth.

In the LTV stud_ the astronauts_ as experts on space flight_ are evaluating

various manual control techniques and instrument display requirements neeessaI_/

for a successful L_ emergency abort.

Several approaches to interception and rejoining of the Command Module are

being studied. Factors considered include the relative positions of the L_ and

Command Module at the failure point_ the rendezvous time required_ ease of

accomplishment and the LZM's fuel situation.

The LTV simulator gives the astronaut a very realistic "flight" experience

in performing the abort and rendezvous mission. Coupled to a huge computer

complex_ the device maneuvers accurately in response to each movement of the

controls.

As the astronaut flies the mission_ he sees a moving presentation of the

lunar horizon and star field and the orbiting target "vehicle" he is attempting

to intercept and rejoin. Using the cockpit instruments and these references_ he

can follow the path of the target vehicle and accomplish the intercept in the

most efficient manner for a given circumstance.
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The external visual cues such as the star field and target are provided by

means of computer-controlled projectors _nich move in relation to the simulated

space vehicle's position and attitude. These display the moving images on the

inside of a large spherical fiberglass structure surrounding the simulator.

Astronauts participating in the study include M. Scott Carpenter and

Walter M. Schirra_ Jr. of the original seven astronauts and Nail A. Armstrong,

James A. McDivitt_ Elliott M. See Jr._ Edward H. White_ Charles Conrad and

John Young of the later group. D. C. Cheatham of MSC's Spacecraft Technology

Division is project officer for NASA and A. D. Schaezler of LTV's Vought

Astronautics Division is project engineer.

"From flights conducted_ there seems to be no doubt an astronaut can

manually accomplish the landing abort_ launch and intercept mission in the

event the _ primary guidance system sho_td fail_" Schaezler said. "He can

use any one of several intercept techniques and perfoPs_ his mission successfully."
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HOUSTON_ TEXAS -- Floating in free space outside his spacecraft; a Gemini

astronaut may be eager to rejoin his vehicle. If he pulls on the tethering line

too eagerly, however, he may send himself on a collision course with his spacecraft.

One s_lution_ perhaps, is a tethering line made rigid once out of the space-

£t on which the astronaut could move without abruptly jerking himself or his

spacecraft.

Thus, the famciful problems of space take on a realistic solution in Manned

Spacecraft Center's Crew Systems Division; where imaginative and creative engineers

are pioneering in a new enviroznnont.

The "rigid tethering line" idea may become obsolete by the tLme the first,

daring astronaut ventures out of his protective Gemini spacecraft, and an entirely

new concept may be adopted. But the ideas which must generate in this unique

Division of MSC are untethered by precedent or tradition; free to travel the

creative channels of the imagination; unhampered in scope or dimension.

In one branch, a man may be spinning himself into a "web" -- tethering himself

at several places to solve the problem of working in free space and in zero gravity.
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In space_ a force exerted in one direction may respond with a total force in

the opposite direction. An astronaut turning a wrench in space_ for example_

may find himself being "torqued" instead. So_ this bright engineer is

investigating the possibility of a torque-restraining web.

In the space suit development area_ the criteria for design of the extra-

vehicular suit for the Gemini astronaut_ and for the moon-landed Apollo

astronauts are being established.

"We're playing within ground rules of temperatures ranging from

plus-250 to minus-250 degrees in a typical lunar day_" explained Richard

Johnston_ the Division's Deputy Chief. Temperature control alone will be an

engineering and design feat.

"We're contending with a lunar glare -- the sun reflecting from the lunar

surface which may blind or may irritate the astronaut's eyes; the design of

a life-supporting system which can provide the astronaut with electrical

power_ communications equipment telemetering equipment and an environmental

control system complete with breathing oxygen_ purifying equipment_ tempera-

ture and humidity control .. reliable and light enough (40 lbs. ) to be _{orn

on the astronaut's back."

The environmental control system provides the astronaut with his liveable

atmosphere. It needs to provide oxygen at a satisfactory partial pressure;

it needs to control metabolic products_ such as C02_ odors_ etc.; it must

control cabin or_ as in the case of back-packs_ suit temperature; it must

have a method for removing heat_ and it must control humidity. Two ECS

designs are being developed for both Gemini and Apollo astronauts - one for

the spacecraSt (Apollo's Y,_ will have a separate one_ also) and another for

the extravehicular suits.
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The lunar back-pack must also allow for all contingencies. Being con-

sidered into the basic design if a "buddy system" capability. In the event

one lunar astronaut runs into an emergency_ he cam "plug" himself into his

companion's back-pack for life-sustaining oxygen_ until they both can return

to the safer confines of the lunar excursion module.

Gemini and Apollo astronauts may _¢ear their suits for as long as two

weeks at a stretch. In making the suit habitable, comfort plays an important

role. Questions upper_._ostin his mind are: Will the constant pressure within

the suit, the heat and cold extreraes on the l_mar surface, damage the suit_

wear it through_ or split the seams? Will the suit be capable of handling

body _r_stes over a long period? Will he have the needed mobility to mani-

pulate his fingers, twist his wrist in a full-pressure glove_ to bend at the

_aist easily_ to flex his knees or elbows quickly and efficiently?

Engineering designers are contemplating partial remova_l of the suit

for comfort during flight, sectioning it to allow removal of helmet and

gloves.

Gemini as the training phase for the later, more ambitious "giant step"

to the moon in Apollo, may allow its astronauts to step out of the spacecraft

into free space. The extra-vehicular suit for Gemini needs to be as reliable

as the extra-vehicular suit for Apollo, for the life _ithin each is exposed

to the same dangers and consequences. Within the spacecraft_ the space garment

is a secondary protective device against dangers, as_ for example_ rapid

decompression from a meteorite puncture of the spacecraft cabin w_ll; but_

once the astronaut steps out of his spacecraft, the suit becomes his primary

protective device.
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To increase reliability_ back-up systems are sprinkled liberally in the

pri_aary syste_as of the spacecraft. This same "insurance" in the extra-vehi-

cular space suit design may be incorporated into a series of pressure bladders

between the wearer and the exterior "skin" offthe suit. In the event the

astronaut tears his suit on the l_nar terrain_ his life will not be endangered

instantly. The localized decompression of his suit will give him temporary

protection until he c_a return to his spacecraft.

Food_ as _aportant for the astronaut's survival as the air he breathes_

is a subject of concern to a small group of space nutritionists in the

Division. While one engineer is developing new packaging techniques_ another

is devising steps or procedures flor the astronaut to eat _hile under full

pressure_ that is_ in his inflated suit.

Still another branch is painstakingly developing hardware they really

hope the astronaut will never have to use -- his survival gear. Designers

in this area must prepare the astronaut for sur_i_al in any contingency_

on land or in water_ and in any climate: tropical_ desert_ or sub-artie. As

_nderlines every effort _ithin MSC_ these designers must develop equipment

to be compact_ miniat_ized_ lightweight_ to fit into a compartment of pre-

designated dimensions and tolerances. Articles are not only packaged

tightly_ but _enever possible_ all the air within the package is evacuated

to make it as small as is conceivably possible.

_h_o other branches _ithin the Division_ the space medicine and the

environmental physiology group_ concern themselves with basic research: how

the body reacts in space, research into bio-instrumentation sensors (electrodes)
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for measuring h_msm body responses during space flight_ and the study of

man's limits to acceleration_ noise and vibration. Support amd restraint

systems which protect man under acceleration amd landing impact are the

outcome. For example_ now being developed is a universal net couch for

spacecraft.

The net couch consists of a unique loose-knit fabric framed by alimin_

tubing. Under heavy loading_ the fabric "gives" under the astronaut_

stretching to absorb most of the heavy loading imposed upon him during

landing impact_ yet refrains from bouncing him back up against his restraining

harnesses (at which time injury is most likely to occur). Lightweight_

interchangeable_ and capable of being stored out of the _kY during long

duration fligj_ts_ it will also allow more '¥orking room" in the spacecraft

for the astronauts.

The job of the Crew Systems Divis ion is_ in essence_ to "develop hardware

for space_ and to also evaluate alternate concepts of hard, rare% according

to Johnston. As the astronauts gain more experience in space flights_ new

smd uniquely different problems will be encountered. But the changes are

that - be the problem edible equipment or spacecraft structures _fnich

could be reconstituted with _ter for an e_aergency food supply in space_

or oxygen-giving algae plants for long distance flights to distant planets

years away -- some bright engineer in the Cre_ Systems Division has thought

about it already.
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HOUSTON_ TEXAS -- J. T. "Joe" Doke_ son of a retired farmer who farmed "general

row crops" on a 200-acre farm outside of Wetumka_ Oklahoma_ manages the mechanical

mating of the three modules composing the Apollo spacecraft with its booster.

The Apollo spacecraft_ lifted into translunar trajectory by a gigantic Saturn

V rocket sometime in the late 'sixties_ will place two U. S. astronauts on the moon

-_o explore the lunar surface.

With the National Aeronautics and Space Administration since February 1958_

J. T. Doke is assigned to the Apollo Systems Integration Office at Houston's (Texas)

Manned Spacecraft Center. The Center_ under the direction of Dr. Robert R. Gilruth_

is responsible for manned space flight research and development which began with the

establishment of the Space Task Group in October_ 1958, and _,_asrealized with the

first U. S. manned space flight of Commander Alan B. Shepard_ Jr. on May 5, 1961.

Project Mercury_ this month_ will log another space record when Major L. Gordon

Cooper_ Jr. in "Faith 7" may orbit as many as 22 times around the earth_ to spend

one full day in space, t_fter Mercury_ Project Gemini will be latmched to develop

pilot techniques in rendezvousing and docking in space_ and long duration flights
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of up to t_o weeks in length. Lessons learned will lead to Project Apoll%

from _hich man will gain a better understanding of the buniverse in which he

lives through the exploration of ou_ nearest neighbor in space -- the moon.

J. T. Doke_ the fifth and last son born to Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Doke in

Clarksville_ Arkansas_ entered the _orld on October 29_ 1934.

"My family ran out of names by the time Z arrived_ a_ud named me 'J.T. '"_

Doke said_ "but my brothers and friends started calling me 'Joe'". He

explained that although he uses 'Joe' often, he never registers at a hotel

with that name because "invariably, they ask me to pay in advance".

_he Dokes moved to Oklahoma during Joe's early school years_ lived in

Wet,aka proper, but fa_ued corn, cotton, and peanuts as tenant farmers on

200 acres about six miles _st of Wetu_Lka. The Doke boys pitched in on the

famr chores. "WhateYer there is to do on a farm_ we did it".

_rother Kenneth and Joe were sent to college, _£aile Dewey and Doya moved

to T_lsa where Dewey becs_ae a shop foreman for an oil field pressure vessel

manufacturing company_ and Doya_ a painting contractor. Another brother,

Lee_ -was killed during World War II in the Philippines _here as an airborne

engineer he _s assigned to an airport-_uilding crew. Kenr_eth w_s graduated

as a mechanics_ engineer and became employed with ]Boeing Aircraft Co.,

New Orleans.

Now retired_ Daddy Doke resides in Wetw_a with his wife.

Joe Doke went to the University of Oklahoma, majored in mechanical

engineering_ and _s graduated in 1958 _Cth a B.S. degree. Joe wanted to

enter the space technology field, and NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center

(at the t_me, Army Ballistic Missile Agency under U.S. _my) in Huntsville_
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A!abama_ captured his enthusiasm as being the first major rocketry center

in the United States.

He married his high school s_ethear_ Phyllis Jean Neese who lived

a few blocks "dov_ the street" from his home in Wet_nka_ and together

they left for Alabama.

At MSFC_ Joe became a member of the Propulsion Branch and channeled

his energy into design and development of rocket engines_ ground support

equipment_ and tests of preliminary design rocket engines.

Doke was involved in the early developmental work of the H-1 engine

that will liSt (with seven others) the Saturn I launch vehicle to place

earty_ unmasmed Apollo spacecraft into an earth orbit. He also worked

on the F-1 engine of the mighty Saturn F launch vehicle which will launch

U. S. astronauts toward the moon.

While in Alabama, Joe pursued further training at the University

of Alabama_ and is presently awaiting decision on his thesis which_ if

approved_ will grant him a master's degree.

Joe Doke_ his wife_ and two additional Dokes: Jay Tobin_ 5_ who

admires astronauts hut wants to be an engineer, and Stacy Suzann_ 3_

who has not expressed her career choice because "she doesn't talk well_

yet"_ moved to Houston in 1962 when the Manned Spacecraft Center _eas

established here.
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HOUSTON_ TEXAS -- The flight of the Apollo spacecraft to the moon -- this

country's national objective -- will be described by James C. Elms_ Deputy Director

of NASA's Manned Spacecraft Center_ during the General Conference on Space Age

Planning_ held in Chicago's Civic Opera House_ May 6-9. The Conference for business-

men_ educators, students amd professional people will conclude the Third Nations_l

Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Space.

The Apollo spacecraft with three U. S. astronauts on board will be placed in

a translunar trajectory by a Saturn V launch vehicle in the late 'sixties. Once

in lunar orbit_ the lunar excursion module will detach itself from the command module_

and two U. S. astronauts will descend in it to the moon's surface.

The Apollo mission_ illustrated through slides_ will be explained in Elm's

talk_ entitled: '$_anned Spacecraft" on Monday_ May 6. Elms is the second speaker

during the afternoon session on manned exploration of space. The conference_ which

opens at 8:45 a.m._ will be welcomed by Chicago's Mayor Richard J. Daley. NASA

Administrator James E. Webb will deliver the keynote address.
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DEt_JTY DIRECTOR FOR DEVELOI_ENT AND PROGRAMS BIOGRAPHY

_NASA MANNED SPACEC_ CE_ FEBRUARY 1963

James C. Elms joined the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center early in 1963

as Deputy Director for Development and Programs_ charged with primary man-

agement responsibility for all MSC manned spacecraft development projects_
including cost control_ scheduling s engineering_ supervision and adminis-

trative support.

A native of Los Baageles_ Elms was born on May 16s 1916. He had been
Director of Space and Electronics for Aeronutronics Division of the Ford

Motor Company at Newport Beach_ California_ and brought to NASA more than

15 years of top industrial development management experience.

Prior to his association with Aeronutronics s Elms was with the Crosley

Division of Avco_ first as vice-president_ Electronic Systems_ and later as
the executive vice-president. This division produced the FPS-26 height-

findir_ radar and zne VRC-!2 FM communications system. Prior to that he

was with the Martin Company's Denver Division as manager of the Avionics

Department s with responsibility for design and development of guidance_
flight convroi and cther electronic and electrical systems for the Air
Force Titan ICBM_

Before joining the Martin Company_ Elms was manager of the AzCr_ament

Systems Department of the Autonetics Division: North American Aviation_ re-

sponsible for research_ development and design of fire control_ radar s and
other allied systems_ During this period_ the MG-4 fire control system

was developed and produced in large quantities for use in the F-86K inter-

ceptor aircraft by the NATO nations, The Nasarr radar was developed and

is n_ being used in the F-105_ F-iO4G s CF-i04_ and F-lOhJ airaraft_ Tke
radar concepts established during this period have now been applied to

current SAC bomber aircraft. Bombing-navigation equipment also under de-

veiopment during this period is currently in production for use in the
A3J airaraft_

Earlier; Elms was chief development engineer of G. M_ Giarmini and

Company_ engaged in the develolmuent of small aircraft and missile instru-

me nts _ .

- more - /

J
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Elms served in the Air Force during World War II. Two years of his

ser_riae were spent at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base as a research and de-

velopment officer in armament and fire control, At the time he left the Air

Force_ he was head of the Guided Missile Unit of the Armament Laboratory.

Before the war_ Elms was employed as a stress analyst at Consolidated

vul%e_ Aircraft Corporation,

Elms received his BS degree in physics from the California Institute

of Technology and his MA degree in physics from the University of California

at Los Angeles_ where he was a member of the faculty as a research associate

in geophysics, His research consisted of seismic investigation of the earth:s
crustal structure and earth tides.

Elms is a senior member of the Institute of Radio Engineers_ a member

of the institute of the Aerospace Sciences_ the American Rocket Society_ and

hhe Armed Forces Communications and Electronics Association. He is a reg-

istered professional engineer in the State of California and has pateuts_

both granted and pending_ in armament and electronics.

He is married to the former Patricia Marguerite Pafford of Phoenix_

Arizona. The couple has four children: Christopher 1T_ Suzanne 14_

Francescia 12_ and Deborah _.

The NASA Manned Spacecraft Center -- under the direction of Dr_..Robert

R, Gilruth -- the Nation's experienced management agency in the field of

manned srace flisht research and development_ has been responsible for Pro-

ject Mercury since Uts inception. MSC has the responsibility for developing

manned spacecraft_ for training space flight crews to raan these craft_ and

for aonductir_ Projects Mereury_ Gemini and Apollo for the development of
space flight technology_ for the acquisition of knowledge_ and for the use

of _r_ in exploring space for the generation of better understanding of the

L_iverse in which we live. The Center is one of several research and space

flight Centers within the broad NASA organization and frequently calls upon

,_ther i'iASAfacilities_ government agencies_ private industry and educational
institetions for support in its programs,
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HOUSTON_ TEXAS - The first drop test of the Project Apollo earth landing system

was successfully accomplished by Northrop Corporation, E1 Centro_ Califomaia today

for the NASA, Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas.

Released from a specifically modified U. S. Air Force C-133 Cargo plane at

altitude_ a boilerplate test vehicle, duplicating the size and weight of the Apollo

spacecraft command module, _as safely landed by a Northrop Ventura cluster of three

r_ngsail parachutes. It was the first in a series of tests in qualifying the system

for earth landing_ after return from a lunar mission.

Operating of the landing systeza was initiated at 25_000 feet by an altitude

switch that fired a small explosive charge separating the apex cover located at the

top of the command module from the vehicle. One second after apex cover separation_

a mortar was automatically fired deplying a 13-foot diameter conical ribbon stabili-

zation/drogue/parachute. At approximately 15_000 feet the drogue "chute" was dis-

connected and three 16-foot diameter ringslot pilot "chutes" were deployed. Fifteen

seconds after pilot "chute" deployment_ a cluster of three North Ventura 88-£oot main

ringsail parachutes were deployed in a reefed condition for six seconds_ the reefing

lines on the chutes were automatically cut and the main ringsail parachutes were fully

deployed, safely landing the boilerplate test vehicle at a rate of approximately 30

per second_ landing well within human tolerance.
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Northrop Ventura is developing the Apollo earth landing system under

subcontract to North American Space and IrLfo_aation Systems Division.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS - - The first in a series of drop tests to qualify the parachute

rec_wery system which will lower the two-man Gemini spacecraft to a water landing

has ended successfully at E1 Centro_] _he Mannem Spacecraft Center announced today.

The drop was made over Tatu Range. Future drop tests will be made over the

U.S. Navy's P. _ Range off Pt. Mugu_ California.
/

The parachute recovery system_ designed by Northrop's Ventura Divisionz will be

Gemini's prime water landing system. The parachute system is designed for wet land-

ings and will be used for unmanned and early manned Gemini flights. The first manned

flight is scheduled for 1964. It will be preceded by two or three unmanned flights.

Project Gemini is designed to develop pilot techniques of docking and rendez-

vousing in space_ and to extend space flight duration up to two weeks.
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The parachute recovery system consits of an 18-foot diameter ring-sail drogue

and an 84-foot diameter ring-sail recovery parachute packed in a rendezvous-and-

recovery section mounted on the small end of the spacecraft. _%e canister also

houses the Gemini rendezvous radar equipment. Mercury experience has bean used ex-

tensively in the design of the parachutes and necessary system components.

Just completed were a series of 20 development drops of the main and drogue

parachutes at E1 Centro_ Calkforniao These tests checked out the deploL¥_ent

characteristics and the structural integrity of the individual chutes.

The qualification tests_ soheduled for completion in early 1964_ will check out

the operation of the recovery system. This will include the parachutes, the pyro-

technic devices which explosively trigger the deployment and release of the para-

ch_es and the timing system -- technically called "sequencings" which triggers

the various events at the proper time. Twenty tests are scheduled using a Gemini

boilerplate_ a dynamic d_Dlication of the Gemini spacecraft in config_ation_ weight_

weight distribution (center of gravity) and "response" tkroug% its size and weight.

Two additional tests using "static articles_" a structural d_lication of the

Gemini spaecraft not only in size and weight_ but in materials and construction_ will

finalize the testing of the recovery system.

Tests over the U.S. Ns,-cy'sPacific Missile Range_ Pt: Mugu_ California (El

Centro_ California_ will be used as an alternate drop area) w_ll be made from a

C-310 cargo-type aircraft. The boiterp!ate_ mo_lted on a sled within the aircraft_

will be extracted from the rear of the cargo compartment by an extraction chute.

After extraction_ the boilerp!ate will separate from the sled and will "free fall"

to around 12_000 feet where the stabilization parachute is separated and the Gemini
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recovery system is "armed."

At 10,600 feet above water, the sequencing will be initiated with the deploy-

ment of the drogue parachutes. After a two-second delay, the canister will separate

to deploy the main parachute. 7ne parachute will descend in "reefed" condition for

8 seconds, when it will "dis-reef." (Reefing_ or restricting the skirt from opening

until a safe descent speed is reached, prevents excessive loading on the canopy.

Dis-reefing releases the restraining bar_d_ _,nd allows the canopy to blossom). After

22 seconds, a single point release is fired to free the bridle which will allow the

spacecraft to rotate on a two-point suspensior_ system and assv_ne a "nose-up" position

35 degrees from the horizontal.

The 35-degree impact inclinatior_ !_,'._ersthe spacecraft into the water on the

"corner" of its heat shield_ apprecia_oly !es_ening the shock of ls_ading impact.

This method of water landing also eliminates the need for the impact bag which was

used for Mercury spacecraft landings.

The parachute recovery system will "ac replaced later bM a iam_d landing system

for which the paraglider is now u__a_erde'vele_ment. I_ro_igno-_tmar_aed Gemini flights_

ejection seat.s -- _/nich cam_be triggered by each astronaut individually for a rapid

escape from the space,raft -- will sea,re as tke emergency back-up recovery system.
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HOUSTON_ TEXAS -- A more detailed division of management responsibilities at

, NASA Manned Spacecraft Center was announced today by Dr. Robert R. Gilruth,

Center Director. It divides the operational from the developmental activities within

MSC projects.

Walter C. Williams, named Deputy Director for Mission Requirements and Flight

Operations last November, will develop mission plans and rules, crew training_ ground

support and mission control complexes, and will manage all flight operations con-

ducted by MSC.

James C. Elms, named Deputy Director for Development and Programs in early 1963,

will manage all MSC manned space flight projects, including total project planning.

In addition, Elms will plan, organize, and direct Center activities providing admin-

istrative and technical support for the entire MSC operation.
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Concurrently, Williams is Director of Flight Operations in NASAts Office of

Manned Space Flight in Washington, D.C., reporting directly to D. Brainerd Holmes.

In this capacity, he has complete mission authority during flight tests of Mercury,

Gemini and Apollo.

In announcing the responsibilities, Gilruth listed the following organizations

reporting directly to Williams:

G. M. Preston, MSC Manager of Atlantic Missile Range Operations and Chief,

Preflight Operations Division; Christopher C. Kraft, Jr., Chief, Flight Operations

Division; Warren J. North, Chief, Flight Crew Operations Division; Dr. Charles A.

Berry, Chief, Center Medical Operations Office; Wesley Messing_ MSC Manager of

-TJhite Sands Missile Range Operations; G. Barry Graves_ Assistant Director for

Information and Control Systems, specifically to implement the Integrated Mission

Control Center (IMCC) and the Ground Operations Support Systems, (GOSS); and

Kenneth S. Kleinknecht, Manager, Project Mercury.

Project Mercury personnel_ many of whom probably will be absorbed in the

mission requirements and flight operations areas upon completion of the planned

Mercury flights under the program, report to Williams.

Reporting to Elms under the new organizational structure are: Assistant

Director for Engineering and Development Maxime A. Faget; Assistant Director for

Information and Control Systems G. Barry Graves (for other than IMCC and GOSS);

Assistant Director for Administration Wesley Hjornevik; Acting Apollo Spacecraft

Project Manager Robert 0. Piland, and Acting Gemini Project Manager Charles W.

Mathews.
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Walter C. Williams_ Director of Operations for the nation's sixth manned

space flight, reported that the first half of the two-day split countdown _s

completed this morning and that the countdown will be picked up at midnight

tonight. Everything is in readiness for the planned launch time of 8:00 a.m.,

EST (7:00 a.m._ CST) Tuesday.

Astronaut L. Gordon Cooper spent the day in a last minute mission review

with Dr. Robert R. Gilruth_ Director of the Manned Spacecraft Center) Williams_

Flight Director Chris Kraft_ Project Mercury Director Kenneth Kleinknecht.

Alan Shepard_ mission backup pilot, Ernest Amman) Merritt Preston) and John

Hodge.

Cooper will have dinner at 6:00 p.m.) EST) in Hangar S and then will rest

until he is awakened at approximately 2:00 a.m., EST_ for breakfast_ and final

preparation for the flight.

There has been no significant change in the weather since this morningrs

forecast, except in the eastern Atlantic, where fresh winds and moderate seas

are now expected.

Cloudiness at Cape Canaveral continues to be the major concern.
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CLEVELAND-BUILT AEROMEDICAL RECORDER MONITORS

COOPER 'S FLIGHT

The j_bo-sized recording system produced in Cleveland provided the primary

medical monitoring facility at Cape Canaveral as Astronaut Major Gordon Cooper

circled the earth in the capsule_ "Faith 7." The recorder_ _Thich

displayed medical information on a 30-inch expanse of moving chart paper_ was

designed and built by Brush Instruments, Division of Clevite Corporation_

Cleveland_ Ohio.

Teamed with 22 other ground- and ship--monitoring stations around the world_

the specially-designed system collected and displayed volumes of data on heart

action_ blood press_are_ capsule and suit temperature_ respiration and body temp-

erature. Ail information appeared in the form of continuous wiggling traces

written by pens on a 15-inch wide chart. The chart contained preprinted parallel

grids one for each channel of information_ which enabled flight surgeons to

detect and measure the slightest variations precisely as they occurred in

Cooper's condition. Medical observers could watch results over the 3-inch view-

ing table as the chart moved from right to left at a steady 25 millimeters per

second.

The unusually broad viewing surface presented a full half-minute of recorded

data at all times_ thus allowing time for medical men to detect trends or slow

changes in any one or more biomedieal functions of the astronaut.
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Major interests in the data began shortly after Cooper had entered the

capsule. From electrocardiographic_ blood pressure, respiration and tempera-

t_re sensors attached to his body, information on Cooper's exact state of being

was telemetered to the medical blockhouse_ where it appeared immediately on the

recorder chart. Recording continued through prelaunch preparations and became

most critical in the various stages of lift-off_ maximwa acceleration_ and weight-

lessness. Once out of telemetry range of the Cape_ data were picked up by ship-

borne stations_ later in Africa and around the world_ until "Faith 7" again

whirled within range. Each orbit contributed important new information.

Several experiments designed to produce biomedical information under various

forms of stress or repose were conducted during the 34-hour flight. Special

exercises during the 2nd and 7th orbits tested the effects of energy expended

while in weightless condition. A later period of S hours was assigned sleep_

followed by slight stimulus to restore alertness. The effects of these and other

induced changes were seen directly on the recorder chart.

The Brush system has a number of i_movations_ including a forced fluid

writing system by which ink is delivered to the pen tip under pressure. The system

insures clear_ uniform-thickness traces whether the pens move slowly or at high

speed. Accuracy of the recorder is within one-half percent of absolute and is

continuously maintained by a built-in device which detects and corrects errors

simultaneously. The recorder is mounted at 30° angle in the large console, af-

fording space for signal amplifying equipment and controls_ and for associated

medical observation instruments.
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Houston -- Manned Spacecraft Center has awarded a definitized

contract estimated at $949,000 to the Westinghouse Electric Corporation

for the design and delivery of the main drive system of the flight

acceleration facility to be built at MSC's Clear Lake site.

The system is due to be installed by mid-May, 1964.

The main drive motor and three-unit motor generators set and

switch gear will be fabricated at Westinghouse's Large Rotating Apparatus

Division, East Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and its Research and Development

Center, Pittsburgh.

The flight acceleration control system will be fabricated at the

Westinghouse Plant in Buffalo, New York.

MSC will use the flight acceleration facility for crew training,

for equipment development and test and biomedical testing under g-loads

equivalent to those encountered in space flight.

The main drive motor will providc power to rotate a 50-foot arm to

the end of which will bn fixed gondolas for men or equipment.
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HOUSTON,TEXAS -- The Gruman Aircraft Engineering Corporation, contracted by

NASA:s Manned Spacecraft Center to build the Tunar landing vehicle in which two U.S,

Astronauts will descend to the n_on_s surface, has named Space Technology Laboratory

to develop the lunar descent and landing engine.

A divisi,on:oF 'fr-or:_ason-Ra.T_)-Wooldridge Corporation, STL was selected by Grumman

as a result of competition.

The lunar excursion module (LEM) of Project Apollo -- the U.S. goal to place

U_S, Astronauts on the moon within this decade -- will detach from the Apollo space-

craft orbiting around the mock, a,*d _...'i!1 slowly descend to its surface,

Two approached to development of [he descent and landing engine for the LEM are

being pursued STL is deveiopi_g an engine with a ten-to-one mechanical throttling

ra.mge, while Rocketdyne -- a division of the North American Aviation Corporation --

was recently selected by Grummn to develop a gas injection scheme for throttling,

T15e parallel development program wi fi cc'_tinue for approximately a year before a

decision will be made between the two development approaches. The selected method

will go into production models of the LEM.
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!'OdSTON, TEXAS -- Problems with two connectors to an electrical amplifier Tn

"Faith 7_ forced A_tronaut Gcrdor Cooper to manually fly his spacecraft back to

Earth,

The two connectors are located in the AMP CAL (Amplifier Calibrator) where

electrical signa!s of various spacecraft sensors are converted into commands, These

commands cause a_:tlvatior,© t_,e hydrogen peroxide iet thrusters in the automatic

_ntrol system to maintain proper spacecraft position in relation to the Earth. The

spacecraft sensors include i-h_gyro:; c,? c_nd infrared horizon scanners.

First, the appearance of the ,05G Fanel light and later the failure of the AC

power from the inverters signaled the problems to Astronaut Cooper,

Careful detailed post flight examination of the spacecraft circuits revealed

the following facts:

The !nverter trouble was traced to an electrical power connector , which amonr!

other functions, passes the AC output from the inverter bus (ASCS) into the AMP CAL

T_e insulating qualities of the conrector had failed and permitted the AC power line

to find a ground, causing a short circuit. The inverters will not operate in the

event oF :_u_:ha malfunction in the ci rcuits and the operating characteristics observed

in flight were as expected i:or such an electrical fault, Post flight examination of

the inverters showed them to be undamaged.

--more--
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Corrosion was found in and around another electrical connector through which

some of the .05G circuits passed. Presence of the corrosion indicated the possi-

bility that moisture had collected in the area and resistance checks of the current

passing through the connector indicated changing resistance as though the system

were drying out. Later, tests with completed dryed circuits and a new power con-

nector showed satisfactory operation of the AMP CAL, including the .05G circuit.

Introduction of small quantities of moisture into the plug resulted in actuation

of the .05G circuit as it had done during flight. Thus, it is concluded from these

tests that actuation of the .05G circuit during the MA-9 mission probably resulted

from the effects of moisture in the connector.

The inverter and .05G troubles during the mission were traced to independent

electrical connectors that failed out different times during the flight. There is

n indication that the failures were connected. Other than the fact that electrical

insulation broke down in both cases.

Correction of these problems will include tighter control of moisture within

the spacecraft and an increase of the protection of electrical connectors and other

components from moisture.
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?IOUSTON, TEXAS -- The Manned Spacecraft Center has announced the realignment of

i _ administrative organization, headed by the Assistant Director for Administration,

Wesley L. Hjornevik.

Major change in the administrative organization of the center is the establishment

Tn the Office of the Assistant Director for Administration of the position of Manager,

Missions and Operations Support, and elimination of the office of Manager, Center

Services, Martin L. Byrnes, who has served as Center Operations Manager, will move

.'-n, into the new position.

Byrnes, in his new position, will be responsible for assuring that effective

business m_3nagement service is provided to those elements of MSC reporting to the

Deputy Director for Mission Requirements and Flight Operations and will monitor busi-

ness admin stration activities at MSC's White Sands Residence Office and Cape Canaveral

Operations

Administrative divisions of MSC which formerly reported to the Manager, Center

Operations, have been realigned in two new officies, the Office of Administrative

Services, to be headed by Douglas R. Hendrickson, and the Office of Technical and

Engineering Services, to be headed by Joseph V. Pi land.

Divisions in the Office of Administrative Services will include Office Services,

Logistics and Technical Information. Hendrickson, as Chief of Administrative Services,

--mo re--
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will be responsible for the overall planning, direction, coordination and administra-

tion of logistical, technical information and administrative support for all MSC

activities. Hendrickson was formerly assistant chief of the MSC Financial Manage-

ment Division.

Reporting to Piland as Chief, Technical and Engineering Services will be the

Facilities Division, Photographic Services Division (under a new name, Photographic

Division), Technical Services Division and a newly-created division, Engineering,

which will provide engineering support services to MSC-

Formerly Assistant to the Manager, Mercury Project Office, Piland will be re-

sponsible for the overall direction of technical support services required by MSC and

-- will effect the necessary coordination and planning of program effort to assure these

services are responsive to MSC activity requirements on a timely basis.

Assistant Director Hjornevik will have five other divisions reporting directly

to his office, Management Analysis, Procurement and Contracts, Financial Management,

Personnel and Security.
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HOUSTON_ TEXAS - The National Aeronautics and Space Administration will recruit

to 15 new astronaut trainees this summer.

The program is opened to both civilian and military volunteers. Cut-off date

for applications is July 1, 1963. The military services which will pre-screen its

pilots_ will have until July 15, 1963, to pass on to NASA its recommended applicants.

Pilots selected will join the current astronaut pilot pool in October_ based

at NASA's Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas.

With slight exception_ selection criteria are similar to those used in the

selection of 9 new manned space flight candidates chosen by NASA in 1962. To qualify

for this selection_ a candidate must:

1. Be a United States citizen born after June 30, 1929 and 6 feet or less in

height.

2. Have earned a degree in engineering or physics,/,sciences.

3. Have acquired 1,000 hours jet pilot time or have attained experimental

f_ght test status through the Armed Forces_ NASA_ or the aircraft industry.
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4. Be recommended by his present organization.

NASA also announced that conversation will be begum _¢ith representatives

of nation's scientific community with regard to finding the earliest practicable

_&ys in which scientists can be included in the Apollo mission.

Compared to 1962 selection criteria_ the maxim_a age requirement has been

reduced from 35_ smd certification as a test pilot_ while still preferred_ is

no longer mandatory.

The age reduction is to insure a broad age spread in the pilot pool.

Average age of the original group of 7 astronauts is 3_; the second group_ 34.

In addition, successful applicants will have to be in excellent physical

and mental condition.

Applications are to be addressed to the Y4tSA Manned Spacecraft Center,

Personnel Office_ P. 0. ]3ox 18534 _ Houston 1_ Texas_ Attn: JOH2_ CAIRL.

Civilian applications must be post aarked no later than midaight July 1_ 1963.
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HOUSTON_ TEXAS -- The 16 astronauts of the National Aeronautics and Space

_inistration Marmed Space Flight programs received instruction in jungle survival

this week (June 3-6) at the USA_ S Caribbean Air C_nmand Tropic Survival School

at Albrook Air Force Base, Canal Zone_ followed by field training in the local

jungle.

The astronauts_ all assigned to IXgSA's Manned Spacecraft Center at Houston_

Texas, include the seven Project Mercury astronauts and the nine astronauts named

by the agency in September 1962 to participate in the follow-on program - Projects

Gemini and Apollo. The two groups have been integrated to furnish NASA with a

16-man team of test pilot-engineers for future manned flights.

The are: Neil Azmstrong_ Frank Borman_ M. Scott Carpenter_ Charles Conrad, gr._

L. Gordon Cooper_ Jr._ John H. Glenn_ Jr._ V. I. Gus Grissom_ James Lovell_ James

McDivitt_ Walter M. Schirra_ Jr._ Elliot M. See_ Jr._ Alan B. Shepard_ Jr._

Donald K. Slayton_ Thomas P. Stafford_ Edward H. White II_ and John W. Young.
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Pour other Manned Spacecraft Center personnel participated in the training.

They were Dr. George t3. Smith of the Aeromedical Section_ Ray Zedekar and Bud

Reaza of Flight Crew Operations Division_ and J_es Barnett of Life Systems Division.

This marked the first time that the astronauts have received tropic survival

training as well as the first t'mue that all 16 have gone through_ a training program

together. The Albrook School w_as chosen because it is the only one of its kind

operated by a United States Agency.

The tropic survival training _s deemed necessary by Space officials because

of the fact that the longer space flight missions will require that the spacecraft

concerned will fly over a greater area of the earth's surface and there is a

remote possibility that_ sorae future date_ a spacecraft might make an emergency

mding in a tropical area.

The course of instruction was presented by H. Morgan Smith_ Director of the

Trooic Survival School_ and the staff of the school. The course included classroom_

instruction on a variety of subjects including identification of poisonous tropical

plants_ their tocation_ safety precautions and first aid; identification of edible

plants and fruit_ location_ and method of preparation prior to eating; identifi-

cation of anizaaAs_ reptiles and birds in the tropics_ their habits_ location,

likelihood of attack_ palatahility_ and safety precatuions.

The course also included instruction of indigenous people in the tropic

areas_ native customs_ native foods azadthe proper method of approaching these

people, enlisting their aid_ amd communication with thcs3..

The group spent three da_vs and two nights in the jungle and during this

nhase of training they were sent out as t_,To-manteaz.as%_ith no team within sight

or hailing distance of amother. One instructor was assigned to monitor the
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activitives of two teams. Field act_Mities included the establis!_aent of campsites,

including building shelters of native products, gathering dry wood, _ter purification,

fishing, hunting_ gathering edible plants, and the construction of a two-man raft

by each team.

In addition, each man _._s required to build and set one trap and to construct

and try a hs_mmock.

In order to ras_kethe training as realistic as possible_ and to give the astro-

nauts the full benefit of the experience in the event of any future contingency_ the

group, after arrival in the jungle_ _s dressed only in boots and long under_ear -

the garb they _uld _ear in the e_ent of a jungle landing. In all manned space

flights the pilots wear long underwear under their pressure suits and the suits

uld have to be discarded after such a landing.

Strict conservation principles _ere adherred to by the personnel participating

in the program with vegitation cut only to serve a definite purpose and n_xim_a

use made of animals killed.

The group returned to Albrook late Thursday afternoon and the training

program concluded _ith a debriefing at the survival school headquarters.
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HOUSTON_ TEXAS -- A Manned Spacecraft Center public affairs officer _Till discuss

'_anned Space Flight and Education" in Norman when he addresses the University of

Oklahoma's Aerospace Education Workshop on June 13.

John J. Peterson_ Chief of the News Communications Branch at the National

_'oaautics and Space Administration's Houston manned space flight center_ will

outline the fut_ure MSC Gez_ini and Apollo programs_ and will discuss their resulting

impact on education.

The two-man Gemini flights_ to begin in 1964_ will develop pilot techniques

in docking and rendezvousing in space_ and will study long duration flights of up

to two weeks in weightlessness. Apollo flights within this decade will ultimately

land two U. S. astronauts on the moon. Peterson's address will conclude with

the showing of a 14-minute film on Project Apollo_ entitled: "The United States

Manned Ltmar Expedition".

A retired United States Army officer with 22 years of service_ Peterson worked

as a military and space writer for the Daily Press in Newport News_ Virginia.

He joined MSC in April_ 1961_ where he is responsible for the release of infor-

mation on manned space flight programs to local_ national and world-wide news

_edia.
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During manned space flights from. Cape Canaveral_ Peterson operated

the Mercury News Center as its manager_ disseminating information to news

media on the progress of five of the six flights. For the flight of "Sigea

7% as Astronaut Walter M. Schirra_ Peterson directed the operation of the

Pacific News Center in Honolulu.

,i,x
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HOUSTON_ TEXAS -- A Houston printing company is one of three firms awarded small

business contracts totaling $246_000 by the Manned Spacecraft Center for printing

and reproduction services.

Winning bidders, selected from 22 companies submitting proprosals_ are: Wetmore

and Company, Houston_ with a contract for $188,917; Pacific Reproduction Service_ Inc.,

Santa Maria, California_ for $50,500; and Texas Repro-Center, Washington_ D. C.,

for $6,397.

Services to r_n through June 30, 1964 will supplement existing Center facilities,

and will include composition, offset printing, publications, snapout printed bushess

forms_ and direct print type services_ such as blue line, black line_ and ozalid

reproductions.

Performance of work will be under the technical direction of N. S. Jakir of

MSC's Printing and Publicatior_ Distribution Branch. Joseph T. Davis, contracting

officer in MSC's Support Procurement Branch_ will monitor all aspects of contract

administration.
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HOUSTON_ TEXAS -- k Martian "taxi" to ferry U. S. astronauts between an orbiting

spaceship and the surface of the planet Mars will be investigated by Ford Motor Company

scientists under terms of a $99_512 contract negotiated recently with the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration's Manned Spacecraft Center_ Houston_ Texas.

Ford's Aeronutronic Division will conduct the study.

Technical responsibility for the program has been assigned by Aeronutronic

to Dr. FraD_lin P. Dixon_ manager of Advanced Space Systems for Engineering.

Aeronutronic will study the requirement for a Mars Excursion Module (M_)_ a

vehicle carried by a larger spacecraft and designed to taxi astronauts between it and

vhe planet Mars, around which the larger spacecraft would be orbiting.

in a Mars mission_ perhaps in the middle of the next decade_ such a vehicle

could land several astronauts on the planet for exploration_ remaining there for

perhaps as long as 40 days before returning to the mother spacecraft for the return

_r _e home,
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HOL_TON, _ -- A contract for $35,767 to study environmental control and life

support requirements for a manned, earth-orbiting space station has been awarded the

Hamilton Stanaa_d division of United Aircraft Corporation by the National Aeronautics

a_ Space ASministration.

The six-month study for NASA's MAnned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas, is

aimed at establishing design approaches for advanced environmental control systems

to support a 24-ma_ space station orbiting continuously 200 to 300 miles above the

earth. Duration of the orbital flight would be from one to five years.

Two space station concepts are being considered in the NASA study: an arti-

ficial gravity, three module rotating space station; and a zero gravity, non-rotating

one module station. Feasibility of providing each module of the three module space

station with an environmental control-life support system will be investigated as

part of the study.

Being conducted by Hamilton Standard's space and life systems department, the

study will also cover storage of mixed oxygen-nitrogen supply, atmospheric and

s_a. thermal control, water and waste recitation or storage, oxygen recitation

- more -
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from carbon dioxide_ integration of crew space suits to the space station

system_ instr_nentation smd controls. Weight_ vol_ne_ and power requirements

for each environmental control-life support syste_ will also be determined.

Y_ilton Standard presently is developing space suit and portable life

support systems for NASA's Apollo moon-landing progx_. It has also been

selected by GxnJ-,_r,_Aircraft Engineering Corporation to provide the environ-

mental control system for the Apollo lunar excursion vehicle.

_HH
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HOL_TON_ TEXAS -- Dr. Robert R. Gilruth_ Director of NASA's Manned Spacecraft

Center today expressed surprise and regret over the resignation of Mr. D. Brainard

Holmes_ Director of Manned Space Flight_ for NASA in Washington, D. C.

Walter C. Williams and James C. Elms, Deputy Directors at NSC joined Gilruth

:- tribute to Holmes and to his many contributions to the progress of the nation's

ma_ued spaceflight research effort. All three agreed that Holmes has an unUSl_al

talent for blending the technical complexity of the research and development effort

into the operational flight requirements to produce a solid team effort and an

successful mauned space flight.

"We are realigning our effort to meet our existing Gemini and Apollo flight

schedules_" Gilruth said_ "but we will miss the preceptiveness and knowledge and

drive of Brai_ard Holmes in Washington."

4A_J_
IIII
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Manned Spacecraft Center, the agency charged with

selection and training of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's astro-

nauts, is making its broadest effort to see that no qualified person is overlooked in

selection of the third group of astronauts.

NASA has issued a nationwide call for volunteers for the pool of astronauts

to man spacecraft in flights in the Gemini and Apollo programs. Ten to 15 new

astronauts will be selected to join the NASA program in the Fall, the space agency

said.

In seeking additional astronauts, Manned Spacecraft Center has broadened

its recruitment in two ways. One of these ways is a change in the criteria for

selection, the major effect of which is to eliminate the need for a test pilot school

certificate, although possession of one is still preferred.

In addition to this, the Center is spreading its call for volunteers through-

out the nation by requesting recommendations of qualified men from a large number

of organizations which normally possess knowledge of professional pilots meeting

the criteria for astronaut selection.
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For instance, letters asking for recommendations have been sent to the

commanders of Air National Guard units of the 50 states and to various reserve

organizations. As in the past, the nation's military services have been asked

to find and recommend from among its personnel men who are qualified for

astronaut training.

Letters asking for recommendation have also gone out to industrial firms,

professional groups and other organizations located throughout the country.

Among the organizations contacted are The Boeing Company, Seattle,

Wash; Douglas Aircraft Company, Santa Monica, Calif; General Dynamics

Corporation, New York; Lockheed AirCraft CorD; Burbank, Calif; General

Electric Company, New York; Northrop Space Laboratories, Hawthorne,

Calif; Republic Aviation CorD, Farmingdale, N.Y.; McDonnell Aircraft

Corp., St. Louis, Mo; Westinghouse Electric Corporation; Pittsburgh, Pa;

Grumman Aircraft Engineering CorD, Bethpage, N. Y. ; LLng-Temco-Vought,

Dallas, Texas; the Society of Experimental Test Pilots, Lancaster, Calif;

the Airline Pilots Association, Chicago, Ill;the Federal Aviation Agency,

Washington, P. C; and three NASA field centers which utilize pilots in their

work, Langley Research Center, Hampton, Va; Edwards Flight Research

Center, Edwards, Calif; and Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.

Other qualified volunteers may apply for consideration directly to

Manned Spacecraft Center in Houston, officials said.
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Pilots selected for the astronaut pool will join the program at Manned

Spacecraft Center in October. They will be incorporated into the group of

16 now in training for the Gemini Earth orbital and rendezvous space flights

and the Apollo lunar landing flights.

To qualify for this selection, a candidate must:

1. Be a United States citizen born after June 30, 1929 and 6 feet or less

in height.

2. Have earned a degree in engineering or physical sciences.

3. Have acquired 1, 000 hours jet pilot time or have attained experimental

flight test status through the Armed Forces, NASA or the aircraft industry.

4. Be recommended by his present organization.

NASA also announced that conversation will be begun with representatives

of the nation's scientific community with regard to finding the earliest practicable

ways in which scientists can be included in the Apollo mission.

In addition, successful applicants will have to be in excellent physical

and mental condition.

Applications are to be addressed to the Personnel Officer, P. O. Box

18534, Houston 23, Texas. Civilian applications must be postmarked r_ later

than midnight July 1, 1963.

###
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- The NASA Manned Spacecraft Center has hired 190

college students and professors for temporary positions during the summer

months.

The students were selected from about 800 applicants representing colleges

throughout the country.

Most of the students are involved in scientific and engineering work, but

some have business and public administration jobs.

Seventeen of the new MSC employees are assigned to other installations

of NASA. Thirteen of these will go to Cape Canaveral, Florida; three to White

Sands, New Mexico; and one to Downey_ California

They have started reporting for work and by June 30 they will ail be

on the job.

###
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Houston, Texas -- The man responsible for planning recovery support of all

manned space flights, including Astronaut L. Gordon Cooper's recent 22 revolutions

around the Earth, will be the principal speaker on June 26 at the University of

Southern Mis sissippi at Hattiesburg.

Robert F. Thompson of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's

Manned Spacecraft Center will discuss "Tracking, Search and Rescue Procedures"

and "Past and Future Programs of Manned Space Flight".

The Fourth Annual Aviation Education Workshop, from June 24 to July 10,

is designed to keep educators apace with space and aviation. Sponsored by the

Mississippi State Department of Education, various aviation interests, the mili-

tary services and NASA, the workshop programs will eventually reflect in the

development of the Mississippi elementary and secondary school curricula.

Born in Bluefield, Virginia, 38 years ago, Thompson attended Bluefield

high school i_l_/t, and later, the Virginia Polytechnic Institute (VPI), where he

received a bachelor of science degree in aeronautical engineering in 1944. Upon

¢ Jpleting his education he served as a line officer with the U. S. Navy, from

January 1945 to September 1946.
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Thompson joined the Langley Research Center science staff of

NASA (at the time, NACA, for National Advisory Committee for Aero-

nautics) in March 1947, and was assigned to stability research at hangley's

7 x 10-foot wind tunnel. In January, 1959, he was transferred to the Space

Task Group, forerunner to the Manned Spacecraft Center, now located

in Houston, which has the national responsibility for landing two U. S.

astronauts on the moon before 1970. The manned spaceflight center,

having completed six successful manned Mercury missions, is now

engaged in preparations for the two-man Gemini space flights, to begin

in late 1964, which will develop pilot techniques in docking and rendezvousing

with another vehicle in space, and in long duration flights of up to 14 days

under weightless conditions.

During his early NACA career, he became known for his work

in aircraft aerodynamic controls and for his studies of control flutter

phenomena.

In August 1959, Thompson was named Head of the Flight Operations

Division Recovery Branch. In this capacity, he works closely with the

Department of Defense which provides support elements for location and

retrieval of spacecraft after its landing in abort areas near the launch

site, in planned areas of the North Atlantic or in emergency or contingency

areas around the world. In addition, his branch engaged in operational and

research testing to develop new recovery equipment and techniques for ail

Manned Spacecraft Center flight activities.
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Thompson is married to the former Dorothy Pritchett of Bluefield,

Virginia. With their two children, the Thompsons reside near Houston,

Texas.

###
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Faced with the challenge of sending men to the moon

and returning them before the end of this decade, NASA's Manned Spacecraft Center

has developed two programs to recruit talented personnel in support of its mission.

This week thirty-seven top-ranking college students and recent graduates

xrted work in these programs.

Twenty-seven comprise the first Aerospace Summer Intern Program. Initiated

by MSC, this plan gives outstanding students an opportunity to correlate experience

with academic training.

The remaining ten are graduates who make up the second annual Management

Intern Program. Their administrative apprenticeship lasts one year, while the

summer program is for a 75-day period of employment.

The Summer Interns were selected from among undergraduates who have

completed their junior year, and from graduate students planning to return to

school for graduate work.
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They have all attained a "lB" average or better and have been recommended

by the Dean of their college. They represent schools and universities in thirteen

states.

As well as working in their major field for the summer, the interns will

attend seminars within t'_ae Center.

The 17 scientific and engineering summer interns have a one hour class

daily in Spacecraft Engineering, Design, and Operation. This course has been

developed by senior technical staff members of MSC and will constitute a special

course based on experience and data gained to date from the Mercury, Gemini and

Apollo projects.

There are ten summer interns in public and business administration fields.

They will attend a weekly two-hour seminar comparable to graduate courses in

management theory.

The summer program will benefit MSC in recruiting exceptional graduates

and improve communications between colleges and NASA.

The students will bring new ideas and classroom techniques to MSC; and

when they return to school this fall, they will take back a first }land knowledge

of MSC and its projects.

Concurrent with the appointment of the summer interns, ten Management

Interns started their first week of work. They are all graduates in business

administration fields and eight have done graduate, work.
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For four and one-half months they will be assigned to rotational training

in such departments of management as personnel, security, procurement,

management analysis, and other administrative offices.

During this period the interns familiarize themselves with MSC and get

an overall view of the programs. For the remaining seven and one-half months

of internship, they will be asssigned to a specific job in an area visited in

rotational training.

The first group of seven management interns who began in July, 1962, will

complete their year of intern training this month and will move to a permanent

assignment.

r The assignments include positions as budget analysts, price analysts, con-

tract specialists, personnel management technicians, or administrative officers.

###
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From sailing on Lake Huron and the University of Toronto to landing two

Americans on the moon - that's been the course of destiny for a native Sarnian.

As a youngster he built airplanes and today he guides the design of the

systems that go into the NASA Lunar Excursion Module (LEM) for the Manned

Spacecraft Center in Houston, Texas.

Owen E. Maynard, a 38 year-old aeronautical engineer, is the acting

manager of Spacecraft Systems for the LEM in the Apollo Project Office.

Maynard joined the space program in 1959 after working for ivro Air-

craft of Canada. He worked on the first Mercury (unmanned) flight and was

responsible for the engineering of the capsule and the recovery operation.

After this he began conceptual design work for Project Apollo. His

branch made the early design studies for the command, service and lunar

excursion modules of Apollo.
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The 12 ton, 15 feet high LEM will detach itself from the service

and command modules while orbiting the moon. With two astronauts

inside, it will land its fire skid type legs on the moon.

Owen Maynard, his wife, the former Helen Richardson of New

Toronto, and three children exemplify a "NASA family." They are ail

equally devoted to the Apollo program.

When they were transferred from Langley Research Center to

Houston last year, they dutifully left friends and relatives behind in

Virginia to follow the program.

The three children, ages 6, 8, and 11, are as excited about space

as Dad. The eldest, Donald, hoped to be the world's youngest astronaut.

"He wanted me to ask John Glenn if he could ride with him on his

flight," Maynard recalls. "He promised that he would sit in the back

seat of the capsule and be very quiet."

At the time of Alan Shepard's sub-orbital flight (May 5, 1961)

the children built their own Mercury spacecraft out of boxes.

Maynard, who served in the RCAF for three years during World

War II, said, "they used my old air force helmet and oxygen masks and

drilled a hole in the side of their homemade 'mercury" to breathe."

They climbed into their Mercury as Shepard got into his and

remained there until his recovery.
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The Maynards have adjusted to the Houston climate thanks to

air conditioning and swimming. They are building a home in the resi-

dential community of Friendswood, Texas.

l_riendswood reminds Mrs. Maynard of Frankfort, Ontario, where

she spent her summers as a teenager. The house that they have designed

together will be completed in July. The one-acre tract includes a shady

pecan orchard and a creek. The creek runs into Clear Lake where

Maynard hopes to pursue his favorite sport -- sailing.

As Maynard is busy building his new home, so is the Manned

Spacecraft Center - about seven miles away at Clear Lake.

MSC, temporarily housed in Houston, is constructing a giant

complex at a budgeted cost of $120 million. The facilities are scheduled

for completion in 1964.

###
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Animated lights to illustrate operational flow patterns

on classroom-size systems diagrams are teacl-_ing astronauts and engineers of the

Manned Spacecraft Center the inner-workings of the Gemini spacecraft.

The Gemini systems trainers, now located at MSC's training site at Ellington

AFB, pictorially show how each system works_ Schematically, they lay out on a

flat, upright board each major spacecraft system. Upon initiation of a system, the

schematic board lights up to display a operational flow pattern through lights

traveling from component to component throughout the system. Opening a switch,

for example, can simulate a malfunction in that component, and the signal flow,

in choosing an alternate route, illustrates to the "student" the automatic switchover

which actuates itself, or the manual switchover which he, as pilot, must initiate.

The student can also study the type of component failure, or the possibilities

that could render a component inoperative, by observing the physical makeup of

the component through its schematic layout, or its location along the signal flow

I __,te. - more -
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Engineers, checkout and operations personnel plan to use the systems

trainers extensively.

First of any Gemini trainers to arrive in Houston, the teaching aids

display such major systems as electrical power source flow provided by the

fuel cells and back-up batteries; the entire electrical system sequential system,

or the electrical sequence of events from lift-off to landing; the environmental

control system (ECS) coolant circuit for cooling spacecraft equipment, the

cabin and pilot; the ECS oxygen circuit for cabin, and for pilot main and

emergency supply; and the atittude and maneuver control system (propulsion)

circuit for orbital and reentry directional control. A pilot's console displaying

zhe layout of the Gemini cockpit instrument panel is equipped with a spacecraft

control stick to actuate the attitude and maneuver control circuits.

Project Gemini two-man space flights, scheduled to begin in late 1964,

will develop piloting techniques in docking and in rendezvousing in space, and

will study the effects of long duration flights - up to 14 days - on men in a

weightless environment. Often called the training ground for later, more

ambitious Apollo flights, Gemini will lead to the national goal of landing two

U. S. astronauts on the moon. Project Apollo's lunar landing is scheduled

sometime before 1970.

The Gemini systems trainers were built for McDonnell Aircraft Corpora-

tion, the prime contractor to NASA for the Gemini spacecraft, by Burtek, Inc.,

_f Tulsa, Oklahoma.

###
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INTRODUCTi ON

The Apollo Spacecraft Project has been in existence for approximately

three years and considerable progress has been made. A significant mile-

stone was reached earlier this year with the awarding of the contract for

the Lunar Excursion Module (sometimes referred to as the LEM) to the

Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation. The award of this contract

completed the selection of the major industrial team members that will

carry out the Apollo Project. Concurrent with this completion of the

selection of the industrial team, flight tests of full-scale Command and

Service Module hardware have begun. As the emphasis starts to shift to

flight testing, it is interesting to briefly recapitulate chronologically

r- the activities of the Project to date.

There are two areas which require particular attention during the

early development of any project. These areas are the evolution of the

mission and mission mode, and the evolution of the spacecraft configu-

ration. The mission evolution of Apollo is depicted very briefly in

the first slide.
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SLIDE 1 - PROJECT APOLLO

The Mercury Project was officially announced in the latter part of

1958. Less than two years later, in July, 1960, the NASA announced,

after many preliminary studies and committee actions, that the next manned

space flight program would be a three-man lunar mission, and was given the

official designation of Project Apollo.

At this time, however, it was stated that the primary objective of

Project Apollo was a circumlunar reconnaissance mission. It was recog-

nized then that prior to a lunar landing mission, some type of a

reconnaissance mission would be desirable. In addition, the planned

launch vehicle payload capability at the time was 16,000 pounds, which

limited the mission to circumlunar. Studies in this time period, from

July, 1960, to May, 1961, therefore, dealt primarily with a circumlunar

mission and the associated spacecraft.

In May, 1961, shortly after the first manned Mercury flight of

Astronaut Alan Shepard, the President announced his decision that the

United States would carry out a manned lunar-landing mission within

this decade.

From May, 1961, until November, 1961, a period of intense study was

in progress which culminated with the decision to develop the Saturn C-5

(S-V) launch vehicle. This decision meant that the direct-landing,

single launch vehicle mission would not be carried out. It was assumed

at the time that the mode would be earth orbital rendezvous. For the

period of time from late 1961, until mid-1962, studies dwelt on two
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things: how the spacecraft would be developed and operated to carry out

the mission where the complete spacecraft landed directly on the moon, or,

alternatively, the lunar orbital rendezvous technique where only a portion

of the spacecraft was landed on the lunar surface. In the middle of 1962,

after such studies were made by various groups, the decision was made to

use the lunar orbital rendezvous mission,

The spacecraft has evolved parallel to the evolution of the mission

and mission mode, The next slide presents the spacecraft configuration

as it appeared at various times.

SLIDE 2 - SPACECRAFT CONFIGURATION EVOLUTION

On the far left is a sketch which was :_'_L in the original study work

statement. At that time, it was thought that the spacecraft would

probably be in three modules, including a reentry module; a module with

space propulsion capabilities for maneuvering; and, possibly, a module

related to the specific miss[on that the vehicle was carrying out. During

the first study period, considerable effort was directed toward the reentry

module. At the bottom of the slide are shown four shapes that received

considerable attention. The configuration on the right was the one subse-

quently selected as the Command Module. This module configuration has

remained constant during the evolution of the spacecraft, along with the

launch escape tower. In the early studies, the propulsion module was

geared mainly to an abort capability, rather than lunar landing. After the

lunar landing decision was made in May, efforts to evolve a system for
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lunar landing were intensified. The first such effort which appeared in the

July !961 work statement is shown on the slide. It consisted of a landing

or descent stage of hydrogen-oxygen and an ascent stage of a cluster of

solid rockets and liquid verniers. By the end of 1961, when the contract

was awarded to North American Aviation, the configuration (identified as

December, 1961) had been evolved; namely, a single engine liquid-propulsion

system for the Service Module which would be used for lunar launch. The

landing stage had evolved in detail_ but was still a large hydregen-oxygen

stage_ In order to reduce some of the problems associated with landing

this very large stage on the moon, the decision was made to break this

- stage in two parts_ as shown on the slide. The lower portion (identified

as April, 1962) would provide the primary propulsion during the descent to

the lunar surTace, but would be jettisoned prior to touchdown. The second

s_age_ with landing gear, would provide the propulsion for the hovering

and landing_ itself; and then the upper stage or Service Module would be

the launch stage. That was in April, 1962. At the same time, however,

studies were continuing on the LEM and the decision was made that the LEM

would be the route taken. The last configuration was evolved in July_

1962_ and this is the overall configuration that is being worked on today.

The next slide shows in more detail the Apollo Spacecraft configuration

we are presently developing for the lunar landing mission.
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SLIDE 3 - APOLLO SPACECRAFT

The Launch Escape System, as in Mercury, is used for possible aborts

during the early phases of the earth launch. It will normally be jettisoned

soon after the first stage of Saturn has done its job.

The Command Module houses the entire crew during all phases of the
i

mission except during the LEM operation. It has a diameter of approxi-

mately 13 feet and a height of about 13 feet and will weigh approximately

5 tons.

The Service Module houses the propulsion system needed to get the

spacecraft in and out of the lunar orbit or can be used for aborting

during certain phases of the mission. It uses hypergolic fuel and will

weight approximately 25 tons.

The Lunar Excursion Module will be housed in an adapter section

below the Service Module and above the top stage of Saturn V. The legs

of the LEM and the touchdown engine assembly will serve a dual function -

for letdown and as a launch pad for lunar take-off. The LEM will weigh

approximately 15 tons.

We have seen the evolution of the mission, mission mode and space-

craft. The next slide shows the design mission we have established for the

development of the Spacecraft. This mission profile only establishes the

capabilities of the spacecraft and does not attempt to get into a specific

mission which will result from future, more detailed planning.
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SLIDE 4 - MISSION PROFILE

The Apollo Spacecraft weighing approximately 45 tons is launched

from Cape Canaveral by the Saturn V Launch Vehicle and has the capability

of orbiting the earth prior to departure for the moon. This allows a

greater launch time flexibility.

The Spacecraft is inserted in to a translunar path by the final

stage of the Saturn V vehicle. The Service Module Propulsion System

provides a retro-thrust which slows the Apollo Spacecraft down into a

circular orbit around the moon.

At this point, the LEM with two of the crew members aboard separates

from the remainder of the Spacecraft and performs the landing maneuver.

The Command and Serv]_ce Modules remain in the circular orbit. The LEM

goes into an equil-period orbit during the landing which means that if

the landing cannot be made the LEM automatically returns to the Command

and Service Module. The shaping of the lunar landing trajectory in this

manner provides an additional crew safety feature.

After the lunar stay-time, the LEM is launched into a 50,000 foot

circular orbit. Normally the LEM will then transfer from the 50,000 foot

circular orbit to the orbit of the remainder of the Spacecraft and perform

the rendezvous and docking. However, the Spacecraft is being so designed

that the Command and Service Modules could transfer to the lower altitude

orbit and successfully rendezvous with the LEM. This type of design plan-

ning provides us with one more crew safety feature.
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After the two crew members transfer to the Command Module, the LEM

is jettisoned and the Service Module Propulsion System provides the

necessary thrust to place the Spacecraft in the proper return path.

The Service Module is jettisoned just prior to the reentry into the

earthJs atmosphere and the Command Module is the only part of the Space-

craft that returns to the earth's surface. I will show later in a film

how the actual landing on [he earth will take place,

Like Mercury> there are many more elem_ents besides the Spacecraft

that are required to successfully accomplish this complex misslon_ The

major elements of the Apol]o SysTem are shown in the next slide.

SLIDE 5 - APOLLO SYSTEM ELEMENTS

First is shown what is normally referred to as the Apollo Space

Vehicle° It consists of two parts, the Spacecraft and the Launch

Vehicle_ Shown located at Cape Canaveral is the Launch Control Center.

This can be thought of as the blockhouse and preparation facilities°

Located in Houston_ Texas, is the Mission Control Center which will

control the fiight after launching. The Mission Control Center for

Project Mercury is located at the Cape, but the Apollo Center has been

located at Houston for several reasons_ One of these is the vast amount

of NASA personnel located in Houston who wil_ be required during a

flight which is days now instead of just hours. !n addition, a large

computing facility is required in support of the training of the flight

crew in simulators prior to each flight. This is to be done in Houston.
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A )arge computer is required for the actual flights, so these two functions

have been combined here in Houston, Texas.

Essential elements for completing a mission are the many stations

that make up the entire tracking network. The Apollo requirements are

more stringent that those of Mercury, since in addition to a system for

tracking the Spacecraft near the earth, tracking of the Spacecraft to the

moon is also needed. These tracking facilities are all tied back to the

Mission Control Center.

Finally, we have shown an aircraft carrier for the recovery phase,

but the primary landing sites for Apollo will be on land. However, the

Command Module is being designed to land safely on either land or water,

as you will see later in the short movie. We are always striving in our

advanced programs to improve the landing capabilities of each Spacecraft

system so one day we will in fact be able to land hopefully at ordinary

airports and not require such large recovery forces.

The next slide indicates what organization within the NASA is

responsible for these various elements.

SLIDE 6 - PROGRAM SYSTEMS RESPONSIBILITY

The overall responsibility for the Apollo Program is the Office of

Manned Space Flight in Washington, D. C. The Spacecraft is the responsi-

bi lity of the Manned Spacecraft Center, the Launch Vehicle is the

responsi b] i ty of Marshal I Space F1 i ght Center, the Launch Control Center

is the responsibi lity of the Launch Operations Center, the Mission Control

Center is the responsibility of the Manned Spacecraft Center and finally
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the Tracking Network is the responsibility of the Office of Tracking and

Data Acquisition who receive support from Goddard Space Flight Center and

Jet Propulsion Laboratories.

The next slide indicates a few of the major contractors now onboard

in the development of the Apollo Spacecraft.

SLIDE 7 - SPACECRAFT CONTRACTORS

NAA has been onboard for approximately 18 months now and pieces of

hardware are beginning to roll out the door and early developmental tests

have begun. Since you will be hearin_ much of these tests in the very

near future, I would like to take this opportunity to briefly describe

some of these tests and show some film clips of our early efforts.

SLIDE 8 - TEST PROGRAM

This indicates the major areas of the Apollo Test Program. There is

a tremendous amount of the actual flight that we can simulate on/or near

the earth. The test program has been developed around this fact so that

maximum confidence can be established prior to the actual flight.

The major areas are:

· Ground Tests

· Pad Abort Simulations

· Sub-Orbital Abort Simulations

· Earth Orbital Velocity Tests
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· Lunar Velocity Tests

I will discuss these in more detail on the next few slides.

SLIDE 9 - MAJOR GROUND TESTS

The 9round tests are similar in nature to those accomplished durin 9

the development of Project Mercury, such as, structural static,

vibration/acoustic, etc.

The environmental testing on Project Mercury was of extreme impor-

tance, for in these tests by real time simulation the NASA was able to

establish that the Mercury Spacecraft could stay longer than 4 hours in

orbit. This resulted in the recent 22 orbit flight of Astronaut Gordon

Cooper.

The Impact Tests are performed to substantiate the adequacy of the

design of the landing systems. The movie will show some of these tests.

Ground tests are also performed to establish data on the various

subsystems and the compatibility of the various modules, such as the

docking interface between the LEM and the Command Module.

Finally, effort is being made to develop the necessary testing

technique required to simulate the landing conditions on the moon for

the LEM.

SLIDE iD - PAD ABORT FLIGHT SEQUENCE

One of the tests coming up in the near future is the launch pad

abort test. As in Mercury, this would be the condition when a failure has
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occurred in the Saturn launch vehicle close to lift-off and the taunch

escape system is required to safely remove the Command Module away from

the trouble. The purpose of this test is to qualify the Launch Escape

System and its associated sequencing.

Significant Data;

Thrust - 155,000 pounds

Pitch Control Motor

Tower Jettison Motor - 33,000 pounds for 1 second

Apex Heat Shield - 40,000 feet

13 foot Drogue Chute - 25,000 feet

3 - 85 foot Main Chutes - 15,000 feet.

SLIDE ll - MAX Q ABORT FLIGHT SEQUENCE

This sequence indicates another test to be accomplished soon with

the objective of further development and qualification of the Launch

Escape System and qualification of the Command Module Structure. This

test differs from the pad abort in that this is accomplished under the

condition of maximum dynamic pressure.

Since the maximum of pressure occurs during the first stage burning

of Saturn, we have to be able to reproduce this condition by some means

other than the Saturn due to the expense of using a Saturn and the

requirements for accomplishing this test early in the program. That is

the reason for the development of the Little Joe II launch vehicle. It
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is a simple and cheap means by which we can qualify the LEM and Command

Module Structure under this severe loading condition.

Altitude - Approximately 20,000 feet.

SLIDE t2 - ORBITAL VELOCITY TESTING

Briefly, here are some of the tests that witI be performed in earth

orbit using the Saturn I and Saturn lB launch vehicles. They are separated

into two areas; l) Pre-Manned Tests and 2) Manned Tests.

On early Saturn development flights, there will be heavily instru-

mented _'boiler plate" spacecrafts with the objective of determining the

launch environment. These early flights will also be used to qualify the

Emergency Detection System which is the '_brain" required to tell the crew

or the ground when the launch escape system should be used.

These early unmanned flights will also establish the flight

compatibility of the Launch Vehicle and the Spacecraft. These tests will

use an actual adapter and spacecraft structure.

And finally, all subsystems that are required for meeting flight

safety will be qualified in these tests so we will know that we have a

safe spacecraft before we insert the crew.

The Manned Tests will consist basically of the qualification of the

remaining subsystems and the development of operational techniques.
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SLIDE q3 - ORBITAL/LUNAR VELOCITY TESTING

These tests are those schedule for the Saturn V launch vehicle.

The first test shown is the reentry qualification flight. This

will be the first flight in which we will be able to subject the

Command Module to lunar velocity conditions and simulate actual reentry

with a full scale vehicle.

In earth orbit we will demonstrate the operation of the complete

Spacecraft fully fueled.

Finally, we will simulate in earth orbit the complete lunar

landing mission.
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HOUSTON, TEl(AG -- A frictionless platform to simulate five degrees of

freedom, or the forces exerted by an astronaut working in free space, is being

_developed for the Manned Spacecraft Center in Houston.

tSuilt by ti_e Martin Company, Baltimore, Md., under contract to MSC for

_.., 3_.:, t._e 'zrlctzonless platform will be used by MSC's Crew Systems Division

to test and evaluate space suits, stabilization devices, tethering lines, and space

maintenance tools.

In space, a force applied in one direction is realized with an equal force in

tine opposite direction. For example, an astronaut about to tighten a bolt in a

weightless environment may find 'himself being torqued instead. This "reaction"

in five different directions is simulated by the Martin f.,:ictionless platform.

Tine simulator, weighing about 175 pounds, is lifted from the floor on a

cushion of compressed air. This pressurized air forced through three legs

suspends the simulator 0. 005 of an inch from the floor. Twenty-one pounds ag
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pressure per square inch (psi) is required to lift the simulator and an additional

300 pounds, or the equivalent weight of a subject wearing a space suit with a

portable environmental control system (ECS) back-pack. An increase in pressure

automatically increases the simulator's load -carrying capability. As much as 500

pounds has been lifted by the simulator.

The simulator duplicates five degrees of freedom -- pitch, yaw and roll, and

two on the horizontal plane (forward-backward, side-to-side). It can rotate and

roll a full 360 degrees. A sixth degree, on the vertical plane (up and down), may

be added later by MSC through auxiliary equipment. One method could be through

a space maintenance practice console which would react on the vertical plane from

an applied force by the subject_

Capable of duplicating only the first moments of the reaction to a force applied

by the subject in free space, the simulator cannot overcome the one-gravity pull

of the earth. For this reason, the device cannot truly duplicate weightlessness.

The simulator, however, floats so freely on its cushion of air that the slightest

movement of the subject will cause a reaction -- usually in the opposite direction,

and for all practical purposes, creates the working problems the astronaut

encounters in an unrestricted, weightless environment.

The frictionless platform is scheduled for delivery to MSC late in 1963.

###
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- The rolling Pacific stretched out to the horizon under

a cloudless blue sky. All eyes aboard the USS Kearsarge were strained to an empty

spot in the heavens. The ship's radio was blaring out the latest world news.

At this moment on October 3, 1963, the news was concerned with one sub-

ject -- "Sigma 7"

To John C. "Jack" Stonesifer from Hanover, Pennsylvania, it was a moment

he will never forget. He scanned the infinite expanse above, and all at once he

spotted it.

Astronaut "Wally" Schirra's spacecraft was returning to earth with its

parachute deployed after six orbits and nine hours and 13 minutes in space.

Stonesifer watched it glide down and splash into the water less than five miles

aw ay.

Helicopters lowered the pararesCue team and the team of trained

Navy swimmers attached a flotation collar to the spacecraft to stabilize it in
._.

the water. Sigma 7 was pulled to the carrier Kearsarge and hoisted aboard.

- mol'e -
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Safely resting on the deck of the ship, Schirra, still inside the

· spacecraft, "blew the hatch." Stonesifer helped assist him climb out.

Everything had gone according to plan and John Stonesifer had

helped plan it. That's his job. He works in the recovery operations

section_ of NASA's Manned Spacecraft Center in Houston.

He joined the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center at Langley Research

Center in Virginia in January, 196Z.

"Before I got into the recovery operation business," he recalls,

"I thought it was a pretty straightforward task. But I soon found that you

don't just land a man in the ocean and send a ship out to pick him up."

No, it is much more complicated than that. For example, in the

Schirra recovery Z6 ships, 143 aircraft and helicopters, and 17,000 personnel

were assigned in direct operational support. In addition, there were stand- ': - : _

by and alert forces around the world, ready to swing into action in the

event of a contingency landing anywhere along the orbital path.

Stonesifer in the recovery operations section helps prepare a detailed

recovery plan for each mission. The optimum landings areas are determined,

based on the mission flight plan, the tracking network capability, the availa-

bility of Department of Defense units for support and weather conditions.

"After this, we prepare a recovery requirements document that is

submitted to the Department of Defense," the 35 year old recovery engineer

said.

- more -
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This document states the plans as formulated by NASA for the types

of support needed -- "the number of ships and aircraft and where we would

like them to be."

It also outlines the medical facilities and personnel required and

plans for the transportation involved to transfer people and equipment.

Another document gives the details of the various procedures to be

followed during recovery. A post-retrieval handbook tells "what to do with

the spacecraft after it has been recovered to secure the systems, preserve

any experiments, and how to pack it and get it back to the Cape."

As if the above activities aren't enough to keep him busy, Stonesifer

added, "We are also responsible for training the recovery forces in using

special techniques and equipment." This even includes conducting egress

training at Cape Canaveral for the astronauts.

The training task is complicated by the fact that no two missions

are exactly the same and the recovery personnelis usually different. As

a result, in each Mercury operation men had to be trained and re-trained

in new procedures.

Stonesifer has served in several capacities in the Mercury series.

"On Scott Carpenter's flight I was the r. ecovery engineer aboard

the USS Intrepid which recovered him," he said. "Later on that day, I was

transferred to the USS Pierce, which picked up the spacecraft to perform

the post-retrieval procedures on it."

- more -
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Hehad the same duties on the Kearsarge for Schirra's flight, but

on John Glenn's he assisted the Recovery Coordinator. The coordinator

relays information about the flight to the DOD units from the Mission Control

Center at Cape Canaveral.

In the recent Cooper flight Stonesifer was th'e recovery team leader

aboard the USS Wasp. It was in position for a spacecraft landing in the

Bermuda recovery area. i

John Stonesifer fondly remembers growing up in the Pennsylvania

hills that are such a contrast to the Houston plains area. He _graduated from

Hanover's Eichelberger High School in 1947 and attended Gettysburg College

in Gettysburg, Pennsylvania for three years.
· c

After graduating from the University of Miami with a physics degree,

he started at Langley as an aeronautical research engineer in 1957 and

transferred to MSC just before it moved to its new home in Houston.

His wife, the former Marguerite Vigneron of Buffalo, New York, and

two children, Kurt, age 6, and Marlene, 4, came to Houston with him last year.

They have built a home in Friendswood, Texas, close to the permanent

location of the Manned Spacecraft Center which is now under construction.

Temporarily, /vISC is housed in leased facilities nearby in Houston.

The $1Z0 million complex is scheduled_or completion in 1964.

- End -
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Tests to give the astronaut maximum confidence in his

space suit while he whirls around the earth for as long as 14 days, are being con-

-Sacted for the Manned Spacecraft Center by the B. F. Goodrich Company.

Through extensive tests, the program is designed to achieve 99. 9 percent

reliability in Gemini space suits and a high level of confidence on the part of the

wearers.

Four Gemini space suits, manufactured by the David Clark Co., Inc.,

of Worcester, Massachusetts, will be delivered to B. F. Goodrich in August

to begin tests based on the "life expectancy" of moving parts on the Gemini suit,

projected over a "lifetime" of 10 missions of 14 days each. The mission

schedules for the reliability program were devised by the Crew Systems Division

of MSC to give the suits a maximum workout.

- more -
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Reliability of working parts of the suit will include opening and closing the

pressure sealing zippers, required during rest periods and for comfort; opening

and closing the visor on the headpiece; removing and replacing gloves and head-

piece, required during rest periods; connecting and disconnecting inlet and outlet

fittings on the Environmental Control System {ECS), required during systems

checks on the pad; running the suits through leakage tests, and testing them at

maximum safety pressures.

In establishing proposed mission schedules for the suits, the Crew Systems

Division estimated that the pressure sealing zipper, for example, would be

actuated 710 times (71 times during 14 days x 10 missions). To provide for

repairs in-between missions, extra pressure sealing zippers will be tested.

ur pressure sealing zippers will be actuated to failure to determine a zipper

"life" criterion.

The Gemini space suit reliability program will be monitored by MSC's Crew

Systems Division. Cost of the program is $34, 355.00.

Project Gemini, two-man spacecraft flights to begin in late 1964, is designed

to develop pilot techniques in docking and rendezvousing in space. They will also

be used to study the effects of long duration flights -- 14 days in space -- on men

in aweightless environment. Gemini flights will lead to this nation's most

ambitious flight -- the Project Apollo manned lunar landing, scheduled some time

before 1970.

###
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Gemini Ejection Seat Tested on Rocket Sled

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- The ejection seat escape system for the NASA

Gemini two-man spacecraft has successfully undergone its first high speed

_cket sled test. Both of the dummy astronauts were safely recovered after

ejection at nearly 600 miles per hour from a "boilerplate" spacecraft traveling

down the high speed test tract at the Naval Ordnance Test Station, China Lake,

California.

A series of tests are also being conducted to simulate ejection before

launch. Tl_ese tests consist of firing the ejection seats from a 150 foot tower, and

obtaining parachute recovery of the dummy astronauts.

Unlike the escape system of the Mercury spacecraft in which the entire

spacecraft is rocketed off in case of launch vehicle malfunction, the Gemini

escape system provides for safe seat ejection of the astronauts on the launching

pad in case of launch vehicle failure. The system will also provide safe escape

ring a portion of powered flight, and after re-entry. The rocket sled tests

simulate an emergency ejection during the boost phase of the Gemini flight.
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The escape system is being developed by Weber Aircraft Corporation,

Burbank, California under a subcontract from McDonnell Aircraft Corpora-

tion, prime contractor for the Gemini spacecraft. The entire program is

under the direction of the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas.

Max Peterson, Weber Project Manager for the Gemini escape system,

stated that recent tests have been highly successful, and that development

of the system was progressing rapidly, but that still further testing would

be needed to attain perfection.

C. R. Sierra, Jr., Assistant Project Engineer in charge of ©eminl

recovery systems at McDonnell, and Kenneth F. Hecht, NASA Manned Space-

craft center official in charge of Gemini recovery systems, expressed

satisfaction with the results of the recent Gemini ejection seat tests.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Three government photographers who have followed

the progress of the manned spaceflight program since its infancy will reveal some of

t_ -- "tricks of the trade" in Dallas July 22.

John Brinkmann, Gene Edmonds, and John Holland of Manned Spacecraft

Center's Photographic Division will present a 90 minute: report on photography in the

space age at the 7gnd International Exposition of Professional Photography at the

Dallas Cole sium.

The three career photographers have been covering space launchings since

1959 when primates Sam and Miss Sam marked the preparations for the first manned

spaceflights. They have been on hand for launch and recovery activities of the U.S.

astronauts, from Shepard to Cooper.

In addition, they have _uilt up a complete photographic laboratory for

processing the thousands of feet of engineering film footage of spacecraft tests,

a the still photographs which chronicle the events of man in space.
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In conjunction with the appearance of the NASA photographers, a display

of earth sky pictures taken_by the astronauts, and the actual hardware used to

take the pic_tures will be on display in a special NASA exhibit.

John R. Brinkmann, Head of the Photographic Division, has been in

engineering photography since 1945. Starting with the National Advisory Committee

for Aeronautics at the Langley Research Center, he has literally worked his way

to the top position in his field.

Gene Edmonds directs general photographic activities for the Manned

Spacecraft Center. He has directed photographic operations on launch and recovery

of all Mercury operations, and records test events that prepare for the launches

· tomorrow.

John Holland coordinates the activities of the photographic laboratory at

MSC. He is responsible for processing and preparing negatives and film footage

of all material photographed by MSC cameramen. He worked with missile research

photography with the Navy before joining the NASA organization in 196g.

###
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- When the solar eclipse of July 20 casts the shadow

of the moon across the Northeastern United States and Central Canada, it will

--e - from a scientific standpoint -- the most thorough observation of such

phenomena in history.

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration will utilize jet aircraft,

rockets and earth telescopes to observe the eclipse, while more than 100 other

astronomers conduct experiments of their own.

Astronaut M. Scott Carpenter, accompanied by NASA Manned Space

Sciences Astronomer, Dr. Jocelyn R. Gill, will witness the eclipse from a

specially equipped DC-8 jet, flying above most of the restrictions of atmospheric

haze at 42, 000 feet.

During the flight -- a jointDouglas Aircraft Company and National Geo-

graphic Society project with 11 other organizations participating - Dr. Gill will

_,oint out to Carpenter various scientific details which astronauts may encounter

in future space flights.
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In addition, the astronaut will attempt to photograph the airglow

caused by zodiacal light. He will use a camera specially prepared for

the eclipse by Dr. Edward P. Ney, Professor of Physics at the University

of Minnesota.

Sheldon Smith and Ray Torrey of NASA's Ames Research Center will

also be aboard the DC-8 to photograph rays of the sun's corona extending

to approximately six solar radii (six times the radius of the sun). Pre-

vious experiments of this type have been able to reach to a distance of

only about two and a half radii, and particular detail will be sought in the

sun's polar regions to trace the solar magnetic fields. Results from the

experiments may lead to improved solar flare prediction.

In addition to providing a nearly unobstructed view of the eclipse,

the flying observation platform, following the shadow on the moon at 520

MPH, will increase the viewing time to 144 seconds. As the eclipse's

shadow covers the earth, moving at 1700 MPH, normal ground viewing

time is only 100 seconds.

Ground observations will be conducted from Pleasant Pond, Maryland,

five miles northeast of Caratunk, and within the area of eclipse totality,

by representatives of the Goddard Space Flight Center. 1300 feet above

sea level, scientists will have about 6Z seconds in which to conduct their

photographic experiments. One of the goals of the Goddard team is to

photograph faint comets, visible only from the ground, when they pass near

enough to the sun to be illuminated by coronal rays.
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Further NASA experiments involve rocket launchings from Fort

Churchill, Canada; White Sands, N.M.; and Wallops Island, Va. Six

Nike Apache rockets have been instrumented to measure electron density,

electron temperature, and solar radiation in the ultraviolet and X-ray

regions of the spectrum as the sun's disk is initially obscured and then

cleared. The rockets will be launched for NASA by the USAF from Fort

Churchill over a two-hour and 12 minute period.

At Fort Churchill NASA will also fire two Aerobee rockets equipped

with spectrophotometric instruments, one on July 20 and one on July 22,

to measure certain features in the far ultraviolet region of the night

airglow during and after the eclipse.

The Wallops Island Aerobee rocket will measure electron and neutron

particle temperatures at high altitudes while the prime objective of the

White Sands Aerobee experiment is to collect data on solar activities

during the July 20 eclipse.

It is hoped that these experiments will greatly contribute to the field

of astrophysics and will increase man's understanding of the sun, parti-

cularly in the areas of flare prediction and plasma activities between the

sun and the earth.

###
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C01_iV_A_SIGNED _ T_ FOR COMP_ EQUIPMi_.

National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Manned Spacecraft

Center, Houston, T_as has signed a contract for $36,2_,018 with IP_M

Corporation to implement the computing and data processing equipment of

future manned space flight.

The rea]-tt_e computer complex will be located on the ground floor

of the Mission Control Center at Manned Spacecraft Center's future home

at Clear Take, Tewae. It is from this Center that NSC wt_1 control an_

monitor al 1 future missions in the manned space flight program begtuning

vith Gemfni's first rendezvous flight. 6'

Four T_ 7094 ec=putersj and related computer equipment rill monitor

and a_.alyzedata from G_ui mission_ the first attempt to rendezvous in

space, and future Apollo flights. Project Apollo's ultimate goal is to

la_d two U.S. astronauts on the moon.

IBM's responsibility under the contract includes the design of the

computing center_ mission and mathematical analysis, programming_ equipment

engineering, computer and performance testing, maintenance and operations,

and doc:_ntation for the real-time computer complex.

I_ will also be responsible for the launch trajectory data system

and for the transmitting and processing of guidance data between Cape

Canaveral and the Bermuda tracking station_ instrumentation ship, and the

Mission Control Center. Two 7094 computers are now installed in IBM interim

facility in Houston. A third computer wfll be delivered by IBM in September.

When the Mission Control Center at Clear Lake is completed_ the facility

be moved to its permanent location. The fourth computer to be

delivered after the move will complete the real-time computer complex.
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The M_C plmns to occupy its future home at clear Lake by March 1964.

_T_LSAannounced selection of IBM to provide the computer complex on

October 16, 1962 after evalumt!_ proposal°submitted by eleven compautes

(see NASA release 62-221).
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- More than 3, 000 representatives from the aerospace

industries are expected to attend the Second Industry Assistance Symposium here

"--_ aly 30.

The symposium is sponsored by the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center and the

Houston Chamber of Commerce and will be held at Rice University.

MSC will conduct morning and afternoon panel discussions on procurement

methods, display space-age hardware and hold question and answer sessions on

these items.

Dave W. Lang, Jr., Chief of the Procurement and Contracts Division, will

be the principal speaker. His talk is entitled a "Study of MSC's Economic Impact."

The panel discussion will cover procurement methods in the following areas:

Research and Development

Construction, Modification, Test Facility and Services Support

Product and Equipment Reviews

- more -
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In addition, there will be a discussion on subcontracting procedures

by representatives of the three prime contractors doing business in manned

spaceflight with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. These

compaaies are North American Aviation, Inc., McDonnell Aircraft Corporation

and Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation.

The MSC, two other government agencies and ten private businesses will

have exhibits on display.

Registration will begin at 8 A.M. (CST) in the Rice Memorial Center

lobby. There will be awelcoming remarks by Dr. Kenneth Pitzer, Rice

University President, and Wesley J. Hjornevik, MSC's Assistant Director

for Administration.

A barbecue will be held at noon in the Rice stadium. Admission is by

$Z. 50 ticket only and must be purchased in advance from the Chamber of

Commerce.

dg
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- The first launch vehicle specifically produced for

Apollo program spacecraft testing is en route to the White Sands Missile Range

in New Mexico where its initial test flight is scheduled next month.

- The primary purpose of next month's test will be to check out the Little

Joe II launch vehicle. The Apollo project is this country's manned lunar

exploration pr ogram.

The 30-foot long, Little Joe II launch vehicle, loaded on an extendable,

low-bed trailer, left the General Dynamics/Convair plant yesterday - June

15. Three other trucks are transporting accessories and the dummy Apollo

payload, which includes an adapter section, Apollo spacecraft and launch

escape system.

Little Joe II is a solid-fuel launch vehicle produced by Convair for the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration. The contract is managed by

NASA's Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas.

- more -
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Little Joe II has been designed specifically for unmanned-suborbital

testing of the Apollo spacecraft. It is a relatively inexpensive launch vehicle,

incorporating many proven, off-the-shelf systems and components.

The propulsion system, for example, can be tailored to meet specific

mission requirements. The vehicle can accomodate as many as seven Aerojet-

General algol 1-D solid-fuel motors, producing 720, 000 pounds of thrust. Or

it can be adapted to use combinations of algol and other off-the-shelf, solid-fuel

motors to suit test mission requirements, enabling it to achieve a variety of

altitudes and velocities.

Simplicity and reliability have been designed into the Little Joe II airframe

which consists of a cylindrical body about 13 feet in diameter and four fins. The

airframe is produced in two sections - a forebody about 19 feet long and an

afterbody about 10 feet long. The four fins, each about 50 square feet, are

spaced around the afterbody.

The 100, 000 pound launcher, which will aim the Little Joe II launch vehicle

in azimuth and elevation, has already been installed at White Sands.

The vehicle is scheduled to arrive at White Sands June 17 where vehicle

and system test and checkout will take place. When ready for launch, the

vehicle and payload will tower nine stories high.

Purpose of this flight will be to qualify the Little Joe II launch vehicle for later

flights with the "boilerplate" Apollo payload and Apollo spacecraft built to production

standards. The Little Joe I1 tests will provide engineering information for use on

nanned Apollo orbital flights.

jm
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- A young research chemist with 15 years experience in

developing life-sustaining systems from submarines through spacecraft has been

named Chief of the Manned Spacecraft Center's Crew Systems Division.

Richard S. Johnston, 36, formerly Deputy Chief of the Division, was named

to his new position by Dr. Robert R. Gilruth, Director of MSC. The top Division

chair was vacated on July Z by Dr. Stanley C. White, an Air Force officer in the

Medical Corps, who was reassigned to Brooks Air Force Base, Texas.

With Crew Systems Division since it was organized in April, 1961, Johnston

first became associated with Project Mercury and its originating Space Task

Group in 1959. He supervised the design, layout and acquisition of equipment for

the astronaut transfer van used at Cape Canaveral to transport the space suit-

clad astronaut from Hangar r'S" to the launch pad. In a working paper he presented

in November, 1960, Johnston detailed a medical operations plan which has been

used throughout the Project Mercury space flights.

- more -
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During his early work with MSC, he contributed to the development of

spacecraft life-supporting systems, including pressure suit and restraint systems.

Johnston was born in Keyser, West Virginia on October 1, 1926. He was

graduated from McKinley Technical School in Washington, D. C. In 1951, he

received a BS degree in chemistry from the University of Maryland.

From 1946 to 1955, he worked as a research chemist with the Naval Research

Laboratory in Washington, D. C., where he assisted in the development of

chemicals which produced oxygen for breathing apparatus. He also worked in

the evaluation and development of submarine air purification systems.

Johnston transferred to the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Department, in

1955 and was placed in charge of developing aircraft liquid oxygen equipment.

For his work during this period, the Department of the Navy presented him an

"outstanding performance" certificate of commendation. During his three years

with the Bureau, he also worked on the application of the low-level ejection seat

escape system to Navy aircraft.

Johnston has authored and co-authored more than Z0 technical publications,

and has made nine technical presentations on his work.

With his wife, the former Jean Armbruster, and two children, Johnston

lives in Timber Cove; Seabrook, Texas.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Cameras which have documented America's achieve-

ments in manned space flight will be among the items to be displayed at the 72nd

International Exposition of Professional Photography at the Dallas Memorial

_ditorium, July 22-24, 1963.

In addition, Mercury Spacecraft "Aurora 7" which was flown by Astronaut

Malcolm Scott Carpenter on May Z0, 1962, will be on public display. This is the

first Dallas showing of a Mercury spacecraft which was piloted by an American

astronaut.

Among the cameras to be on display at the Photography }Exposition are:

the 16mm Milliken pilot observer camera used during the flight of Astronaut

Walter M. Schirra on October Z, 196Z; 16mmMillikens used as periscope and

instrument observer cameras, and the 70mm earth sky camera carried aboard

the unmanned Mercury flight of September 13, 1961. A 70 mm Hasselbad and a

special robot 35 mm royal camera, identical to the one carried by Astronaut

Gordon Cooper to photograph the dim light phenomena are included in the Center's

display.

- more -
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The Carpenter spacecraft, cameras and other space exhibits will

be in the NASA display area in the corridors outside the main theater

of the auditorium.

The exhibits are part of the Manned Spacecraft Center's program at

the Internati)nal Exposition. Three of the Center's top photographers are

scheduled to give a 90-minute presentation "Photography in Space" for the

Professional Photographers Monday, July Z2, at 9:00 p. rn. Taking part

in the five part space photography presentation are: Eugene Edmonds,

Chief of General Photography ]Branch; John Holland, Chief, Photographic

Laboratory; Thomas Brahm, Technical Assistant to Assistant of the

Photographic Division of the Manned Spacecraft Center.

Holland will speak on the development of spacecraft and high speed

photography and how an engineering photographic laboratory takes shape

in the space age.

Edmonds, who has served as prime NASA photographer on all Project

Mercury flights, will talk on photographic aspects during recovery

ope rations and on modern experimental photography.

Brahm's presentation will deal with tomorrow's photography in space.

He is substituting for John Brinkman, Chief of Photographic Division.

The NASA exhibit is the most complete concentration of items related

to manned space flight ever placed on public display in Dallas. The NASA

exhibit will focus emphasis on the next steps in American's manned space

flight program.

Models of the spacecrafts which will carry this nation's astronauts in

Pr_imct Gemini and Project Apollo will be on view.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS- Maj. Gen. O. K. Neiss, U.S. Air Force Surgeon-General,

visited Manned Spacecraft Center Monday to award the Legion of Merit to a retired

Air Force doctor who is now Acting Director of Space Medicine for the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration.

General Neiss presented the Legion of Merit to Dr. George M. Nauf, who

recently became NASA's Acting Director of Space Medicine in place of Dr. C. H.

Roadman.

General Neiss also visited briefly with Dr. Robert R. Gilruth, Director of

MSC, was briefed on space medical operations and research at MSC and toured

the Crew Systems Division facilities.

Presentation of the Legion of Merit to Dr. Nauf took place in Dr. Gilruth's

office shortly after noon, Monday. The citation accompanying the medal

covered Dr. Nauf's contributions to aerospace medicine during the period of

January 1, 1962 to October 31, 1962.

Dr. Nauf became Deputy Director of Space Medicine for NASA in January,

_62, on assignment from the Air Force. Following his retirement from the

Air Force on October 31, 1962, after 22 years of service, Dr. Nauf continued in

his NASA role until he became Acting Director of Space Medicine June 1.
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The award presentation was made during a visit of Dr. Nauf to MSC.

He and General Neiss were briefed on MSC medical and crew systems

development activities by Dr. Charles A. Berry, MSC Medical Operations

Officer, and Richard S. Johnston, Chief of the Crew Systems Division.

General Neiss returned to San Antonio Monday afternoon.

###
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- A non-conventional life raft designed for Mercury astro-

nau'_s with ballasts to stabilize it in rough seas won a $1, 000 incentive award for

i'_s two Manned Spacecraft Center inventors.

,,-- _lat'ch_w i. Radnofsky and Glenn A Shewmat_e of MSCrs Crew Systems Division

accepted the award fram Dr. Robert 12. Oilrt_th. A brief ceremony commending

their w'ozk was held recently in %h_ MSC Director's office, The award wa_ made by

th_ i:_v'en_i_ns and Contrzbuti,ons ISoarci of the National Aeronautics alkd Space Admin-

-s _raticn

Tke -igh-_veigh_ life raft, packed with five pounds of water, takes up ig x 8 x 3

incheJ in zhe spacecraft, it has LJecn 'included in the Mercury survival kit of every

_nanned orblz fright beginning with "_'riendship 7", flown by Col. J,:;h_,; id Glenn, Jr,

?h.e raft h_!ds one _azi,

The Radnofsky-Shewmake design was used for the first time under emergency

conditions by Cnldr M, Scott Carpenter. Having overshot his landing by approxi-

_,_-_tciy 200 miles, Carpenter eli:robed out of his spacecraft, inflated the life raft

and wa_zed alongside "Aurora 7" for assistance,
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The life raft design is under consideration for use by Gemini and Apollo

a::;:onauts, The two-man Project Gemini flights, beginning in late 1964, will

develop piloting techniques in docking and rendezvousing in space, and will

study the effects of long duration flights -- up to two weeks -- on man. Project

Apollo flights will ultimately land two U, S. astronauts on the Moon by 1970.

The Department of Defense and commercial airlines with overseas flights

are also interested in the life raft design.

###
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- William E. Stoney, Jr., 37, formerly chief of advanced

vehicle conceptual studies in the office of Advanced Research and Technology at

National Aeronautics and Space Administration headquarters in Washington, has been

'-- amed Chief of the Spacecraft Technology Division of Manned Spacecraft Center's

Office of Engineering and Development.

Stoney succeeds Charles Mathews, who has been named Acting Manager of the

Gemini Spacecraft Project Office. Mathews moved to the Gemini Project position

lasL Spring.

Born in Terre Haute, Indiana, September 13, 1925, Stoney attended Polytechnic

Preparatory School in Brooklyn, New York, and received a Bachelor of Science

degree from Massachusetts Institute of Technology in aeronautical engineering in

June, 1949. He received aMaster's Degree from the University of Virginia in 1951,

Stoney joined the staff of NASA Langley Research Center {then part of the

National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics) August 24, 194_/4_%_7_i_.rrmaztt._'cal

- more - _i:r"
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engineer in the former Pilotless Aircraft Research Division, now called the

Applied Materials and Physics Division. He was appointed head of the Heat

Transfer Section in 1958 and was assigned to head gangley's Scout Project

Group on February 29, 1960.

He was awarded a Sloan Fellowship in executive development at MIT in

1961 and spent the next year there studying in depth the fundamentals of manage-

ment action. At the end of the year, he was appointed to the position at NASA

headquarters.

A World War II veteran, Stoney served with the Air Force from March,

_43, to March 1946.

###
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Dave W. Lang, Jr., of the NASA Manned Spacecraft

Center Procurement and Contracts Division, will be the principal speaker July 30

at the Second Industry Assistance Symposium at Rice University.

gang's speech, entitled "Purchase Request for the Moon," is a review of how

· ce funds are being spent in the national effort to reach earth's nearest neighbor.

In addition to the talk, there will be morning and afternoon panel discussions

on procurement methods and displays of space-age hardware.

: The discussions will cover procurement in the following areas: products and

equipment, construction and services support, research and development and

subcontracting procedures.

Registration will begin at 8 A.M. in the Rice Memorial Center lobby. The

public is invited.

The symposium is sponsored by the Houston Chamber of Commerce and MSC.

dg
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Robert T. Rodriguez, 25, employed as a clerk in the

Manned Spacecraft Center, Financial Management Office, is being held by U. S.

Secret Service officials, for a hearing before the U. S. Commissioner concerning

a shortage of $461 of federal funds.

Rodriguez, who was employed at MSC in February of 1963, formerly was a

Civil Service employee with the Immigration and Naturalization services in Hoos ton.

As a clerk in the MSC Financial Management Office, Rodriguez was an

authorized imprest fund cashier, dispersing Treasury Department money to MSC

procurement personnel for needed cash purchases. There are two such funds at

the Center.

The shortage was discovered in a routine check of his account while Rodriguez

was on sick leave.

MSC Security officials and auditors were called in to verify the apparent

shortage of $461. As a result, Rodriguez was also questioned by the U. S. Secret

Service. The fund shortage is entirely covered by back salary and other funds

ed to Rodriguez, MSC officials said.
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Rodriguez is single and resides at 2331 ]Bolsover Road, Houston, Texas.

He is being suspended from his position at MSC pending completion of the

investigation.

###
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Dr. Charles A. Berry, Chief of the Manned Spacecraft

Cer_zer Medlcal Operations Office, has resigned his commission as gieutenan:

Colo:_el in the U. S. Air Force to accept Civil Service appointment to tl_e MSC

position.

Dr. Berry has been on loan to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration

for assign,ment to organize the MSC Medical Operations Office since July 1, 1962.

One of the Medical Operations functions is that of flight surgeon to the astronauts,

formerly performed by Dr. William Douglas, also an Air Force Lieutenant Colonel,

wino had been reassigned to Air Force duty.

MSC Director Robert R. Gilruth said establishment of the Medical Operations

Office chief's position as a Civil Service post is felt to be necessary to assure

continuity of personnel in the position.

The Medical Operations Office has the responsibility for all medical, health

and safety aspects of the Center's operations, including flight missions.
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As the incumbent chief of the office, Dr. Berry was offered the post under

Civil Service and accepted the appointment, resigning his commission for this

purpose.

A veteran of 15 years of military service, including three years during

World War II, Dr. Berry was rated as a Senior Flight Surgeon with the Air Force

and was qua]ified as a "Space Surgeon TM in 1960.

Dr. Berry obtained a Bachelor of Arts degree in 1945 from the University

e'_Salifornia at Berkeley, and was awarded a Doctor of Medicine degree from N_e

University of California Medical School in San Francisco in 1947. After serving

a rotating internship with the University of California Service at the San Francisco

City and County Hospital, he entered private practice in Indic and Coacheila,

California, for three years.

Dr. Berry entered the Ur_it-d States Air Force in July !95!, serving first

ar_Han_ilton AFB, California, and then entering the Aviation Medicine residency

trainin_ program in September ]951. Between 195Z and 1955, he served as Base

Flig_,t Surgeon and Deputy Command Surgeon in the Carribean Air Command,

Ai hrook Air Force Base, Canal Zone.

ir_ 1955, Dr_ Berry completed the final year of his residency training progr_n_

_ t_,e Harvard School of Public Health; he received his Master of Public Health,

S_rn Laude.
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In July 1956, Dr. Berry was assigned as Assistant Chief of the Department

of Aviation Medicine at the School of Aviation Medicine at Randolph Air Force

Base, Texas and in July 1958 became Chief of the Department of Flight Medicine.

He served on temporary duty in Hollywood, California as technical advisor for

"Men Into Space" during the Summer of 1959. In September of that year, he

reported for duty in the Aerospace Medicine Division, Office of the Surgeon General,

USAF. In December -- same year -- he was selected as an Aeromedical Monitor

for the Manned Spacecraft Center's Project Mercury operations. Since that time,

he has served as prime monitor at the Canary Island and Bermuda sites and has

trained other medical monitors at these sites.

Dr. Berry is a member of the American Medical Association, the American

Academy of General Practice, the AIAA and the Association of Military Surgeons.

He is on the Aerospace Medicine Committee of the Ameri_anMedical Association.

He is a Fellow of the Aerospace Medical Association, a member of the Space

Medicine Branch of that Association, and a member of the Committee on Aviation

Health and Safety. He is a Fellow of the American College of Preventive Medicine.

He is a member of Delta Omega (Honorary Public Health Society) and Nu Sigma

Nu, and is an Associate Fellow of the American College of Physicians. He is a

member and is on the Board of Governors of the Society of USAF Flight Surgeons.

Dr. Berry's community activities have included chairmanship of a Boy Scout

froop Committee, Trustee of the School Board and a member of the Board of the

First Methodist Church, Seabrook, Texas.
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He is rated as a Senior Flight Surgeon and has been awarded the American

Campaign Medal, World war II Victory Medal, National Defense Service Medal,

Navy Good Conduct Ribbon, the Commendation Ribbon and Wings of the Nicaraguan

Air Force.

On April Z6, 1961, he was presented the Arnold m. Tuttle Award for his

articles on original research published in Aerospace Medicine in 1959 and 1960.

On February 9, 1962, he was awarded the USAF Certificate of Achievement

in recognition of outstanding qualifications in the speciality of Aviation Medicine.

Dr. Berry has been author or co-author of nearly 30 aerospace medical papers

and several chapters of book length works.

A native of Rogers, Arkansas, Dr. Berry spent most of his life prior to

entering military service in the Coachella Valley, Indio, California. He now

resides in E1 Lago, Seabrook, Texas with his wife Addella (Dell) and their

three children Mike (17), Charlene (14) and Janice (1Z).

###
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i_IOUSTON, TEXAS -- "A Review of Knowledge Acquired From the First Manned

Satellite Program," is the subject of a talk to be given August 16 by Christopher C.

Kraft, Jr., of the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center Flight Operations Division.

The talk is one of more than a dozen given by key scientists and engineers during

the Conference on Artificial Satellites at Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg,

Virginia. The meeting will be held August 1Z through 16.

The conference has a two-fold purpose: to assist in the interchange of information

among scientists and engineers working actively in space research and to bring vital

information to stimulate scientists and engineers who are not now engaged in space

research.

Kraft's speech will outline some of the significant contributions Project Mercury

has made to the area of space technology. He notes that the "real knowledge of

I1

Mercury lies in the change of the basic philosophy of the program.

- more -
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As one of the conference speakers, Kraft is returning to the university

from whom he received formal education. He graduated from VPI in 1944 with

a Bachelor of Science degree in aeronautical engineering.

Kraft joined the NASA science staff of the Langley Research Center's Flight

Research Division in 1945. When the Space Task Group (forerunner of the Manned

Spacecraft Center) was formed in October 1958, he became one of the original

members.

As Chief of MSC's Flight Operations Division, Kraft has the responsibility

of coordinating the thousands of details and personnel involved in preparing for

.anned space flight. These support activities include the recovery program,

tracking iletwork and flight control. When manned spaceflight is in progress,

he assumes directorship from lift-off at Cape Canaveral until conclusion of

mi s :_· _.

At MSC, Kraft is presently engaged in operations planning for the Gemini

and Apollo manned spaceflight programs, The programs are a continuation

of the Project Mercury flight and are designed ultimately to place astronauts on

the moon and safely return them to earth.

He is a native of Phoebus, Virginia.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- The first water drop test to qualify the parachute

recovery system which will lower the two-man Gemini spacecraft to a water landing

was completed successfully at Salton Sea, California, NASA Manned Spacecraft

Center announced today.

The drop was made over the San Felipe drop zone from 20, 000 feet and follows

a series of five successful land drops just completed at E1 Centro, California during

the past three months.

The parachute recovery system, designed by Northrops Ventura Division will

be Gemini's prime recovery system until the paraglider system is developed. The

paraglider, designed for dry-landings, can be guided by the astronaut to a controlled

landing at a pre-selected point. The parachute system is designed for wet-landings

and will be used for unmanned and early manned Gemini flights. The first manned

flight is scheduled for 1964. It will be preceeded by two or three unmanned flights.

Project Gemini is designed to develop pilot techniques of docking and ren-

dezvousing in space, and to extend space flight duration up to two weeks.

- more -
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Twenty qualification tests have been scheduled for completion in early

1964 which will check out the operation of the recovery system. This will

include the parachutes, the pyrotechnic devices which explosively trigger

the deployment and release of the parachutes and the timing system --

technically called "sequencing", which triggers the various events at the

proper time. The tests call for use of a Gemini boilerplate, a dynamic

duplication of the ©emini spacecraft in configuration, weight, weight

distribution (center of gravity) and '_response '_ through its size and weight.

Two additional tests using "static articles TM, a structural duplication of the

Gemini spacecraft :Not only in size and weight, but in materials and construc-

tion, will finalize the testing of the recovery system.

The parachute recovery system consists of an 18-foot diameter

ring-sail drogue and an 84-foot diameter ring-sail recovery parachute

placed in a rendezvous-and-recovery section mounted on the small end of

the spacecraft. The canister also houses the Gemini rendezvous radar

equipment. Mercury experience has been used extensively in the design

of the parachutes and necessary system components.

The tests over Salton Sea are made from a C-130 cargo-type aircraft.

The boilerptate, mounted on a sled within the aircraft, is extracted from

the rear of the cargo compartment by an extraction chute. After extraction,

the boilerplate separates from the sled and "free falls '' to around 12, 000

feet where the stabilization parachute is separated and the ©emini recovery

system is "armed".
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At 10, 600 feet above water, the sequencing is initiated with the deploy-

ment of the drogue parachutes. After a two-second delay, the canister

separates to c_l_c ¥ the main parachute. The parachute descends in "reefed"

condition for eight seconds, when it "dis-reefs" (reefing, or restricting the

skirt from opening until a safe descent speed is reached, prevents excessive

loaJing on the canopy. Dis-reefing releases the restraining band, and

allows the canopy to blossom). After 22 seconds, a single-point release

is fired to free the bridle which allows the spacecraft to rotate on a two-

point suspension system and assume a "nose-up" position 35 degrees from

the horizontal. The 35-degree impact inclination lowers the spacecraft into

the water on the "corner' of its heat shield, appreciably lessening the shock

of landing impact. This method of water landing also eliminates the need

for the impact bag which was used for Mercury spacecraft landings.

The parachute recovery system will be replaced later by a land landing

system for which the paraglider is now under development. Throughout

manned Oemini flights, ejection seats -- which can be triggered by each

astronaut individually for a rapid escape from the spacecraft -- will serve

as the emergency back-up recovery system.

###
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Christopher C. Kraft, Jr., Chief of the NASA Manned

Spacecraft Center's Flight Operations Division, said in Blacksburg, Virginia today

(August 16) that the real knowledge that came from Project Mercury was of a need

for a change in tue basic philosopay of the program.

Speaking before some 300 scientists and engineers during the Conference on

Artificial Satellites at Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Kraft reviewed the scientific

accomplishments of the Mercury program from its beginnirig until conclusion.

He noted that in the beginning the capabilities of man were not known and the

systems had to be designed to function automatically. ]3ut with the addition of man

to the loop, this philosophy changed 180 degrees since primary success of the

mission depended upon man backing up automatic equipment that could fail.

MSC's Flight Operations Chief said that the basic aims of the program were

accomplished in less than five years from the start of the program. "The first

d. S. manned spaceflight program was designed to (1) put a man into earth orbit,

- more -
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(2) observe his reactions to the space environment and (3) bring him back to

Earth safely at a point where he could be readily recovered. All of these objec-

Lives have been accon_plished, and some have produced more i___formation than we

expected to receive."

Ti_e program demonstrated that man had a unique capability to reduce a

mission that would not have been successfully completed with automatic equipment,

Kraft said. "Man serves many purposes in the orbiting spacecraft .... he provides

redundancy not obtainable by other means, he conducts scientific experiments and

he can discover phenomenon not seen by automatic equipment."

According to Kraft, most important is "redundancy, the ability of a (man-

rated) system to take over .... if the primary system fails." It might be called

the safety valve feature of the spacecraft.

Kraft noted that the instance in Mercury flight in which the automatic system

for reentry was used completely was at the end of Walter Schirra's six orbits.

In all other flights, the astronaut took over and manually performed at least one

part of the reentry.

The Mercury program also taught us about the "reliability requirement" and

the need to check details carefully. It is a requirement that cannot be designed

into a system on the drawing board. It consists of developing a contractor team

that will take care to follow procedures and deliver a reliable product.

- more -
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"The smallest mistake in a man-rated system can bring totally unexpected

results," Kraft told the scientific group. "The unexpected is the rule in the

unknown, and if man is going to live in the region beyond our atmosphere, he is

going to live under new rules or not at all. We have been aware of these rules ....

but they have not been brought to our attention so vividly as they have in the

manned flight program,"

To the question: Can man adapt to an environment which violates most of the

ia_,¥s under which his body operates? Kraft said "yes .... for the period of one to

two days." He listed the problems that were solved as: (1) the crushing acce!era-

+ion of launch, (g) weightlessness, (3) the effects of weightlessness on the

cardiovascular system, (4) disorientation and (5) environmental equipment to

provide life support.

,_n_,ther of the contributions was in the area of aer_medical equipment

development. Blood pressure measuring systems were manufactured that would

automatically take readings arid transmit them by telemetry to the ground.

These increased the _ccuracy of data coming back from the man in space. The

infiig_t studies of the space pilot's reactions are probably the most complete

medical records ever kept on an individual. Their value, Kraft said_ has been

to reaffirm that man can function normally in the space environment.

Kraft explained thai: Mercury a]so taught us not to stack the components

,-_ t_ _,f each other. !t forces limited access, Failure of one component makes

it necessary to pull out other functioning systems to replace the malfunctioning

- more -
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part. In the Gemini and Apollo spacecraft, Kraft said equipment will be modular

and replaceable, allowing the substitution of alternate parts without tearing out

whole subsystems.

The Flight Operations Chief concluded by stating: "The manned space flight

program has added greatly to our knowledge of the universe around us and demon-

strated that man has a proper role in exploring it. There are many unknowns that

lie ahead in space, but we are reassured because we are confident in overcoming

them by using man's capabilities to the fullest .... We now depend on man in the

loop to back up the automatic systems rather than using automatic systems alone

o insure that the mission is accomplished .... we have arrived at what we think

is the proper mixture of that formula_ Man is the deciding element; but we

cannot ignore the usefulness of the automatic systems."

dg
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HOUSTON_ TEXAS -- He woke up_ dressed_ ate breakfast_ and drove to work like any

other man.

On the way he passed suburban commuters going to their desks for the day ahead.

He has an office and a desk alsoj but his activity is not confined to it. In fact_

hi_ task is not even confined to this planet'

Mercury astronaut Virgil I. "GUS" Grissom parked his car at Ellington Air Force

Base and climed into the waiting T-33 jet fighter. He taxied down the rur_ay and

cleared for take-off.

In the air perhaps he thought of his combat missions in Korea or his "Liberty Bell 7"

suborbital flight two years ago. Maybe he considered the future and the day when he

might pilot the twO-man Gemini spacecraft. Gemini will be able to stay in orbit for

two weeks and rendezvous with another orbital vehicle.

At 9:54 his wheels touched the ground in St. Louis_ Missouri. He guided his plane

to the McDonnell Aircraft Corporation hangars and left it for re-fueling.

McDonnell_ prime contractor for Gemini_ is Grissom's second home. His astronaut

assignment is to provide a liaison between Gemini and his colleagues.
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An hour after landing Grissom had made two quick changes -- from flight suit to

business suit to Gemini pressure suit. The suit provides protection from heating_ loss

of cabin pressure_ and accelerations accompanying an emergency ejection. Without suit

protection man has less than 12 seconds of useful consciousness in space.

A properly sized suit must allow complete freedom of action. To get a perfect

fit, suit technicians_ resembling custom tailors_ huddled around Grissom noting the

necessary modifications.

While in the suit_ he climbed into the Gemini mock-up spacecraft to assess a new

seat installation. The mock-up or early version of the spacecraft contains all the

actual equipment of the later versions. Individual components such as the seat arrange-

ment can be tested in the mock-up while still in early stages.

The escape system on Gemini is a rocket ejection seat similar to that used on

_h-performance aircraft. Either pilot or co-pilot can eject both seats up to alti-

tudes of 70_000 feet.

To test the early design of this system_ engineers rolled out the seat and Grissom

to simulate firing the rocket. During this maneuver clearance measurements between the

suit and sides of the spacecraft were recorded.

In his engineering evaluation of suits and seats, Grissom uses his past experience

in the Mercury program_ his pilot experience, and his knowledge of the Gemini mission.

At noon the McDonnell plant whistle reminded the employees of lunch. Grissom

and the engineers working in the mock-up room were impervious to this signal.

They paused only long enough to eat sandwiches and, then_ back to work.

As the afternoon wore on_ Grissom's glances to his watch became more frequent.

He had to be at the Johnsville centrifuge in Pennsylvania the next morning.
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He put his flight suit back on and was in the air headed for another day's work

miles away. He knew he would soon return to St. Louis for more reviews which will solve

other technical problems and bring Gemini closer to its first flight.

Grissom's work is like that of the other 15 astronauts at NASA's Manned Spacecraft

Center in Houston. Seven s including Grissom_ were chosen for Project Mercury in April

1959- Nine more were added to the space flight pool in September 1962.

Each of these 16 men has to be a "Jack-of-all-trades". His engineering research

job combines the talents of a pioneer_ athlete_ test pilot_ reporter_ and scholar.

He is a pioneer in the peaceful exploration of space. His challenge is the

greatest in the history of mankind -- to land on the moon.

In his athlete's role_ he works out on his own time to preserve top physical con-

dition.

Along with physical condition s he maintains flight proficiency by piloting high-

performance aircraft. When he flys a jet fighter to meetings at NASA installations

or contractor plants s a dual function is served - rapid transportation s and flight

experience.

If no plane is available_ he flys commercial jet_ but the travel time isn't

wasted. In the air he usually studies the volumes of technical reports of the aero-

space industry.

Each astronaut has his special reporter's "beat" or assignment. He participates

in and follows a specific engineering development.

This participation provides a means of maintaini_ individual and group knowledge

as well as providing crew contributions to the development. Some of the assignments

are training and simulation_ conmmnications s booster development s Project Gemini_ and
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Project Apollo.

Schotastically_ each has at least one degree in science or engineering from such

schools as Annapolis_ P_rdue_ Princeton_ and West Point. But_ an astronaut's education

doesn't end with graduation.

They must all study advanced concepts in fields of geology_ astronomy_ guidance

and navigation_ and computer theory. In addition_ they have had special courses of

instruction.

For example_ they were trained in selenology or moon geology to learn how to collect

moon samples and what samples to bring back to earth.

Astronauts spend over half their time away from home. They often span the con-

tinent daily to keep up with their tight schedule.

Gus Grissom had spanned half the continent in his travel from Houston to Johnsville_

_ennsylvania. He was met there by astronauts Donald K. "Deke" Slayton and Alan B.

Shepard_ Jr._ _nerica's first man in space.

The Johnsville centrifuge or "The Wheel" as it is called by the astronauts is

believed to be the world's largest. The astronauts are not strangers to its accelera-

tions and trained on it extensively for Project Mercury.

But Mercury is finished and the gondola has been fitted with the Gemini manual

control and flight displays. The astronauts are n_ making an engineering evaluation

of the Gemini equipment in s__ulated launch and re-entry programs.

Powered by a 180 ton_ 4_000 horsepower electric motor_ the centrifuge arm can

accelerate from a dead stop to over 170 miles per hour in seven seconds. At this speed

the subject in the gondola experiences 40 G's or 40 times the normal gravitational pull.

As the t_hree Merc_ry astronauts were renewing their acquaintance with the wheel_
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11 others were on their way to Los A_eles_ California. The conference they were to

attend the next morning was a revie-r of the mani_ed moon project Apollo. To prepare for

it_ some of them had lash red,razestudy sessions _n their hotel rooms the night before.

Apollo consists of hhree main sections_ or race,ales. North American Aviation

Corporation in D_ney_ Cali fornia_ is _he prime contractor for t_o of these_ the

command and service _odules.

At ,+,hereview ihe astronauts were briefed on the Apollo cre_ station equipment and

its arrar_emer_t by N,A.A. designers. For the astronauts_ the crew station is their

"wind_" on_ the operation.

UsiP¢ the indiaatio'as and controls in their wind_ they can determine what is

happening t,_£_ougcout the spacecraft, in planning the crew stxtion the astronauts have

to certify that, all the iata disp!eys and regu_tors they need are being displayed.

At thls point their overall management vie_a of the project and_ er_ineering back-

ground become invade,able. They c_anunderstand electrical circ_ait desig_ and see how

all the systems will affect earth other.

They are also alert to pN!:sible mralfunctions that couAd jeoI_rdize the mission.

Every possible situs,tien m_ust 'be anTieipated_

For the astronauts afl engineers the luncheon merr= was the same as Grissom's --

sandwiches and miik__ This sav{?i 5he t_'uv_eof adje_rni_P._and_ reconvenin_ but even so_

the meetin_ lastei ten hsurs.

Tired s,n_ filled wi'vh ccffee_ they checked their scRedules for their next assign-

me nt.

Astrc___autEd_'ard H_ Whit_ se!ecved last fall_ w'ent fr,_m Los Angeles to Edwards

Air Force Base. Edvar_s is locatei on a o=© .....__e_ mile deserh._ lake bed in iewer
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Ca±ifornia. it is the home of the rocket-powered X-15 and NASA's Flight Research Center.

White's special assig_mment is the design and development of flight control systems.

He went to Edwards to evalmate the control syste_ used in the X-15.

In the X-15_ designed for speeds of 4_000 miles per hour s the gravity forces are

so severe tkat the pilot cannot use his conventional control stick. Instead_ he employs

two side-arm controllers which are operated by wrist movements. They are integrated

with the center stick.

White examined these side arm controllers to gain information for the selection of

controllers in M_C projects. He talked to the X-15 pilots about the research they had

done before deciding on their particular system.

Several pilots were pretaari_ for a mission by practicing the flight plan in a

ground-based s_mulator. The simulator has a cockpit mock-up of the actual X-15_ and

w _h the aid of computer equipment the pilot simulates flight conditions.

After a day of questions and testing White returned to Houston.

Astronaut Thomas P. Stafford had remained in Los Angeles an extra day to talk to

the NAA engineers further about communication and instrumentation systems in Apollo.

He has to insure that the onboard systems are properly integrated with the mission

control system_ ground operational support and other communication links.

He is well qualified for his duty. Before joining NASA in 1962_ he was chief

of the performance branch at the Edwards Air Force Aerospace Research Pilot School.

There_ he established basic textbooks and directed the writing of flight test manuals.

Stafford awakened at 5 Ai_ the next morning for a flight to San Francisco. In

the plane he studied charts of the centrifuge programs he would run later at the NASA

Azaes Research Ce_er.
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_l',Y£<<es_35 --ciiesscu-hh ,of San Fr_encisco; Cal.ifornia_ S-halfor! joined as,hronaut

Ellis% ,!i.c',es_Jr. Z:hey fl'ereparticipating in a researc:h progrsL_ designed for la,her

astronaut ,hr%in,-ns.

CR_ urli%.ief±_-_I_.-_ =_,..._d....Ames eer:,hrifugein'roses s,hresses on +_e astronaut

that _hv '¥keel a,h Jo",'.ssv_N-_c9,nno%. The tests are d_qigNed -ho de,hermine ,h_ as,hronaut's

ability to read 'vi.,ha,!ins,hP_?_er_tsdaring -hhe flight of ,hhe s'p_cecraft_

it also +,--_t,:'_-:_xabi!it.y '59 !'eas,h8,r~dtake _roper -.o_r_-'_'_'e.................... ·__ . corJ:rol ac,biers

during +,.hamiss ion.

_rr_iiea fur. is v,s,kz__gpl.,ce} the astronaut is closely ,_e_cn_a by don't,ors via a

,sl,ose!-_C.ucui-h4-:l_vi-li_ni,rs,r_smi-h-heI-in -hhe cabin. _..... sup_.!emen,hed by a host of

physic!cEdes! re :cliin.g levic.ss 5_'hichalso relay t,he _an_s reaction 'bo %he 0 force.

An _,__I'=_m_..........s_rp{_= ,-!evins-= 'torn by ,hhe as,hronaut %o give an indication of his

' 'oo,ifi_.i,,'.The 'r'al.ae l-e%;ee..nil_a]ative blood }ressuI-e san be i.s,hsn_ined,from ,hhis da_a.

" ' ......m.....e signal %0 %_ els _e_'''_ _An o,n_z,}_2com_.'_.ser6ire5 'ffhec , '-'-'_- .............._._l_}r driven cen,hrifuge.

A -'+-+_ ......_--_s ,-e 1,_ r_.-:/,{'!lti,rl%_au-mil}iiteis -.._-_h^_finab,DeL 20 seeoN,ds

3,.)ll_,lllS'£_ts,,4'i'./)_>"-c:e,w''P8,5.',-""'ie+'__s'_z:._......e _'_-'-_-_:-cea'tril_u_e_rc._s. _T_',x'asFrids,y alf%er-

_:c-_ (--,x_a ___l_--e......_ _r-:,_-.peoyls; time .......e,-,._+-v= ,,Teak-em&%o begin. But_ fcr e_-hronauts lYeek-

.._-_=]c_,,___eF__%':i'OP_'_ir5seer {-,_ 17'2£% PgetPzer.

Afb;er las,vi.r,.{J<'knsi-il!e_ .arise_u.!_a,e_o s,hcl,in S%. 1,32i.s before 6oing _ome.

Sa-h-_Playke i,.}cksiiL ,tn-hh= zr:gres? th'at P_ed been r_,de on _.'-oi-erairii-treasure sui-ho

By Sa-hurhay n.k_-_'.+`,?.s"_'s,s 'back fir! his ca:it emi drivi.n{ kx,_e %,2,lis family_

0l k_s desk l,{,?:A;le,ymolnilng_ lilies,IAfound e mo'e:_ielfmeii. Es.ch ,_,--hvon.%uthas 'ho

a,r_;'_'ers,'Ooal, i0ns i?3i_:ra o _,,i'e.e_X_.

They .%_'l'?'er--+'+_'_s 1-,,,_1d _,rl,.e _e
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facilities leased by MaC in Houston. A $120 million permanent complex will be completed

next spring and the 3_00C MSC employees_ including the astronauts_ will move in.

Also moving will be 10 to 15 more astronaut trainees who will have joined the

space team. These men will also have their sights focused on the _ture. They_ like

Grissom and the others_ will feel the challenge an astronaut faces.

They_ too_ will be able to close their eyes at night and envision the time when

a man clad in a space suit will step out of his spacecraft and onto the age-old symbol

of romance and mystery -- the moon.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Emmit E. Fisher is a specialist in numerical analysis

technique s.

At the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's Manned Spacecraft

Center, his specialty is applied to monitoring the implementation of the Data

Reduction Complex -- the data handling and reducing center for future manned

_pace flight information.

The Complex will be situated at MSC's future home in southeast Houston on

a 1600-acre tract of land near Clear Lake. The Center will be occupied by MSC

personnel by March, 1964.

The former "acoustics" specialist with the White Sands Missile Range in

New Mexico is one of several negroes employed at MS_. At WSMR, Fisher

worked in the Data Reduction Division, and in the Research Section of the

Signal Division, from 1959 to 1963. He assisted in Aberdeen Proving Ground's

Project BANSHEE -- a balloon-hoisted, high altitude burst of explosives to

study the propagation of sound waves over distance in the thinner regions of

the earth's atmosphere.

t
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While he was with WSMR, he authored and co-authored four technical

papers on "acoustics".

A native Texas, Fisher hails from the town of Maverick where he was

born on August 21, 1933.

He fulfilled his military obligations with the U. S. Army from 1953 to

1956, receiving his basic training at Fort Riley, Kansas. He became an

aviation mechanic through Army training at Fort Sill (Oklahoma) Army

Helicopter School, and Gary AFB (Texas) FLxed Wing Mechanics School.

He enrolled at Texas Southern University on the "G. I. Bill" _and was

graduated with a bachelor of science degree in mathematics in 1958. He

continued toward his master's degree in applied mathematics, and hi.4

degree is pending submission and acceptance of his thesis.

After leaving school, Fisher headed the mathematics department of

Dumbar high school in Temple, Texas, for eight weeks. He joined the

White Sands Missile Range shortly afterward.

Fisher married the former Margaret Edwards of E1 Paso, Texas.

They have one son, Emit Fisher, Jr., who is 15 months old.

###
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- When Elton A. Wilborn was graduated with a college

degree from Seattle University, he was 3Z and a father of three boys.

The degree culminated a long, hard struggle for advancement.

Today, a systems accountant with the National Aeronautics and Space Admini-

stration's Manned Spacecraft Center, Wilborn feels the struggle was "worth it".

"On board" about two weeks, Elton A. Wilborn works in the Accounting

Procedures Section of the Financial Management Division. His section "writes

all financial management manuals cqvering budgeting, accounting, analyses,

and auditing procedures within MSC."

Wilborn, a native Texas, was born on May 7, 1919 in the town of Giddings,
4

about 125 miles northeast of Houston. He remained in Giddings through grade

school. In 1937, he moved to Dallas where he worked at odd jobs until 194Z,

when he joined the U. S. Army.

In the Quartermaster Corps_ Wilborn moved from island to island in the

Pacific during much of World War II. He was honorably discharged in 1945.
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Wilborn returned to Dallas to marry the former Sacred Thomas of

Gonzales, Texas. A year later, theymoved to Seattle where for several

years he was a laborer in a laundry.

When he was Z9 years old, Wilborn enrolled in the Broadway Edison

high school in Seattle, and lZ months later was graduated with a high school

diploma. To meet his financial responsibilities, he worked full-time

evenings as a storekeeper with the Seattle Army Terminal.

In May, 1950, Wilborn enrolled at Seattle University. In May, 1953,'

he was graduated with a Bachelor of Commercial Sciences degree.

He worked as a management trainee with Safeway stores in Seattle

for one year. After sustaining a back injury, he was dropped from the

trainee program. For the next two years, he handled a number of odd

jobs. In October 1956, he was hired as an auditor with Auburn Army Depot,

outside of Seattle, where he audited financial records. He and his job

were transferred to the Utah Army Depot, in Ogden, where he remained

untilAugust 1958.

He joined the White Sands Missile Range in 1958 as an Accountant

and Auditor with the Finance and Accounting Office there.

Wilborn lives in Houston with his wife and four sons -- Elton A_

Wilborn, Jr., 15; Gregory N. 13; Bruce W., lZ_ and Richard Allen, 9.

###
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Daniel O. Nichols who helped finance his way through

college playing basketball is assigned to the National Aeronautics and Space ;

Administration's Manned Spacecraft Center as a mathematician. He is one of

several negroes employed by NSC.

His extensive knowledge of digital computers is responsible for his position

As coordinator between Flight Operations Division and IBM in implementing the

Real Time Computer Complex (RTCC). A vital artery in the Integrated Mission

Control Center (IMCC) -- the mission controlling nerve center -- the RTCC gathers

flight information from space and the tracking network around the world for

instant display in the control center. The IMCC will t/e situated at MSC's future

Clear Lake home, to be occupied by March of 1964, and will begin its operation

with the first rendezvous flight in the Gemini program.

Nichols was born on August 7, 1931 in Savannah, Georgia, where he spent

most of his childhood. In Korea for 18 months beginning in 1949, he was assigned

to the Air Force's 600Znd Fighter Bomber Wing as a water purification specialist.
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The "G. I. Bill" paid his way through the Savannah State College and

he was graduated in 1956 with a bachelor of science degree in mathematics.

He won a basketball scholarship during his junior year (his team went to

the ;Small. College National Tournament, in Nashville, in 1954).

Beginning in May 1956, he taught high school mathematics at Carver

high school in Wadley, Georgia, about 1Z0 miles from Savannah.

Prior to his employment with MSC, Nichols worked at the White Sands

Missile Range, New Mexico, as a mathematician and programmer. He
7

worked in the Range's Flight Simulation Laboratory, programming such

digital computers as the UNIVAC 1103 and ll0BA, and IBM 704 and 7094 in

support of WSMR projects.

Nichols married the former Lee Ruths Watson of Houston. They have

two children: Michael, 4, and Kimberley Evette, 11 months.

###
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- A young electronics engineer at the National Aerorlautics

and Space Administration's Manned Spacecraft Center is busily engaged in

"shrinking" electronic components.

Carrington H. Stewart, an aerospace technologist and one of several negroes

employed at MSC, is involved in designing audio microcircuits for spacecraft

communications systems in future manned space flights.

Microcircuitry is an electronic art of reducing individual electronic com-

ponents (resistors, inductors, transistors, capacitors, etc.)and their countless

soldered connections into thin films of vaporized metals. Through several

unique processes, these metals are sprayed layer upon layer on miniature

ceramic or glass bases through stencil-like masks. Many times whole circuits,

consisting of many components, can be sprayed on a base the size of a postage

stamp.

'54iniaturizing electronic circuitry not only increases reliability by eliminating

interconnections, but also saves space, weight and power consumption of electronic

equipment in space," Stewart explained.
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Stewart has been with the Flight Data Branch of the Instrumentation and

Electronic Systems Division since June, 1962.

Prior to his employment with MSC, Stewart worked at the White Sands

Missile Range's flight surveillance office. In the position of field engineer,

Stewart monitored for flight safety flights of missiles under test. Missiles

tested at White Sands were the Army CORPORAL, SERGEANT and REDSTONE,

and the Navy AEROBEE used for high altitude scientific investigations. He

also participated in laboratory experiments developing various instrumentation

for improving flightsafety during missile launches, z

Stewart was born in Sherman, Texas, on September 13, 1939. His

parents moved to Waco when he was three years old. In Waco, he was

graduated from A. J. Moore high school in May, 1956, and from Prairie View

A & M in May, 1960, with a bachelor of_ science degree in electrical engineering.

He became_employed by WSMR in September; 1960.

Stewart is the son of Mrs. 'O. M. Stewart, 619 South Second Street,

Waco, Texas.

###
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- A masters degree thesis convinced an outstanding young

man to seek a career in civil service.

/

Tommie Lee Walton, one of many negroes employed by the National Aeronautics

and SPace Administration's Manned Spacecraft Center, wrote "Job Opportunities

in Civil Service" for his masters degree from Texas Southern University. Today,

he is a technical illustrator with the Graphics Branch at NSC.

As technical illustrator, WaltOn provides engineering and managerial visual

display material, such as flip charts, slides and diagrams, to assist NSC

personnel in the presentation of their projects.

With NSC since March 196Z, Walton is included among the "old timers" who

wear one-year pins. NSC, the youngest of NASA:s cm-lters,got its official

designation in the latter part of 1961.

Walton was previously employed at Ellington Air Force Base from 1956 to

1959, where he worked as an engineering draftsman for base facilities. In

1959, he became Chief Engineering Draftsman and supervisor of Lhree engineering

draftsmen under him. During this period, through evening and weekend study,

Walton completed his academics for a masters degree in Education from TSU in

.-touston. Shortly afterward, his thesis awarded him the degree in 1961.
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Walton was born in Houston on June 1, 1929. He attended Douglass

Elementary School and was graduated from Jack Yates High School in 1948.

He enrolled at Prairie View A&M College (Prairie View, Texas) and received

a BS degree in Industrial Education in 1953. He was named DistinguiShed

Military Student for his outstanding ROTC record.

Commissioned a second lieutenant in the U.S. Army, Walton was assigned

to a Weapons Committee as instructor at Fort Hood, Texas. Later, he became

platoon leader in the 25th Armor Infantry Battalion. He was transferred to

Fort Be_4-_izig, Georgia (December, 1953) for advanced infantry officers

training for four months, and in Yapan completed additional training prior to

assignment in Korea.

For his service in Korea from April 1954 as platoon leader with the

17th Infantry and, later, as troop inforrm tion and education officer for the

Regiment, Walton received the National Defense Service m_idal, the United

Nation's Service medal, and the Korean Service medal. He also wore the

Expert Infantryman badge.

Two months prior to his separation from the service, at Fort Hood,

he became Commanding Officer of an Armored Infantry company.

Walton holds the rank of Captain in the U. S. Army Reserve.

Walton married the former Rosa Margaret Wilson of Port Arthur,

Texas. They have a daughter, Vicki Lynn, who is lZ years old.

###
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Victor Rhoder, one of several negroes employed by

the National Ae ronautics and Space Administration' s Manned Spacecraft Cente r,

was a "free lance" photographer before joining MSC in $uly, 1962.

- Now, a technical photographer, he assists engineering development at

MSC by taking detailed, technical photographs of tests and equipment under

test.

With no assigned "beat", Rhoder's work is highly varied.

One day he may float on a shrimp boat in Galveston Bay for 32 hours covering

on film the flotation characteristics of a specially designed life raft.

Another time, airborne in an Air Force C-119, Rhoder may aim his camera

on the descending canopy of a new parachute col_figuration during a drop test to

capture on film the "aerodynamics" of canopy deployment.

Victor Rhoder was born on a small farm eight miles outside of Edna, Texas,

on August 9, 1929. After rural schooling to the seventh grade, he commuted to

Edna to continue his education through high school.

:
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Rhoder came to Houston in 1950 to pursue employment and worked as

an orderly in several Houston hospitals. He joined the U.S. Army and was

sent to Fort Leonardwood (Missouri) for basic training, and to Fort Belvoir

(Virginia) where he was trained as an instructor in the maintenance and

operation of heavy equipment. Honorably discharged in 1954, he returned

to Houston for several mc_nths, then was hospitalized at the Veterans

Administration hospital with a service-connected disability for 14 months.

He went through Texas Southern University on the "G. I. Bill", and was

graduated in 1961 with a bachelor of s_ience degree in Industrial Education.

At TSU, he worked on the school newspaper staff as a photographer, and was

considered the "school photographer" for many TSU projects.

- Rhoder is married to the former Majorie Chavis of Church Point,

Louisiana. They have four children: Micheyl, 6; Andria Marie, 4;

Victor III, 2; and Harold, 11 months.

#t#
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Joseph T. Barker is a member of a Manned Spacecraft

Center team developing portable life support systems to be carried by astronauts

oul_side their spacecraft in space and on the surface of the moon. He'is one of

many negroes employed by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

The tote-able "back-packs" hold communication equipment, life-giving oxygen

and other vital elements necessary to support life in space. They will be worn

by Gemini astronauts when they steI_ out of their spacecraft into space, and by

ApoLlo astronauts when they explore the surface of the moon.

An aerospace engineer, Barker joined MSC in June, 1962, after he was

graduated from Prairie View A&M with a bachelor of science in mechanical

engineering. As a mathematics major in college, Barker took a part-time position

teaching mathematics (one class, three sessions a week) to freshmen during his

junior and senior years°

He was Student member of the Texas Society of Professional Engineers, one

year heading the chapter as its president with a membership of 75 students.

t
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_ Barker was born in Houston on August 10, 1936. When he was eight

years old, his parents moved to Tacoma, Washington. Barker attended

McGarver j,,h_or and Stadium high schools, leaving the latter during his

senior year to accompany his parents to Wie:3baden, Germany. His stepfather,

Lt. Go1. Seth Finley (now retiredl, was being transferred to Germany on Air

Force assignment.

Barker entered military service with the U. S. Army in 1955. Shortly

afterward he completed an examination (G. E. D. ) which gave him a high

school graduate standing, acceptable in most states. Completing training at

Fort Bragg (N. C. ) with the 8Znd Airborne Division, Barker v_s transferred

to the llth Division in Augsburg and Munich, Germany. A paratrooper with

the airborne infantry, Barker made 25 jumps.

Barker married the former Richardine Moore of Houston. They have

two children: Dinetta Terese, 2, and Derrick, 8 months.

###
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Gemini astronauts will learn how to _;appreZend '_ knother

vehicle traveling in space on a special trainer in a darkened, r:.angar-]_[gb structure

now being erected at Manned Spacecraft Center's Clear Lake l%ome.

The $1. zl million McDonnell translation and docking trainer will be installed

and operating by April, 19'6.4. Called a dynamic train'gr, it will give Oemi:oi

astronauts, and Apollo candidates, practice in docking and rendezvousing with

another orbiting object.

The trainer consists of two vehicles. There is the ©emini cockpit in which

two astronauts can run through a rendezvous _'mission'; at the sa_ne time, and the

Agena target vehicle.

During rendezvous-scheduled fligi_ts in 1965, the Agena target vehicle will

be launched into orbit first from Cape Canaveral. After the Agena_s orbit is

established, the Gez-nini spacecraft with two astronauts will be lofted into orbit

atop a Titan II launch vehicle. The spacecraft's orbit will be computed to '_catch

up with the Agena.
- more -
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The spacecraft radar will "lock on" its target about 250 nautical_ i_miles away.

Guided by computer, the astronauts will begin maneuvering toward the Agena.

Attitude and translational thrusters will give the spacecraft six degrees of control.

At about five miles from the target, the astronauts will take over visually.

It is this manual portion limited to 100 feet instead of five miles that will be

simulated on the Clear Lake trainer.

The trainer with both vehicles has six degrees of freedom. The Agena "vehicle"

has 100 feet travel longitudinally, and 16.5 feet (plus or minus) vertically. The

Gemini "spacecraft" has 24 feet travel (plus or minus) laterally, and pitch, roll

and yaw capability to 45 degrees (plus or minus).

The entire trainer "floats" on air bearings to give the two vehicles minimum

.'rictionand maximum smoothness during "response" to pilot controL._

The temporary structure at Clear Lake will house the trainer until the

permanent trainer building (#5) is completed in 1965. It covers 8, 600 square feet,

stands 52 feet high and measures 144 by 60 feet in area. Cost of the structure,

including an analog computer to drive cockpit displays, amounts to less than

$Z50,000.

Upon completion of the Gemini program, the trainer will be converted to

simulate the Apollo rendezvous phase of the lunar mission. The Command and

Lunar Excursion modules will be substituted for the Gemini and Apollo vehicles.

The Apollo's immediate goal is to land two U. $. astronauts on the moon by

1970.

###
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HOUSTON_ TEXAS -- A Project Mercury Summary Conference_ sponsored by the

NASA Manned Spacecraft Center_ will be held here October 1 and 2. The papers will

review experiences and knowledge gained in the new-completed spaceflight program.

Highlights of the two-day conference will be summary reports on manned

spaceflight and on Astronaut Gordon Cooper's 22-orbit mission. Other papers

will cover flight crew trainiD_g_ launch vehicles_ aeromedical and scientific

experiments and an overall technical summary.

In addition to presentations by MSC personnel_ NASA Headquarters_ the

Goddard Spaceflight Center and the Department of Defense will contribute to

the program. An exhibits display also is planned.

The conference is to be held in Houston's Music Hall. Admission is by

invitation and is open to the press.

dg



From: News Media Communications Branch

Public Affairs Office

Manned Spacecraft Center

Houston 1: Texas

Note to editors: A conference news center will be in operation

in the Coral Room of the Music Hall. Media

representatives will be accredited there. For

planning purposes_ we would appreciate advance

knowledge of your intention to cover.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Jinichi Ohtsuki, senior reporter for the Yomiuri

Shimbun, one of Tokyo's leading newspapers, will visit the Manned Spacecraft

Center Thursday (August 22).

He will spend the day interviewing MSC officials and touring the Clear

Lake site.

Ohtsuki is visiting the United States as a participant in the Foreign

Leader Exchange Program sponsored by the Department of State.

dg
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- A speeci_ prepared for presentation 'by Donald T. Gregory,

Tec_nical Assistant to the Director of the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center, was given

on August 23 in Miami, Florida.

Entitled I_The Pursuit of Space Knowledge, _'' the talk was made to nearly 1, 000

_ucators during Welcome Day for New Teachers. $por_soring the workshop for

teachers new to the Dade County public school system was the Miami Chamber of

Commerce.

Synopsis - THE PURSUIT OF SPACE KNOWLEDGE

It can and must be the job of our educators to watch the events of the space

age as they take place and translate their significance to the yuung minds that are

now ready to receive this knowledge, it is not only the work of the teachers of

chemistry or physics or math_ It is the job of the whole teaching community.

Filling the demand for highly skilled engineers and scientists is a real

problem. The demand for new engineers in the U.S. now runs approxin_,_tely

$0, 000 per year while only 33, 700 graduated in 1963 -- down from 38, 000 in

-n59. A similar situation exists in the physical science fields.

- more' -
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It is apparent that we must metivate our young people and it is obvious vie

cannot start too early. While we cannot interest every young man or woman in

becoming an engineer or scientist, we should make every effort to teach all of

our children the meaning of science in everyday life. To bypass the relation of

the space program to our way of life would leave a large gap in the education

of our nation,

dg

(Note to editors: Cop.;es of THE PURSUIT OF SPACE KNOWLEDGE are available

on request)
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NOTE TO EDITORS: The Public Affairs Office, Manned Spacecraft

Center periodically reviews its news media

mailing list in order to keep it current.

If you do not wish to continue receiving

news releases, please check appropriate
box and return to:

John J. Peterson, Chief

News Media Communications Branch

Public Affairs Office

Manned Spacecraft Center

Houstonl, Texas

( ) Do not wish to receive news releases.

Please show name and address of publication.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- NASA's Manned Spacecraft Center has asked for pro-

posals from industry for development of an air atmosphere furnace capable of

generating temperatures to 3, 000 degreesFahrenheit.

The furnace is intended for use in evaluating coatings on refractory alloys

proposed for use in development programs in future manned spacecraft.

Proposals are to be submitted by September 5 and delivery of the furnace

is called for 180 days after receipt of the notice of contract award. Furnace and

associated control equipment will be installed in the Systems Evaluation Laboratory

at Clear Lake for MSC's Systems ]Evaluation and Development Division.

The proposal calls for a unit approximately six feet long by six feet, four

inches high and nearly five feet wide. Chamber dimensions will be three feet long

by 18 inches wide by 18 inches in height.

The furnace doors will be air cylinder operated. Chamber insulation will

be high temperature brick and an atmosphere circulation system will be installed

to permit continuous distribution through the chamber and insure a +_ 25 degrees

F temperature uniformity.

dg
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- "Banking on the Future," is the subject of a talk to be

given September 5 by Wesley J. Hjornevik, Assistant Director for Administration

for the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center.

The speech will be made to approximately 300 central Illinois bankers in

Decatur during Bankers Day. The meeting is sponsored by the Millikin National Bank.

Hjornevik's speech will cover the manned spaceflight program starting with

Project Mercury and continuing through the Apollo lunar landing. He notes that the

technical advances generated by the moon program will bring a new standard of

living, better education and new methods for production.

These benefits will come in the future even though "they are not evident

to us now, r' Hjornevik states.

He joined the National Aeronautics and Space Administration in Washington,

D. C. in 1958 as Assistant to the Administrator. His specialty was tackling organ-

izational and programming pr oblems. Hjornevik was a member of the advisory

group that surveyed locations for the Manned Spacecraft Genter prior to its move

from Langley Air Force Base, Virginia to Houston.

In his present position, he is responsible for directing ail internal

administrative support for the Center.

- more -
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Hjornevik graduated from North Dakota State College in 1949 with

a bachelor of science degree in eoncomics. He is a native of Minneapolis.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Some high school students with a space program of

their own are touring the Manned Spacecraft Center August 29-30.

The 18 students from Northeast High School, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,

_ve an ambitious extracurricular science program named Project Sparc after

Space Research Capsule. Project Sparc will culminate in the construction of a

capsule simulator that three students can "fly" to the moon and back.

More than 50 members of the Sparc group have put in eight months of study

and research on the project. The students visiting MSC are the nine Sparc-selected

"astronauts" and the research group leaders.

The student-astronauts were selected from 58 volunteers on the basis of

physical and psychological tests and the background of the individual students.

They will be trained to operate the Sparc capsule and the ground control system

for simulated test flights.

The Sparc simulator will have full exterior visual effects of a circumlunar

flight provided by planetarium projection. Pitch, yaw, and roll movements of the

_nree-man capsule-simulator will be allowed by a system of gimbals.
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The cabin will contain flight plan instruments, short wave

communication, and a closed circuit television system. The three

astronauts will have their own space suits and will eat food prepared

for the weightless condition of space.

On their way to Houston the Sparc group visited the NASA Marshall

Space Flight Center in Huntsville, Alabama. They will return home via

the Launch Operations Center at Cape Canaveral and the Goddard Space

Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- The Manned Spacecraft Center of the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration is soliciting industry for development of a large radio fre-

quency shielded enclosure to be used to determine if component parts of Apollo and

LEM flight equipment are susceptible to radio frequency interference.

The proposal calls for a rectangular shaped unit with inside dimensions that

measure 20 feet long by ten feet wide and eight feet high. It is to be a solid structure

of copper and sheet steel capable of being disassembled and reassembled.

Interior of the chamber will be painted gray and the floor is to be covered with

tile. Entry is gained through a single door installed at one end of the enclosure.

The contractor also will be required to provide an air conditioning system of

sufficient size to maintain an interior temperature of 68 degrees Fahrenheit during

operations. Air conditioning will be mounted outside the shielded enclosure.

Delivery of the unit is called for 30 days after receipt of written notice of

contract award. Installation will be in the Rich Building for MSC's Instrumentation

and Electronics Division.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- A vacuum chamber to generate space environmental con-

ditions for use in thermochemical tests has been requested from industry by the

NASA Manned Spacecraft Genter. The chamber will permit MSC engineers to study

function of propellant equipment, heat rejection and energy collecting devices

during long periods of flight.

The vessel will look like a bathysphere on stilts. It will stand more than 22

feet tall including the four steel support columns. Inside dimension of the unit will

be 15 feet. It will be equipped with a door having an opening of nine feet in diameter.

The chamber will be fashioned out of stainless steel.

A special feature of the space chamber will be the installation of burst discs.

These are safety valves which rupture in the event of test equipment failure during

testing.

The contractor has been asked to provide an area for a second opening directly

opposite the entry door. This is for tests planned for the future. It is to be used for

_tallation of such accessories as solar simulators and other special equipment.
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Proposals are to be submitted by September 20 and delivery, installation and

check out of the thermochemical space chamber is called for not later than nine

months after receiving notice to proceed with work. The chamber and associated

equipment will be installed in the Thermochemical Space Chamber Building at Clear

Lake for MSC's Systems Evaluation and Development Division.

Equipment to be tested will be placed in the chamber by means of a removable

monorail system. The system must be capable of handling loads up to three-quarters

of a ton.

In addition to the vacuum chamber, industry has been asked to supply a shroud

for the liquid nitrogen_ cooling system, a pumping system, instrumentation and

controls and load handling equipment.

The proposals are to be submitted in two parts. The more important one is the

technical proposal. The other is the business management one. The facility is to

be designed to a useful test life of ten years without need for major replacement.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- A speech prepared for presentation by Wesley Hjornevik,

Assistant Director for Administration at the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center, was

given on September 5 in Decatur, Illinois.

Entitled, "The Apollo Program," the talk was made to approximately 300

ntral Illinois bankers during Bankers Day. The meeting was sponsored by the

Millikin National Bank.

Synopsis - THE APOLLO PROGRAM

The Apollo program is important in that it provides the United States with

a clearly defined goal; a goal that is a challenge to this nation's strength and

technical ability, but feasible and achievable within this decade.

On the first lunar mission, the total length of stay on the moon will be

about 24 hours. After completing their exploration and sleeping a few hours, two

astronauts will take off in the Lunar Excursion Module and rendezvous with the

third man in the Command Module and return to earth.

- more -
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Why space exploration? Man ventures into space to increase his scientific

knowledge about the universe and this increased knowledge results in unpredictable

economic gains. There have been specific payoffs for use on earth. Weather

prediction is one such field. The ability to forecast weather accurately in detail

as much as five days in advance saves billions of dollars annually in the fields of

agriculture, transportation, marketing and mar. agement of water resources.

dg
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AIR FORCE FLIGHT TEST CENTER, Edwards AFB, Calif. -- Norman Belasco

spoke today to the Space Rendezvous, Rescue, and Recovery Symposium about the

problems of crew transfer from vehicle to vehicle in the weightless space environment.

Belasco, head of advanced technology in the Crew Systems Division of NASA's

Manned Spacecraft Center, said that there are two primary problems in transferring

men from one space vehicle to another or between compartmentsof a single vehicle.

He classified the problems as maneuverability, locomotion, and propulsion, and

protection and support during the transfer. He pointed out the factors that limit the

time of transfer in a pressurized suit and the means for increasing the allowable

transfer time.

Belasco also talked about the techniques of transferring men which differ

according to the distance involved. For distances less than 100 feet manual devices

such as lines, poles, or tunnels will suffice.. For greater distances a powered

propulsion system will be necessary.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- The NASA Manned Spacecraft Center announced today

the signing of a definitive contract valued at $7, 658, 000 with the Kollsman Instru-

merit Corporation of Elmhurst, New York for guidance and navigation equipment for

t,__ Apollo spacecraft Command and Service Module.

The contract with Kollsman Instruments is for the optical subsystem, a map

and data viewer and related ground support equipment which are necessary to the

performance of the spacecraft's guidance and navigation system.

Under separate contract, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology is

responsible for design of the guidance and navigation system. The Raytheon

Company of Sudbury, Massachusetts is providing the onboard computer and A. G.

Spark Plug, Division of General Motors in Milwaukee, Wisconsin is to assemble

the unit.

The optical subsystem consists of a scanning telescope and sextant, which

will enable astronauts to make visual celestial sightings during their space

.rney. The map and data viewer will provide the astronauts with instantaneous

navigational information and filmed data which will be available for ready reference

during ali phases of the flight.
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MSG selected Kollsman to develop the optical subsystem for Apollo

on May 28, 1962 after an industry competition. Since that time the company

has been working under a letter contract and $3, 700, 000 of the total amount

has been funded. The newly signed contract calls for delivery of all hard-

ware to A. C. Spark Plug by August 1, 1964.

, Work on the optical subsystem will be done at Kollsman's Syosett,

New York plant.

The Apollo lunar program is designed to land an astronaut team on

the moon and return them to earth. Space flight hardware consists of

three major items: The Command Module, Service Module and Lunar

Excursion Module {gEM).

The Command Module will be designed to carry three space pilots

to the vicinity of the moon. The Service Module will contain the propulsion

system and equipment to support the Command Module.

As the spacecraft approaches the moon, two of the Apollo team

members will enter the gEM, detach themselves from the craft and

descend in the LEM to the moon for surface exploration.

The lunar landing is to be accomplished before the end of the decade

under the space program outlined by President Kennedy.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- The first _'c!ass _ of Aerospace Summer Interns have

graduated and are returning to school for the Fail semester.

In a Manned Spacecraft Center conference room 26 interns were given certifi-

cates of participation by Paul Purser, Special Assistant to the Director, and Philip

Whitbeck, Deputy Assistant Director for Administration.

The unique program, announced last February by Dr_ Robert Oilruth, MSC

Director, gives outstanding students an opportunity to correlate experience with

academic training.

The students, representing universities and colleges in 13 states_ were divided

into two groups according to their academic field.

The 16 scientific and engineering interns attended a one-hour class daily in

Spacecraft Engineering, Design, and OFe ration. This course was developed by

senior technical staff members of MSC based on the experience and data gained to

date from the Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo projects.

Ten public and business administration majors had a weekly two-nour seminar

comparable to graduate courses in management theory.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- "Mexico and the Mercury Program," is the subject

of a talk to be given September 13 by Walter G. Williams, Deputy Director for

Mission Requirements and Flight Operations at the NASA Manned Spacecraft

Center, in Monterrey.

The speech will be made during U. S. Mexican Cultural Week, part of a

month-long independence celebration held by the Mexican government.

The Williams' speech will cover the Mercury program with emphasis on

the important communications part played by the Guaymas tracking station during

spaceflight. Williams notes that four of the original seven astronauts have visited

Guaymas during one flight or another.

An increase in knowledge of the universe is coming from the space program,

Williams states, and the new facts we hope to learn from future programs can be

used to the fullest extent by all people.

Williams joined the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics in 1940

at Langley Air Force ]Base, Virginia. His specialty was in the area of stability

,d control on aircraft used in World War II.

- more -
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Eater he was assigned to the X-1 program and worked on the

development of high speed aircraft. He was NASA project manager for

the X-15 program before entering the Mercury program. He was Flight

Director for Mercury, the first U. S. Manned Space flight program.

In 1962 he received the NASA Distinguished Service Medal for his contri-

butions to space flight research.

Williams graduated from Louisiana State University in 1939 with a

bachelor of science degree in aeronautical engineering and received an

honorary doctorate degree from the same school in June of this year.

Fie is a native of New Orleans.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Construction of the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center at

Clear Lake is 75 per cent complete, Center officials said today, and the first large

personnel move is scheduled for October.

_r

- Approximately 100 persons from the Logistics Division will move into the Center

Support Office building and the Warehouse and Shops building. Completion dates

for the two structures are Septemb'er 29, and the move will be about October 1.

The division includes transportation and supply personnel.

Logistics employees presently occupy space at Ellington Air Force Base. The

offices they vacate will be occupied by personnel who are still assigned to the

now-concluded Mercury program.

Next on schedule for completion will be the Central Data Office. This is the

first of the functional buildings directly related to space exploration. It will be

turned over by the contractor in November.

The building is a two story structure containing more than 60,000 square feet

af space. The data center consists of digital and analog machine rooms, service

areas, fireproof storage and offices. It will house personnel and equipment from

the Computation and Data iReduction Division.
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The group presently is occupying space at the University of Houston.

Major move from the 14 temporary offices in the Houston area will take place

between February 28 and March 23, 1964. At that time, over 2, 000 employees,

equipment, furniture and office supplies will be relocated. MSC will completely

occupy the Clear Lake facility by July 1, 1964.

The Center is being constructed in three major phases. Phase 1 included

site preparation, the water wells, drainage ditches and roads. Phase 2 includes

service structures necessary to support the space flight program. These are the

water treatment plant, a 138 KV electrical substation, a fire station and a heating

and air conditioning plant.

Phase 3 includes the research and development laboratories, test chambers,

technical service shops and administration building.

Work in Phase 1 is complete, according to James E. Creel, Chief of the

Systems and Acceptance Section, Facilities Division; Phase 2.construction is more

than 80 per cent finished and Phase 3 is better than 60 per cent complete.

By July, 1964 about $147, 000, 000 worth of construction will have been

completed or underway. The space flight complex is located Z2 miles southeast

of Houston.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Training of N._SA Manned Spacecraft Center's 16

astronauts in the techniques of parachute landings on land and water got under

way here this week.

The training is designed to instruct the astronauts in making safe parachute

landings in the event of a low-altitude abort - under 60, 000 feet - during a Gemini

launch. In such an abort, the pilots would be ejected from the spacecraft and

descend by individual parachute.

In the training, the astronauts each will be towed to altitudes up to 400 feet

suspended under an already inflated canopy and will be cut loose for a free descent

to earth. Towing will be by a truck for the land descents and power boat for the

water descents. Land landings are being conducted at Ellington Air Force Base.

The water exercises will be carried out on Galveston Bay.

A specially-designed parachute which ascends when being towed is used in

the training. The chute is connected at the end of a 600-foot tow rope. The para-

_ute is designed to obtain maximum safety in the training activities.

- more -
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For water landings, the astronauts will wear Gemini-type pressure

suits and wear Gemini personal equipment to permit training in procedures

in making safe landings with parachutes in the event of ejection from the

spacecraft.

The training will include ground school lectures and demonstrations and

actual towed flights ending in free-fall descent.

The astronauts will also spend one day at the [3. S. Naval School of

Preflight, Pensacola, Florida, in water survival training. The training

at Pensacola, preceded by water survival lectures at MSC in Houston, will

include practice in an enclosed tank in techniques of pressure suit flota-

tion, life raft boarding, underwater egress from spacecraft, parachute

extraction, helicopter pick-up, parachute drag escape and shroudline

disentanglement.

The complete training course in parachute landings and water survival

training will be conducted over a period of several weeks to permit all

the astronauts to participate in all phases.

###
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Industry has been requested by the NASA Manned Space-

craft Center to provide a study and models for development of Gemini/Apollo sea

rieval equipment.

The MSt proposal recognizes that Gemini and Apollo weights and sizes exceed

the capabilities of existing deck winches and davits on destroyers and destroyer

escorts. It is necessary to develop special equipment which can be readily placed

on board a recovery ship and retrieve the spacecraft after water landings.

Both the Gemini and Apollo spaceflight programs incorporate ground surface

landings. However, some of the early flights will end with water landings. MSC's

contingency planning also calls for landing on the water in the event of emergency.

Proposals, to be submitted by October 3, will cover four phases of study. These

are design concept, feasibility, preliminazydesign and model construction.

In the concept study, industry may design retrieval equipment so that it can

t _uickly attached or removed from the decks of a large number of ships, or the

- more -
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equipment may be more complex requiring modification of the destroyers. In

this case, a small number of ships will be fitted out and used.

Other factors considered in the design include weight of the equipment, its

shipboard location and production costs.

The study calls for methods of supporting and h_)lding the spacecraft after it is

placed on deck. The steps in conversion of retrieval equipment from Gemini to

Apollo use or vice versa is to be kept at a minimum and the devices must be

reliable so that the safety of astronauts will not be compromised.

Scale models will be built after approval of preliminary designs. The models

are for testing retrieval techniques. Testing will be done at the contractor's

plant and when the work is finished the models are to be shipped to MSC.

The proposal calls for a fixed-price type of contract. The study is to be

completed approximately six months after notice to proceed with work. It will

be made for the space agency's Flight Operations Division.

NfSC has asked that the proposal be submitted in two parts: one covering

technical work and the other covering cost.

dg



NOTE TO EDITORS

NA.SA's Manned Spacecraft Center and its contractor team associated in the

development of the guidance and navigation system for the Apollo manned lunar

mission spacecraft will conduct a briefing on the system for news media repre-

sentatives, including photographers, at 10:30 a.m., Tuesday, September 24, at

the Instrumentation Laboratory of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in

Cambridge, Mass. This will be the first such briefing conducted on the system.

Participating in the press briefing will be representatives of the Manned Space-

craft Center and of the four contractors associated in the Apollo guidance and

navigation system development: MIT; A. C. Sparkplug Division, General Motors

Corporation; Kollsman Instrument Corporation; Raytheon Company; and Sperry

Gyroscope Company Division of Sperry Rand Corporation.

Several mock-ups will be on display and a photographic session with briefing

participants and mockups will be held after a question-and-answer period.

No advance registration will be conducted for the briefing, but since the

building where the conference will take place, Building W-7, 75 Cambridge Parkway,

is the site of some classified activity, personal identification and press credentials

will be required.

News media representatives desiring additional information regarding the

briefing may contact Robert M. Byers, Office of Public Relations, Room 3-339,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge 39, Mass.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Nineteen speakers and a comprehensive display of

Mercury hardware will highlight the two-day Project Mercury Summary Conference

be held here on October 3 and 4.

Among the speakers, in addition to Dr. Robert R. Gilruth, Director of the

NASA Manned Spacecraft Center, will be Dr. Hugh L. Dryden, Deputy Administrator

for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration; Walter C. Williams, MSC's

Deputy Director for Mission[ Requirements and Flight Operations and Astronaut g.

Gordon Cooper, Jr.

Astronaut Cooper will present a summary flight report on his May 16th

22-orbit mission, Williams will team up with Mercury personnel to present a

review of the now-concluded program. Dr. Dryden will make an opening statement

and Dr. Gilruth will present the welcoming address.

Spotlight of the exhibits will be on Cooper's Faith 7 spacecraft. Also on

- ,nd will be an Atlas D missile, the booster used to rocket U. S. astronauts into

- more -
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orbital spaceflight; a Redstone launch vehicle similar to those used on sub-orbital

flights; a Little Joe I test booster; samples of space food and training aids.

Technical papers will cover space vehicle development, mission support,

flight operations and mission results.

Presentations by MSC and NASA Headquarters personnel, the Department of

Defense, Marshall Space Clight Center, Launch Operations Center at Cape

Canaveral and the Goddard Space Flight Center will summarize the program from

the research and development stages through operational phases.

The conference will be held in --Iouston's Music Hall and the exhibits will be

display in the adjacent Coliseum. Admission is by invitation.
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From: News Media Communications Branch

Public Affairs Office

Manned Spacecraft_Center
Houston 1, Texas

NOTE TO EDITORS: Please note Mercury Review Conference has been

changed from October 1 and 2 to October 3 and 4.
The conference will be held at the same place -
The Houston Music Hall.

f Press registration will be in Mercury Review
Conference News Center located in the Corral

Room, second floor, Houston Coliseum adjacent
to Music Hall.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Four NASA Manned Spacecraft Center personnel will

present technical papers September 25 here at the annual convention of the

-_4_tional I3usines s Aircraft As sociation.

The papers will show the relatiDnship between manned aircraft flight at the

lower altitudes and manned spaceflight in outer space.

Speaking on proficiency training of pilots will be Richard E. Day, of the

Flight Crew Operations Division. Norbert t3. Vaughn of the Cape Canaveral office

of MSC's Reliability and Flight Safety Division will talk on testing and maintenance

of air vehicles, their instruments and systems.

Edward I3. Harnblett, of the Mercury Project Office, will talk about

communications in space, and Dr. George 13. Smith, of the Center Medical

Operations Office, will discuss medical testing of pilots.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Appointment of John J. Peterson, Chief of the News

Media Communications Branch, Manned Spacecraft Center Public Affairs Office,

-_ Executive Assistant to the Public Affairs Officer has been announced by MSC.

The promotion places Mr. Peterson in charge of the overall administration

of the MSC Public Affairs Office, with direct responsibility to Paul Haney, Public

Affairs Officer.

A former Army public information officer and newspaper writer on military

and scientific affairs, Mr. Petersonhas been a member of the MSC Public Affairs

Office since April, 1961, and has been in charge of the direct contact with news

media for the Center.

In his new position, he will prepare budgets and financial operating plans,

review purchases, internal procedures, contract service, and travel, and prepares

periodic and special management reports. He will have other staff duties also.

A native of Chester, Pa., and now a resident of Dickinson, Texas, Mr.

Peterson retired from the Army as a Captain in 1960 and was military and space

writer for the Newport News, Virginia, DAILY PRESS, before joining NASA.
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In his assignment with Manned Spacecraft Center, Mr. Petersonhas

served as Mercury News Center Manager at Cape Canaveral and in Hawaii

for manned space flights in Project Mercury. Recently, he has been in charge

of news release on local, national and worldwide scale for Projects Gemini and

Apollo, the latter being this country's effort to land two Americans on the moon

before 1970.

Mr. Peterson moved to Dickinson in 1962 with his wife, Lorraine, and

three children, Elizabeth Susan, Michael Joseph and Patrick Glenn.

His father, Former Police Sergeant Carl Peterson, and his mother,

Mrs. Ellen Peterson, reside in Chester, Pa.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- National Aeronautics and Space Administration facilities

management personnel from ali over the nation are attending a Facilities Manage-

nent Conference at NASA's Manned Spacecraft Center Thumsday and _'riday, Septem-

ber 26-27.

A day-long series of sessions dealing with funding, design and construction

of facilities for the space program will be held Thursday, culminating with a tour

of the new Manned Spacecraft Center now under construction at Clear Lake. Friday

will feature a briefing upon the Performance Evaluation and Review Technique

(PERT) used by NASA to keep tabs upon its construction programs. In the after-

noon committee reports will be discussed.

During the Thursday session, speakers will include Dr. Robert R. Gilruth,

Director of Manned Spacecraft Center, who will describe the MSC mission and

construction status; Robert F¢. Long, Director of Construction, NASA Headquarters;

¢ho will discuss use of advance design funds; Gerald Ard, White Sands Missile

- more -
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Range, who will describe NASA's expedited construction program there; Ralph

E. Ulmer, Director, Review and Analysis, Office of Construction, who will

report on the 1963 and 1964 NASA Authorization Acts; Col. R. J. Kasper, Acting

Deputy Director, Office of Construction; and Brig. Gen. T. J. Hayes, III of the

Army Corps of Engineers, who will talk about construction agent agreements,

Corps of Engineers operation and pre-qualification of bidders; and T. Dale

Culbertson, Executive Assistant, Office of Construction, who will discuss current

and future construction activities.

NASA's Office of Construction was established August Z6, 1963, to review

and advise NASA officials on the adequacy of the agency's construction work and

future plans.

Mr. Long, the director, is a former Kansas City, Mo., construction

contractor. He has served as a consultant to Associate Administrator Dr.

Robert C. Seamans since June.

###
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- The nine new astronauts of the NASA Manned Spacecraft

Center completed the water survival phase of their Gemini parachute training

Se_z_tember 24 at the U.S. Naval School of Pre-flight, Naval Air Station, Pensacola,

Florida.

Training consisted of underwater egress using a special dunking machine;

parachute drag escape; life raft boarding, Gemini pressure suit flotation techniques

and chute shroudline disentanglement.

Participating were Neil Armstrong, Frank Borman, Charles Conrad, Jr.,

James A. Lovell, Jr., James A. McDivitt, Elliot M. See, Jr., Thomas P. Stafford,

Edward H. White, II and John W. Young.

The purpose of the training is to teach astronauts how to land with a parachute

in the event of a low-altitude abort -- under 60, 000 feet -- during the flights of

Project Gemini.

Project Gemini's that part of the space program that will orbit a two-man

spacecraft for periods of up to two weeks.

- more -
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The escape system of the Gemini spacecraft uses ejection seats,

much like those used in jet fighter planes, that will explode the astronaut

from the spacecraft if anything goes wrong during launch. The ejection

seats also will be used to escape from the spacecraft if some emergency

arises during the descent from the spacecraft.

In an abort or an emergency during descent, the space pilots would

come down by individual parachutes.

The dunking device, called a Dilbert Dunker, resembles an aircraft

cockpit. It slides down a track, hitting the water at moderate speeds. On

contact with the water, the device flips over in a maneuver designed to

upset the pilot's equilibrium. This simulates experiences he would encounter

in a sinking capsule.

In a parachute drag escape, rapid extraction from the harness is the

key to survival.

The Pensacola training was the second of a three-phase program. The

first one consisted of parachute land landings at Ellington Air Force ]Base,

Texas, and all 16 astronauts participated.

Each of them wore flight suits, crash helmets and jump boots. They

were strapped into a parachute harness. The shroud cords of the parachute

were stretched out on the ground behind them. A 600-foot long rope was

attached to the front of the harness. The rope was pulled by a pickup truck

to tow the space pilot.

- more -
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Two men from Center's training branch held the shroud lines as the

canopy of the parachute inflated. As the truck moved forward, the astro-

naut began double timing until he was airborne. This usually took about a

half dozen steps.

The astronauts were towed to an altitude of about 400 feet at a speed

of about 30 miles an hour. Then they were cut loose and gently floated to

earth.

Parachute water landings, the next phase of training, will be learned

in Galveston Bay. The astronauts will be towed by power boat. For these

landings, they will be wearing their Gemini prototype suits and be carrying

their personal equipment.

In the training program, the astronauts use a new parachute called

a para-commander. It has a glide capability and is used by many paracb2te

jumping clubs.

dg



Astronaut Thomas P. Stafford gets last minute instructions from

Jack Martin (right) in preparation for a ride on the Dilbert Dunker. The

dunking device "plops" pilots into the water and flips them over as part

of an experiment to disturb their equilibrium. Stafford and eight other

astronauts recently went through water survival techniques at the School

of Water Safety, U. S. Naval Air Station, Pensacola, Florida.



Astronaut James Lovell, Jr. breaks water during a parachute

drag escape experiment September 24 at the School of Water Safety,

U. S. Naval Air Station, Pensacola, Florida.

Lovell was one of nine astronauts who took the course as part

of their Gemini parachute training.
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Astronaut Thomas P. Stafford gets last minute instructions from

Jack Martin (right) in preparation for a ride on the Dilbert Dunker. The

dunking device "plops" pilots into the water and flips them over as part

of an experiment to disturb their equilibrium. Stafford and eight other

astronauts recently went through water survival techniques at the School

of Water Safety, U. S. Naval Air Station, Pensacola, Florida.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- A definitive research and development contract for

the paraglider, one of two landing systems being developed for the Gemini space-

craft, has been awarded to the Space and Information Systems Division of North

nericanAviation, Inc., by NASA's Manned Spacecraft Center.

The contract sets the cost of the research and development at $20, 015, 100,

of which 10.8 million dollars has been expended under a letter contract issued

about a year ago. The definitive contract runs through April 1964.

This landing system is befng developed to provide capability for the Gemini

pilots to land a spacecraft at a pre-selected site.

Under a parallel development program, a parachute system is being developed

similar to the Mercury landing system, which will provide water landing capability.

Both systems have capability beyond their basic designs for either water or

land landings.

The main parachute system, already in test phase, is being developed by

r,- rthrop-Ventura under a $2, 000, 000 subcontract to McDonnell Aircraft Corporation,

prime contract for the Gemini spacecraft.
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HOUSTON_ TEXAS -- The first flight-rated Gemini spacecraft was received this after-

noon at Cape Canaveral_ Florida_ by officials of the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center.

The first two-man Gemini spacecraft_ designed to ultimately remain in orbit up to

two weeks and to rendezvous with another vehicle in orbit_ was transported by an Air

.e C-133 cargo plane from the McDonnell Aircraft ramp at the Lambert-St. Louis

Municipal Airport to Cape Canaveral.

Spacecraft No. 1 will be used in an unmanned orbital flight from Cape Canaveral

which is tentatively scheduled by NASA for early next year. This initial flight will

test the structural integrity of the spacecraft and its compatibility with the Titan II_

the Gemini launch vehicle. Recovery of the spacecraft is not planned.

The spacecraft delivered today is the first of 13 flight-rated Gemini vehicles to

be delivered under a $456 million NASA contract with McDonnell. Twelve are to be used

for space flight and one will initially be used for ground testing.

The Gemini spacecraft is similar in shape to Mercury_ but in order to accommodate

two astronauts_ it is about 20 per cent larger in linear dimension_ weighs approximately

twice as much and has 50 per cent more cabin volume. In addition_ Gemini has an

attached equipment section in which will be carried the additional oxygen_ electrical

power and fuel required for long duration flights. This easily accessible equipment

seetion_ which is separate from the reentry body_ provides great flexibility for
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alternate missions.

Gemini_ which is described as having the potential to become "the workhorse in

space"_ is designed to be more operational than the Mercury spacecraf% which was a

research and development vehicle. Most of the flight systems and major components

will be readily accessible in compact modules from the outside_ an arrangement which

should reduce maintenance and drastically cut checkout time immediately prior to

launch. During the latter phase of the NASA program_ the spacecraft will make

controlled landings on earth by means of a paraglider which will be operated by the

astror_uts.

Delivery of the spacecraft was accomplished 23 months after NASA announced that

McDonnell had been selected to negotiate on the two-man spacecraft. The overall

Gemini program is under the technical direction of the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center_

Houston_ Texas.
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HOUSTON_ TEXAS -- A_eo Corporation Spaceflight Programs Office of Tulsa_ Oklahoma

has been selected by the NASA M_nned Spacecraft Center to build an environmental

cha_ser for testing non metallic materials for use in space.

The contract for the chamber and associated equipment is $72_970.

Outside dimensions of the chamber are 14 imches wide by 24 inches high by 14 inches

deep. Ch_£ser temperatures will range from minus 300 degrees _ahrenheit to plus

600 degrees. Liquid nitrogen will be used for cooling and tungsten elements will be

applied for heating.

The chamber will be used in connection with a tensile testing _chine for evaluation

of physical properties of textiles_ plastics and elastomeric materials (synthetic

rubber).

In addition to _nufacturing the chamber_ Aw3o Corporation will supply the _acuum

_mping_ cooling and control systems.

The contract call for deliYery_ installation and checkout of the test chamber

within 139 calender days. it will be installed in the Life Systems Laboratory at the

Clear Lake site for MSC's Crew Systems Di¥ision.

Avco was selected from among seven companies submitting proposals.
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Houston)

HOUSTON_ TEXAS -- The Edward Manufacturing Company_ 2510 Broad Street_/has been

selected by the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center to build an Apollo recovery davit

assembly to be used on the landing craft Retriever to recover full size Apollo

command modules from the water.

Contract for the davit assembly is $1%125.00 and delivery is called for by

October 10.

The davi% which is a part of an Apollo retrieval system) consists of a

12-foot_ 6-inch ring mounted on a yoke. This in t_zrnis connected to a lifting

devise which measures 24 feet long_ 23 feet wide and stands 18 feet high.

The assembly is built for MSC's Flight Operations Division.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS The National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-

tration today named Dr. Joseph F. Shea to head its Apollo Spacecraft

development effort at its Manned Spacecraft Center at Houston, Texas.

Dr. Shea, Deputy Director (Systems), in NASA's Office of Manned

-_ace Flight since March 1963, was named to position of Program Manager,

Apollo Spacecraft. He will have responsibility for the development of

the Apollo Command and Service Module, as well as for the Lunar Excur-

sion Module. Robert O. Piland will continue in his present position

as Deputy Program Manager, Apollo Spacecraft. For the past few months,

Piland also has served as Acting Program Manager.

Dr. Robert R. Gilruth, Director of the Manned Spacecraft Center,

said, "I am delighted to have a man of Dr. Shea's outstanding background

and high caliber performance join us here in Houston." James C. Elms,

Dr. Gilruth's Deputy Director for Development and Programs, who had
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previously been associated with Dr. Shea on a ballistic missile

program, stated, "The development of the Apollo spacecraft is

the most challenging task facing this center. I am most happy

that Joe Shea is joining our organization to take over this

assignment."

George M. Low, Deputy Director (Programs) in the Office of

Manned Space Flight, will assume the added responsibility for the

Systems organization.

Before joining NASA, in early 1962, Dr. Shea was Space

Program Director at Space Technology Laboratories, Los Angeles,

California. From 1959 to mid-1961, Dr. Shea served as Director

of the Advanced System Research and Development Division, and

Manager of the Titan Inertial Guidance program with AC Sparkplug

Division of General Motors, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Previously,

he was employed by Bell Telephone Laboratories, Whippany, New

Jersey, where he was a principal contributor to the development

of the Titan I guidance system. He also served as an instructor

in engineering mechanics at the University of Michigan.

Dr. Shea was born in New York City on September 5, 1926. He

attended the University of Michigan, receiving his Bachelor of

Science degree in mathematics in 1949, his Master of Science degree
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in engineering mechanics in 1950, and Doctor of Philosophy degree

in engineering mechanics in 1955. From 1944 - 1947, he served in

the U. S. Navy with the rank of Ensign.

He is a member of the American Institute of Aeronautics and

Astronautics, and the Institute of Electronics and Electrical

Engineering.

Dr. Shea is married to the former Beverly Price. They have

five daughters.

IIIlII
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Faith 7, the Mercury spacecraft flown by Astronaut

Leroy Gordon Cooper in his earth circling 22 orbit flight will be on display

October 10-13 at Little Rock.

The four day stop in Little Rock is the second of 50 state capitol visits

that NASA has scheduled for Cooper's spacecraft. Close to 1, 000,000 persons

have already seen the spacecraft since it began this cross country tour in

Cooper's home-state of Oklahoma.

Faith 7, its outer metal skin scorched from the searing heat of reentry,

will be on display in the Arkansas State Capitrol Building. Mr. Kelly Bryant,

Arkansas Secretary of State, said the spacecraft may be viewed by the public

from 10:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. on Thursday, Friday, Saturday, and Sunday.

The NASA Manned Spacecraft Center at Houston, Texas, has set _aith 7

on a stand which permits easy viewing of the inside of the spacecraft. A section

of the base of the heat shield and portions of the outer skin have been cut

ay permitting the first public look at the inner structure of a Mercury spacecraft.

- more -
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The spacecraft - inside and out - is exactly as it was when it splashed

down into the Pacific near Midway Island on May 16, 1963. Nothing has been

changed. The spacecraft shingles - its outer skin :made of a new metal rene' 41 -

shows the effects of the 1, 000 degree heat which blanketed the spacecraft during

re-entry into earth's atmosphere. The heat shield - a mixture of glass fibers

and resin - at the base of the spacecraft withstood maximum temperatures of

3, 000 degrees farenheit when Cooper directed Faith 7 on its return to earth.

Also on display with the spacecraft are the cameras Cooper carried and

the astronaut Survival Kit which rode on Faith 7's !546,185 mile earth-circling

flight. Samples of the food Cooper ate during his day and a half in space will

_o be on display.

Faith 7, which flew around the earth at more than 17, 500 miles per hour,

will roll into Little Rock on a tractor-trailer rig. The specially designed

frame on which the spacecraft is secured will be rolled off the truck and placed

in the state capitol building.

The 13 month tour, ending in the nation's capit_l on November 1, 1964,

will cover approximately 20, 000 miles, a distance Faith 7 covered in space

in approximately 80 minutes.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- The Space and Information Systems Division of North

American Aviation, Inc., Downey, California, has been awarded a $100, 000 contract

by the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center to study modifications to the Apollo space-

_raft that will permit it to perform as a space sciences laboratory for missions

up to a year.

Project Apollo is the space program designed to land two men on the moon

and return them safely to earth. The modifications, for which the study contract

has been let, will adapt the spacecraft for long earth orbital missions.

North American has been asked to supply MSC with studies covering both a

single spacecraft on a 100-day mission and three or four spacecraft used conse-

cutively on a one year mission.

The major objectives of the flights will be to determine man's requirements

for protracted space missions. This will require continuous evaluation of his

physiological condition and capabilities to work in space under the zero gravity

lvironn_ent and under artificial "g" force -- if it can be provided.
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The study calls for investigation of possible uses of both the Service module

and Command module as crew quarters. The Apollo craft is now designed for a

crew of ti_ree. In addition to the Command and Service modules me,toned, there

is a Lunar Excursion module. (_,_M)

During the trip to the moon LEM will take two of the three members to the

surface of the moon. It will be left in lunar orbit on the return trip to earth.

The Service module likewise will be jettisoned prior to earth reentry.

Since LEM is not needed in earth orbital missions, the area it now takes

up would be used by a laboratory module to provide additional work space during

the longer missions of the modified Apollo craft.

MSC has asked that the modified Command module be capable of performing

z abort mission for safe recovery of the crew; be capable of landing either

on land or in the water; offer maximum crew protection against radiation and

meteoriod hazard and provide a safe and comfortable space environment for the

crew for the entire mission.

Size of the crew also is to be determined during this study.

The contractor must look into the possibility of providing an artificial

gravity system and he will study rendezvous and docking methods using two

modified Apollo spacecraft.

The Apollo craft will be lifted into earth orbit by a Saturn 1-]5 booster.

North American was notified of the contract award on August 1 and the

definitive contract was signed September 1'7. The study is to be completed by the

first of November with the final report due within 30 days of that date. It is

a fixed price research and development type of contract, dg
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Approximately 80 persons assigned to the NASA Manned

Spacecraft Center's Logistics Division moved into new offices today at the Clear

Lake site.

The group is the first large complement of MSC employees to occupy the new

quarters. They are housed in the Center Support Office building and the Warehouse

and Shops building.

The division includes transportation and supply personnel which formerly

occupied office space at Ellington Air Force Base.

Next move will be made by some 100 persons assigned to the Computation

and Data Reduction Division currently occupying offices at the University of

Houston. They are expected to move into the Central Data Office in December.

The major move from the 14 temporary offices in Houston will take place

between February Z8 and March 23, 1964. At that time, over 2, 000 employees,

equipment, furniture and office supplies will be relocated. MSC will completely

occupy the Clear Lake facility by July 1, 1964.

dg
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Faith 7, the Mercury spacecraft flown by Astronaut

L. Gordon Cooper in his earth circling 22 orbit flight last May will be on display

October 17 through 20 in Jefferson City, Missouri.

The four day stop in Jefferson City is the third of 50 state capitol visits

_,at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration has scheduled for Cooper's

spacecraft. Close to 1, 000,000 persons have already seen the spacecraft since

it began its cross country tour in Cooper's home state of Oklahoma.

Faith 7, its outer metal skin scorched from the searing heat of re-entry,

will be on display in the Missouri State Capitol building. Richard Dunn, assistant

superintendent of public buildings, said the spacecraft may be viewed by the public

from 10:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. on Thursday, Friday and Saturday and from 1 p.m.

to 10:00 p.m. on Sunday.

The NASA Manned Spacecraft Center at Houston, Texas, has set Faith 7

on a stand which permits easy viewing of the inside of the spacecraft. A section

of the base of the heat shield and portions of the outer skin have been cut

cay permitting the first public look at the inner structure of a Mercury spacecraft.

- more -
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The spacecraft - inside and out - is exactly as it was when it splashed

down in to the Pacific near Midway Island on May 16, 1963. Nothing has been

changed. The spacecraft shingles - its outer skin made of a new metal rene' 41 -

shows the effects of the 1,000 degree heat which blanketed the spacecraft during

reentry into earth's atmosphere. The heat shield - a mixture of glass fibers

and resin - at the base of the spacecraft withstood maximum temperatures of

3, 000 degrees farenheit when Cooper directed Faith 7 on its return to earth.

Also on display with the spacecraft are the cameras Cooper carried and

the astronaut Survival Kit which rode on Faith 7's 546, 185 mile earth-circling

flight. Samples of the food Cooper ate during his day and a half in space will

also be on display.

Faith 7, which flew around the earth at more than 17, 500 miles per hour,

will roll into Little Rock on a tractor-trailer rig. The specially designed

frame on which the spacecraft is secured will be rolled off the truck and placed

in the state capitol building.

The 13 month tour, ending in the nation's capitol on November 1, 1964,

will cover approximately 20, 000 miles, a distance l_aith 7 covered in space

in approximately 80 minutes.
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HOUSTON_ TEXAS --American Gyros_ a division of Tamar Electronics_ Inc._ of

Los Angeles_ California has been awarded a $10%000 development and production contract

for work on the guidance systems of Little Joe II -- a booster for the NASA Manned

Spacecraft Center's Apollo test program.

The guidance system will include the electronics instruments for control signals

for providing roll_ pitch and yaw information of the vehicle's control system.

Guidance will include improved gyroscopes used recently on military missiles.

The systems will undergo testing soon at the company plant_ according to an

official of American Gyros.

Tamar Electronics Inc. is one of a number of sub-contractors who are assisting

in the development of the Little Joe II booster for the prime contractor_ General

Dynamics/Convair of San Diego_ California.

ag
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Donald T. Gregory, Technical Assistant to the

Director of the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center, will be the principal speaker

at ceremonies on November 1 commemorating the 20 year history of the 15th

Air Force at Malmstrom Air Force Base, Montana.

Gregory's speech, entitled "Progress of the U.S. Manned Space Flight

_ogram," will emphasize advances in the Project Apollo program. Apollo

is this nation's effort to send an astronaut team to the moon and return them

safely to earth.

Gregory joined the National Aeronautics and Space Administration in 1959

and was assigned to the Langley Research Center in Virginia where he worked

on aerodynamics stability and wind tunnel studies on supersonic aircraft. He

came to Houston as part of the transfer of the space Center from Virginia to Texas.

Gregory was born in Cleveland, Ohio in 1933. He earned his degree in

mechanical engineering at the University of Miami in Florida in 1955. Soon

after graduation he entered the Air Force where for three years he was assigned

to engineering and aeronautical duties. He was honorably discharged as a first

utenant.

Gregory is married and the father of three children.

dg
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Note to Editors:

Manned Spacecraft Center's Public Affairs Office has established a News Bureau_

combining the functions of three PAO branches into a single cohesive unit.

Ben Gillespie has been named Chief of the News Bureau_ which will incorporate

personnel and functions of the News Media Communications Branch; the Industrial

Communications Branch and the Internal Communications Branch. These three branches

have been dissolved.

The reorganization_ effective October 14_ 1963_ is an effort to increase the

speed_ efficiency and effectiveness of transmittal of information to the public via

news media channels about manned space flight development and operations programs

assigned to Manned Spacecraft Center.

The News Bureau is located on the second floor of the Peachey Building_

5113 Griggs Road_ Houston_ Texas; and may be reached by telephone at WAlnut 8-2811)

extensions 3751-53j 3781-83 and 3571-54,

/?

..-':Y.,:_-/,.-.-_e/2//'_-_."_ _
Paul Ha_eY ....
Public Affairs Officer
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Texas Instruments, Inc. of Dallas has been awarded a

$194, 600. 00 contract by the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center to study the best

thods of gathering scientific information and lunar samples once the Apollo

space team lands on the moon.

Major objective of the study include measurements which will add to the

success of future Apollo and other missions and measurements which will con-

tribute to the fundamental knowledge of the moon.

The study is to be completed by May 30, 1964 and out of it will come the

optimum methods for planning lunar scientific exploration once the Apollo flight

missions are undertaken.

In the study, Texas Instruments was asked to define methods of determining

lunar surface temperature, topography, bearing strength of the moon's surface,

temperature, geological formation, chonological age, mineral content and search

f_r water. For the purpose of the study certain flight mission criteria have been

assumed. - more -
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The study asked for plans for two Apollo flights each of four hours working

time on the moon. Only one astronaut will be outside the spacecraft at any given

time, during these two proposed flights. The study also will cover flights with

expected stay times up to one week on the lunar surface and the possibility that

both astronauts may be out of the LEe at the same time.

The scientific payload will weigh at least 215 pounds. It is planned to be

carried in an area outside the environmental quarters of the LEM andwill be

exposed to space flight hazards for periods up to aweek. The payload must be

capable of withstanding extremes in temperature and the shock of launch and

landing.

When the space pilots depart from the moon, the study calls for them to

leave measuring instruments that will send information to earth for periods up

to six months. These instruments will have self-contained power and telemetry

transmis sion equipment.

Emphasizing the importance MSC attaches to lunar surface :characteristics,

the study calls for an analysis of:

a. methods of obtaining and preserving geologic samples,

b. methods of determining properties of lunar sub-surface materials,

c. methods of identifying samples,

d. methods of performing sample analysis on the moon's surface, and

e. methods of identifying the lunar surface area from where extraction

of samples have been made.

- more -
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The Apollo lunar program is designed to land an astronaut team on the

moon and return them to earth. Space flight hardware consists of three major

items: the Command Module, the Service Module and the Lunar Excursion Module.

The Command Module will carry three space pilots to the vicinity of the

moon. The Service Module will contain the propulsion system and equipment to

sup-sort the Command Module.

As the spacecraft approaches the moon, two c_ the Apollo team members will

enter the LEM, detach themselves from the craft and descend in the LEM to the

moon for surface exploration.

Upon completion of scientific studies, the crewmen wilt blast off from

t _ lunar surface with the samples, rendezvous with the Command Module, transfer

from the L]EM and return to earth.

The Texas Instruments contract is a fixed-price type. Eighty-two aerospace

companies were solicited by MSC and 17 responded with proposals.

The study is being made for MSC's Space Environment _t

Division.

dg
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Sightings of ground objects such as those observed by

Astronaut Gordon Cooper during his 2Z-orbit flight last May are not impossible

ltmospheric conditions are ideal and the observer is highly experiti_iced in making

high altitude observations.

This was the report from Dr. S. Q. Dunt_yand Dr. John H. Taylor of the

University of California's Visibility Laboratory, San Diego, in a study made for the

NASA Manned Spacecraft Center. This study was initiated as a result of the con-

treversy caused by the statements of some scientists that Astronaut Cooper could

not have seen what he claimed to have seen.

"It must be emphasized that the visibility calculations described in this

study do not constitute proof that Major Cooper actually saw what he reported.

They do, however, show that such sightings are not impossible by an observer at

orbital altitude if his visual capabilities are like those which we believe Major

- more -
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Cooper possesses, and if the atmospheric conditions and target properties are

like those we have assumed in making the calculations," according to Dr. Duntley,

Director of the Visibility Laboratory.

Ti_ere nas been controversy over the claims by Astronaut Cooper in which

he reported seeing roads, vehicles, buildings and smoke during his flight. The

Visibility Laboratory study is a report on the results of these calculations using

visual data in the field and in the laboratory.

"We are talking only of the probabilities that an observer who fixates

accurately upon an area containing a target will see that target, '_ Duntley said.

!'This, we believe, is the proper datum in this instance because, in each case

some highly visible mark, such as a road, aided Major Cooper in finding the

objects he reported."

Cooper said he saw a dust cloud presumably caused by a vehicle traveling

on a dirt road paralleling the U. S. -Mexican border in the desert near E1 Centro,

California. His observation was from an altitude of 86 nautical miles. Cooper

stated that conditions at the surface of the earth appeared to be windless and

that i_e could discern a light dot at the eastern end of the dust cloud.

"Calculation shows that the vehicle plus the dust cloud behind it is more

visible than the road itself. It is possible, moreover, that the appearance of

the dust cloud would create the impression of having a lighter tip at its

eastern end, '_ the report said. "There is reason to believe, therefore, that

the presence of a moving Border Patrol vehicle on the dirt road near E1 Centro

- more -
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could have been seen from orbital altitude under the atmospheric and lighting

conditions which we believe to have prevailed at the time of Major Cooper's

observation."

Astronaut Cooper also reported a dust cloud presumably caused by a

vehicle traveling on a dirt road on a high Tibetan plain. He observed a light

spot at the intersection of the dust cloud and the road.

From data on the area selected from files_ the Visibility Laboratory

concluded that there is significant possibility that Cooper correctly reported

the presence of a moving vehicle.

In the same general area, Cooper said he saw what he believed to be

buildings with smoke issuing from them. The report stated that lighting

conditions which prevailed at the time of Astronaut Cooper's observations

were such that the sides of the house should have been brightly lit and these

areas should have formed high contrast with the terrain.

"Using terrain reflectance data which we believe to be applicable to

Tibet, we have found that if a brightly lighted building site had a projected

area of 138 square feet in the direction in which Major Cooper was looking,

it could have produced an optical signal capable of being visually detected,"

the report said.

In the case of the smoke, it was stated that ground wind carried the

smoke horizontally across the countryside. A long streak of gray smoke

could have been seen, even if it were only two feet wide and a wider Streak

of smoke would have produced a nigher probability of being seen.

- more -
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Cooper also said he saw a train track. He said he observed an

interruption in the track with a trail of white smoke issuing from its

northeastern end. This he interpreted to be the train. Cooper said that

the train track was darker than the terrain.

"The long dark streak across the countryside should have been

visually detectable," Dr. Duntleywrote, "and the streak of white smoke

should have been even more visible."

In conclusion, Dr. Duntley emphasized that the calculations reported

"are based upon assumption concerning the target, the background, and

the atmospheric conditions which we believe to have prevailed on the

occasions when Major Cooper reported seeing the objects. There is no

way of proving that these conditions did, in fact, prevail but it can he

stated that if they did exist, then the visual sighting of these objects by

an astronaut as capable as Major Cooper from an orbital altitude of 86

nautical miles have a finite probability."
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INtATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

MANNEDSPACECRAFT.__Ho,..,,_q:or,_CE TER_ -.,,iJW_lh. Texas
WAlnut 8-2811 MSC 63-174

Extension 3751 October 16, 1963

NOTE TO EDITORS:

HOUSTON TEXAS -- This is to advise you that NASA plans to introduce a

contingent of new astronauts at 3:00 pm Friday, October 18, 1963, in Cullen

Auditorium, University of Houston, 3801 Cullen Boulevard, Houston, Texas.

Background material on the new men will be available Friday afternoon.

###
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- NASA announced today that it will negotiate with

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, AC Spark Plug Division of General

Motors Corporation, Raytheon Company, Kollsman Instrument Corporation '

and Sperry Gyroscope COmpany to develop, fabricate and test the

Guidance and Navigation System for the Lunar Excursion Module (LEe) of

the Apoll O spacecraft.

These organizations are presently engaged in development and fab-.

rication of the Guidance and Navigation System for the Apollo Command and

Service Modules under contract to NASA's Manned Spacecraft Center at

Houston, Texas_

Estimated cost of the total work to be performed by the five con-

tractors is expected to exceed $60,000,000. The Manned Spacecraft

Center will also have management responsibility of contractsfor:the

LEM work.

The technical approach which is to be followed in the development
J

of the LEe Guidance and Navigation System will insofar as possible be

identical to the Command and Service Modulesystem. As many parts,

- - more -
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c ponents and subsystems as possible will be directly interchangeable

between the two systems. This approach will improve overall reliabil-

ity and allow the astronauts to fly with one type of system as opposed

to a different system for each module.

The contractors will provide the following:

AC Spark Plug, Milwaukee, Wisconsin -- Inertial Measuring Unit,

including its precision gyroscopes, navigation base, power and servo

assembly, and the coupling display unit. In addition, AC Spark Plug

will assemble and test the complete system.

Kollsman Instruments, Syosset, Long Island, New York -- Scanning

telescope, map and visual display unit.

Raytheon Missile and Space Division, Sudbury, Massachusetts --

Onboard computer.

Sperry Gyroscope, Great Neck, Long Island, New York -- Pulse

integrating pendulum accelerometer. ?

Each participating contractor will design, fabricate, test and

support the necessary ground support equipment for that portion of the

system which it furnishes.

The Instrumentation Laboratory of MIT, Cambridge, Massachusetts,

will direct overall development of the system.

The Grtu,m,an Aircraft Engineering Corporation, Bethpage, Long

Island, New York, manufacturing the Lunar Excursion Module, is respon-

sible for integrating the system into the L_4.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Faith 7, Mercury spacecraft flown by Astronaut

L. Gordon Cooper in his earth circling 2Z orbit flight last May will be on display

October 31 through November 3 in Indianapolis, Indiana.

The four day stop in Indianapolis is the fifth of 50 state capitol visits

t the National Aeronautics and Space Administration has scheduled for Cooper's

spacecraft. Close to 1,050, 000 persons have already seen the spacecraft since

it began its cross country tour in Cooper's home state of Oklahoma.

The NASA Manned Spacecraft Center at Houston, Texas, has set Faith 7

on a stand which permits easy viewing of the inside of the spacecraft. A section

of the base of the heat shield and portions of thc;outer skin have been cut

away permitting the first public look at the innter structure of a Mercury spacecraft.

The spacecraft - inside and out - is exactly as itwas when it splashed

down into the Pacific near Midway Island on May 16, 1963. Nothing has been

changed. The spacecraft shingles - its outer skin made of a new metal rene' 41 -

shows the effects of the 1,000 degree heat which blanketed the spacecraft during
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Hamilton Standard Division of United Aircraft Corporation

of Windsor Locks, Connecticut has been awarded a $68, 717. 00 contract by the NASA

_4anned Spacecraft Center to study and recommend a one-man rocket powered device

for movement in space and on the surface of the moon.

Major objectives of the study and design contract are to make it possible for

a space pilot in a pressure suit to travel over portions of the moon that are not

accessible on foot, and to maneuver outside of his spacecraft if necessary.

In space, the system would propel and guide the astronaut when he leaves

the spacecraft to perform maintenance tasks or to transfer from one space

vehicle to another.

The study is to be completed by April 30, 1964 and from it will come a

recommendation for a preliminary design for the one-man system.

For purposes of the study, a lunar operational mission has been

assumed as follows:

more -
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a. the space pilot will use the propulsion device for moving over rough

terrain where walking would be difficult or where an exploration vehicle could

not function.

b. the unit is to be used for scaling steep slopes such as lunar craters.

c. the space pilot might want to glide over smooth areas to increase

his operational radius from the Lunar Excursion Module (LEM).

Tko study asks for performance capabilities which will allow the

astronaut to rise and descend vertically, boost himself into a controlled

trajectory in any direction, hover and rotate. The study also calls for capa-

bility to perform rescue missions.

Hamilton Standard was requested to investigate methods which will permit

the one-man rocket to operate under zero gravity conditions and in a vacuum.

All controls will be manually operated. They should be simple and reliable

and, if possible, be manipulated with but one hand. It is most important to

exploit the astronaut's operational capability to the maximum, MSC engineers

say; therefore, they are asking that the design of the unit be an extension of

existing equipment and techniques.

The one-man rocket will be required to operate in temperatures ranging

from minus 2.80 degrees fahrenheit to a plus 260 degrees, in an gravitational

field one-sixth that of the earth and in space where the gravitational field is

negligible.

- more -
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The unit will include an automatic control for stabilizing the space

pilot during flight. An astronaut would utilize the locomotive unit along with

a pressurized suit and portable life support system designed to keep him alive

in the environments of the moon and space.

As one of the main objectives of the study, Hamilton Standard will

determine whether one dual purpose system or two separate systems should

be designed for lunar and space maneuvering.

The device will be subjected to cosmic radiation, high solar energy

particles, radioactivity emanating from the lunar surface and meteoroid

hazards.

When not in use, the system will be stored on board the space vehicle.

The Hamilton Standard contract is a fixed price research and devel-

opment type. The work must be completed within six months, and the company

will have an additional month for preparation of the final report.

Sixty-nine aerospace companies were solicited by MSC and six responded.

The study is being made for MSC's Spacecraft Technology Division.

In addition to the one man rocket propulsion device study, Hamilton

Standard is prime contractor responsible for the development of the space

suit and portable life support systems for the Project Apollo lunar landing

program.

dg
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- A full-scale unmanned boilerplate model of the Apollo

spacecraft was recovered successfully October 22, 1963 at E1 Centrc_ California

after air drop designed to demonstrate the parachute system operation under

low altitude abort conditions.

Conducted at the joint U. S. Naval-Air Force Parachute Facility, this was

the 8th test of the 3 parachute cluster Apollo landing system developed by the

Ventura Division of Northrop for the Apollo principal contractor North American

Aviation Space and Information Systems Division and the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration.

In todays test the Apollo boilerplate comInand module was dropped from an

Air Force C-133 transport flying at 13, 000 feet. A brake chute deployed by a static

line, inverted and stabilized the vehicle in a apex forward attitude.

After the brake chute disconnected the main landing system sequence was

initiated. This included a mortar deployment of a drogue parachute to stabilize

the vehicle in its proper descent position. A subsequent mortar deployment of

tee pilot chutes which extracted the three main ring sail parachutes which lower

the vehicle at approximately 25 feet per second to impact.

Officials viewing the test said all _j_terns appeared to function normally.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Dr. George E. Mueller, Associate Administrator for

Manned Space Flight, NASA, today named Dr. Walter C. Williams to be Operations

Director for all manned space flight missions.

Effective November 1, Williams, now Deputy Director of Manned Spacecraft

_enter for Mission Requirements and Flight Operations at Houston, Texas, will

become Deputy Associate Administrator for Manned Space Flight Operations in

NASA Headquarters, Washington, D. C.

Dr. Williams will supervise operations on manned space flight missions at the

Manned Spacecraft Center, Marshall Space Flight Center, and Launch Operations

Center. During manned space flight missions, he will have full authority and

responsibility for conduct of the flights. All NASA-DOD and other teams parti-

cipating in the operation will report to him for direction.

Dr. Mueller said "because of the increasing complexity of NASA's manned

space flight projects, we must have a key man to direct the operations of the

many organizations and installations located throughout the United States and

e World that contribute to the conduct of a flight mission. We are indeed

fortunate to be able to reply on the unique experience of Dr. Williams in Project

Mercury for the more challenging tasks ahead in Gemini and Apollo."
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Mr. James C. Elms, Deputy Director of Manned Spacecraft Center,

will assume full responsibility for the general management of Manned

Spacecraft Center activities under Dr. Robert R. Gilruth, Director of the

Center.

Dr. Williams has 23 years of flight engineering experience with the

NACA and NASA. For the past 16 years he has managed the operational

phases of advanced research type aerospace projects, including the X-15

aircraft and Project Mercury. During this time, he made many out-

standing contributions in the field of high-speed flight research and was

awarded the NASA Distinguished Service Medal for his outstanding technical

leadership as Director of Operations for Project Mercury.

Dr. Williams is a native of New Orleans, La. He received a B. S.

degree in aeronautical engineering from Louisiana State University,

Baton Rouge, in 1939, and an honorary doctorate degree for engineering

from his alma mater in June 1963.

Dr. Williams is married to the former Helen Manning of New

Orleans, La. They have three children-- Charles Manning, born

November Z6, 194Z, a business major and pre-law student at the University

of Houston; Howard Lee, born October 3, 1948, and Elizabeth Ann, born

September 12, 195Z.

Because Dr. Williams will continue to have major duties in the

Houston area as well as in Washington and Cape Canaveral, he will

continue to make his home in Houston.

- more -
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Announcement of the assignment of Dr. Walter C. Williams to

the post of Deputy Associate Administrator for Manned Space Flight

Operations under Dr. George E. Mueller, NASA Associate Administrator

for Manned Space Flight, is the latest in a series of reassignments in the

manned space flight program.

James C. Elms, Deputy Director of MSC, will assume full

responsibility for general management of the Manned Spacecraft Center

activities under Dr. Robert R. Gilruth, Director of the Center.

A reorganization of MSC has been under study for some time.

It is planned to realign the Center to obtain maximum direct input from

Engineering, Mission Control and the Astronaut Flight Crews into the

Gemini and Apollo programs and to deploy the full strength of the Mercury

team into these projects. Key elements such as the Integrated Mission

Control Center, the Preflight Operations Group at Cape Canaveral, and

the astronaut s and crew training groups will continue to give maximum

support to the spacecraft development while readying themselves for

their key role as part of the operations team during the actual manned

flight missions.

###
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Houston, Texas, October 18, 1963 - The National Aeronautics and Space

Administration introduced 14 new astronauts at a news conference here today,

bringing to 30 the total assigned to Manned Spacecraft Center programs.

The new group of astronauts is composed of seven volunteers from the

Air Force, four from the Navy, one from the Marine Corps, and two civilians.

They are, from the Air Force: Maj. Edwin E. Aldrin Jr., 33, assigned at

Houston, Tex.; Capts. William A. Anders, 30, and Dorm F. Eisele, 33, both

assigned to Kirtland AFB_ N. Mex.; and Capts. Charles A. Bassett II_ 31;

Theodore C. Freeman, 33; David R. Scott, 31; and Michael Collins_ 32_ all

assigned at Edwards AFB, Calif.

The Navy volunteers are: Lt. Cmdr. Richard F. Gordon Jr., 34, and Lt.

Eugene A. Cernan, 29_ both assigned at Monterey: Calif.; Lt. Alan L. Bean_ 31,

Cecil Field, Fla.; and Lt. Roger B. Chaffee, 28_ Wright-Patterson AFB_ Ohio.

The Marine is Capt. Clifton C. Williams Jr., 31, of Quantico, Va.

The two civilians are R. Walter Cunningham, 31, a research scientist

for Rand Corporation at Van Nuys, Calif.; and Russell L. Schweickart_ 27,

a research scientist from Lexington_ Mass. _ who works at Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, Cambridge_ Mass. All are married except Captain

Williams, NASA's first bachelor astronaut.

The group was selected from a total of approximately 500 volunteers from

the military and 225 civilian applicants.

The selection today was the third such announcement since America's

manned space flight program was started in October 1958. The seven Project

Merezu_y astronauts were named in April 1959 and nine more were selected in



September 1962. Those n_med today will report for duty and start their

training early in 1964, according to Astronaut Donald K. "Deke" Slayton,

coordinator of astronaut activities for Manned Spacecraft Center and

chairman of the 1963 Astronaut Selection Committee.

NASA presently plans to select another contingent of astronauts, likely

to include some scientists, in the Fall of 1965. The Natio_l Academ_ of

Science is cooperating with NASA in establishing criteria for selection of

astronaut scientists·

The latest astronaut recruitment effort was announced by the NASA June 5

and July i was set as the deadline for applications. Since that date, the

following actions were taken prior to making the selection.

July 15 - Deadline for the receipt of all papers required of the

applicants.

July 17-20 - The selection committee met and selected 34 for detailed

evaluation.

July 25 - Medical examinations of those men were started by the School

of Aerospace Medicine, Brooks AFB, TeL, under contract from the Manned

Spacecraft Center· Working with School of Aerospace Medicine data, MSC

medical authorities selected 28 as medically qualified.

Sept· 2-7 - These men were called to Houston for e_m_uations

concerning engineering and space sciences, technical interviews and final

evalnation.

Selection criteria, as outlined in the June 5 announcement, required

that astronaut candidates, in order to qualify, must:

... Be a United States citizen

·.. Have bean born after June 30, 1929, so as not to have reached his

34th birthday before the deadline for applications.

·.. Be six feet or less in height



... Have earned a degree in engineering or physical science

... Have acquired 1,000 hours jet pilot time, or have attained

experimental flight test status through the Armed Forces_ NASA_

or the aircraft industry, and

... Be recommended by his present organization.

Compared with the 1962 selection criteria, the maximum age was reduced from

34, and certification as a test pilot, while still preferred, was not

mandatory.

In order to insure that no qualified person was overlooked in the

selection, Manned Spacecraft Center solicited recon_nendations from the

military services_ various reserve organizations_ industrial aerospace

firms, and other organizations such as the Society of Experimental Test

Pilots, the Airline Pilots Association and the Federal Aviation Ageney.

Following are brief biographical sketches of the new astronauts:



MAJOR EDWIN E. ALDRIN JR. (USAF)

Maj. Edwin E. Aldrin Jr., 206 Confeders_e Way_ E1 Lago, Texas_ was

born in Glen Ridge, N. J., January 20, 1930. He is the son of Col. and

Mrs. Edwin E. Aldrin (USAF retired), 180 W_nut, Montclair_ N. J.,

currently living at their summer home, 38 First Avenue_ Manasquan, N.J.

He completed his secondary education at Mo_;clair High School.

Aldrin was graduated third in a class of 475 from the United States

Military Academy at West Point_ N.Y., in 19_1 with a bachelor of science

degree, transferred to the Air Force, and received a doctor of science

degree in astronautics from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

at Cambridge, Mass., in 1963. His thesis concerned manned orbital

rendezvous.

Aldrin is five-feet 10-inches tall, weighs 165 pounds, and has

blond hair and blue eyes. He is married to the former Joan Ann Archer,

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Michael Archer, 50 Edgewood, Ho-Ho-Kus, N. J.

The Aldrins have three children: James M._ 8; Janice Ross, 6; and Andrew

John, 5.

Prior to his appointment as an astronaut, Aldrin_s last assignment

with the Air Force was with the Space Systems Divisionts Field Office

at Mamned Spacecraft Center in Houston where he was doing work concerning

integrating Department of Defense experiments in the Gemini-Titan II flights.

Before that_ he served as an engineer in the Gemini Target Division of Space

Systems Division with work centered around a study effort performed by

Lockheed Aircraft Corporation concerning the maneuver capabilities of the

Agena target. He has amassed more than 2,500 hours flying time, including

-- more than 2,200 hours in jet aircraft. On duty in Korea, he was credited

with two enemy fighter kills.
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(Maj. Edwin E. Aldrin, Jr.)

Aldrin is a member of the American Institute of Aeronautics and

Astronautics; Sigma Gamma Tau_ aeronautical engineering society;

Tau Beta Pi_ national engineering soeiety_ and Sigma Xi_ national

science research society.



CA . A. AmERS(USAF)

Capt. William A. Anders, who observed his BOth birthday yesterday,

was born in Hong Kong, where his father was based on military duty,

October 17, 1933. He lives at 10420 Princess Jeanne NE, Albuquerque,

N. Mex. He is the son of Cmdr. and Mrs. Arthur F. Anders (USN retired),

4602 Resmar Dr._ La Mesa_ California.

Anders was graduated from the U. S. Naval Academy a% Annapolis, Md.,

in 1955 with a bachelor of science degree. On graduation_ he was cormnissioned

in the Air Force. He received a master of science degree from the Air Force

Institute of Technology at Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. He has done

additional graduate work at Ohio State University.

tie is five-feet eight-inches tall, weighs 150 pounds, and has brown

hair and blue eyes. Anders is married to the former Valerie Elizabeth

Hoard, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry G. Hoard, 2481 Bonita, Lemon Grove,

California. The Anders have four children: Alan Frsak, 6; Glen Thomas, 5;

Gayle Alison, 3; and Gregory Michael, 1.

His last assignment was as a nuclear engineer - instructor pilot at

the Air Force Weapons Laboratory, KirtlandAFB, N. Mex. He had technical

management responsibility for space and space reactor radiation shielding

and radiation effects programs.

Anders has logged more than 1,800 hours flying time_ including almost

1,600 hours in jet aircraft. He is a member of Tau Beta Pi, national

engineering soeiety_ and the American Nuclear Society.



CAPT. A. BASSE ZT (USAF)

Capt. Charles A. Bassett II_ who lives at 6848 Lindbergh, Edwards,

California, was born in Dayton, Ohio, December 30, 1931. His mother,

Mrs. Belle James Basset% lives at 4419 Groveland Royal Oaks_ Mich.

He received his secondary education at Berea, Ohio.

Bassett attended Ohio State University from 1950 to 1952, and Texas

Technological Colleg% Lubbock, Tex., from 1958 to 1960. He received

a bachelor of science degree in electrical engineering with high honors

from Texas Tech. Since that time he has done graduate work at the University

of Southern California. He entered the Air Force in October 1952.

Bassett is five-feet 9½-inches tall_ weighs 160 pounds and has brown

hair and brown eyes. He is married to the former Jean Marion Martin_

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wiley O. Martin of Hesperia, California. The

Bassetts have two children: Karen Etizabeth_ 6; and Peter Martin_ 2.

His last Air Force assignment was as experimental test pilot and

engineering test pilot in the Fighter Projects Office at Edwards AFB_

Calif. Bassett is a graduate of the Aerospace Research Pilot School and

the Air Force Experimental Test Pilot Course.

He has logged almost 2_800 hours flying tim% with almost 2_100 hours

in jet aircraft included. He is a member of the American Institute of

Aeronautics and Astronautics and Phi Kappa Tau.



LT. ALANL. BEAN(HSN)

Lt. Alan L. Bean, 4371 Water Oak Lane, Jacksonville, Florida_

was born in Wheeler, Texas, March 15, 1932. His parents, Mr. and Mrs.

Arnold H. Bean, live at 3100 Bellaire Drive West, Fort Worth_ Texas.

Bean received his _igh school diploma from Paschal High School in

Fort Worth in 1950 and a bachelor of science degree in Aeronautical

Engineering from the University of Texas in 1955 and was commissioned

in the Navy.

He is five-feet 9½-inches tall, weighs 150 pounds, and has brown

hair and hazel eyes. His wife is the former Sue Ragsdale, daughter of

Mr. and Mrs. Edward B. Ragsdale, 69!4 Hyde Park Drive, Dallas, Texas.

The Beans have two children: Clay Arnold, 7; and Amy Sue_ born this year.

Beants last Navy assignment was with Attack Sqnadron 44 at Cecil Field_

Florida_ as an A-4 attack replacement pilot. He was graduated from the Navy

Test Pilot School at Patuxent and served as project officer on various

aircraft for Navy preliminary evaluation, initial trials, and final board

of inspection and survey trials at Patuxent from1960 to 1963. He also

attended the School of Aviation Safety at the University of Southern

California.

He has more than 2,000 hours flying time_ including about 1,800 in jet

aircraft.



EUGE A. CERNA(USN)

Lt. Eugene A. Cernan_ 1410 Via Marettimo Way_ Monterey, Calif.,

was born in Chicago, Ill., March 14, 1934. His parents_ Mr. and Mrs.

Andrew G. Cernan_ reside at 939 Marsha_l_ Bellwood, Ill. He received

his high school diploma from Proviso Township High School at Maywood_ Ill.

Cernan attended Purdue University at West Laffayette, Ind._ and was

graduated in 1956 with a bachelor of science degree in electrical

engineering. He entered the Navy the same year. Since 1961 he has been

a student at the U. S. Naval Post Graduate School at Monterey and is

currently a candidate for a master of science degree in aeronautical

engineering. Prior to his last assignment he was a member of Attack

Squadrons 126 and ll3 at Miramar_ Calif., Naval Air Station.

He is six feet tall, weighs 175 pounds_ and has brown hair and blue

eyes. He is married to the former Barbara Jean Atchley of Corpus Christi,

Tex._ whose mother, Mrs. Jackie Mae Atchley, lives at 112 John A. St._

in Baytown_ Tex. The Cernans have a daughter, Teresa Dawn_ born this

year.

Cernan has logged more than 1,400 hours flying time_ including more

than 1_00 hours in jet aircraft. He is a member of Tau Beta Pi_ national

engineering society.



LT. ROGER B. CHAFFEE (USN)

Lt. Roger B. Chaffee, 1960 Redstone Dr., Fairborn, Ohio, was born

in Grand Rapids, Mich., February 15, 1935. His parents, Mr. and Mrs.

Donald L. Chaffee, live at 3710 Hazelwood SW, Grand Rapids, and he

attended Central High School in that city.

Chaffee attended the Illinois Institute of Technology in Chicago, Ill.,

for one year, then transferred to Purdue University. He was graduated

with a bachelor of science degree in aeronautical engineering in 1957,

and entered the Navy in August that year. His last Navy assignment

started in January 1963 as a student at the Air Force Institute of

Technology at Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, where he is working toward a

master of science degree in reliability engineering. Prior to entering

AFIT, he was safety officer and quality control officer for Heavy Photographic

Squadron 62 at the Jacksonville, Fla., Naval Air Station.

He is five-feet 9½-inches tall, weighs 157 pounds, and has brown hair

and brown eyes. Chaffee is married to the former Martha Louise Horn,

whose parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry W. Horn, live at 1801 Dorchester Pl.,

Oklahoma City, Okla. The Chaffees have two children: Sheryl Lyn, 5;

and Stephen Bruce, 2.

Chaff ce has logged nearly 1,700 hours flying time, including more

than 1400 hours in jet aircraft. He is a member of Tau Beta Pi, national

engineering society; Sigma Gamma Tau; and Phi Kappa Sigma.



CAPT. MICHAEl, COLLINS (USAF)

Capt. Michael Collins_ 6766 Rickenbacker Dr., Edwards, Calif., was

born in Rome, Italy, October 31, 1930, where his father, Maj. Gen. James

L. Collins (USA deceased), served as military attache. His mother, Mrs.

James L. Collins, now resides at 2126 Connecticut Ave. NW, Washington, DC.

He was graduated from Albans School in Washington in 1948.

Collins attended the United States Military Academy, was graduated

in 1952 with a bachelor of science degree, and chose an Air Force career.

His last Air Force assignment was as an experimental flight test officer

at the Air Force Flight Test Center, Edwards AFB, Calif. In that

capacity he tested performance and stability and control characteristics

of Air Force aircraft, primarily jet fighters.

He is five-feet 10½-inches tall, weighs 168 pounds, and has brown

hair and brown eyes. Collins was married to the former Patricia Mary

Finnegan of Boston, Mass., in Chambley, Fre_ce, in 1957 and they have

three children: Kathleen, 4; Ann Stewart, 2; and Michael Lawton, born

this year.

Collins has flown more than 3,000 hours, including more than 2,700

hours in jet aircraft. He is a member of the Society of Experimental

Test Pilots.



R. WALTER CUNNINGHAM

R. Walter Cunningham of 6640 Rubio Avenue, Van Nuys, California,

was born in Creston, Iowa, March 16, 1932 · His parents_ Mr. and Mrs.

Walter W. Cunningham_ reside at !022 Nowita Plaee_ Venice_ California_

and he completed his secondary education at Venice High School.

He joined the Navy in January 1951 and went into flight training

in July 1952 . He joined a Marine squadron in 1953 and remains a Marine

air reservist with the rank of captain_ flying with VMA-134 at the Los

Alamedos_ California_ Naval Air Station.

Cunningham_ one of the two civilians selected_ has been a research

scientist for Rand Corporation. In !960_ he received from the University

of California at Los Angeles a bachelor of arts degree in physics with

honors and a master of arts degree in physics in 1961. He is currently

completing requirements for a doctorate in physics at UCLA.

While working for the Rand Corporation_ he performed error analysis

and feasibility studies of defense against submarine-launched ballistic

missiles and problems of the earth's magnetosphere. His latest work at

UCLA has concerned development_ testing and analysis of results of a

tri-axial search coil magnetometer which will be flown aboard the first

NASA Orbiting Geophysical Observatory satellite.

He is five-feet 10-inches tall_ weighs 165 pounds_ and has blond

hair and blue eyes. Cunningham is married to the former Lo Ella Irby

of Anaheim_ California_ whose mother_ Mrs. Nellie Marie Maynard_ lives

at 237! Ventura Boulevard_ Oxnard_ California.

Cunningham has logged almost 2_000 hours of flying time_ including

more than 1_350 ho_rs in jet aircraft. He is a member of Sigma Pi Sigm_

the American Geophysical Union_ and Sigma Xi_ national science research

society.



CAPT. DONN F. EISELE (USAF)

Capt. Donn F. Eisele, 2059A Crossroads Pl., Kirtland AFB, N. Mex._

was born in Columbus, Ohio_ June 23, 1930. Mr. and Mrs. Herman E. Eisele,

his parents, live at 248 N. Murray Hill Rd., in Columbus, and Eisele

attended West Senior High School there.

He attended the United States Naval Academy and received a bachelor

of science degree in 1952, and chose an Air Force career. In 1960, he

received a master of science degree in astronautics from the Air Force

Institute of Technology at Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.

Eisele is five-feet nine-inches tall, weighs 150 pounds, and has brown

hair and blue eyes. He is married to the former Harriet Elaine Hamilton

of Gnaddenhutten, Ohio. Her parents, Mr. and[ Mrs. Harry D. Hamilton :

live at 156 Moravian Ave. SW in that community. The Eiseles have three

children: Melinda Sue, 95 Donn Hamilton, 7; and Matthew Reed, 2.

His last Air Force assignment before being named an astronaut was

as flight commander and experimental test pilot at the Air Force Special

Weapons Center at Kirtland AFB. In this capacity he flew experimental

and developmental test flights in jet aircraft in support of special

weapons development programs.

He has amassed more than 2,500 hours flying time, with more than

2,100 hours in jet aircraft. Eisele is a member of Tau Beta Pi, national

engineering society.



CAPT.THEODOREC. FRE_N (USnF)

Capt. Theodore C. Freeman_ 6757 Rickenbacker Dr._ Edwards, Calif.,

was born in Haverford_ Penna._ February 18, 1930. His parents, Mr. and

Mrs. John Freeman_ live near Lewes_ Dela._ where Freeman completed his

secondary education in 1948.

He attended the University of Delaware at Newark for one year_ then

entered the United States Naval Academy and was graduated in 1953 with a

bachelor of science degree. He elected to serve with the Air Force.

In 1960_ he received a master of science degree in aeronautical engineering

from the University of Michigan.

Freeman is five-feet 10½-inches tall_ weighs 139 pounds_ and has

brown hair and brown eyes. He is married to the former Faith Dudley

Clark_ whose parents_ Mr. and Mrs. Walter E. Clark Jr._ live on Grassy

Hill Rd., Orange_ Conn. They have a daughter_ Faith Huntington, 9.

His last Air Force assignment was as a flight test gerb_autical

engineer and experimental flight test instructor at the Air Force's

Aerospace Research Pilot School at Edwards _3_ Calif. He served

primarily in performance flight testing and stability testing areas.

He has logged more than 3_000 hours flying time_ including more

than2,000 hours in jet aircraft. Freeman is a member of the American

Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics.



c, JR. (usN)

Lt. Cmdr. Richard F. Gordon Jr., 1106 Spruance Rd., Monterey, Calif.,

was born in Seattle, Wash., October 5, 1929. Mrs . Richard F. Gordon, his

mother, lives at 7336 17th St. NE in that city. He completed his secondary

education at North Kitsap High School, Poulsbo, Wash.

Gordon received a bachelor of science degree in chemistry from the

University of Washington in 1951, and entered the Navy in August that year.

At the time of his selection as an astronaut he was a student at the U. S.

Naval Post Graduate School at Monterey. Gordon is a graduate of the

All-Weather Flight School and the Navy's Test Pilot School. Prior to

entering the Monterey school_ he was assigned to Fighter Squadron 96 at

the Miramar, Calif._ Naval Air Station, where he had served as flight safety

officer_ assistant operations officer and ground training officer.

He is five-feet seven-inches tall, weighs 150 pounds, and has brown

hair and hazel eyes. He is married to the former Barbara Jean Field of

Seattle, Wash., whose parents,[Mr, and Mrs. Chester W. Field, live near

Freeland, Wash. The Gordons have six children: Carlee Elizabeth, 9;

Richard F. III, 8; Lawrence Joseph_ 6; Thomas Alan_ 4; James Edward, 3;

and Diane Marie, 2.

He has logged nearly 2,800 hours flying time, with almost 2_000

hours in jet aircraft. Gordon won the Bendix Trophy Race from Los

Angeles to New York in 1961.



RUSSELL L. SCHWEICKART

Russell L. Schweickart, who will observe his 28th birthday next

Friday, was born in Neptune, N. J., October 25, 1935. He now lives at

4 Third St., Lexington, Mass. Mr. and Mrs. George L. Schweickart, his

parents, live at 6 Eighth Ave._ Seagirt, N. J.

After receiving his secondary education at Manasquan (NJ) High School,

he attended Massachusetts Institute of Technology where he received a bachelor

of science degree in aeronautical engineering in 1956 and a master of science

degree in aeronautics and astronautics in 1963. His thesis was on

stratospheric radiance.

Schweickart entered the Air Force in 1956 and became a pilot.

He went on inactive duty in 1960, returned to MIT, but was called up

for another year of active duty in the Fall of 1961. He holds the rank

of captain in the Massachusetts Air National Guard.

He is six feet tall, weighs 158 pounds_ and has red hair and blue eyes.

He is married to the former Clare Grantham Whitfield, whose parents,

Mr. and Mrs. Randolph Whitfield, live at 2540 Dellwood Dr. NW_ Atlanta, Ga.

The Schweiekarts have two daughters: Vieki Louise, 4; and E!in Ashley, 2;

and twin sons: Russell Brown and Randolph Barton, 3.

Prior to his selection as an astronaut he was a research scientist

at the Experimental Astronomy Laboratory at MIT. Schweickart's duties

there included research in upper atmospheric physics and applied astronomy

as well as research in star tracking and stabilization of stellar images.

He has logged more than 1,250 hours flying time, including almost l_lO0

hours in jet aircraft.



cm .DAVIDR.SCO (USAF)

Capt. David R. Scott s 107 16th St., Edwards, Calif., was born in

San katonio_ Tex., June 6, 1932. His parents, Brig. Gen. and Mrs. Tom

W. Scott (USAF retired), now live at 8438 Paseo Del Ocaso, La Jolla, Calif.

He attended the University of Michigan :For one year, then entered the

United States Military Academy and received a bachelor of science degree

in 1954. At West Point, he finished fifth in a class of 633, and chose

an Air Force career.

He attended Massachusetts Institute of Technology from 1960 to 1962

and earned both a master of science degree in aeronautics and astronautics

and an engineer of aeronautics and astronautics degree while there. His

thesis concerned interplanetary navigation. At the time of his selection

for the astronaut program s he was a student _at the Air Force Aerospace

Research Pilot School at Edwards AFB, Calif.

Scott is six feet tall, weighs !90 pounds_ and has blond hair and

blue eyes. He is married to the former Ann Lurton Ott, daughter of Brig.

Gen. and Mrs. Isaac W. Ott (US/L_ retired), _ao live at 115 Lagos Ave.,

San AntoniO_ Tex. The Scotts have two children: a daughter, Tracy Lee, 2;

and a son_ William Douglas, born this year.

He has logged more than 2,300 hours flying tim% including nearly

2,100 hours in jet aircraft. Scott is a member of Tau Beta Pi s national

engineering society; Sigma Xi, national science research society; Sigma

Gamma Tau s and Sigma Chi.



CAPT. CLIFTON C. WILLIAMS JR._ (USMC)

Capt. Clifton C. Williams Jr._ stationed at Quantico, Va._ was born in

Mobile, Ala., September 26, 1932. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Clifton C.

Williams who reside at 115 Mohawk St., Mobile, and he attended Murphy High

School there.

Williams attended Spring Hill College from 1949 to 1951_ then transferred

to Auburn University where he completed his college work and was graduated

in 1954 with a bachelor of mechanical engineering degree. He entered the

Marines in August 1954. Williams is a graduate of the Navy Test Pilot

School at Patuxent_ Md._ and is currently a st mdent at the Marine Corps

Intermediate Staff and Command School at Quantico.

He is six feet ta!l_ weighs 187 pounds_ and has brown hair and

brown eyes. Williams is the only single astronaut selected for the NASA

programs to date.

Prior to his assignment to the Marine School_ he served at Patuxent

as the F-8 project officer_ A-4 project officer_ and short airfield

tactical support officer.

Williams has logged more than 1,800 hours flying time_ including

more than 1,300 hours in jet aircraft. He is a member of Sigma Chi,

Pi Tau Sigma_ national honorary mechanical society; Tau Beta Pi_

national engineering society; and an associate member of the Society of

Experimental Test Pilots.
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Houston, Texas, October 18, 1963 - Where do America's latest astronauts

come from? How do they compare with the Project Mercury astronauts and those

selected in 19627 Some of the answers follow.

The new astronauts were born in nine states, Italy and Hong Kong. Texas_

Ohio and New Jersey are states in which two of the group were born and

Illinois, Michigan, Iowa, Washington, Alabama and Pennsylvania furnished one

each. The fathers of the two born outside the United States were on foreign

military duty at the time of their birth.

The astronauts selected in 1959 were born in Colorado, Oklahoma, Ohio,

Indiana, New Jersey, New Hampshire and Wisconsin; and the group named in

September 1962 included two born in Ohio, two in Texas and one from California,

Pennsylvania_ Indiana_ Illinois, and Oklahoma.

The astronauts assigned to NASA's Manned Spacecraft Center were born

in 15 states and two foreign countries with the state of Ohio providing

five_ Texas, four_ New Jersey_ three; Illinois_ Pennsylvania, Oklahoma,

and Indiana, two_ and one each from Colorado, New Hampshire, Wisconsin,

California_ Michigan, Iowa, Washington, and Alabama.

Average age of the new group is 31. Those selected last year had

an average age of 32.5 and the average age of the Mercury astronauts was

34.5 at time of selection. The average weight of the new group is 162

pounds, heavier than the average weight of the 1959 selectees, 159 pounds;

and those selected last year, 161.5 pounds.

Although the latter two groups were permitted to be taller (six feet or

less) than the first group (five-feet 10-inches or less), the average height

of the three groups is remarkably close. The 1959 group's average height was

69.79 inches; the 1962 group, 69.94 inches; and the 1963 group, 70.1 inches.

There has been a natural decline in the total number of flying hours logged

by the respective groups due to the fact that they have been successively



younger. However, the average jet time logged by the three groups has been

about the same. The 1959 pilots selected had an average of more than 3,500

hours flying time, with 1,700 in jet aircraft; the 1962 selectees had

average flying time of 2_800 hours, including 1,900 in jets; and the new

group has logged an average of more than 2,300 with 1,800 in jet aircraft.

The importance of formal education is stressed, too, in comparative

figures. In the new group, three of the seven with only bachelor's degrees

are working toward master's degrees_ six have received master's degrees,

one of whom is working on a doctorate; and another has received his doctor

of science degree. Six of those in the 1962 group have bachelor's degrees

and the other three master's degrees. The first astronauts had an average

of 4.3 years formal college training, the 1962 group, 4.6 years; and the

1963 selectees, 5.6 years.

What part, if any, do genetics play in astronaut selection? Personnel

records indicate that a man with brown hair and blue eyes may have an

advantage in being selected as an astronaut. There are 19 of the 30

with brown hair, seven blonds, two red-heads, and one each with auburn

and black hair. Sixteen of the group have blue eyes; eight brown; three,

green; and three, hazel.

-30-
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SPECIAL TO THE COLUMBUS DISPATCH AND CITIZEN-JOURNAL, OHIO

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Air Force Captain Donn F. Eisele, one of the 14 new

astronauts named today by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

was born in Columbus and attended both West Junior High School and West Senior

High School there. His parents, Mr. and Mrs. Herman E. Eisele, live at 248

N. Murray Hill Road.

Eisele, 33, is married to the former Harriet Elaine Hamilton of Gnadden-

hutten, Ohio, and her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry D. Hamilton, reside in that

community at 156 Moravian Avenue SW. The Eise]es are now living at Kirtland

Air Force Base, New Mexico, with their three children: Melinda Sue, 9; Dorm

Hamilton, 7; and Matthew Reed, 2.

He is assigned as a flight commander and experimental test pilot at the USAF

Special Weapons Center at Kirtland. Eisele was graduated from the U. S. Naval

Academy in 1952 with a bachelor of science degree. He earned a master of

science degree in astronautics at the Air Force Institute of Technology at Wright-

Patterson AFB, Ohio, and is a graduate of the Air Force Aerospace Research

Pilot School.
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The announcement of the recruiting program for new astronauts

was made by Manned Spacecraft Center Houston, Texas, early in June.

With the selection today, MSC now has 30 astronauts assigned for the

Gemini and Apollo projects.

The group named today included seven volunteers from the Air

Fcr ce, four from the Navy, one from the Marine Corps, and two civilians.

In addition to Eisele, the Air Force men selected were Maj. Edwin E.

Aldrin, Jr., stationed at Houston, Texas; Capt William A. Anders,

also stationed at Kirtland AFB;a_d Capts. David R. Scott, Charles A.

Bassett II, Theodore C. Freeman, and Michael Collins, all assigned

at Edwards AFB, California. The Navy volunteers are Lt. Cmdr.

Richard F. Gordon, Jr., and Lt. Eugene A. Cernan, both assigned at

Monterey, California; Lt. Alan L. Bean, Cecil Field, Florida; and Et

Roger ]3. Chaffee, assigned at Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. The Marine

is Capt. Clifton C. Williams Jr., of Quantico, Va. The two civilians are

R. Walter Cunningham of Van Nuys, Calif., a research scientists for

Rand Corporation; and Russell L. Schweikart, a research scientists at

Massachusetts institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

The new astronauts will probably report for duty and start training

early in 1964, according to Astronaut Donald K. "Deke" Slayton,

coordinator of astronaut activities at Manned Spacecraft Center.

###_,_
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Special to the Albuquerque Journal and The Albuquerque Trib_me

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- October 18, 1963 - Two United States Air Force

Captains stationed at Kirtland Air Force Base, Donn F. Eisele and William A.

Anders were among the 14 new astronauts named today by the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration's Manned Spacecraft Center at Houston, Texas.

Eisele, 33, lives at 2059A Crossroads Place at Kirtland, with his wife

__arriet Elaine, and their three children: Melinda Sue, 9; Donn Hamilton, 7;

and Matthew Reed, g. He was born at Columbus, Ohio. He was graduated from

the U. S. Naval Academy with a bachelor of science degree in 1948, and received

a master of science degree in astronautics from the Air Force Institute of

Technology at Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, in 1960. He is also a 1962 graduate

of the Air Force Aerospace Research Pilot School. At Kirtland, Eisele has

served as a flight commander and experimental test pilot at the Special Weapons

Center.

Anders, 30, lives at 10420 Princess Jeanne NE in Albuquerque _iith his

wife, Valerie Elizabeth, and their three children, Alan Frank, 6; Glen Thomas 5;

and Gayle Alison, 3. He was born in Hong Kong where his father was on military

.ty at the time. He is a 1955 graduate of the U S. Naval Academy with a

bachelor of science degree, and earned a master of science degree in nuclear
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engineering at the Air Force Institute of Technology at Wright-Patterson

Air Force Base, Ohio. Anders has done additional graduate work at

Ohio State University. At Kirtland he has served as a nuclear engineer

and instructor pilot at the Air Force Weapons Laboratory

The announcement of the recruiting program for the new astronauts

was made by Manned Spacecraft Center early in June With the selection

today MSC now has 30 astronauts for the Gemini and Apollo Projects

The group named today included seven volunteers from the Air Force

four from the Navy, one from the Marine Corps, and two civilians. In

addition to Eisele andAnders, the Air Force men selected were Major

Edwin E. Aldrin, Jr., stationed at Houston, Texas; and Captains David

R. Scott, Charles A. Bassett II, Theordore C. Freeman, and Michael

Collins, all assigned at Edwards AFB, California. The Navy volunteers are

Lt. Cmdr. Richard F. Gordon, Jr. and Lt. Eugene A. Cernan, both

stationed at Monterey, California; Lt. Alan g. Bean, Cecil Field, Florida;

and Lt. Roger B. Chaffee, stationed at Wright-Patterson AFB. The

Marine ic Capt. Clifton C. Williams, Jr., of Quantico, Va. The two

civilians are R. Walter Cunningham of Van Nuys, California, a research

scientists for Rand Corporation; and Russell g. Schweickart, a research

scientists at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

The new astronauts will probably report for duty and start training

early in 1964, according to Astronaut Donald Ii. "Deke" Slayton, coordinator

of astronaut activities at Manned Spacecraft Cneter, and Chairman of the 1963

Astronaut Selection Committee.
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SPECIAL to The American, The News, The Sun-Times, and The Tribune, Chicago,

Illinois

HOUSTON, TEXAS, - Navy Lt. Eugene A. Cernan, 29, son of Mr. and

Mr. Andrew G. Cernan of 939 Marshall, Bellwood, Ill., was one of 14 new

astronauts named today by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's

Manned Spacecraft Center in Houston, Texas.

He was born in Chicago March 14, 1934, and received his high school

diploma from Proviso Township High School at Maywood in 1952. Cernan attended

Purdue University at West Lafayette, Ind., and was graduated in 1956 with a

bachelor of science degree in electrical engineering. He joined the Navy the

same year.

Since 1961 Cernanhas been a student at the U. S. Naval Post Graduate

· School at Monterey, Calif., and is currently a candidate for a master of science

degree in aeronautical engineering. Prior to his last assignment he was a

member of Attack Squadrons 126 and 113 at Miramar Naval Air Station, Calif.

He is six feet tall, weighs 175 pounds, and has brown hair and blue eye s.

He is married to the former Barbara Jean Atchley of Corpus Christi, Tex.

The Cernans live at 1410 Via Marettimo Way in Monterey with their daughter

Teresa Dawn, born this year.
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Cernan has logged more than 1, 400 hours flying time, including more

than 1, ZOO in jet aircraft. He is a member of Tau Beta Pi, national engineering

society.

The announcement of the recruiting program for new astronauts was

made by Manned Spacecraft Center early in June. With the selection today,

MSC now has 30 astronauts assigned for the Gemini and Apollo Projects.

The group named today included seven volunteers from the Air

F_ ce, four from the Navy, two civilians, and one Marine. In addition to

Cernan, they were: from the Air Force, Maj. Edwin E. Aldrin, Jr.,

stationed at Houston, Texas; Captains Williams A. Anders and Donn F.

Eisele, stationed at Kirtland Air Force, New ]_4exico; and Captains David

R. Scott, Charles A. BassettI, Theodore C. Freeman, and Michael

Collins, all stationed at Edwards Air Force Base, California. The Navy

volunteers are Lt. cmdr. Richard F. Gordon ]Kr. also assigned at Monterey,

California; Lt. Alan g. Bean, Cecil Field, Florida; and Lt. Roger B.

Chaffee, assigned to Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. The marine is Capt.

Clifton C. Williams, Jr. Quantico, Virginia. The two civilians are R

Walter Cunningham, Van Nuys, California, a :research scientist from the

Rand Corporation; and Russell g. Schweickart, a research scientists for

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

The new astronauts will probably report for duty and start training

early in 1964, according to Astronaut Donald Fi. _'Deke" Slayton, coordinator

for astronauts activities at Manned Spacecraft Center.
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SPECIAL to the Toyal Oak Tribune, Royal Oak, Michigan

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Air Force Captain Charles A. Bassett II, sone of

Mrs. Belle James Bassett, who resides at 4419 Goveland, Royal Oaks, was one

of 14 new astronauts named today by the National Aeronautics and Space Adrnini-

'ation's Manned Spacecraft Center in Houston, Texas.

Bassett, 31, who was born in Dayton, Ohio, is married to the former Jean

Marion Martin, of North Hollywood, California. They have two children: Karen

Elizabeth, 6; and Peter Martin, Z. They now live at Edwards, California. Bassett

is now serving in the Fighter Projects Office at Edwards Air Force Base an an

experimental flight test officer and engineering test pilot.

He attended Ohio State University from 1950 to 1952 and Texas Technological

College, Lubbock, Texas, from 1958 to 1960. tie was graduated from the latter

school with a bachelor of science degree in electrical engineering. Since 1960 he

has done graduate work at the University of Southern California. Bassett is also

a graduate of the Air Force's Aerospace Research Pilot School and Experimental

Test Pilot Course.
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The group named today included seven volunteers from the Air Force,

four from the Navy, one from the Marine Corps, and two civilians. In

addition to Bassett, they were: from the Air Force, Maj. Edwin E. Aldrin,

Jr., stationed at Houston, Texas; Captains William A. Anders and Donn

F. Eisele, stationed at Kirtland Air Force ]Base, N. Mexico; and Captains

David R. Scott, Theodore C. Freeman and Michael Collins, all stationed

at Edwards AFB, California. The Navy volunteers are Lt. Cmdr. Richard

F. Gordon, Jr. and Lt. Eugene A. Cernan, both assigned at Monterey,

California; Lt. Alan g. Bean, Cecil Field, Florida; and Lt. Roger B.

Chaffee, assigned to Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. The Marine is Capt.

Clifton C. Williams Jr. of Quantico, Va. The two civilians are R. Walter

Cunningham, Van Nuys, Calif., a research scientists for Rand Corporation

and Russell g. Schweickart, a research scientists for Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

The new astronauts will probably report for duty and start training

early in 1964, according to Astronaut Donald K. "Deke"Slayton, coordinator

for astronaut activities at Manned Spacecraft Center.

###
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SPECIAL to The New Philadelphia Times, New Philadelphia, Ohio

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- The son-in-law of a Gnaddenhutten couple was one of

14 new astronauts named today by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's

Manned Spacecraft Center in Houston, Texas . The new astronaut, Air Force Capt.

Donn F. Eisele, is married to the former Harriet Elaine Hamilton, daughter of

Mr. and Mrs. Harry D. Hamilton who reside at 156 MoravianAvenuw SW in

Gnaddenhutten.

Eisele, 33, was born in Columbus, Ohio, and is currently stationed at

KirtlandAFB, N. Mexico, where he has served as a flight commander and experi-

mental test pilot at the Air Force Special Weapons Center. The Eiseles live at

Kirtland with their three children, Melinda Sue, 9; Dorm Hamilton, 7; and Matthew

Reed, 2.

He was graduated from the U. S. Naval Academy in 1952 with a bache,lot

of science degree, and earned a master of science degree in astronautics at the

Air Force Institute of Technology, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. He is also a

graduate of the Air Force Aerospace Research Pilot School.
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The announcement of the recruiting program for new astronauts was

made by Manned Spacecraft Center early in June. With the selection today,

MSC now has 30 astronauts assigned for the Gemini and Apollo Projects.

he group named today included seven volunteers from the Air Force,

four from the Navy, one from the Marine Corps., and two civilians. In addition

to Eisele, the Air Force Men selected were Maj. Edwin E. Aldrin, Jr. , stationed

at Houston, Texas; Capt. William A. Anders, also stationed at Kirtland AFB,

and Captains David R. Scott, Charles A. Bassett II, Theodore C. Freeman, and

Michael Collins, all stationed at Edwards Air Force Base, California. The

Navy volunteers are Lt. Cmdr. Richard F. Gordon, Jr., and Lt. Eugene A.

Cernan, both stationed at Monterey, California; Lt. Alan g. Bean, Cecil Field,

Florida; and Lt. Roger B. Chaffee, assigned at Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.

The Marine is Capt. Clifton C. Williams Jr. of Quantico, Virginia. The two

civilians are R. Walter Cunningham of Van Nuys, California, a research

scientist at Rand Corporation; and Russell L. Schweickart, a research scientist

at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

The new astronauts will probably report for duty and start training

early in 1964, according to Astronaut Donald K. "Deke" Slayton, coordinator

of astronaut activities at Manned Spacecraft Center.
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SPECIAL to The San Bernardino Sun and The San t3ernardino Telegraph

HOUSTON, TEXAS - The son-in-law of a Hesperia couple, Air Force

Captain Charles A. I3assett, II, was one of 14 new astronauts named today by

the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's Manned Spacecraft Center

in Houston, Texas.

Bassett is married to the former Jean Marion Martin, daughter of Mr.

and Mrs. Wiley O. Martin of Hesperia.



B

i :::i'A' ,4 :::i,,i =
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

AFT , _.._._Hous'l:onh,_NNED
SPACECNTER_R __,. Texas_CE

WAlnut 8-Z811 MSC 63-188

Extension 3751 October 18, 1963

Special to the Monetrey, California Penninsula Herald

HOUSTON, TEXAS--Lt. Cmdr. Richard F. Gordon, Jr., 1106 Spruance

Road, and Lt. Eugene A. Cernan, 1410 Via Marettimo Way, both students at the

U. S. Naval Post Graduate School at Monterey, were among the 14 new astro-

nauts named today by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's

'anned Spacecraft Center in Houston, Texas.



mi lq'A' ,,4 mi ---NATIONALAERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

I_._NNE,SPACE[ _AFT__Uo.-.s":or._C TERlllm_____l. Texas
WAlnut 8-Z811 MSC 63-189

Extension 3751 October 18, 1963

Special to the Trenton Times and the Trentonian, in Trenton, New Jersey

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Russell g. Schweickart, son of Mr. and Mrs. George L.

Schweickart of 6 Eight Ave., Seagirt, N.J., was one of 14 new astronauts named

today by the National Aernnautics and Space Administration's Manned Spacecraft

Center in Houston, Texas

Schweickart, who will be 28 next Friday was born in Neptune, N. J. , October

25, 1935, lives at 4 Third Street, Lexington, Mass. He is a research scientist

at Massachusetts Institute of Technology. (NOTE TO EDITOR - Additional

information concerning this activity will be filed by _he wire service after

3:00 PM CST today)/

###
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

h,,NNEDSPACE[ _AFTl___--__uou**o-_C IFR__ , Texas
WAlnut 8-2811 MSC 63-190

Extension 3751 OctoBer 18, 1963

Special to the Newark News, The Star-Ledger, The Paterson Call and the Paterson News

HOUSTON, TEXAS - The parents of one of the 14 astronauts named today by

the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Air Force Maj. Edwin E. Aldrin,

Jr., live in Montclair. In addition, Mrs. Aldrin's parents live in Ho-Ho-Kus.

Aldrin, 33, is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin E. Aldrin, 180 Walnut, Montclair.

ey are currently at their summer home, 38 First Ave., Manasquan, N.J. Aldrin

was born in Glen Ridge, N.J.; He ismarried to the former Joan Ann Archer of

Ho-Ho-Kus, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Michael Archer who now reside at 50

Edgewood, there. (Note to Editor - Additional inforrra tion concerning this

activity will be filed by the wire service after 3:00 pm CST today).



J_E O_ _
ACTION: UC

MSC Houston· Texas INFO.: PRIORITY R
T

TYPEOF MESSAGE i' CLASSIFICATION

ACCOUNTING CLASSIFICATION [] SINGLE [] BOOK STANDARD FORM 14 REV. MARCH I 5, 1957

] GSA REGULATION 2 IX 20304MULTI-ADDRESS
J4-303

_.,sBLOC__RUSEDECO_UN_AT,ONSU._ TELEGRAPHIC MESSAGE
OFFICIAL BUSINESS

U. S. GOVERNMENT
I

MESSAGE TO BE TRANSMITTED (Use double spacing and ali capital letters) THIS COL. FOR AGENCY USE

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR MSC RELEASF.-191-63

_ NOR_IAY STREET

BOSTON · MASSACHUSETTS

and

GLOBE
135 MORRISSEY BOULEVARD

BO6TON ·MASS.

and

TFrR HEP._.T.n -_u-J

300 HARRISO_ AVE.

BO6TON · M_SS.

and

T-_. TRAV_r.RR

300 HARRISON AVE.
BOSTON · _SS. °z

o
FOR R_T.PJ_E AFTER _[:00 PM, CST, OCT. 18, 1963

GPRCIAL TO THE CHRISTIAN MONITOR, THE GLOBE, THE

_I{PuaJ_D,AND THE TRAV_r._.R

Houston, Texas, October 18, 19623 - Russell L.

Schweickart, who will be 28 next Friday· a research

scientist at Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

who lives at 4 Third Gtreet, in Lexington, was one

PAGE NO. NO. Of PAGES

of the 14 new astronauts maned today by the 1 2

NAME AND TITLEOF ORIGINATOR (Type) ORIGINATOR'S TEL.NO. DATE AND TIMEPREPARED
SECURITYCLASSIFICATION

J l certify that this message is Glacial business, is not personal, and is in the interest of the Government.
(Signatun_)

u · _o_£_M_r P_,NrI_G O_r,CE 19S90F--5138a0



INAME OF AG_tCY PRECEDENaE S

E
C

ACT_N: PRIORITY u
R

NASA NSC Houston, Texas ,,Fo: l
l

TYPEOF MESSAGE Y CLASSIFICATION

ACCOUNTING CLASSIFICATION [] SINGLE [] BOOK STANDARD FORM 14 REV. MARCH 15, 1957

J--'_ MULTI-ADDRESS GSA REGULATION 2 IX 203 0414-303

THisB,OCK_RUSEOFCO_UN_^T,ONSUN. TELEGRAPHICMESSAGE
OFFICIAL BUSINESS
U. S. GOVERNMENT

MESSAGE TO BE TRANSMITTED (Use double spacing and all capital letters) THIS COL. FOR AGENCY USE

-_ MSC RELEASE 191-63

National Aeronautics and Space Administration's

Manned Spacecraft Center in Houston, Texas. He was

b_n in Neptune, New Jersey, and his parents,

Mr. and Mrs. George L. Schweickart, live at 6 Eighth

&_nue, Seagirt, N. Jersey.

(NOTE TO EDITOR - Additional information cancerning

this activity will be filed by the wire service

I ,. after 3:00 PM CST today). _' J

g

PAGE NO. NO. Of PAGES

22

NAME AND TITLEOF ORIC._I_TOR (T_._ ORIGINATOR'S TEL.NO. DATE AND TIMEPREPARED

-- /. i,_. _ _// .,_ SECURITYCLASSIFICATION

J l certify that this message is official business, is not personal, and is in the interest of the Government.
IS_jnature)

u s COVE_NMFNTP_Nr'_G OFFICE 1_59OF S1_800



NAME OF AGB,4CY PRECEDI_ICE

^eTON: PRIORI'r¥

NASA MASC Houston Texas _NFO.:
TYPE OF MESSAGE CLA$S[FICATJON

ACCOUNTING CLASSIFICATION [] SINGLE [] BOOK TANDARD FORM I 4 REV. MARCH I 5, 1957

_] MULTI-ADDRESS GSA REGULATION 2 IX 203.0414-303

_.,s.Loc._o_u. oFCO_UN<AT,ONSUN'T TELEGRAPHICMESSAGE
omc,^, Bus.N..
u. s.GOVE.NMf.T

MESSAGE TO BE TRANSMITTED (Use double spacing and all capital letters) THIS COL. FOR AGENCY USE

THE LOS ANGELES EXAMINER MSC RELEASE-192-63

1111 S. BMOADWAY

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

And

T_R LOS ANGELES HERALD & EXPRESS

1111 S. BROADWAY

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

and

THE LOS ANG_._ MIRROR ,_

145 S. 6PRING STREET _

LOS ANG_.P-_, CALIFORNIA

THE LOS ANGELES TIMES
202 WEST FIRST STREET

LOS ANGRT.RS, CALIFORNIA z°
o

FOR pRT.EASE AFTER _:00 PM, CST, OCT 18, 1963

SPECIAL TO THE EXAMINER, HERALD & EXPRESS, MIRROR AND

TIMES

Houston, Texas, October 18, 1963 -A civilian frce

Van Nuys and four Air Force captains stationed at

Edwards Air Force Base were among the 14 new astronauts

named today by the National Aeronautics and Space PAGENO.1 NO2OFrAGES

NAME AI_JJ_i_jORIGINATOR {Type] ORIGINATOR'S TEL. NO. DATE AND TIME PREPARED

SECURITY CLASSIFICATION

l ceftin/ fi_at this message is official business, is not personal, and is in the interest of the Government.
(Signature)

u · CC_NM_N_ _ NTIhG OFFICE 19_90F--513800



-_I,,IAMF OF AGB',ICY PRECEDIENCE SE

NASA MSC Houston Texas ,NFO.:PRIORITY T
TYPE OF MESSAGE I' CLASSIFICATION

ACCOgNTJNG CLASSIFICATION [] SINGLE [] BOOK STANDARD FORM I _ REV. MARCH I 5, 1957

AULTI-ADDRFS$ GSA REGULATION 2-1X-203 0414-303

_,s,LOCK_ORUSFOECO_UN_AT,ONSgN,T TELEGRAPHICMESSAGE
OFFICIAL BUSINESS

U. S. GOVERNMENT

MESSAGE TO BE TRANSMITTED (Use double spacing and all capital letters) THIS COL. FOR AGENCY USE

MSC RELEAS__192-63

Administration at a news conference here today.

R. Walter Cunningham, a research scientist for

Rand Corporation, lives at 6640 Rubio Ave. His parents

Mr. and Mrs. Walter W. Cunningham, reside at 1022

_owita Place in Venice, where Cunningham attended

high school. _9

The new astronauts, now assigned to Edwards, are

Captains Charles A. Bassett II, 6848 Lindbergh; Michael

Collins, 6766 Rickenbacker Drive; Theodore C. Freeman,

6757 Rickenbacker Drive; and David R. Scott, 107 16th 5

Street. o

(NOTE TO EDITOR - Additional information concerning

this activity will he filed by the wire services

after 3:00 PM CST today).

PAGE NO. NO. OF PAGES

NAME AND TITLE OF ORIGINATOR {T_] ORIGINATOR'S TEL. NO. DATE AND TIME PREPARED

· ! SECURITY CLASSIFICATION

J l certi_, that this message is omciol business, is not personal, and is in the interest of the Government.
_Sig_atum)

u · CO_E_N_F_' p_ NTiNG OFFICE 19S90_--51_800



4 I

I N,_.TEOFAOS',ICy PRECEDENCE SE

ACTION: UC

[_lt-.SA _C 1RrOtlStOZ2, Texas INFO.: DRTC)D. Tq'y_ !
TYPE OF MESSAGE Y CLASSIFICATION

ACCOUNTING CLASSIFICATION
L_J SINGLE LJ BOOK STANDARD FORM 14 REV, MARCH 15, 1957

MULTI-ADORESS GSA R_GULATION 2 IX-203.0414-303

THIS BLOCK FOR USE OF COMMUNICATIONS UNIT

TELEGRAPHICMESSAGE
OFFICIAL BUSINESS

U. S. GOVERNMENT

MESSAGE TO BE TRANSMITTED (Use doubte spacing and all capital leffers) ?'HIS COL. FOR AGENCY USE

SAN DIEGO TRIBUNE MSC RELEASE-Z93-63
UNION-TRIBUNE BUILDING

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA

and

THE SAN DIEGO UNION

UNION-TRIBUNE BUILDING

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA

FOR P_T._SE AFTER 3:00 PM CST, Oct 18, 1963

SPECIAL TO THR SAN DIEGO TRIBUNE AND SAN DIEGO UNION -_

j Houston, Texas, October 18, 1963 - The parents

of two of the 14 astronauts named today by the National _

Aeronautics and Space Administration, Air Force Captain_

David R. Scott and Willi_ A. _nders, live in La Jolla _
0

and La Mesa, resgectively. In addition, Mrs. Anders'

parents live in Lemon Grove.

Scott is the son of Brig. Gen. and Mrs. Tom W,

ScOtt (U_,F retired), 8438 Paseo Del Ocaso in La Jolla.

Andere is the son of c_mdr, and Mrs. Arthur F. Anders,

I_N retired), 4602 Resmar Dr., La Mesa. He is married

to the former Valerie Elizabeth Hoard, whole parents, "AGE_ NO.OF"^GES
i 2

NAME AND TITLEOF ORIGINATOR (Type) ORIGINATOR'S TEL NO ATE AND TIME PREPARED

SEC URII_' CLASSIFICATION

I certify that this message is of_ciai business, is not personal, and is in the interest of the Government.

(Signature]

u s GO%_N_NT P_INTING OFFICE 1959 OF _13800



I NAME OF AGE,ICY PRECEDB_ICE S

E
C

ACTION: U

NASA MSC, Houston, Texas INFO PRIORITY R
TYPEOF MESSAGE CLASSIFICATION

ACCOUNTING CLASSIFICATION [] SINGLE [] BOOK STANDARD FORM 14 REV MARCH iS, 1957

[] MULTI-ADDRESS GSA REGULATION 2.1X.20304
1_, 303

TH,S.LOC.FORUSEOFCO_UN_AT_NSUN. TELEGRAPHICMESSAGE
OmClA'.USINESS

U. S. GOVERNMENT

MESSAGE TO BE TRANSMITTED {Use double spacing and all capital letters) THIS COL. FOR AGENCY USE

MSC RELEASE-193-63

Mr. and Mrs. Henry G. Hoard, live at 2481 Bonita in

Lemon Grove.

(NOTB TO EDITOR: Additional information concerning

this activity will be file_ by the wire services after

3:00 PM CST today).

g

PAGE NO. NO, Of PAGES

NAME AND TITLEOF ORIGINATOR (Type) ORIGINATOR'S TEL,NO. DATEAND TIMEPREPARED

/ \_ '"_ SECURITYCLASSIFICATION

J l certify that this message is official business, is not personal, and is in the interest of the Government.
(SignofiJre)

u · CO_£RN_F_.TP_NT,NGOrFIC_ 1959Or si]aaa



JNAME ()F_ PRECEDENCE

ACTION:

MSC, Houston, Texas IN_. PRIORITY
'J%'PEOF MESSAGE CLASSIFICATION

ACCOUNTING CLASS_ICATION [] SINGLE [] 8OOK S'[ANDARD FORM I 4 REV. MARCH 15, 1957

] MULThADDRESS GSA REGULATION 2-IX 2030414 303
THIS BLOCKFORUSEOF COMMUNICATIONS UNIT

TELEGRAPHICMESSAGE
OFFICIAL BUSINESS

U. S. GOVERNMENT

MESSAGE TO BE TRANSMITTED (Use double spacing and oil capital letters) THIS COL. FOR AGENCY USE

SAN ANTONIO NEWS MSC RELEASE-X94-63
AVE_G_ E AND T_IRD STREET

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

and

SAN ANTONIO EXPRESS

AVENUE E AND THIRD STREET

SAN ANTONIO,

and

SAN ANTONIO LIGHT
420 BROADLY

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS o

J FOR RELEASE AFTER 3:00 PM, CST, October 18, 1963

SPECIAL TO THE SAN ANTONIO NEWS, EXPRESS AND LIGHT

HOUStOn, Texas, October 18, 1963 - Air Force

Captain David R. Scott, who was born in San Antonio, o

was one of 14 new astronauts named today by the NatiOn;L1

Aeronautics and space Administration, in Houston, Texa_ .

He is married to the for_er Ann Lurton Ott, daughter c

Brig. Gen. and Mrs. Isaac W. Ott (USAF retired), 115

Lagos Ave., San Antonio°

(NOTE TO EDITOR: Additional informatiOn concerning

PAGE NO. NO. OF PJi,_Sthis _9_ivity will be filed by the wire services 1
NAME AND TITLEOF ORIGINATOR [Type) ORIGINATOR'S TEL.NO, DATE AND TIME PREPARED

SECURITYCLASSIFICATI_

J l certify that this message is official business, is not personal, and is in the interest of the Government.
(Signature)

u s aa_M;Nt _,NrlNa OF_IC£ 'gS_ OF _l]B00



I _E'OF AGI_ICY INFO.: PRECEDENCE S

ACTION: C

NASA MSC, Houston, Texas PRIORITY R
TYPEOF MESSAGE CLASSIFICATION

ACCOUNTING CLASSIFICATION [] SINGLE J J BOOK iTANDARD FORM 14 REV MARCH 15, 1957

] GSA REGULATION 2 IX-20304MULTI-ADDRESS
14 303

T.,s,_ocKFOR.sEOECO'._U._AT,ONSUN,T TELEGRAPHICMESSAGE
OFFICIAl. BUSINESS
U. S. GOVERNMENT

MESSAGE TO BE TRANSMITTED (Use double spacing and all capital letters) THIS COL. FOR AGENCY USE

MSC _.T.I_-ASE-19_-G3

after 3t00 PM CST today).

2

o

PAGE NO. NO. Of: PAGES

22
NAME AND TITLEOF ORIGINATOR (Type) ORIGINATOR'S TEL. NO. DATE AND TIMEPREPARED

._--_'/.-V)_ SECURITY CLASSIFICATION

J l certify If,at this message is official business, is not personal, and is in the interest of the Government.
(Signotum)



J NAME OF AG6NCY PRECEDL:NCE S

E
C

ACTION: U

NASA MSC, Houston, Texas _Nm: PRIORITY R
T

'P(PEOF MESSAGE Y CLASSIFICATION

ACCOUNTING CLASSIFICATION [] SINGLE [] BOOK STANDARD FORM J4 REV, MARCH 15, 1957

J_J MULTI-ADDRESS GSA REGULATION 2-1X-203 0414 303

_,sBLOCK_O.USEOFCO_UN_^T,O.SUN. TELEGRAPHICMESSAGE
OFFICIAL BUSINESS

U. S. GOVERNMENT

MESSAGE TO BE TRANSMITTED (Use double spacing and all capita[ letters) THIS COL. FOR AGENCY USE

THE ATLAntA JOURNAL MSC RELEASE-lO5-63

10 FORS_rH STREET

ATLANTA, GEORGIA

and

THE ATLANTA CONSTITUTION
10 FORSYTH STREET

ATLANTA, GEORGIA

FOR pRT.R_SE AFTER 3:00 PM, CST, OCTOBER 18, 1963

SPECIAL TO _ ATLANTA JOURNAL AND ATLANTA CONSTITUTIO! -_

Houston, Texas, October 18, 1963- Russell L.

I .o
Scweickart, a research scientist at Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, who is married to the former

Clare Grantham Whitfield, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 5z

o
Randolph Whitfield, 2540 Dellwood Drive NW, Atlanta,

was one of 14 new astronauts named today by the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration in

HOUSton, Texas.

(NOTE TO EDITOR: Additional information concerning

this activity will be filed by the wire services

after 3: 00 PM, CST today). PAGE_O

1 _. of"AGES
NAME AND TITLE(_ORIGINATOR (Type) ORIGINATOR'S TEL.NO. )ATE AND TIME PREPARED

certify that this me'ssage is omcial business, is not personal, and is in the interest of the Government.

(Signature)

u s ¢,OVERNMFNT_ N_,NGO_FmCE1959Or S_3800



I NAME OF AGB_CY PRECEDIShlCE ES

ACTION: C

NASA MSC, Houston, Texas ,NFO PRIORITY
T

TYPE OF MESSAGE Y CLASSIFICATION

ACCOUNTING CLASSIFICATION [] SINGLE J J BOOK STANDARD FORM 14 REV. MARCH 15, 1957

MULTI-ADDRESS GSA REGULATION 2.1X-203 0414 303

T.,$B,OCK_o..SEOFCO_U._AT,ONSUN,T TELEGRAPHICMESSAGE
OFFICIAL BUSINESS

i U.S. GOVERNMENT
i

MESSAGE TO BE TRANSMITTED (Use double spacing and all capitaJ Letters) THIS COL. FOR AGENCY USE

SEATg_.R TIMES MSC RET.R_SE-196-63

FAIRVIEW AVE_JE [¢ORTH AND JOHN STREET

SEATTLE, WAGHINGTON

and

SEAT'fLE POST__INTELL IGENCER
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

FOR RRT.EABE AFTER 3:00 PM CST, OCTOBER 18, 1963

SPECIAL TO TR_ SEATTLE TIMES AND SEATTLE POST-INT_.?.LI-
GENCER

Houston, Texas, October 18, 1963 - Navy Lt. Cmdr. 2
om

J Richard F. Gordon Jr., son of Mrs. Richard F. Gordon,

7336 17th St. NE, Seattle, who is married to the former

Barbara Jean Field, whose parents, Mr. and Mrs. Chester k

W. Field, who live near Freeland, was one of 14 new o°

astronauts named today by the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration in Houston, Texas, today.

(_ TO EDITOR= Additional information concerning thil

activity will be filed by the wire services after

3=00 PM CST today).

PAGE NO. NO. OF PAGES

1!
NAME AND TITLE OF ORIGINATOR (Type) ORIGINATOR'S TEL. NO. DATE AND TIME PREPARED

f

i _.,_-- SECURITY CLASSIFICATION

certi{y that this message is official business, is not personal, and is in the interest of the Government.

(Signature)



NAME OF AG_ICY PRECEDI_dCE ES

ACTION: UC

NASA MSC, Houston, Texas ,N_.: PRIORITY ,_
TYPEOF MESSAGE T CLASSIFICATION

'ACCOUNTING CLASSIFICATION [] SINGLE [] BOOK STANDARD FORM 14 REV MARCH 15, 1957

] MULTI-ADDRESS GSA REGULATION 2 IX 203.0414-303

THIS .LOCK FORUSE OF COMMUNICATIONS UNIT TELEGRAPHIC MESSAGE

OFFICIAl. BUSINESS
U. S. GOVERNMENT

MESSAGE TO BE TRANSMI'rrED (Use double spacing and all capital letters) THIS COL. FOR AGENCY USE

NEW HAVEN REGISg_ER M_C _F.LEASE-197-63

367 ORANGE STREET

NEW HAVEN, COI%_ECTICUT

and

NEW HAVEN JOURNA_-COURI_R
367 ORANGE STREE_

NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT

FOR p_.R%SE AFTER 3:00 PM, CST, OCTOBER 18, 1963

SPECIAL TO THE REGISTER AND THE JOURNAL-COURIER

Houston, Texas, October 18, 1963 - Air Force
I

Captain Theodore C. Freeman, who is married to the

former Faith Dudley Clark, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.

Walter E. Clark Jr., Grassy Hill Road, Orange, was one

o
of the 14 new astronauts named today by the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration at Houston, Texas

(NOTE TO EDITOR= Additional information concern_

this activity will be filed by the wire services

after 3:00 PM, CST, today).

PAGE NO.1 NO. OF1PAGES

NAME AND TITLEOF_IJ_GINATOR [Type} ORIGINATOR'S TEL.NO, DATEAND TIMEPREPARED

Ss UR..

I certify that this message is official business, is not personal, and is in the interest of the Government.
(S._nature)

u · GC)V_NMFNr P_NTN_ O?_ICE I_SgOf Sl3800



NAME OF AGENCY ACTION: PRECED_CE
5u_%SAMSC, Houston, Texas NfO: PRIORITY

TYPEOF MESSAGE CLASSIFICATION

ACCOUNTING CLASSIFICATION [] SINGLE [] BOOK ,TANDARD FORM 14 REV. MARCH 15, 1957

_ MULTI-ADDRESS GSA REGULATION 2-1X-2030414-303

T_,S..ocK_o_USEGECO.-_UN.:AT,ONSUN,T TELEGRAPHICMESSAGE
OFFICIAL BUSINESS
U. S.GOVERNMENT

I
MESSAGE TO BE TRANSMITTED (Use double spacing and all capital letters) THIS COL. FOR AGENCY USE

i,.-

DELAWARE STATE NEWS _C RELEASE-100-63

10 NORTH STREET

DOVER, DELAWARE

FOR RELEASE A__I'ER 3:00 PM, CST, OC'I_I:;ER 18, 1963

SPECIAL TO Tm D_LAWAP_ STATE NEWS

Houston, Texas, October 18, 1963 - Air Force

Captain Theodore C. Freeman, son of _. and Fxs. John

Freeman, who live near Lewes, was one of the 14 new

astronauts named today by the National AeronauticsI
and Space Administration today in Houston, Texas.

(NOTE TO EDITOR: Additional information concerning

this activity will be filed by the wire services
O

after 3:00 PM, CST, today).

PAGE NO. Ne. OF PAGES

11
O_JGINATO_R(Type) ORIGINATOR'S TEL.NO. DATE AND TIMEPREPAREDNAME AND TITLEOF

SECURITYCLASSIFICATION

l certify that this message is official business, is not personal, and is in the interest of the Government.
(Signature)

u _ COV_Rn_F_' _ _rl_,C OFFCE 1959OF--513800



J I.IAMEOFAGENCY PRECEDENCE

ACTION:

NASA MSC, Houston, Texas ,Nm. PRIORITY

TYPE OF MESSAGE CLASSIFICATION

ACCOUNTING CLASSIFICATION [_ SINGLE [] BOOK STANDARD FORM I e. REV. MARCH 15, 1957

[] MULTI-ADORiESS GSA REGULATION 2 IX 203.04
14-303

_.,s.LOCK_ORUSEOrCO_UN_T_)NSUN. TELEGRAPHICMESSAGE
OFFICIAL BUSINESS

U. S. GOVERNMENT

MESSAGETO BETRANSMITTED(Use double spacing and ali capital letters) THIS COL.FORAGENCYUSE

FORT WORTE PRESS MSC RRT,EASE-199-63

FORT Tr3OR'I_.,, T. ,_

and

FORT WORTH STAR-T_,-T.EGRA/4

SEVENTH AND TAYLOR STREETS

FORT WORTH, TEXAS

and

DAI'.T ._, NEWS

DAli,AS, TEXAS __

and

o i
J ]D,AT,T._S T_LMI_g-I-IER_T.D

W_.RALD SQUAP_

D_T.T_.S, TEXAS

FOR _RT.R%SE AFr_'.R 3:00 PM, CST, OCTOBER 18, 1963

SPECIAL TO _ FORT WORTH PRESS AND STAR-T_.T.EGRAM: °o

AND DALLAS NEWS ._ND TIMES-HERALD

Houston, Texas, October 18, 1963 - Navy Lt. Alan

L. Bean, son of Mr. and Mrs. Arnold H. Bean, 3100

Bellaire Drive West, was one of the 14 new astronauts

named by the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-

tration in Houston today. He is married to the

former Sue Ragsdale, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. PAGE_. NO._PAOES1

4AME AND TI_E OF ORIGINATOR (T_) ORIGINATOR'S TEL. NO. ATE AND TIME PREPARED
SKURtTY CLASSIFICATION

ce_i_ _at _is message is o_cial business, is not personal, and is in the in,rest of the Govemmem.

(Sigr_re)

u s C,OV_RNMFNf p,_INr NG OFFIC£ 1959 OF--513800



_U_EOFAG_CY PRECEDENC_ S
ACTION: UC

I _ASA MSC , Houshon, Texas ,NFO.: PRIORITY R
TYPEOF MESSAGE CLASSIFICATION

ACCOUNTING CLASSIFICATION [] SINGLE [] BOOK ,TANDARD FORM 14 REV. MARCH 15, J957

] MULTI-ADDRESS GSA REGULATION 2.1X.203 0414-303I

!_.,s.LOCKFO.USEO_CO_UN_^TtONSUN_ TELEGRAPHICMESSAGE
OFFICIAL BUSINESS

U. S. GOVERNMENT

MESSAGE TO BE TRANSMITTED (Use double spacing and oll capital letters) THIS COL. FOR AGENCY USE

MSC RELEASE-! 9.g-6 3

Edward B. Ragsdale, 6914 Hyde Park Drive, Dallas.

(NOTE TO EDITOR: Additional information concerning

this activity will be filed by the ware services after

3:00 PM, CST, today).

g

PAGE NO. NO. OF PAGES

22

NAME AND TITLEOF O,RI_AT RrQ_ype) ORIGINATOR'S TEL. NO. DATE AND TIMEPREPARED

.r..._.._j z:-" SECUR,_CLASS,F,CAT,C_

J l certify that this message is official business, is not personal, and is in the interest of the Government.
(Signafune)

U 5 GO_E_NMFNr P_INTING OFFICE 1959 OF 513800



I NAME OF AGENCY PRECEDENCE

ACTION:

_.A&A ;._JSC,Houston, _axas _NEO.:PRIORITY
TYPEOF MESSAGE CLASSIFICATION

ACCOUNTING CLASSIFICATION _] SINOLE [] BOOK STANDARD FORM 14 REV. MARCH 15, 1957
MULTI-ADDRESS GSA REGULATION 2-1X-203 04

14-303

T.,s.LOCK_o.USEOrCO._.N_:AT,ONSUN,. TELEGRAPHICMESSAGE
OFFICIAL BUSINESS

U, S. GOVERNMENT

MESSAGE TO BE TRANSMITTED (Use double spacing and all COl:,ital letters) THIS COL. FOR AGENCY USE

BAYTO_'._ S!_g MSC RELEASE-200-63

BAYTO_, TEFJ%S

FOR I_IL'l'.l;'.i_Sl_.AFTER 3:_0. PM, CST, OCTOBER 18, 1963

SPECIAL TO THE BAYTO_N SUN

Houston, Texas, October 18, 1963 -Navy Lt.

Eugene A. Cernan, one of the 14 new astronauts named

today by the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis- __
_9

tration in Houston, is married to the former Barbara

J Jean Atchley of Cozqpus Christi, daughter of Mrs. o

Jackie Mae Atchley who lives at 112 John A Street,

(NOTE TO EDITOR- Additional information concerning o

this activity will be filed by the wire services

after 3-00 PM, CST, today).

PAGE NO. NO. OF PAGES

1
._EA._t,._EO_O.._.._TO._._._... O.,O,.AtO.STELNO °ATEANO.,MEP.E.A._O

_--'_ i_ECU.,.*C_S,.,C_T,O.

J l certify that this message is Glacial business, is not personal, and is in the interest of the Government.
(Signature)

u s _OVerN_qFN_ Pr,NTI_GOFF,C[ I_S90F--S_3800



I NAME OF AGE,ICY I_ECEDF.NaE S

ACTION: C

NASA MSC, HO_TON, TE_A_ ,NEO., PRIO_'ITY R
TYPEOF MESSAGE CLASSIFICATION

ACCOUNTING CLASSIFICATION [] SINGLE [] BOOK STANDARD FORM J4 REV. MARCH iS, 1957

] MULTI-ADDRESS GSA REGULATION 2 IX 2030414-303

_,sE,ocK_ORUSEGECO_UN_-,T,ONSUN,, TELEGRAPHICMESSAGE
OFFICIAL BUSINESS

U. S. GOVERNMENT
I

MESSAGE TO BE TRANSMITTED (Use double spacing and all capital letters) THIS COL. FOR AGENCY USE

FA!RBORFT HERALD ME,C R_L_SE-2 01-63

FAIRBORN, OHIO

and

DAYTON NEWS

FOURTH AND LUDLOW STREETS

DAYTON, OHIO

and

DAYTON JOURNAL--HER_T.r_ -T

DAYTON, OHI0

j FOR RELEASE AFTER 3:00 PM, CST, OCTOBER 18, 1963 i

SPECIAL TO THE FAIRBORN HERALD AND DAYTON NEWS AND

JOURNAL-HERALD

Houston, Texas, October 18, 1963 - Navy Lt. _>
Z

Roger B. Chaffee, who lives at 1960 Redstone Drive, o

Fairborn, was one of the 14 new astronauts named today

by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration

in Houston, Texas.

(NOTE TO EDITOR_ Additional information concerning

this activity will be filed by the wire services

after 3:00 PM, _T, today).
PAGE NO. NO. OF PAGES

11

NAME AND TITLEOF_),_,._i _ ORIGINATOR'S TEL.NO. DATE AND TIMEPREPARED

_"_ _ SECURITYCLASSIFICATION

J l certify that this message is official business, is not personal, and is in the interest of the Government.
(S/gnoture)

u s rOVE_NM[_ P_rNr,NC OFFICE 19S9 OF St]SO0



I NAMEOFAGa'K_' PRECEDENCE

ACTK_N:

NASA MSC, HOUSTON, TEXAS ,N_., PRIORITY
TYPE OF MESSAGE CLASSIFICATION

ACCOUNTING CLASSIFICATION [] SINGLE [] BOOK STANDARD FORM 14 REV. MARCH 15, 1957

J_ MULTI.ADORESS GSA REGULATION 2-1X-2030414 303

T.,s.LOCK_RUSEOE¢O_UN_)NSDN,T TELEGRAPHICMESSAGE
OFFICIAL BUSINESS

U. S. GOVERNMENT

MESSAGETO BETRANSMITTED(Usedouble spacing and all capital letters) THIS COL.FORAGENCYUSE

GRAND RAPIDS PRESS MSC RELEASE-202-63

20-24 E. FULTON STREET

GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

FOR pRT._,_E AFTER 3:00 PM, CST, OCTOBER 18, 1963

SPECIAL TO THE PL_;SS

Houston, Texas, October 18, 196:3 - Navy Lt.

Roger B. Chaffee, son of Mr. and Mrs. Donald L. =u9

. Chaffee, 3710 Hazelwood SW, was one of the 14 new

astronauts named by the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration in _ouston, Texas, t_ay.

(NOTE TO R_ITOR: Additional information concerning _z

o
this activity will be filed by the wire services

after 3:00 PM, CST, today).

PAGE NO. NO. Of PAGES

1, 1
NAME AND TITLE _)_%RIGINATOR (Type) ORIGINATOR'S TEL. NO. DATE AND TiME PREPARED

-, SECURITY CLASSIFICATION

certify that this message is official business, is not personal, and is in the interest of the Government.

_S.;gnalure)

u s COVE_.FNT _ NT,_O OF;,CE 1959 O_--S_SC0



I NAME OF AG_ICY PRECEDENCE s

E

ACTION: CU

NASA MSC, EOUSTOL_, TEXAS ,NFO: PRIORITY j R,T
TYPEOF MESSAGE Y CLASSIFICATION

ACCOUNTING CLASSIFICATION [] SINGLE [] BOOK STANDARD FORM 14 REV MARCH IS, 1957

] MULTI-ADDRESS GSA REGULATION 2 IX 203 0414-303

,_,s.Lock_ORUSEOFCO_U._AT,ONSUNtT TELEGRAPHICMESSAGE
omc,^LBUS,N.SS

U. S. GOVERNMENT

MESSAGE TO BE TRANSMITTED (Use double spacing and ali capital letters) THIS COL. FOR AGENCY USE

OKLAfi_ CITY OF/2_qOMAN _C RELEASE-203-63

OKLd%_ CITY, OKLAHOMA

and

OKLAHOMA CITY TIME

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA

FOR RELEASE AFTER 3:00 PM, CST, OCTOBER 18, 1963

SPECIAL TO THE OKLAH_ _ TIMES

Houston, Texas, October 18, 1963 - Navy Lt. _=

Roger B. Chaffee, who is married to 'the former ZA_rthaI I

Louise Horn, daughter of Mr_ and Mrs. HeP_fy W. Horn,

1801, Dorchester Place, is one of the ]4 ne%._ astronaut_

named today by the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration in Houston, Texas.

(NOTE TO EDITOR: Additional _nformation concerning

this activity will be filed by the wire servAces

after 3_00 PM, CST, today).

PAGE_i.NO. NO. OF1PAGES

NAME AND TII_?_F ORJGIN)a_._) ORIGINATOR'S TEL.NO. DATEAND TIME PREPARED

SECURITYCLASSIFICATION

J l certify that this message is off_ciaJ business, is not personal, and is in the interest of the Government.
(Signature)

u s CO_E_MFN' P_,Nr4_.¢OFF,CE ,959 OF S1_800



I NAME OF AGENCY PRECEDENCE s

E
C

ACTION: U

NASA MSC, HOUSTON, TE .%L%S ,NFO.: PRIO]_ ITY r
T

TYPEOF MESSAGE Y CLASSIFICATION

_CCOUNTING CLASSIFICATION [] SINGLE J J BOOK STANDARD FORM 14 REV. MARCH 15, 1957

J_J_-MULTI-ADDRESS GSA REGULATION 2-IX 203 0414 303

THIS BLOCK FORUSEOF COMMUNICATIONS UNIT

TELEGRAPHICMESSAGE
OFFICIAL BUSINESS
U. S. GOVERNMENT

MESSAGE TO BE TRANSMITTED (Use double spacing and all capital letters) THIS COL. FOR AGENCY USE

THE MOBILE PRESS MSC RELEASE-204-63

304 GOVERNMENT STREET

MOBILE, ALABAMA

and

THE MOBILE R....S._R

304 GOVERNMENT STF_EET

MOB ILE, ALABAMA

FOR PELEASE AFTER 3:00 PM, CST, OCTOBER 18, 1963

SPECIAL TO THE PRESS AND REGISTER __

Houston, To_as, October ]_, ]963 - Marine Capt.

J Clifton C. Williams Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Clifton o

C. Williams, 115 Mohawk St., was one of 14 new astro-

nauts named today by the National Aeronautics and

_pace Administration in Houston, Texas. o

(NOTE TO RDITOR: Additional infornwut._on concerning

this activity will be filed by the wire services

after 3:00 PM, CST, today).

PAGE NO. NO. OF PAGES

z
NAME AND TITLEOF ORIGINATOR {Type} ORIGINATOR'S TEL. NO. DATE AND TIME PREPARED

certify that this messbge is official business, is not personal, and is in the interest of the Government.

(Signature)

u s COVErNmFNT_r Nr,nG OeelCe I_s9 OF 513ao0



NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

MANNEDSPACE[RAFTNTER 1. Texas
WAlnut 8-2811 MSC 63-205

Extension 3751 October 24, 1963

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- NASA Manned Spacecraft Center contracting officials

have requested proposals for hauling and crating services for the Center's various

locations.

The proposed contract will cover MSC_s major move during February and

l%_arch, 1964 from temporary quarters in Houston to the new permanent site at

Clear Lake. It will also cover services between the Clear Lake site, Ellington

Air Force Base and the leased temporary facilities.

The industry proposals are to be submitted i:n two parts. Part one covers

the daily hauling of office equipment, scientific apparatus, supplies and materials

and Part two will cover the major move.

At the time of the major move, it is estimated that nearly 13, 000, 000 pounds

of equipment, machinery, tools, furniture, supplies and materials will be trans-

ported into Clear Lake and to tEllington AFB.

The proposal calls for a fixed-price type of contract and was initiated by

MSC's Logistics Division. It will remain in operation for 12 months beginning

after December 10, 1963.

dg



NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

MAHHED SPACECRAFT._,,.,/_t/:__-__._._ HoustonENTE
WAlnUt8-2811 MSC 63-2o5
Extension 3575 Oct. 23_ 1963

i

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Faith 7, the Mercury spacecraft flown by Astronaut

Leroy Gordon Cooper in his earth circling 22 orbit flight will be on

display October 31 through November 3 at Indianapolis, Indiana.

The four day stop in Indianapolis i_ the fifth of 50 state capitol

visits that NASA has scheduled for Cooper's spacecraft. Close to
°.

1,200,000 persons have already seen the spacecraft since it began this

cross country tour in Cooper's home-state of Oklahoma.

Faith 7, its outer metal skin scorched from the searing heat of

re-entry, will be on display in the State CapittolBuilding.

._)aidthe spacecraft may be

J

viewed , .i

(dates to be announced by the governor).

The NASA Manned Spacecraft Cemter at Hous±.on,Texas_ has set Faith ?

on a stand which permits easy viewing of the inside of the spacecraft.

A section of the base of the heat shield and _ortions of the outer skin

have been cutaway permitting the first public look at the inner structure

of a Mercury spacecraft.

- more -
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Msc63-2o5

The spacecraft -inside and out - is exactly as it was when it

splashed down into the Pacific near Midway Island on May 16, 1963.

Nothing has been changed. The spacecraft shingles - its outer skin made

of a new metal rene' 41 - shows the effects of the 1,O00 degree heat

which blanketed the spacecraft during re-entry into earth's atmosphere.

t
The heat shield - a m_xture of glass fibers and resin - at the base of

the spacecraft withstood maximum temperatures ,of3,000 degrees farenheit

when Cooper directed Faith 7 on its return to earth.

Also on display with the spacecraft are the cameras Cooper carried and

the astronaut Survival Kit which rode on Faith 7's 546,185 mile earth-

circling flight. Samples of the food Cooper a_e during his day an& a half

in space will also be on display.

The 13 month tour, ending in the nation's capitol on November 1, 19_,

will cover appro_ately 20,000 miles, a distance Faith 7 covered in space

in approximately 80 _minutes.

· °
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I_IATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND ',SPACE ADMINISTRATION

AFT .
MANNED_cESPACEC_TER_ -,_B_i_'!l. Texas

WAlnut 8-2811 MSC63- Z06

Extension 3751 October 24, 1963

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- An advance notice of an invitation to bid on additional

facilities construction at the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center here has gone out

to contractors.

Puilders have been invited by the Corps of Engineers, Fort Worth District,

to submit proposals on construction having an approximate value of $6,000, 000.00.

The work will cover the following areas at the Center's Clear Lake site:

a. Construction of a Mission Simulation and Training Facility containing

54, 537 square feet. The building will house trainers and mission simulators,

a computer room, maintenance area and offices. The training building will contain

a high bay area approximately 60 feet tall.

Trainer and simulation equipment will be furnished under another

funding action.

b. An addition of approximately 8, g00 square feet to the Central Heating

and Cooling Plant which will contain one 60, 000-pound-per-hour steam boiler and

_two 2, 000-ton refrigeration units.

- rn0re -
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MSC 63-206

c. Expansion of the sewage treatment plant to permit treatment of 310, 000

gallons of raw sewage per day. The present facility has a 160, 000 gallon daily

capacity.

d. Extension of approximately Z, 000 feet of utility tunnels.

e. Expansion of the electrical distribution system.

f. The paving of 7.4 miles of roads.

g. The installation of storm drains, sidewalks and landscaping.

The total construction is to be completed within 15 months of contract award.

The Corps of ]_ngineers told contractors that the formal issuance of notice

to bid will be made November Z1, with opening of bids on or about December Z0.

Prime contractors are required to submit to a pre-qualification review

co be eligible to bid on the work, the Corps said. Data for pre-qualification

review must be submitted to the Corps' Fort Worth office by November 7.

A joint venture formed by contractors for the purpose of bidding on the

proposed construction will be considered, providing other requirements are

met.

The Corps also disclosed that firms interested as subcontractors or

suppliers need not be pre-qualified in order to furnish their bids to the prime

contractor.

dg
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 'ATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

FT H°''-'st°'''

W_qlnut 8- 2811 MSC 63- ZC7

Ex gension 3751 October 28, 1963

Photo Outline

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Au_ ,Apollo prototype space suit, developed for the

NASA Manned Spacecraft Center by l_iamiiton Star_.dard Division of United Aircraft

Corpozation and the International Latex Corporation, is worn by an MSC engineer

during tests at the Center.

Tl%e suit is used for research and development programs leading to the

design of an operational space suit for astronauts who will make the lunar landing.

Suit assembly includes the torso unit with integrated boot, helmet, and

quick disconnect gloves.

Plugs on the suit midriff are connectors supplying ventilation and pressuri-

zation to the space pilot. A communications outlet is attached to the helmet.

The pressure suit will be form fitting. It will be removed during certain

periods of the lunar flight and the pilots will replace it with garmets affording

greater comfort. Ease of donning is emphasized in design.

A back pack containing life support equipment will be added when the

_stronaut ventures from the Lunar Excursion Module for exploration of the

surface of the moon. dg
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V V,li ,4 ;I mi --_
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

RAFT, _.___Hous41:on

cMANNEDSPACENTERi/iii  :, i, Texas
WAlnut 8-2811 MSC 63-208

Extension 3751 October 28, 1963

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- The NASA Manned Spacecraft Center has named Edwin

Samfield as Chief of the Engineering Division in the Center's Office of Technical and

Engineering Services.

As Engineering Division Chief, Samfield will be responsible for providing

general engineering support to ali groqos at the Center.

Before joining the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, he was

employed with Hamilton Standard Division of the United Aircraft Corporation at

Windsor Locks, Connecticut.

Samfield also was an employee of the Lewis P. esearch Laboratory of the

National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics in Cleveland, Ohio.

He graduated from the University of Texas in 1943 with a bachelor of science

degree in mechanical engineering, and has nearly 20 years of experience in the

fields of equipment design and test in the aerospace industry.

He is a native of Port Arthur; is married and has one son.

Samfield temporarily resides at Portofino Villa, Houston.

dg
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

MANNEDSPACECRAFT,.____Ho.s.o._C E TER_:, __l, Te x a s
WAlnut 8-2811 MSC 63- 209

Extension 3751 October 28, 1963

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Approximately 30 NASA Manned Spacecraft Center

employees, including the astronauts, moved from Houston into two rehabilitated

buildings at EllingtonAir Force Base over the week end.

The move was another in a series of realignments which will culminate

with the major move to the permanent site in February and March 1964.

At that time over Z, 000 employees, equipment, furniture and office

supplies will be relocated. MSC will completely occupy the Clear Lake facility

by July 1, 1964.

The rehabilitated buildings will serve as office space for the astronauts

until their facility at Clear Lake is completed. When they leave Ellington,

other MSC employees housed at the base will occupy the offices.

Current planning calls for continued MSC occupancy of some Ellington

facilities.

dg
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I',,LATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

MANNEDSPACE[FT .... --ou ,or.ER 1.
WAlnut 8-2811 MSC 63-210

Extension 3751 October 28, 1963

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Martin A. Byrnes, Jr., Manager of Missions and

Operations Support at the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center, will address delegates

to the 56th Annual Milk Industry Foundation convention November 8 in Dallas.

Byrnes' speech, entitled "The Development of the United States Manned

Space Program," will review space flight from Project Mercury through the

nar landing program. He will talk before approximately 300 industry members.

Byrnes joined the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (predecessor

of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration) May 2, 1946 and was assigned

to the Langley Research Center in Virginia where he worked as a member of the

contracting staff.

He was on the Site Survey Team which participated in the selection of the

Houston area as permanent location for MSC. In September, 1961 he was appointed

as Site Manager in Houston acting for the Director until his arrival.

Byrnes also worked on the X-15 flight test program and Project Mercury.

He was born in Washington, D. C. in 1918. Byrnes holds a bachelor of

arts degree with a major in philosophy from St. Mary's University in Baltimore.

_He is a veteran of World War II. He entered the Army in1942 and was discharged

in 1946 with the rank of captain in the Corps of Engineers.

Byrnes is married and the father of two children.

dg
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

WAlnut8-28Ll MSC63 - 215
October 28, 1963

Extension 3575

HOUSTON, TEXAS - Faith 7, Mercury spacecraft flown by Astronaut Lo Gordon

Cooper in his earth circling 22 orbit flight last ¥_y will be on display

November 7 through November l0 in Columbus, Ohio.

The four day stop in Columbus is the fifth of 50 state capitol visits

that the National Aeronautics and Space Administration has scheduled for Cooper's

spacecraft. Close to 1j200,O00 persons have already seen the spacecraft since

it began its cross country tour in Cooper's home state of Oklahoma.

The NASA M._nnedSpacecraft Center at Houston, Texas¢ has set Faith 7 on

a stand which permits easy viewing of the inside of the spacecraft. A section

of the base of the heat shield and portions of the outer skin have been cut

away permitting the first public look at the inner structure of a Mercury

spacecraft.

The spacecraft - inside and out - is exactly as it was when it splashed

down into the Pacific near Midway Island on May 16, 1963. Nothing has been

changed. The spacecraft shingles - its outer skin made of a new metal rene' 41 -

shows the effects of the 1¢000 degree heat which blanketed the spacecraft during

¢'¢_'L' : .....

_ JUL_2 1979
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MSC 63-211

reentry into earth's atmosphere. The heat shield - a mixture of glass fibers

and resin - at the base of the spacecraft withstood maximum temperatures of

3,000 degrees farenheit when Cooper directed Faith 7 on its return to earth.

Also on display with the spacecraft are the cameras Cooper carried and

the astronaut Survival Kit which rode on Faith 7's, 546,185 mile earth-circling

flight. Samples of the food Cooper ate during his day and a half in space will '

also be on display.

The 13 month tour, ending in the nation's capitol on November l, 1964

will cover approximately 20,000 miles, a distance Faith 7 covered in space

in approximately 80 minutes.



NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

SPACECRAFT,,....-...,, ,
_' _.['I -4- i'Y_ Mt' G" _-'! - Z",:_

WAlnut 8-2811 NSC 63 ? 212 ."-_/b,-
Extension 3575 October_O_ 1963 ?

/

HOUSTON, TEXAS - Faith 7, Mercury spacecraft flown by Astronaut L. Cordon

Cooper in his earth circling 22 orbitflight last May will be on display

November 14 through November 17 in .FFra_ort, Kentucky.

The four day stop in Frankfort is the seventh of 50 state capitol visits

that the National Aeronautics and Space Administration has scheduled for

Cooper's spacecraft. Close to l,400_000 persons have already seen the L

spacecraft since it began its cross country tour in Cooper's home state of

Oklahoma.

The NASA ._LannedSpacecraft Center at Houston_ Texas, has set Faith 7 on

a stand which permits easy viewing of the inside of the spacecraft. A section

of the base of the heat shield and portions of the outer skin have bean cut .t:

away permitting the first public look at the inner structure of a Mercury .-.

spacecraft.

_ne spacecraft - inside and out - is exactly as it was when it splashed

down into the Pacific near Midway Island on _y 16, 1963. Nothing has been

char_ed. The spacecraft shingles - its outer skin made of a new metal fane' 41 -

shows the effects of the l_000 degree heat which blafiketedthe spacecraft during

re-entry into earth's atmosphere. _-

[. ~
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_T_eheat shield - a mixture of glass fibers and resin - at the base of the

spacecraft withstood maximumtemperatures of 3,000 degrees farenheit when

Cooper directed Faith 7 on its return to earth.

Also on display with the spacecraft are the cameras Cooper carried and

the astronaut Survival Kit which rode on Faith 7's 546_185 mile earth-circling

flight. Samples of the food Cooper ate during his day and a half in space .

willalso be on display. L

The 13 month tour_ ending in the nation's capitol on November l, 1964

_ll cover approximately 20_000 miles, a distance Faith 7 covered in space

inapproximately 80 minutes.

P
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

. _ .. .fr. 'iMANNED SPACECRAFT,,,,-.--,_,, /' ,._.--_'..)J"<_?_!ous_:c_n-:./_._.;
...................]r_'UT_:m'-_- _- , ). ___,:'_..-_i,.._.._,_:,'_'_,.,'''_.-,-'-'_-'_:,,-_,.__

WAS-2811 ,M_C63- 213

Extension 3575 November 8, 1963

HOUSTON, TEXAS - Faith 7, Mercury spacecraft flown by Astronaut L. Gordon Cooper

in his earth circling 22 orbit flight last May will be on display November 21

through November 24_ in Charleston, West Virginia.

The four day stop in Charleston is the eighth of 50 state capitol visits

that the National Aeronautics and Space Adm_uistration has scheduled for

Cooper's spacecraft. Close to 1_450_000 persons have already seen the

spacecraft since it began its cross country tour in Cooper's home state of

Oklahoma.

The NASA Manned Spacecraft Center at Houston, Texas, has set Faith 7 on

a stand which permits easy viewing of the inside of the spacecraft. A section

of the base of the heat shield and portions of the outer skin have been cut

away permitting the First public look at the inner structure of a Mercury

spacecraft.

The spacecraft - inside and out - is exactly as it was when it splashed

down into the Pacific near Midway Island on May 16, 1963. Nothing has been

changed. The spacecraft shingles - its outer skin made of a new metal rene' 41 -

shows the effects of the 1,000 degree heat which blanketed the spacecraft during

re-entry into earth's atmosphere. The heat shield - a mixture of glass fibers

and resin - at the base of the spacecraft withstood maximum temperatures of

3,000 degrees Farenheit when Cooper directed Faith 7 on its ret,_n to;earth.
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Also on display with the spacecraft are the cameras Cooper carried and

the astronaut Survival Kit which rode on Faith 7's 546,185 mile earth-circling

flight, samples of the food Cooper ate during his day and a half in space

will also be on display.

The 13 month tour_ ending in the nation's capitol on November l, 1964,

will cover approximately 20,000 miles, a distance Faith 7 covered in space

in approximately 80 minutes.

J



NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

[1ED SP C: .CRAFT! ! .
_ __ CENTER...... i _ ) ,_¢,,,.,.._,.._._...,..:11., Texas

· '! ._-.,.;;/... , ../._, .

WAS-aS11 _C 63-214
F_%ension 3575 November 15_ 1963

HOUSTON, TEXAS - Faith 7_ Mercury spacecraft flown by Astronaut L. Gordon

Cooper in his earth circling 22 orbit flight last May will be on display

November 28 through Dec. i in Riehmond_ Virginia

_ne fo'arday stop in Richmond is the ninth of 50 state capitol

................................. _ ................. nas sahed',-'-.'ed

for Cooper's spacecraft. Close to ..1_450_OOO persons have already seen

the spacecraft since it began its cross country tour in Cooper's home state

of Oklahoma.

The NASA_anned Spacecraft Center at Houston_ Texas_ has set Faith 7

on a stand which permits easy viewing of the inside of the spacecraft. A

section of thebase of the heat shield and portions of the outer skin have

been cut away permitting the first public look at the inner structure of a

Mercury spacecraft.

_ne spacecraft - inside and out - is exactly as it was when it splashed

down into the Pacific near Midway Island on May 16, 1963. Nothing has been

changed. The spacecraft shingles - its outer skin made of a new metal rene' 41-

shows the effects of the l_O00 degree heat _nich blanketed the spacecraft during

re-entry into earth's atmosphere. _'

!
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The heat shield - a mixture of glass fibers and resin - at the base of the

spacecraft withstood maximum temperatures of 3,000 degrees farenheit when

Cooper directed Faith 7 on its return to earth.

Also on display with the spacecraft are the c_v,eras Cooper carried and

the astronaut Survival Kit which rode on Faith 7's 546_185 mile earth-circling

flight. Samples of the food Cooper ate during his day and a half in space

will also be on display. L

The 13 month tour, ending in the nation's capitol on November 1, 1964

will cover approximately 20_000 miies, a distance Faith 7 covered in space

in approximately 80 minutes.

'_ t;_



NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

",IEDSPACCECAFTi ;;;;::-'-:, :2: :CENTER::::';'.'": > ..........._ _'-;_->' ,'_ _ ....

WA8-281! MSC 63-215 >o

EXtension 3575 November 22, 1963

HOUSTON, TEXAS - Faith 7, Mercury spacecraft flown by Astronaut L. Gordon Cooper

in his earth circling 22 orbit flight last May will be on display December 5

through December 8 in Raleigh_ North Carolina.

The four day stop in Raleigh is the tenth of 50 state capitol visits

that the National Aeronautics and Space Administration has scheduled for

Cooper's spacecraft. Close to 1_475,000 persons have already seen the

spacecraft since it began its cross country tour in Cooper's home state of h

Oklahoma.

The NASA _nned Spacecraft Center at Houston¢ Texas¢ has set Faith 7 on

a stand which permits easy viewing of the inside of the spacecraft. A section

of the base Of the heat shield and portions of the outer skin have been cut

away permitting the first public look at the inner structure of a Mermury ::

spacecraft. -_

_e spacecraft - inside and out - is exactly as it was when it splashed

down into the Pacific near Midway Island on May 16, 1963. Nothing has been

changed. The spacecraft shingles - its outer skin made of a new metal rene' 41-

shows the effects of the l_O00:degree heat which blanketed the spacecraft during

re-entry into earth's atmosphere. ',
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_.ea_ shield - a mixt_e of glass fibers and resin - at the base of the

spacecraft withstood maximum temperatures of 3_000 degrees farenheit when

Cooper directed Faith 7 on its _c.uurn to earth.

.%lso on display with the spacecraft are the cameras Cooper carried and

%he astronaut Survival Kit which rode on Faith 7's 546,185 mile earth-circling

flight. Se_mples of the food Cooper ate during his day and a half in space

will also be on display.

The 13 month tour_ ending in the nation's capitol on November 1, 1964 ;

. _tn 7 covered in s_aee_i1 cover a_proximately 20,000 miles_ a distance _ '

in approximately 80 minutes.

1
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M.NNEDSPACE[RAFT ous*onNTER l, Texas
WAlnut 8- 2811 MSC 63-216

Extension 3751 October 29, 1963

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- The AVCO Corporation of Wilmington, Massachusetts,

has been requested by the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center to develop a computer

program to study the behavior of air around the blunt region of the Apollo spacecraft

during reentry into earth's atmosphere.

The study is a continuation of a program originally conducted by AVCO to

· ,elop equations for computer use.

MSC's initial contract with AVCO studied the radiated properties of air as

well as developing the theoretical analysis on which the news program will be

based. The initial study will end November ZZ, 1963. It's cost was $197, 940.00.

Under the new proposal, the equations derived from the theoretical studies

will be fed into a digital computer for answers. From these answers, will come

in.formation on temperature, pressures, shock wave shape and velocities for

additional calculations on heat transfer to the spacecraft.

AVCO's proposal must be submitted by October 31. While a fixed-price

type of contract is contemplated, MSC will consider also a cost-plus-fixed-fee

contractual arrangement.

The computer program is being developed for the Spacecraft Technology

Division. dg



NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

NTER l, Texas
WAlnut 8-2811 MSC 63-217

Extension 3751 October 30, 1963

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Small businesses interested in performing custodial

services for the space agency have been invited to submit bids, the NASA Manned

Spacecraft Center said today.

The work will be done at the Clear Lake site, Ellington Air Force Base

_d at leased locations in Houston. In its invitation, MSC requested service on

a daily, weekly and monthly basis.

Bids are due by November 15, 1963. The contract will run for 13 months

from the date of award.

Southeastern Storage and Processing Company, Inc., Raleigh, North

Carolina, holds the current contract. Its contract will expire November 30.

dg
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 .b"i'eNEDSPACE[RAFTNTER,;._ .Ho%sto. 1. T__xas
WAlnut 8-2811 MSC 63-218

Extension 3751 October 30, 1963

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- The NASA Manned Spacecraft Center today awarded a

$875, 276.00 cost-plus incentive-fee contract to the Zia Company, Los Alamos,

for maintenance and support operations at the space agency's White Sands Missile

Range facility in New Mexico.

The contract calls for 1) maintenance and operation of buildings and equipment,

., maintenance of roads and grounds, 3) fire protection, 4) maintenance of an indus-

trial dispensary, 5) the operation of a water pumping and a sewage treatment plant,

6) maintenance and operation of the cryogenics and propellant storage areas, 7)

transportation of equipment, and 8) maintenance and upkeep of special vehicles.

Some $708, 564.00 of the total amount covers labor costs during the period

of the contract. These costs are tied in with the incentive provisions. If Zia can

reduce its supervisory costs_0 per cent _ the total labor costs, the company

will earn an incentive reward up to $10, 000. If -- on the other hand -- the company's

supervisory costs exceed 30 per cent of the total labor costs, then its profit margin

will be reduced, but not to exceed $5, 000. 00. Supervisory costs between 20 and 30

per cent result in neither reward nor penalty.

The contract will begin November 1, 1963 and continue for 12 months.

MSC solicited 134 industries for maintenance and support at White Sands. Of

this grtouf_¢f 29 responded with proposals. The contract was made for the Apollof'F_.
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_,NNEDSPACECRAFT ,_..__Hous41:on
_C EHTERIII!IIF!I/__ ,,_DB/_lB1, Texas

WAlnut $-2811 MSt 63-219

Extension 3751 October 30, 1963

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- The space agency has requested industry to build a

lig_L-weigr_t life support system wi_ich 'will allow Gemini astronauts to leave their

spacecraft for periods up to three-quarters of an hour.

The pack, called an Extra-Veziicular iDressurization Ventilation System by

NASA Manned Spacecraft Center, probably will weigh no more than 24- pounds

and may be worn eit,_er on the abdomen or thigh.

A new feature of ti_e industry proposal covers an incentive planwnereby

the contractor's profit could reach as much as 12 per cent of the probable cost

based on early delivery and reliable work.

Fee for normal delivery will not exceed seven per cent of the target cost of

design, fabrication, testing and delivery of the life support system.

A penalty will be accessed against the contractor if he fails to meet

delivery schedule. The penalty will be in the form of a percentage accessment

against his profit. Trlis will help defray government costs.

- more -
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Ti_e proposal calls for eight life support units -- not including the mockup --

to be built in four different work ]phases. The first phase will include study and a

full scale mockup and must be completed within two months of the notice to proceed

with work. Pnase number two will consist of development of two prototype units.

These are to be delivered by four and one-half months after contract signing or

eaxlie_-.

Phase number taree calls for the development and delivery of four improved

units between the eighth and llth months and phase number four calls for incor-

poration of all previous modifications into two flight qualified units. This must be

done within 11 months of the contract or earlier in order to qualify for the incentive

rewaJ ds.

MSC calls for a ventilation system capable of providing 100 per cent oxygen

for astronaut consumption. There are also provisions for carbon dioxide and

thermal control. In the event of a suit leak, the unit must have the capability of

maintair, ing oxygen and pressure for five minutes. This theoretically will give

tine pilot time to reenter the Gemini spacecraft.

T_ie oxfgen ieservoir will be contained in a nine inch diameter bottle

snaped like a child's ball. Total 'weight of the life support unit will be approxi-

mately 2o pounds wit[n four pounds of oxygen added prior to the flight.

The life support system will consist of an oxygen reservoir and quantity

indicator, valves to control the flow of oxygen, thermal insulation, connecting

_oses and a suit pressure control.
- more -
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The thermal control unit will permit oxygen to enter the suit at approximately

40 degrees fahrenheit even t_ougn temperatures in the space environment will be

considerably ,_ig_ler or lower.

Proposals, to be submitted by November ZS, 1963, should cover cost of

production and a 'ceci_nical evaluation, MSC said. The life support unit is to be

developed for MSC's Crew Systems Division.

Project Gemini is tnis nation's effort to send two astronauts on orbital

sFace missions for periods up to two weeks to practice rendezvous techniques

a,_d _o observe t,_e p_ysiological effects of prolonged periods of space flights.

dg
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Extension 3751 October 31, 1963 pin's

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- The NASA Manned Spacecraft Center today awarded a

contract valued at $1, 595, 000. 00 to Radiation, Inc., Melbourne, Florida, that

includes incentive clauses which could increase by $9, 000.00 the total value of the

work.

Contractor will provide additional command equipment which is similar to

_iuipment being built by Radiation, Inc., for the manned spaceflight network under

a Goddard Space Flight Center contract.

The contract is for construction and installation of two Master Digital

Command Systems to be installed in the Mission Control Center at Clear Lake,

and a Data Router and Error Detector to be placed in the Mission Control Center

at Cape Canaveral.

A penalty, as well as the incentive award, also is included in the contract.

The penalty and incentive award apply only to the Master Digital Command System.

MSC spelled out the two formulas as follows:

Contract calls for delivery of the first MDCS within nine months of

receipt of the contract award. Contractor will receive a bonus of $200. 00 daily

p to 15 days for early delivery of the first unit.

- more -
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Contract calls for delivery of the second unit within ten months of

receipt of the contract award. Contractor will receive a similar bonus,

but up to 30 days for delivery of the second system.

Penalty for late delivery is set at the rate of $200. 00 per system for

the first 15 days. On the 16th day, penalty per system increases by $20. 00

and graduates in the same increments daily up to 30 days. Maximum penalty,

therefore, could reach $8,400 per system.

The digital systems are designed to transmit real-time computer data

through a world-wide network to manned spacecraft. MDCS will automatically

command their systems to perform flight functions. This data in turn will

be displayed on the space vehicle's console as information for the astronauts.

The data router and error detector receives all commands for

routing to Atlantic Missile Range and transmission on to the spacecraft.

The contract also calls for Radiation, Inc. to provide Center personnel

with two weeks training in the operation of the MDCS before installation,

and it calls for about g00 hours of engineering consulting services to be

performed in Houston.

Radiation, Inc. will supervise installation of the two hugh electronic

complexes and insure that the systems operate properly with other equipment

in the MCC.

Work on the systems will be done at Radiation's Melbourne plant

for MSC's Ground System Project Office.

dg
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Space Ordnance Systems, Inc. of E1 Segundo, California

has been selected by North American Aviation to provide a series of ordnance devices

for the Apollo spacecraft, according to an announcement today by the NASA Manned

Spacecraft Center.

The contract is expected to exceed $300, 000 by completion.

Under the contract, Space Ordnance will design, develop and fabricate

explosive devices that will actuate and initiate components and assemblies in the

Apollo spacecraft.

These components will be integrated into the various spacecraft module systems.

Explosive devices are used to perform critical separation functions because of

their high-power-to-weight ratio, their small size and their high reliability.

Jettison of the various portions of the Apollo vehicle as they cease to be

needed after fulfilling their function affects success or failure of the entire mission.

The part to be furnished by Space Ordnance Systems include initiators,

detonators, igniters and pressure cartridges.

Apollo is this nation's program to land an astronaut team on the moon and

return it safely to earth before the end of this decade.

dg
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- The IV[arquardt Corporation of Van Nuys, California,

received a definitive contract from North American Aviation's Space and Informa-

tion Systems Division for $9, 353, 200 for initial development and production of

reaction control engines for the Apollo Service Module, according to an announce-

ment by the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center.

The contract covers services and supplies for Project Apollo airframes

and is scheduled for completion in mid-1964.

Each Service Module will require sixteen 100 pound thrust reaction control

engines. The engines are designed to provide precisely controlled thrust to

maintain attitude control and stabilization on flight articles en route to the moon

and back and during lunar and earth orbit.

Marquardt delivered the first engine to North American, prime contractor

for the Apollo Command and Service Modules in Nova_n ber 1962. A total of eight

engines have been delivered since Marquardt was selected to participate in the

Apollo program in February, 1962.

dg
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I_.NNI:O SPACE__AFTWI__. _'_ :__ H°ues'e°n_C TER l, 'rexas
WAlnut 8-2811 MSC 63-223

Extension 3751 November 1, 1963

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- A contract amendment in the amount of $2, 247,174.00

was issued today by the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center to General Dynamics/

Convair, San Diego, California, for two more Little Joe II solid propellant

suborbital launch vehicles to be used in the Apollo test program.

Addition of the two launch vehicles brings procurement costs for Little Joe II

boosters to $8, 928, 637. This includes nearly $500, 000 for design, development

and installation of two launchers at the White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico.

The two new boosters will be used in a high altitude abort test -- approxi-

mately 60, 000 feet -- to check out the capability of the launch escape system to

separate the command module from the booster.

With the addition of the two, General Dynamics will build a total of six

vehicles for the Apollo test program. The new boosters will differ from the

original four in that they will contain attitude control systems and instrumentation

to analyze the control systems.

NASA already has flown one of the solid-fueled Little Joe II's. On August

28, 1963, a booster with a dummy Apollo payload was launched successfully on

ballistic flight. One one malfunction occurred during the flight. A signal

designed to terminate the thrust was transmitted, but the motors did not shut down.

- more -
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The flight's purpose was to verify the performance of the Little Joe It

vehicle during powered flight prior to employing it to test boilerplate

versions of the command module.

The next White Sands test will not utilize a Little Joe II, but investigate

the dynamics of the Apollo escape system in an off-the-pad firing.

Next test using the all-solid fuel vehicle is designed to check out the

launch escape system at medium altitudes where dynamic pressures on the

command module are great. A back-up vehicle is planned for this test.

Little Joe II is 154 inches in diameter and stands Z9 feet tall. It is

made up of two sections, the upper section is 19 feet high and the lower

is ten feet. Four 50-square foot fins are attached at the base of the vehicle.

An Algol motor, made by Aerojet-General, and six Thiokol

Recruit motors generate a total thrust of 310, 000 pounds. The Algol,

producing 103, 200 pounds of thrust, serves as the sustaining motor. The

recruits serve as short duration boosters providing high thrust to supplement

the sustaining motor.

Thrust requirements wary for future flights. The Algol and Recruits

can be combined to provide up to 735, 000 pounds of thrust.

MSC and Geneal Dynarzlics/Convair signed a definitive contract

valued at $6, 33Z, 643. 00 on February 18, 1963. The cost-plus-fixed-fee

contract called for boosters, launchers, ground operations support systems

and documentation.
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WAlnut 8-2811 MSC 63-224

Extension 3751 November 5, 19(>3

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- The NASA Manned Spacecraft Center has accepted

the final items of a vibration environment test system from the Electronics

Division of Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc., under terms of a $237,000 contract.

The system includes a 10,000 pound shaker, two thrusters each with

10,000 pounds force, a power amplifier and a control console. MSC uses the

vibration equipment to test spacecraft parts.

The system came from LVT's Anaheim, California plant, It was developed

for MSC's Systems Evaluation Development Division.

dg
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WAlnut 8-2811 MSC 63-2Z5

Extension 3751 November 5, 1963

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- NASA Manned Spacecraft Center has awarded a

$183,15Z.00 fixed price contract to Wyle Laboratories, Huntsville, Alabama to

build a king-size noise maker to be used at the Center's Clear Lake site.

The noise making devices, called high intensity acoustic equipment, will

be used to test reaction of spacecraft parts to adverse noise encountered in flight.

Included in the sound making apparatus will be a noise generator, an

impedance device, a reverberation chamber, energy source and control panels.

The entire facility will fill an area approximately 50 feet long by 20 feet wide.

According to terms of the contract, Wyle Laboratories will have 135 days

to design, develop, construct and deliver the noise making machinery. The work

is being done for MSC's Systems Evaluation Development Division.

Fifty three companies were solicited to submit proposals and five responded.

dg



NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

MANNEDSPACECRAFT, .Housto.
CENTER - d!lllir!R1, Texas
WAlnut 3-Z311 MSC 63-ZZ6

Extension 3751 November 8, 1963

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- An advance notice of an invitation to bid on construction of

a Vibration Test Laboratory at the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center here has been mailed

to contzactors,

Build[ers nave been invited by tne Corps of Fngineers, Fort ¥Vorth ]District, to

mit proposals on construction have an approximate value of $i, 500, 000_

The laboratory wiil have approximately 13, 700 square feet and will contain

1) a general vibration test area 42 feet in height, 2) a spacecraft vibration test area

about 115 feet tall and 3) a second story for offices, sleeps and control rooms.

The Corps of ]Engineers toid contractors that t>,_e formal issuance of notice to

bid will be made December 10_ _.it._ the opening of bids on or about January 9, 196_.

Contract will be for nine months.

Prime contractors are required to submit to a pre-qualification review to be

e!igible to bid on the -work, the Corps said. Data for pre-qualification review must

be submitted to the Corps' Fort Worth. off!ce by Noveir_er Z6.

A .joint venture formed by contractors for the purpose cf bidding on the

_posed construction will be considered, providing c,,._er requirements are met.

Tc_e Corps also disclosed that firms interested as subcontrac_rs or suppliers

need not be pre-qualified in order to furnish their bids to the prime contractor.

dg
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MSC 63-22?

November 5, 1963

FOR INL_[EDIATE RELEASE

HOUSTON, TEXAS - Reorganization of the Manned Spacecraft Center, aimed

at strengthening the Apollo Spacecraft and Gemini program management struc-

ture, has been announced by Dr. Robert R. Gilruth, MSC Director.

Under Dr. Gilruth and Deputy Director James C. Elms, MSC has been re-

%rouped into seven major functions headed by four assistant directors, the

managers of the major programs, and the manager of MSC Florida Operations.

Under the new structure, personnel who performed the highly successful

Mercury flight program are being reassigned to support the Apollo and Gemini

programs. This provides a means of assuring that Mercury experience will

effectively be brought to bear on the Apollo and Gemini programs. Two new

Assistant Directorships have also been established to emphasize the in-put

of the operations area and flight crews into the Apollo and Gemini Programs.

The Assistant Director for ['light Operations and the Assistant Director for

Flight Crew Operations are the two new Assistant Directors established under

the reorganization. The new organization also combines under one assistant

directorship the offices of the Assistant Director for Engineering and

Development, and the Assistant Director for Information and Control Systems.

This expanded assistant directoraEe will have responsibility for performing

subsystem engineering and for monitoring MSC contractual operations in sub-

system engineering.
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The new Manned Spacecraft Center organization reduces the number of

offices reporting directly to the top management from sixteen to twelve,

and more effectively groups key line and staff functions.

The direct in-put of flight crews into development of spacecraft

systems through an assistant director is assured, as well as the direct

contribution of Mercury program experience to the two follow-on missions.

Under its new manager, Dr. Joseph F. Shea, and deputy manager

Robert O. Piland, the Apollo Spacecraft Program Office will be reorganized

into five functional units. These are the offices of Program Control,

Systems Engineering, Test, Flight Operations, and Reliability. In addi-

tion, the positions of manager, Lunar Excursion Module; manager, Command

and Service Module; and manager, Guidance and Navigation, have been

retained.

Charles W. Mathews, who has been acting manager of the Gemini Program

Office, has been named Gemini Program manager. Serving as deputy manager,

Gemini Program Office, will be Kenneth S. Kleinknecht. Kleinknecht, former

manager of Mercury Project, brings to the Gemini program his extensive ex-

perience within NASA in the management of project activities.

Maxime A. Faget will continue as assistant director for Engineering

and Development, with George Barry Graves serving as deputy assistant

director in the new enlarged engineering organization. Aleck C. Bond has

been named manager, Systems Test and Evaluations in the assistant director's

office.

Engineering and Development divisions include Guidance and Control -

Faget, acting chief; Structures and Mechanics - Joseph N. Kotanchik, chief;
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Crew Systems - Richard S. Johnston, chief; Instrumentation and Electronics

Systems - Graves, acting chief; Advanced Spacecraft Technology - William E.

Stoney, Jr., chief; Computation and Data Reduction - Eugene H. Brock, chief;

and Propulsion and Energy Systems - Bond, acting chief.

Christopher C. Kraft, Jr., former head of the Flight Operations Divi-

sion, will become the new assistant director for Flight Operations. The

three divisions under his direction will be Flight Control - John D. Hodge,

chief; Mission Analysis - John P. Mayer, chief; and Recovery Operations -

Robert F. Thompson_ chief. ]Kraft has served as chief flight controller on

the successful Mercury manned flights.

Flight Crew Operations sctivities have been consolidated under a new

assistant directorship. Major Donald K. Slayton, one of the original

seven NASA astronauts and formerly chief of Astronaut Activities, has been

named to the new position of assistant director for Flight Crew Operations.

He will also serve as chief of the Astronaut Office. Other offices report-

ing to Slayton are Aircraft Operations Office - Joseph Algranti, chief;

and Flight Crew Support Division - Warren J. North, chief. Major Slayton

has resigned from the Air Force to accept a permanent civilian appointment

with Manned Spacecraft Center.

Wesley L. Hjornevik, Assistant Director for Administration, will con-

tinue in that position; and Philip H. Whitbeck will continue as Deputy

Assistant Director. Hjornevik will continue to be responsible for provid-

ing all administrative and technical service support for Manned Spacecraft

Center. In addition, the MSC White Sands Missile Range Operations Office_
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Wesley Eo Messing, manager_ will report directly to the Assistant Director

for Administration°

Hjornevik will supervise the Personnel, Procurement and Contracts,

Management Analysis, and Security Divisions; and the Office of Technical

and Engineering Services, and Office of Administrative Services. Chiefs

of these divisions remain unchanged.

Staff offices reporting to the Director's Office will be the Center

Medical Operations Office, Legal Office, Reliability and Quality Assurance

Office, and the Public Affairs Office.
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

h,dNNEDSPACECRAFT Houston

CENTER l, Texas
WAlnut 8-2811 MSC 63-228

Extension 3751 November 8, 1963

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Margaret Catherine Hill, of 2740 Gentry Drive,

Wichita, Kansas, was one of three winners in the Science Youth Regional Congress

held at the Manned Spacecraft Center recently under the joint sponsorship of the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the National Science Teachers

Association.

Miss Hill, a senior at Wichita High School East, presented a paper on a

study to determine the location of gibberellin-like hormones in higher plants.

Judging the presentation were scientists and engineers from MSC and NSTA members.

Other winners were Robert Moore, a senior at Central High School Little

Rock, Arkansas and Gerald Serwer, a senior at Harding School, Oklahoma City,

Oklahoma.

Moore presented a study on the effects of cold exposure on frogs and

Serwer's paper reviewed electrocardiographic development of the chick embryo heart.

Three alternates also were named. They are Mary K. Malins, Corpus

Christi, Texas;,Sandra K. Tomlin, Kingsville, Texas and Jose Olivarez of

Mission, Texas.
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The three winners will compete against outstanding students selected

from similar regional congresses in finals to be held at NASA Headquarters

in Washington, D. C. In the event one of the winners is unable to be present,

his place will be taken by an alternate.

Regional congresses were held in ten different NASA Centers. MSC

was responsible for an area covering eight states. The purpose of the con-

gress is to stimulate the interest of talented secondary school boys and grils

in space sciences.

dg
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Gerald A. Serwer, of 3916 Harvey Parkway, Oklahoma

City, Oklahoma, was one of three winners in the Science Youth Regional Congress

held at the Manned Spacecraft Center recently under the joint sponsorship of the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the National Science Teachers

As sociation.

Serwer, a senior at Harding High School, presented a study on electrocardio-

graphic development of the chick embryo heart. Judging the presentation were

scientists and engineers from MSC and NSTA members.

Other winners were Margaret Catherine Hill, a senior at Wichita High

School East, Wichita, Kansas and Robert Moore, a senior at Central High School,

Little Rock, Arkansas.

Miss Hill presented a paper on a study to determine the location of

gibberellin-like hormones in higher plants and Moore's paper was a study on the

effects of cold exposure on frogs.

Three alternates also were named. They are Mary K. Malins, Corpus

Christi, Texas; Sandra K. Tomlin, Kingsville, Texas and Jose Olivarez of

s sion, Texas.
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The three winners will compete against outstanding students selected

from similar regional congresses in finals to be held at NASA Headquarters

in Washington, D. C. In the event one of the winners is unable to be present,

his place will be taken by ail alternate.

Regional congresses were held in ten different NASA Centers. MSC

was responsible for an area covering eight states. The purpose of the

congress is to stimulate the interest of talented secondary school boys

and girls in space sciences.

dg
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&,aNNEDSPACECRAFT Houston

CENTER . Texas
WAlnut 8-2811 MSC 63-230

Extension 3751 November 8, 1963

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Robert Moore, of 1820 South Taylor Street, Little Rock,

Arkansas, was one of three winners in the Science Youth Regional Congress held at

the Manned Spacecraft Center recently under the joint sponsorship of the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration and the National Science Teachers Association.

Moore, a senior at Little Rock Central High School, presented a paper on a

_dy on the effects of cold exposure on frogs. Judging the presentation were

scientists and engineers from MSC and NSTA members.

Other winners were Oerald Serwer, a senior at Harding High School,

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma and Margaret Catherine Hill, a senior at Wichita

High School East, Wichita, Iiansas.

Serwer presented a study on electrocardiographic development of the chick

embryo heart and Mill Hill's paper was a studyto determine the location of

gibberellin-like hormones in higher plants.

Three alternates also were named. They are Mary ti. Malins, Corpus

Christi, Texas; Sandra Ii. Tomlin, Kingsville, Texas and Jose Olivarez of

Mission, Texas.

The three winners will compete against outstanding students selected from
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similar regional congresses in finals to be held at NASA Headquarters in

Washington, D. C. In the event one of the winners is unable to be present,

his place will be taken by an alternate.

Regional congresses were held in ten different NASA Centers. MSC

was responsible for an area covering eight states. The purpose of the congress

is to stimulate the interest of talented secondary school boys and girls in space

sciences.

dg
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Jose Olivarez, of 804 St. Marie Street, Mission, Texas,

was one of three alternate winners in the Science Youth Regional Congress held at

the Manned Spacecraft Center under the joint sponsorship of the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration and the National Science Teachers Association.

Olivarez, a senior at Mission High School, presented a paper on astrophysical

dies of Jupiter's great red spot.

The regional congress was one of ten held at NASA Centers over the United

States. Three winners were named at each of the regional meetings. They will

compete in finals to be held at NASA Headquarters in Washington, D. C. In the

event one of the winners is unable 1:o participate in the finals, Olivarez will take

his place.

The purpose of the congress is to stimulate the interest of talented secondary

school boys and girls in space sciences.
dg
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Sandra K. Tomlin, of 511 West Nettie Street, Kingsville,

Texas, was one of three alternate winners in the Science Youth Regional Congress

held at the Manned Spacecraft Center under the joint sponsorship of the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration and the National Science Teachers Association.

Miss Tomlin, a senior at H. iM. King High School, presented a paper on the

influence of the solute to solvent mole ratio.

The regional congress was one of ten held at NASA Centers over the United

States. Three winners were named at each of the regional meetings. They will

compete in finals to be held at NASA Headquarters in Washington, D. C. In the

event one of the winners is unable to participate in the finals, Miss Tomlinwill take

his place.

The purpose of the congress is to stimulate the interest of talented secondary

school boys and grils in space sciences.

dg
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Mary K. Malins, of 628 DeForrest Street, Corpus

Christi, Texas, was one of three alternate winners in the Science Youth Regional

Congress held at the Manned Spacecraft Center recently under the joint sponsorship

of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the National Science

eachers Association.

Miss Malins, a senior at Incarnate Word Academy, presented a paper on

micro-organisms found in Corpus Christi ]Bay.

The regional congress was one of ten held at NASA Centers over the United

States Three winners were named at each of the regional meetings. They will

compete in finals to be held at NASA Headquarters in Washington, D. C.

In the event one of the winners is unable to participate in the finals, Miss

Malins will take his place.

The purpose of the congress is to stimulate the interest of talented secondary

school boys and girls in space sciences.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- H. T. Christman, Small Business and Industry Assistance

Officer of the Procurement and Contract Division at the NASA Manned Spacecraft

Center, will address delegates to the Aviation Distributors and Manufacturing

Association Conference November Z0 at the Shamrock Hilton Hotel.

Christman's speech is entitled "Economic Impact of the Manned Lunar

pedition."

As industry assistance officer at MSC, he contacts corporation executives and

representatives acting as a business liaison between the space agency and aerospace

companies on matters pertaining to space.

Prior to joining MSC, he directed the procurement for all foreign subsidiaries

for Reynolds International, Inc. in Bermuda. He was a general purchasing agent

for Air Products and Chemical Company, Allentown, Pa. and supervised production

practices for Rodale Manufacturing Company, of Emmaus, Pa.

Christman is a member of t:he National Association of Purchasing Agents.

He attended Pennsylvania State University as a mining engineering student.

He is married and the father of two children.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- NASA Manned Spacecraft Center has asked for bids by

December 1 on a new compact measuring beacon that will tell searchers exactly how

far they are from a spacecraft that has returned to earth.

The request, which was mailed recently to 39 aerospace companies, called for

a beacon that weighs ten pounds and will displace no more than 300 cubic inches of

ea in the spacecraft.

The beacon will have a minimum output of 300 watts power and is to be com-

patible with distance measuring (I)M) or tactical air control and navigation (TACAN)

beacons found on military search aircraft. DM and TACAN contains equipment

which permits computation of distance in miles.

Previous spacecraft beacons transmitted signals on which search craft could

home, but there were no provisions for calculating distance.

Delivery schedule calls for preliminarydesignwith 60 days after the notice

of ward of contract and competion cf an operational model for testing within four

months after the contract.

The beacon is to be constructed for MSC's Flight Operations Division.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- In a request for proposals :for a vibration system, Mannec_

Spacecraft Genter i_as instituted izew procurement methods designed to provide producLs

of r_igher quality at prices more favorable to the Government.

The proposed procurement is being made under a Two-Step Formal Advertising

rne_._od. In former procurement actions, MSC frequently requested industry to submit

its proposals in one document covering the technical and business management aspects

of the problem.

Step One of the new method calls for proposals covering technical detail only.

No cost information is to be incorporated The offeror also may submit multiple

proposals presenting different solutions to the problem. Each proposal will be

evaluated and the bidder notified of its acceptability.

In the second step, companies found to be technically acceptable will be invited

to submit anether proposal. A formal invitation for bid will go out to them. Contract

award will be made to the lowest responsible bidder, MSC procurement officials said.

- more -
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The space center also asked companies to include in their technical

proposals information on:

a. past experience, skills and the competence to accomplish the work,

b. a resume of the experience of the personnel who will conduct the work,

c. a description of work currently underway, and

d. information on past experiences and performances.

-_L_e successful contractor also will have to tell the space agency if he

contemplates subcontracting any of the work; what internal priority he will assign

to the job; how many people he employs and will it be necessary' to use overtime.

Procurement officials say the two-step method provides all the advantages

of competition while at the same time permitting them to retain the right to select

the company with the best solution to the problem.

It clears areas of doubt between industry and government before the actual

award of contract, they add, and it provides a degree of flexibility in contractor

selection that cannot be readily achieved in the one step formal advertising method.

The proposal to be submitted by November 26, 1963, called for a vibration

system capable of delivering between eight and 10, 000 pounds of force. It will

consist of a control console, power amplifier, table top shaker, cooling unit,

auxiliary equipment as required and a spare parts kit:

A fixed price contract is contemplated. Delivery of the hardware is called

for within 120 days of receipt of contract award.

The system is being built for MSC's Instrumentation and Electronics System

vision, dg
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- The NASA Manned Spacecraft Center today awarded a

contract valued at $80, 000 to Security Guard Services, Inc., of E1 Paso, Texas

for security protection services at the space agency's White Sands Missile Range

facilities.

Contract will be in force for one year from October 31, 1963 and will be

cuted in New Mexico.

A total of 31 small business firms were asked to submit proposals and 14

responded with bids.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- An operations team from the NASA Manned Spacecraft

Center has completed a study at Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc. in Dallas to determine

whether man can accomplish spacecraft rendezvous should some of his electronic

devices fail and he has to rely on a combination of pilot skill and his spacecraft radar.

The verdict: he can. Findings represent an important safety factor for space

programs where rendezvous is required.

In the lunar program, the Command and Service Module and the smaller

Lunar Excursion Module (LEM) will be placed into lunar orbit together. The LEM

with two space pilots aboard will detach from the Command Module, make the actual

landing on the moon and later launch to a rendezvous with the still orbiting Command

Module. Rendezvous is essential to mission success.

For Apollo, the astronauts' spacecraft will have automatic guidance and

navigation equipment and the pilots will receive a wealth of information from

ground-based tracking and computing stations. But to assure highest probability

of mission success :k4SC wanted to know whether man could make his rendezvous

1 lg only pilot know-how and the LEM's simple radar.
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For study purposes, it was assumed that certain guidance and navigation

equipment became inoperative either on the moon or during the powered descent

to its surface. Simulated flight tasks performed using radar as the primary

sensing device included ascending from the lunar surface, injecting into orbit,

circularizing the orbit, adjusting orbit altitude, changing the orbital plane to

agree with that of the Command Module and making midcourse guidance

corrections.

Time after time astronauts who participated in these experiments were

able to rendezvous with the Command Module relying on LEM radar information.

Director of the experiment was Paul C. Kramer, technical assistant to

the chief of the Flight Crew Support Division at MSC.

Kramer pointed out that if man can use his own ability to supplement

automatic guidance and navigation equipment, simple and reliable back up

systems can be designed. This in turn will allow greater mission flexibility

and higher chances of mission success.

The program was conducted under a four-month contract between MSC

and Ling-Temco's Astronautics Division. The space agency used LTV's flight

simulator -- a computer directed maneuvering device to simulate the numerous

phases of the mission. Laboratory for Electronics, Inc. of Boston conducted

a study from which the radar characteristics were used in the simulation work.

The LFE study involved estinaating mathematical models for determining

degree of error in the radar.

Astronauts participating in the experiments included Scott Carpenter,

Nell A. Armstrong, James 3%. McDivitt and Elliott M. See, Jr.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Dr. Robert B. Voas, Assistant for Human Factors to the

Director of the Manned Spacecraft Center, will address delegates to the Key Club

regional meeting November 24 in Athens, Ohio.

Voas' speech, entitled "©oaJ_s for the Space Age," will review skills and knowledge

sought in young persons for participation in the space flight program.

Voas joined the National Advisory Council for Aeronautics (predecessor of the

.tional Aeronautics and Space Administration) in October, 1958 and assisted in the

selection of the original group of astronauts.

Dr. Voas worked with engineers who have designed and developed the simulators

on which the astronauts were trained to fly the Mercury spacecraft. He also was

instrumental in drawing up training programs for space pilots.

In his present position, he assists the Director of MSC in biomedical problems

relating to space flight. He participated as a member of the debriefing team who

interviews space pilots immediately after their flight.

Dr. Voas was born in Evanston, Illinois in 1928. He holds bachelor of arts,

master of science and a PhD in psychology from the 'University of California in Los

Angeles. In addition he holds a bachelor of philosophy degree from the University

Chicago.

- more -
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Prior to his separation from active service with the United States

Navy, Dr. Voas reached the commissioned rank of lieutenant. During

Navy service he was a flight abserver amassing about 300 hours in jet

aircraft.

He is a member of the National Science Honorary Society, American

Rocket Society, Human Factors Society of America, and the American

Psychological As sociation.

Voas is married and the father of two children.

dg
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Cummins and Reed, Texas City architects, today were

awarded a contract to design six guard stations and an access road at the NASA Manned

Spacecraft Center's Clear Lake site.

The contract, in the amount o_[ $4, 400, calls for plans, specifications and a cost

estimate for the work. The road runs from a parking lot to the Center headquarters

h .ding and the guard stations are to be located stragetically over the site.

The work is to be done for MSC's Eacilities Division.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Mrs. I, ouise Brown, Manned Spacecraft Center Personnel

Administration office, gives the oath to Donald K. Slayton, one of the original

Mercury astronauts, who resigned his Air Force commission as a major

Wednesday to accept appointment under Civil Service as Assistant Director for

'ight Crew Operations at Manned[ Spacecraft Center.

###
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- The chances of the average person ever being nit by a

meteorite are pretty slim, but if it ever happens to you, send the object to Manned

Spacecraft Center's Lunar Surface Technology personnel in Houston, Texas, and

_'ey will tell you what hit you.

Of course, the space center scientists have an additional objective beyond

merely doing you a favor. Their job is to learn as much as possible about the surface

of the moon ir. preparation for the first U. S. manned landing on the moon, the goal

of the Apollo Spacecraft Program Office at Manned Spacecraft Center.

Among other research avenues being followed by the lunar surface technologists,

headed by John Dornbach, they are investigating properties of extraterrestial objects

wi_ich survive entry into the Earth's atmosphere and which might have come from the

moon.

[f you find a meteorite, even though it didn't hit you as it came out of t._e skies,

the lunar surface investigators are still interested in studying it. The object of

these studies is to help American astronauts learn as much as possible about the

- more -
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moon's surface, either fact or reasonable scientific conjecture, so they will be

able to recognize and report on the lunar surface environment when they arrive.

At the present time this branch of MSC is extremely interested in acquiring

new specimens for examination. Upon receipt of a meteorite sample (about one

or two ounces is ample) the branch personnel will test and inform the contributor

of the type meteorite and its composition.

Characteristically, meteorites are always solid, usually with an irregular

shape and heavy for their size. They are black or brown on the outside, and most

show metallic iron when ground on a clean carborundum surface.

Most mineralogists dream of being able to examine a "new" meteorite within

a week or ten days after it falls, to check for high energy radiation effects.

Elbert A. King, aerospace technologist, is presently studying samples taken

from the 121 pound Rosebud meteorite (very fine hypersthene chrondrite). The

exceptionally well-preserved specimen is on loan from the University of Texas,

Department of Geology.

Discovered near Rosebud, Texas in Milam County about 1907, the meteorite

was used for a time as a hitching stone in front of a drug store in Rosebud.

Presented to the University of Texas in 1915 by Capt. J. W. Waters, the

initial descript and petrographic analysis of the specimanwas made by Professor

Fred M. Bullard of the University.

New analytical techniques have been developed since that time and mineralo-

gists like King are able to make many new discoveries heretofore unknown.
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Two sample cores were taken from the Rosebud meteorite for petrographic

examination. Sections of the specimen are examined through the use of X-ray

defraction and X-ray florescent analysis and much can be learned about the com-

position and possible uses for the rock in relation to the needs of man in a space

environment such as the moon or other planets.

The Rosebud meteorite is unique in that it has an exceptionally well-preserved

ablation surface.

There are only about 1500 known meteorites in scientific collections in the

entire world.

###



TO THEAmF_A J .O_AL _SC _

MovaN_er26,19d_

Manned Spaeeoreft Cente_ wu utablished as Space Task G_up by the

National _uttes and Space A_mimtmtioa at Langley Field, 7A_d-_,,

N_ 5, 19_, and a_igned the mazag_eat _eaponeibilit_ fer P_Jeet

Xex_ury.

_he immediate pre_la_ faeing the new o_miution were

. To _m_Vc_ato man's oalxibAlt'_l,ee in the .paee east, and

· To dm'v_p, eomemet, m.t%ly, man_ epm.em flA. ght tmmhnole,Sy roi' ufo its

· basis for e_aduetAng mu_ Wre mhitieum _, tno.l-,'x-, manned

_l;,.lorat. ion of spue and tho plano_.

At the outset, it was n_eessar7 for $paoe Task _oup to detenmine the

ocFLfigul_tAanof the spaeeoruft foF ProJeot Mercury, to aeleet a family of
o

la_eh vehielet, to seleet a poel of imLlotsto be trained fo_ red.ned rpaoe

flights, to set up a t_ program for these pilots and ground suppoFt

personnel, and · m_ of other aetAvities, all of whieh were iapoFtant

to the ultimate emooeafl of the pro_.

It was neeeaa_ry to lm!_e in all the many oont_aetor _aBers of 'the

te_ the kz_dge and feeli_ of _ee_ty that 100 per Nat _Aa_klAt_

was a basle requiremea% in .l_ the ttiouar, x_ of spaoeox, aft eomponents.

Additional pres_ was plaeed on the group on May 2_, 1961, when the

late President John F. Kenne_ told the Congress that la_ Amerieans on

the moon and returning then safely to earth during the l_0'a was a

nationalgoal.

Ea_l_ in 1962, IJhe_minA PToJoot 0i_fioeand Apollo Pro Jeer (_fiee

ver_ establt]_ and wol_ _as starte_ at an aeeele_ated paoe on the _u_

-1-



follow-on IWo_oe_ to _ - Gedmi, the t2a_aan Sl_MO_t to be used

fo_ exiexlod _ o_t missions up to t_o weeks in _u_atioa and to oa_y

out t_ndesw_as and docking expeetmentsl and Apollo, the ii.M-mn .peeeeFaft

to be used _o_' extended __dl, ta_nf_uaa_, and 1_ landing

uissi_ao.

ProJootXeT_m_yvas oompletedin 1963 after a peLpfeot_eooX_tof mmzmed

subosimitdl and o_qxLtal fli_ts. Rifbl4shta of that flight l_y_Tam follc_;

. _ _, 1961 - Ar'_quaut Alan B. S_elm_ JT. vas b _ Ama_mn

in rpaoe, aa that d_ he flew a saboli_l nissiaa, lasttnf abe_ 11_

minutes, in his _Feed_ ?" spao_.

· July 21, 1961 - Asta'o_ut Vlm_l I. _'imsom, in his _.4_._,,by Bell 7"

e_, flea, the meoond and x_A.n_l m._e_4xLtal w_ssion. _ flight, too,

lasted about 1_ mimxtee.

. Fehruar7 20, 1962 - _e f!_ +. manned o_bital effect of the United

Statesm a _ as Astronaut_ H. Glenn Jr. flev his 'F_i_ip 7"

spaoeeraftia a %2_ee-oa_ttmissionwhiQh lasted four hours and _ minutes.

The $uoee_8 of _is test showed the need _ol' a human _ in _ flights

ama man's ada__ to the m_aoe envi_o_t.

· May 2_, 1962 - Aadm_mautM. $Qett _te_ _m14_ate_ Glenn's

__t flight in his 'Auxin 7" mpaeesnt_ in a flAght which

feu_ hou_ and _ _nutes. 'lhimtest vem,lft_obmti_ of previoue

flights and added _!m_e seienee info_ma_c_.

. _ 3, 1962 - Ast_naut Walte_ M. Sohirm J_. fle_ a _w_it

mission in his "fi_ma 7" _. ?his test, ut_Loh lasted nine hou_

and 13 minutes provided additional infolmnation eon_Gming man's _apeb4_4tie_

in tbs mpaoe en_ and pm_wd that the engin_g oonoe_ of the

s__ and supporting ay,t--- vere _te,

-2.-



· May 1_.16, 1963 - The final _ spaee flight of PToJeetMel_u_y

was aoeemp_4ehedo_ those da_s when _ut L. 0M_mn Cooper J_*i in his

'Faith7" spaeeeraftecmpleteda 22-orbitmissie_which lasted 3_ hours

and 20 minutes. D_ this flight Coope_beemae the _ American

_u_ to sleep in spa_e, and had tams fo_ additionale_perimnts not

tried an other flights beoause of engineering _equl_ments.

The s_A_A1 _._ana ut32Azed Redatone boosters u la_noh vebialee

and uodif_ed A_laa uissilee wer_ used as la. Mb vehicles om all the o_bital

mis aions,

Sci_+-**ie obse_vati_s and expeFimm$_ oar_l out during PrQJeot

Mercuryes manned space fillets ine_oas_l p_og_es_vely in nu_e_ and

scope as periodsof spaoe flight we_ exte_ed. Speolalmatorials and

equi___t were adcled to th_se Fequi_ for spao_ ope2m_on and monitoring

the ph_i_ oonditton of the p_lo% beginning with _lenn's flight, whe_ a

series of experiments we_J imittatecl $_ $tuc_ 8ctierLt;tfie aspeots Of

terrestrial space and spaoe flight.

All the p_lot8 repo_cedthat weightlessnesswas a pleasantsensatA_

and offered little diffimLlt_ '" · .... - ' -- "_ with the

e_mo_.m3.of I_L'_ of foodfloattn_arounddm_n_ _ flightsand_udAsin_

tha_, w_41e in a weightless state, the_ _l_ releasea p_eoe of equipment

they were workingwith and it w_uld _ _ed _he_e _lease_.

_ne of _lenn'sbiggest su_ses oo_ed as he oame out of the night

side c_ his first pass and found the spa_ 8ulTo_ndedby luminous

partialeawhich he _epor_edas y.11_$. _e_e pa_cAoles,he said,

made i% eeeu that the Sp_co_ was_ m_ througha field of fizzY'lies.

Ca_ter repoFtedafte_ his flight that he also Bad seen the pa_tioles

but they appearedlike snoeflakesto b_. He believed they were not truly



luminousbut zm_l_ sam145t. __ also _epo_ that he

_tl_ hit the hateh at _nm _ bi, thia_ pass and that a aloud of

the _elea flew by the win_w, and that after this, each time he

knoekedam the hat4h o_ a pm_l_ of the apae_ wall, the paAfi_oleo

came by the window. The peA_t_ee, thoughtto be ice e_yatals_

f_m fha steam _eleasedby the _4f'e su_ system,were also obsee_md

b_ Sehtm_ and Ceoper.

_e _ _ _ tmJe_t _e_m_ ean be amused _,_

seve_ areas of _. _ese aweas a_es (1) vt_,_ aequisitt_ and

_e_Aon e=_m_mmt,, (Z) _ _to_e _ts, (3)

ra_iatAonexperimenta0and (_) s_ miN*ll_neous expexW_me_tsand

studiesw_ich included investigaticmsof flvid behavior under zero-

gravity' oondi_Lons and of the ob,,_'_aete_ias of various ablative

materials vndee, reen_.y eondi_ae.

Xn the _ category,gA_und light experimantswere attemptedon -_l

feu_ e_ the ee_ital flightsto provideinformationon man's abilit_to

acquirea fixed light amume ag=_-_t an earthbackground. On the flighta

of Glenn,Ga_ and $ehixq_the experimentswere not s_e_esa_ because

of heavy eloud eov_r. D_ the last _ flight,_pe_ was able

to observethe xm_n light _esitionedat Nleem_ontein,South Afwiea,

his sixth pass.

In additicm,a flashinglight was eJeotedfrem the spacecawL_tand

viewedby _eope_ at v_ distaneeain spaoe. The light, its _t_4_e_

and the eJeotionmeeham_mawere _,_lt by the NAgA Langley Reseam_hCente_.

The flashing-lightunit was · _.?_-inehdiameter sphewi,:,al assembly,

about 10 l_m_s and equipped with, two xenon-gas_seharge lampe

looatadat oppoaite pole_. The '!3,olampe flashedaimu!taneou_ at a _ate

-A.



of ap_mxtmatel_ _e signal pee seeend.

_-_dt_t_en _tepe_h_ vas _nete/on tu_ So_m_ flights

to assist tho lnStamuon_ca _to_ of l_assa_usetta Xnstttute of

?eehnology in detemAning the effeetAwaeu vith _teh the ea_h,s sunlit

n 4._ oould be used fo_ navi6ational sighting dm_nS the final phue of

lu_ spurn _,_ssto_s,

WeAthee pbo'_o_aph_ and obae]rfiLtAoms ve_e oa.-ried out dm_4_ tho

fAight Veom to aaemmt oth infomatAoa and

tO provide speei_o info_Bat:Lon that might be useful in designing

advanced weathee sattelite systems.

Terrain photogeaphs have been a _-t of t_o fe_e_,sl purpose

photographs on eaeh af the fore manned orbital missiona. _.e7 v'el'e,

heeeve_, _ apeeAfimlly _ fo_ Sehi_'s flight,while on the

othe_ _ flight_ the_ were taken as the eq_mr_bunit_presenteditself.

These phot_gr_r_ were taken to aid in _u_l_ up ·eatAlog of spaoe

phetogra_bsof variousgeel_ £eatu_u sueb as folded mcmmtaimsand

vole_niefields, and to p_xvidet_po_aphieal info_matte_cmm_ a major

lxn'tice, of the eax. th's surfaoe,

The ecpeadmfnts eonduoted in the othm, eategu_es wee.e highly

teahr_ealtn _atur_.

A_I of the _ faeets of Pl_Jeet_e_eu_y,_ the seleotionof the

spao_ oonfigu_tton and the family of lalmoh vehiole8, $2x_-_h 'the

seleotion of pd.lots and the ultimate fMoeess of the fix missions have

uteeially e_t_ibuted to the mJo_ tasks_hieh lie ahead . a luma_

landing and the eventual ex_lemtA_n of space and the planets.

ide
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November Z6, 1963

Special to the Arizona Journal

With Project Mercury successfully completed NASA's Manned Space-

craft Center is now engaged in an all-out effort in :he follow-on programs, '

Projects Gemini and Apollo.

The extremely _pable engineers and support personnel who were

assigned to Project Mercury have been reassigned to duties with these

two programs and these changes will enhance the progress of both projects.

In addition to the concurrent work on both Gemini and Apollo spacecraft

development, there is a gr_ deal of activity in :he field of crew training.

In addition to the seven Project Mercury astronauts, Manned Spacecraft

Center added nine in September 1962, and 14 more in October this year,

bringing to 30 the total number of crew members available for future

space flights which are programmed to data. Each group has gone through

an intensive educational program with emphasis on astronomy, selenology,

physics of the upper atmosphere, aerothermodynamics and a number o_

other subjects. In addition they have toured the facilities and been briefed

by the prime contractors in the three spacecraft programs and many of the

top-tier subconZractors.

In February of this year specialixed assignments were made as

follows: Neil Armstrong, to monitor the developrnenz, design and use

of trainers and simulators, including new trai,_t-g requirements not
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associated with speci/ic mission simulators; Frank Borman, son of Mr.

and Mrs. Edwin Borman of Phoenix, concentrates on the booster design

and development program with special attention devoted the booster=abort

systems and the development of abort-preventing procedures for mission

success; Scott Carpenter's specialized assisnment is the 1,,nnr excursion

module (I.F.M) of the Apollo Sl_cecralt; and Charles Conrad specializes

in cockpit layouts, instrument displays and pilot controls, to insure that

systems "displays" are appropriate integrated into cockpit panels.

Grodon Cooper's assignment at that time consisted of the pilot phases

of Project Mercury; John Glenn was given the general assignment of

Project Apollo, the program for manned space flight to the moon; Virgil

Grissom was given a similar general assignment on Project Gemini, the

program which has rendezvous in space as a major objective; and James Lovell

monitors the design and development of all recovery systems such as the

paraglider, parachute and LEIvi landing systems, including resolving

operational problems in the reentry and recovery phases of the mission.

James McDivitt assignment is the design and development of guidance

and navigational systems and aide for operational requirements; Walter

Schirra in overall operations and training; Elliot See. monitors the design

and development of electrical and sequential systems, and aids in the

coordination for mission planning; and Alan Shepard, along with Cool>er was

assigned special duty in the pilot phases of Project Mercury.
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Donald Slayton was named coordinator for astronaut activities and

to rr_intaing overall supervision of astronaut duties. In a reorianl_tion

announced November 5 by M_-ned Spacecraft Center, $1ayton was ._rned

Assistant Director/or Flight Crew Operations with full responsibility/or

the astronauZ office, flight crew support division, and aircraft operations

office. Thomas Stafford specialisee in monitoring the design and develop-

sent of comm_nications and instrumentation systems, insuring that on-

board systems are compatible with pilot needs and properly integrated

with the mission control system, ground operational support and other

communications links; Edward White monitors the design and development

of flight control systems and related equipment; and John You_n E monitors

design and development of environmental control systems, survivial gear,

pressure suits and other personal equipment.

These speci_!ized assignments require that all the astronauts spend

much time away/rom their Houston headquarters, and. in addition, all

are required to take part in many phases of tralnic_ on aimul&tors, centri-

fuge, procedures trainers, etc. Each o/ them is responsible for keeping

the rest of the group informed of the changes effected and the progress made

in their l_rticuiar field and, i/ this is not enou_hS, each must maintain his

flying proficiency and physinal titness.
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The 14 astronauts named in October are scheduled to report for work

at _vianr_ed Spacecraft Center early in February. Present pi&ns call for

them to receive an intensive course of study such as the others went

through, tour the various facilities and probably about the middle of 1964,

there will be a realignment of apecialLted duties with all 30 of tl_m astro-

nauts following · part!_,_ular phase or phases of the many facets of design

and development of the spacecraft and componentns of Projects Gemini and

Apollo.

In other areas of activity, there are a continuous series of conferences

between i_SC engineers and management officials and contractor represen-

tatives; periodic design engineering inspections at A/lcDonneU Aircraft

Corporation, prime contractor for the Gemt,_ spacecraft; and North

American Aviation, prime contractor for the Apollo spacecraft; at

Grumn_an Aircraft Corporation, prime contractor for the L3_I_; and many

other meetings to discuss problem areas which are continually cropping up

While developin A the spacecraft and related systems aa new ideas are

developed.

Each of the items developed must undergo a series of extensive tests

in order to prove their ability to provide the 100 per cent reliability required

by I_ASA. For example, a series of tests are already underway at the

White Sands, Nex Mexico, Missile Range, to prove the aerody__Arnic
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stability characteristics of the ApoUo configuration in an abort situation;

investig&tion oi the ability of the escape system to propel the command

module to a safe distance during a pad abort; and to determine the proper

operation of the escape tower release mechansim, tower jettison motor,

and parachute recovery system.

AU these activities are a must as l_-nned Spacecraft Center gears

its efforts toward the first Gan ina-Titan launch scheduled early in 1964

and the Apollo-Saturn launches to follow. This first Gemini mission will

be of the unmanned orbital variety with the primary objective o£ testing

the on-board equipment and systems planned for use in later manned

Gemini flights.



/
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November 26, 1963

Special to the Arisen& Journsl

What are the future plans for manned space flight activities ?

The immedlaIe goals are the completion of Projects Gemini and

Apollo. lSeyond that are other goals not yet specifically determined

but which are currently under study.

Project Gemini is scheduled to provide additional information con-

cerning m&nts ability in the space environment in flights of up to two-

weeks duration, and in Later flights in that program to investigaLe the

problems of rendesvous and docking with a target vehicle. Also pro-

grammed are such activities as the astronauts open!n_ the hatch aad

emerging from the spacecraft while attached to a rop4e in order that

they may exercise mad gather informtion about the difficulty of perform-

ing certain tasks while &ct_!_!ly floating in space at a speed of more than

17,000 miles per hour About 100 miles above the earth's surf&ce.

In accomplishing the rendezvous and docking objectives, the following

techniques will be used.
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The target vehicle, Agena D, will be launched _ a circular

earth orbit about 150 miles above the earth by an Atlas D rocket. The

Agena D wi!! be controLLed from the ground. About 24 hours later a

Gemini spacecraft will be launched by a Titan ri into an elliptical orbit

about 87 miles from the earth at il_ nearest point amd 150 miles at the

apogee of the orbit. This will enable the manned Sl_cecralt or orbit the

earth in a shorter time and gradually close in on the target vehicle,

The astronauts, when they are within several hundred miles of the Agena D,

will make fli_t directional adjustments to conform with the flight path

being followed by the Agena D through use of propulsion units.

_'hen they reach a point 20 miles from the target they will be able

to see it and from this point they will be able to complete the rendezvous

and docking by visual observation. At this point in space, although

travelling at more tha_ 17,090 miles per hour, the speed of the two

craft wLLl vary by only severll miles per hour, and the pilots will be

able to thread the coneshape nose of the Gemini spacecraft into the

docking collar of the Agena D, then clamps inside the collar will latch

firmly around the Gemini cone and lock the two vehicles together.

At thatt instant the instrument wires of the two craXt will be connected

automatically, and with this precision movement the Gemini astronauts

will gain control over the _.gena D, which until that time, will obey

orders only from the grouni . The astronauts will then operate botl_
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b_ spacecraft as I single vehicle, check out ail instruments aboard

the Agena D, its rocket englne and other systems. They may, for a

time, experiment with changing orb/tel paths and otherwise test the

maneuverability of the Gemini-Agena D configuratAon.

This work is all in preparation lot similar exercises with the Apollo

spacecra/t configuration in prep&rat/on for the eventual moon l_Lng,

Concurrent work is being performed on _!! the many facets o/the

development of t_e Apollo spacecridt con/i_aration and the many component

systems.

The ApoUo program is a _rt/cularly important part of the overall

space program in that it provides & signlficant milestone -- a clearly

defL_ed goal -- that of landin E Americ_n_t on the surface of the moon and

returning them sLfely to earth during this dec&de.

The program was conceived in late 1999, and by mid-1960, a proposed

flight &roum/the moon, termed a circurnlullar flight, was announced by

the National Aeronautics &nd Space Admin/str&tion. An extensive study

was conducted by the NASA to determine which of several methods of

accomplishing this mission would be most expeditious and, &t the same

t/me, offer the greatest rel/_bility. Conclusions reached indicated that

the lunar orbit rendezvous would best sat/sfy these demands.
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FoLlowing is basically the events which will occur during the lunar

14tnding mission lnte in the 1960% - a mission which will be flown only

a/&er a ssries cd earth-orbital flights by the ApoLlo spacecraft con/iguration

to prove the design, insure that all systems are c&pable, and to insure

that _ known problems are solved.

Three astronaut8 will e_,er the A_Uo ¢_ module, mounted

atop an &dv_nced Saturn launch vehicle at Cape Canaveral. They will be

boosted into earth orbit by the first stage of the Saturn which will have

seven and a hal/ million pounds of thrust. While circling the earth,

the spacecraft will be checked out by the three astronauts on board. At

the same time, giant computers located in the Mission Control Center at

Clear _, Tf. xAs, will be checking the spacecraft as though they were

/lying along with it.

With &ll systems f_,_ctioning properly, the astronauts will be ready

to begin their second phase of the flight. They will orient the spacecraft

configuration to the proper attitude, ignite the remaining launch vehicle

engine, attiin a speed oi more than 25.000 miles per hour. and then

literally coe_st to the vicinity o£ the moon.

During this trip. the adapter containing the lunar excursion module

will be separated from the spacecraft, &nd, using the control systems

onbo_rd, the astronauts will turn the spacecraft around the dock nose-
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to-nose with the LEI_t. During the coasting flight measurements will be

continued both from the spacecra/t and from the earth an_ mid-course

directional changes will be effected as necessary.

When the spacecraft arrives in the vicinity of the moon, the astronauts

will again use their control system to turn the spacecraft around in order

that they may use the engine to slow it down to · speed which will enable

them to go into a circular orbit about 100 miles from the moonSs surface.

_'hLle orbiting the moon they will again check out all systems, and, if

they are functioning properly, the landing mission will be started.

Two cd the three astronauts will transfer from the command module

into the LEM, the LElVi will be detached, and the descent to the moon

will be started by use of the landing engine at the bottom of the I.FM. It

will go into an elliptical orbit wi/ha path different from th&t of the mother

vehicle but one which will require the same period to circle the moon.

V, hen the LEM reaches the ten-tuLle ml,timurn altitude of its approach

orbit, it will be traveling at a speed of 4, 000 miles per hour in respect

to the surface of the moon. At this time the landing engine will be turned

on to slow the LE/_I down and s_art the de·cent to the moon. The power can

be so adjusted that the craft w/ll be able to hover about 300 feet above the

moon's suM·ce, much like a helicopter hovers over a landing site. The

pilots will then choose · l&ndtng point and will be able to maneuver

horizontally as much as 1, 000 feet to the desired point. They will then

descend slowly to the sur/ace and land at · speed of less than seven miles

DeT ho_r.
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After landing, they will first check out the vehicle in preparation

for the return flight, then explore in the immediate vicinity. They will

observe the surface, make measurements, and collect _ples. They

will also place instruments on the moon which will continue to make

measurements and to r_dio information to the earth a/ter they have

departed,

On the first manned lunar mission the total time spent on the lunar

surface will be about 24 hours. It is estimated that about an hour after the

ascent from the lunar surface is started the LE:.,I will be quite close to the

':mother" spacecra/t, and when they are about five miles apart the LEM

g uidance system will be utilized to bring the two craft closer. When the

distance has narrowed to several hundred feet, the two astronauts in tt_

i.I_M will personally control the vehicle and complete the rendezvous and

docking ope rations.

With this complete, they will r_ter the ApoLlo command module,

detach the LEI_I (which will remain in lumkr orbit), B,_t start the return

trip to e_rth.

_hile Gemini and ApoLlo are the prime efforts of NASA at this time

in the field cd manned flights, other programs are under consideration.

At the present time there are 14 sel_r&te studies being conducted for

._/iSC by various contractors throughout the country.
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_ey concern electrical power systems design tot a ma_m_d orbital

space station; operations and logistics study of m_nned orbital space

stat/on; prel/m/na_/d_sign and program definition cd a 5-6 man mo'!fled

Apollo remupply sl_cecraft for space station support; study of manned

Liars excursion module; environmental control and life support systems

study for a large manned orbital space station; definition of cox_fi_atiol_8,

prelimlna_design and program definition of lifting body resupply spacecraft
/

for space station support; a_,__ de/init, ton of con/iguration, preliminary

design and prograxn definition of a manned rotation space station.

Also definition of confisuration, prelimina_esiEn and program

definition of a sero gravity space station; definition cd con/iguration,

preliraina_destgn and program definition crfbo_lia_;ic reentry resupply

spacecraft for spice station support; study of subsystem requirements

for a Mars mission module; life support and enviro_n_-nental control

systems study; unmanned lunar probes to be delivered from lunar orbit

to the surface of the moon for reconnaissance purposes; and the develop-

merit, design and fabrication o/ a/our man feeding system for rome in

extended space station type missions.

###
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_%ensign 3575 , December 2_ 1963

i

..uE_O_,, T_AS - Faith 7_ Mercury spacecraft flown by Astronaut L. Gordon

Cooper in his earth circling 22 orbit flight last May will be on display

December 12 through December 15 in Colvmbia_ South Carolina.

7:.e four day stop in Columbia is the eleventh of 50 state capitol visits

that the :_ational Aeronauties and Space A_ministration has scheduled fcm

3ooper's spacecraft. Close to 1_500_000 persons have already seen the

spacecraft since it began its cross country tour in Cooper's home state of

Ok!_aoma.

_ne :,AS& )_._ned Spacecraft Center at Houston_ Texas_ has set Faith 7 on

a svand _'hich permits easy viewing of the inside of the spacecraft. A section

of the base of the heat shield and portions of the outer skin have been cut

away permitting the first public look at the irmner structure of a Mercury

s_acecra_t.

_:e spaceeraf_ - inside and out - is exactly as it was when it splashed

do_v_ in_o vhe ?acific near _dway Island on May 16_ 1963. Nothing has been

changed. _.qe spacecraft shingles - its outer skin made of a new metal rene' 41 -

shots vhe effects of the 1_000 degree heat which blanketed the spacecraft during

re-en_2_/ ir.to earth's atmosphere.
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'_z.ekeat shield - a mi_xzure of glass fibers and resin - at _ne base of the

sp'acecr_f_ wlvhstood maximum _- _ .........pe ...... s of 3_000 degrees farer_.eit when

__ dlrecved Fai_._,7 o._ its revur:_._o ea_n.

.:J_soon display wiZh the spacecraft are Zhe c_r.eras Cooper carried and

......................... c. rode on x_n , s 5.6_185 mile ea_h-clrcling

1

_ _.lr._ z_is day an_ a half in space,flight. S'_._!es of _he food Cooper a_e _"_' _ ' '

_ii also be or_ display.

.... -_ai_n 7 covered in spaceu_ll cc,.'er approxlma_ely _0_000 mi!es_ a d_ancc ....

ir. approximately oO .....,_.a _.,, _.e -_.

°.
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Extension 3_75 December 51, 1963

HOUSTON_ TEXAS - Faith 7_ Mercury space:craft flown by Astronaut L.

Gordon Cooper in his earth circling 22 orbit flight last May will be on

display January 9 through January 12 in Nashville_ Tennessee.

_ne four day stop in Nashville :13 :,hewelfth of j:L state capitol visits
i

that the National Aeronautics and SD_' A_a _i:z::_:bioi_i_aS scheduled for

Cooper's spacecraft. Close to 1,500,J 3 __::zo:,s _ave a_eady seen the
!

spacecraft since lit began its cross _: :t, : _ :_ er's home state of

Okls_homa.

The NASA Manned Spacecraft Cent_ - : _: Ua:a: , has set Faith 7 on

a stand _nieh permits easy viewing o-: .-- _ 5' :.:-:e spacecraft. A section

of the base of the heat shield and Dc: $: :f 2-_ outer skin have been cut

away permitting the first public look ar__;)'_einner structure of a Mercury

spacecraft ·

The spacecraft - inside and out - is exactly as it was when it splashed down

into the Pacific near Midway Island on ',_y 16, 1963. Nothing has been changed.

The spacecraft shingles - its outer siqin made of a new metal rene' 41- shows

the effects of the l_OOO degree heat which blanketed the spacecraft during

re-entry into earth's atmosphere.

T
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The heat shield - a mixture of glass fibers and resin - at the base

of the _paceeraft withstood maximum tem_eratu_'esof 3_O00 degrees farenheit

when Cooper directed Faith 7 on its retvrn to earth.

Also onldisplay with the spacecrafv are the cameras Cooper carried and

the astronaut Surwival Kit which rode o_p?a_t_ 7's 546_I_5 mile earth-

circling flight, iS_mplesof the food Ueoper ate d_ring his day and a half

in space will alsoIbe on display.

The 13 month tour, ending in the nation's capitol on November l, 1964
z

will cover approximately 20,000 miles_ a distance Faith 7 covered in space

in approximately 80 minutes.

ii
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- A contract amendment in the amount of $49, 000 has

been issued by the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center to the Space and Information

Systems Division of North .&mericanAviation, Inc,, Downey, California for ar_

_:tension of a study on modifications to the Apollo spacecraft that may permit it to

perform as a space sciences laboratory.

MSC wants to learn if it can adapt the spacecraft for long earth orbital missions.

North American was asked to investigate and define concepts evolving from its

initial studies, suggesting link-up of modified Apollo vehicles. That is, what happens

if two or more modified spacecraft are coupled in space ?

The amendment also calls for concepts to establish the maximum number of

modules that can be used and it calls for design on either the zero gravity environ-

ment or artificial gravity while the stations are in space.

MSC asked for study to investigate whether identical power and environmental

systems should be placed on each Apollo module or if one large system could supply

- more -
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all modules. All concepts considered are to be compatible with the Gemini spacecraft

as well as with Apollo, the space agency said.

North American's initial study determined man's requirements for protracted

space missions and evaluated his physiological capacity to work in space under zero

gravity or in an artificial "g" environment. That phase called for an investigation

of possible use of the Command module as crew quarters and an investigation of the

area occupied by the Lunar Excursion module as a laboratory.

The Apollo spacecraft is now designed for a crew of three. During the lunar

mission, gEM will take two of the three members to the surface of the moon. L/EM

will be left in lunar orbit on the return trip to earth. The Service module likewise

· "ill be jettisoned prior to atmospheric re-entry and the Command module with its

:astronaut crew will be the only piece of spacecraft hardware returning.

North American's study on possible Apollo modifications is to be completed by

March 14, 1964.

The study is being conducted for MSC's Advanced Spacecraft Technology Division.

dg
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Extension 3751 December 1, ]963

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- The NASA Manned Spacecraft Center today accepted the

Central Data Office Building at the Clear Lake site and certified it as ready for

occupancy.

Carrying a $959, 413. 00 price tag, the two-story structure will house equipment

.nd personnel of the Computation and Data Reduction and the Technical Information

Division.

Scheduled moving date of the 110 data center employees is December 12. They

¥¥iI1 depart from the leased facilities in Houston at the University of Houston, Rich

Building and Veterans Administration. The technical information group, numbering

25, will move from the VA building and Franklin Development complex on Dec_n ber 20.

With the completion of the second major move, some 250 space agency

employees will have been relocated at Clear Lake. Earlier the Logistics Division

was moved, as well as elements of the electronics, facilities, security and contracts

divi sions.

- more -
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The Central Data building contains more than 60, 000 square feet of space. It

consists of digital and analog machine rooms, service area, fireproof storage areas

and offices. Prime contractors for the building are W. S. Bellows Construction

Corporation of Houston and Peter Kiewit Sons Company of Omaha, Nebraska.

To data 11 facilities have been certified as operational or ready for occupancy.

Included are the Translation & Docking Simulator Facility; support offices, shops and

warehouses; the fire station and utility plants.

The big move from the 14 leased buildings will take place between February 28

and March 23, 1964. At that time, over 2, 500 employees, equipment, furniture and

office supplies will be relocated. MSC will vacate all leased buildings by July 1, 1964.

The data building is the fourth accepted out of five programmed for construction

der the Phase 2 contract. The water treatment plant, sewage treatment system and

fire station were built and accepted under this contract.

Up to this time, the space agency has committed $4, 691, 299. 00 for site prepara-

tion and construction under Phase 2. Of this amour_ nearly $t, 500, 000. 00 was

obligated for installation of lateral sewers, driveways, curbs, gutters and utility

tunnels for the buildings programmed under this contract.

MSC spent $4, 752, 858. 00 t O prepare the Clear Lake site before the first

foundation was laid. The work, under a Phase 1 construction contract, consisted

of relocation of oil pipe lines and a canal; grading and roads, installation of storm

sewers, water and gas mains; a water pumping plant and storage tanks, utility tunnels

and a field office for the Corps of Engineers. Phase 1 work was finished July 18, 1963,

more -
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Another utility which had to be built before construction of buildings could be

undertaken was the 138 KV electrical sub-station. This facility, funded under a sep-

arate contract at a cost of $756, 950.00, was accepted June 20, 1963.

A total of $38, 911, 458. 00 has been_ommitted by MSC to date for the development

of the Clear Lake site and construction of buildings.
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Extension 3751 December 6, 1963

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Dr. Robert B. Voas, Assistant for Human Factors to

the Director of the Manned Spacecraft Center, will address members of the Military

Order of World Wars December 16, 1963 in New Orleans.

Voas' speech, entitled "Implications of Space Flight for the Nation's Future,"

11 examine the potential impact space flight technology will have on this country.

Voas joined the National Aeronautics and Space Administration in October 1958

and assisted in the selection of the original group of astronauts.

Dr. Voas worked with engineers who have designed and developed the simulators

on which the astronauts were trained to fly the Mercury spacecraft. He also was

instrumental in drawing up training programs for space pilots.

In his present position, he assists the Director of MSC in biomedical problems

relating to space flight. Fie participates as a member of the debriefing team which

interviews space pilots immediately after their flight.

Dr. Voas was born in Evanston, Illinois in 19Z8. He holds a bachelor of arts,

master of science and PHD in psychology from the University of California in

os Angeles. In addition he holds a bachelor of philosophy degree from the

University of Chicago.

- more -
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Prior to his separation from active service with the United States

Navy, Dr. Voas reached the rank of lieutenant. During Navy service he

was a flight observe amassing about 300 hours in jet aircraft.

He is a member of the National Science Honorary Society, American

Rocket Society, Human Factors Society of America and the American

Psychological Association.

Voas is married and the father of two children.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- The U. S. Corps of Engineers has turned over the

Car, tray.'. F_eating and Cooling Plant to the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center and the

faci;!ity at Clear Lake is in operation.

The plant contains the steam generating and air conditioning equipment to

serve cb.e major structures at the Clear Lake site. It is the twelfth facility to be

certified as opera_ional or ready for occupancy out of more than 40 under construc-

tion.

The building is a two-story structure containing 27, 742 square feet. It is

!43 feet !cr:g and 97 feet wide. Predominent features are the solar gray window

walls extending the height of the structure.

Two high pressure boilers, each with steaming capacity of 60, 000 pounds

per hour, will generate the steam to heat the Center. Each boiler will consume

approxirra rely 84, 000 cubic feet of natural gas per hour at full capacity operation.

Steam generated by the boilers drives turbines which in turn run three

separate centrifugal compressors with a total air conditioning capacity of 6, 000

- more -
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.is. The chilled water then is piped to the air conditioning in the individual

buildings.

A water cooling tower is constructed adjacent to the plant. This system

has a capacity for reducing some 19, 000 gallons of water from 104 degrees to 86

degrees l_'ahrenheit and returning the liquid to the boiler for recycling.

The cost of the Heating and Cooling Plant was announced as $1, 933, 957

including modifications to the building that were not in the original plan. Two

other small figures remain to be added. These are an amount due the Corps of

Engineers for supervision and engineering services, and the pro rata cost of

architectural and engineering services. Construction costs include the equipment

that went into the building.

Approximately Z0 heating and cooling specialists employed by William

J. Graham & Son Company, service contractor for MSC, will operate the plant.

Total value of construction and equipment at the Clear Lake site as of

December 1 stood at $147, 452.700. Of this amount, $60,166, 690 has been committed

to the contractors.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Five Houston trucking firms were awarded

contracts by the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center for hauling and

crating services for the Center's various locations.

The contracts have an estimated value of $333,375 and will

remain in force through December 9, 1964. They were negotiated

in two parts.

Part one, issued to Central Forwarding, Inc., in an amount

not to exceed $222,857 was negotiated for the daily hauling of

office equipment, scientific apparatus, supplies and materials

between the Clear Lake site, Ellington Air Force Base and the

leased facilities.

Part two covers the movement of furniture, supplies and

machinery from temporary facilities in Houston to the site.

Firms awarded these contracts were:

Westheimer Transfer and Storage Company -- $87,000 for

moving office furniture and equipment.

Westheimer Rigging and Heavy Hauling Company -- $16,000

for hauling heavy machinery and equipment.

-more-
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Cox-Patrick Transfer and Storage Company -- $4,050 for

loading, transporting and unloading laboratory and photographic

equipment.

Associated Transfer and Storage, Inc. -- $3,450 for trans-

porting computer and electronic equipment.

The contracts are a fixed-price indefinite quantity type

and were negotiated for MSC's Logistics Division. The five

companies were chosen out of 13 who responded to the proposal.

-dg-
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Approximately 110 persons assigned to the NASA Manned

Spacecraft Center's Computation & Data Reduction Division moved into new offices

today at Clear Lake.

The group is the second large complement of MSC employees to occupy new

quarters. They are housed in the two-story Central Data Office building. Last

October approximately 80 employees of MSC's Logistics Division moved into their

r. offices.

The Data division formerly occupied offices at the University of Houston.

The division analyzes post flight information on tests conducted by MSC, evaluates

theoretical studies sponsored by the program offices and provides all the administra-

tive computer services required by the Center.

Next move will be made by 30 persons assigned to the Technical Information

Division. They will vacate offices in the Franklin Development Complex and

Veterans Administration Building on December 20 and move into the Central Data

Building.

With the completion of that move, more than 250 space agency employees

will have been relocated at Clear Lake.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Members of the Technical Information Division of the

NASA Manned Spacecraft Center moved into new offices today at the Clear Lake

site.

The group, which includes the Technical Library containing more than

71, 000 documents, have offices in the new Central Data Office building.

Headed by Charles M. Grant, Jr., the Technical Division moved from the

Franklin Development Complex and the Veterans Administration Building in

Houston. A total of 30 employees were relocated.

In another move to consolidate MSC functions, ten persons assigned to the

Reliability and Flight Safety Office occupied space in MSC temporary headquarters,

vacating a portion of the Stahl & Myers building.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- The Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation,

prime contractor to the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center for development of the

Apollo program lunar excursion module (LEM), recently awarded an $8, 370, 000

contract to the Hamilton Standard Division of the United Aircraft Corporation to

design, develop and produce the environmental control system (tECS) for LEM.

The ECS will perform two primary functions -- life support and thermal

ontrol.

The life support function includes the pressurization and ventilation of

the cabin and crew's space suits. It also provides for the removal of contaminants

such as carbon dioxide, odors, excess water vapor and particle matter from the

atmosphere breathed by the crew.

Thermal control includes warming of cryogenic fluids and control of the

temperature of the electronic equipment and of the ventilating gas for the cabin

and the space suits.

During normal operation, both the cabin and the space suits are maintained

at five pounds per square inch, permitting the crew to open face plates and remove

the gloves from their suits. With the cabin depressurized, the space suit pressure

· reduced to 3. 5 pounds per square inch and the suits must be sealed.

-more-
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Pressurizing gas is 100 per cent oxygen. The major portion of this

oxygen is stored cryogenically in gEM's electrical power supply system, but

the ECS also includes a small gaseous oxygen accumulator for high-flow demands

of short duration. Sufficient oxygen is stored in these two sources for six

cabin repressurizations and two fills and four refills of the portable life support

system (PLSS) oxygen tanks in addition to normal crew consumtpion and vehicle

and suit leakage.

The thermal control function employs an ethylene glycol-water mixture

as a heat transport fluid, circulated through a closed loop. Waste heat from

this loop is rejected to a water evaporator, which discharges steam to the

surrounding vacuum of space.

ECS work will be done at Hamilton Standard's Windsor Locks, Connecti-

cut, plant. The company also is the contractor for the Apollo space suits and

portable life support system back packs which will be used in the nation's lunar

landing program.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Bowland Janitorial Service, Inc., of Fort Worth,

Texas, has been awarded a contract by the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center for

custodial services for the space agency.

The contract has an estimated value of $262, 283 and covers the offices

_ccupied by MSC at Clear Lake, EllingtonAir Force Base and the leased locations

in Houston. Custodial service will be supplied on a daily, weekly and monthly basis.

The contract will begin on January 1, 1964 and continue through January 20,

1965. Bowlandwon the award from among 12 small businesses who responded

to MSC's request for services.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Sometime in mid-1964 two astronauts will step into the

Gemini Mission Simulator at Cape Kennedy, Florida, and fly qualifying miss£ons as

they train for the nation's next manned flight in space.

With that training mission, new operational responsibilities will begin for one

of the best known buildings in America -- Mercury Control Center, known to millions

as ,ne nerve center of manned space flight. However, Mercury Control -- along with

the Mercury program -- occupy the pages of history.

Gone are the computers, the consoles and the men who made the "Go-No-Go"

decisions. In their place is a new center with more sophisticated and complex equip-

ment.

Even the name has changed. Now it's Mission Control Center at Cape Kennedy.

In the old center, one part was well known to all the astronauts. It was a

small room containing the Mercury Procedures Trainer. The space pilots and their

instructors spent hundre;ds of hours on simulated Mercury flights

Construction to enlarge the simulation room to 40 x 85 feet is nearly complete,

and the Gemini Mission Simulator recently arrived from St. Louis and now is being

- more -
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installed. When installation is finished, the trainer will consist of the two-man

crew station, instructor console, telemetry console and two computers. Later

visual display equipment will be added.

The mission simulator is unique in the field of training devices in that ...

it will not only operate as a flight trainer but it can also communicate with the

far-flung complex of ground control and tracking systems associated with manned

spacecraft operation. Training devices in use for many years to simulate the

numerous models of military and commerical aircraft have been primarily used

for pilot and flight crew familiarization and training.

The Gemini Mission Simulator, however, will be able to accept commands

and to respond with appropriate signals, as would an actual spacecraft, and would

thus provide an integrated training program for ground operations personnel as

well as the astronauts.

The Manned Spacecraft Center's Flight Crew Support Division, which is

responsible for the installation at the Cape, estimates that the simulator will be

operational in six weeks. Following a shake-down of six more weeks, personnel

will start making rehearsal tapes in preparation for the simulated flight training.

To maintain proper temperature in the simulation room, 15, 000 cubic

feet of conditioned air per minute must be furnished to flow through the equipment.

Air conditioning equipment with a capacity of 360, 000 British thermal units has

been installed. This amount of cooling is equivalent to melting 30 tons of ice per

day. - more -
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The two-ton crew station will have some maneuverability. During simulated

missions, the nose will be tilted 32 degrees from the vertical which will permit

space pilots to complete tests in a semi-reclining position.

The instructor display will include duplicates of all spacecraft displays,

including a moving map of the world (called an orbital position indicator) and three

television screens. One screen shows the instrument panel in the crew station and

two screens will show the face of each of the pilots.

The mission simulator is the first of two built for the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration by the Electronic Equipment Division of McDonnell Aircraft

Corporation. The two simulators are included in the $456, 600, 000 contract NASA

_s with McDonnell as prime contractor for the Gemini Program.

McDonnell also will provide 13 flight-rated spacecraft, 12 of which will he

for actual space flights.

The second Gemini Mission Simulator will be installed at MSC in Houston

in 1964.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Nearing completion -- the Technical Services Shop

located at the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center's Clear Lake site will house the

_oundry, electronics, machine, wood and metal fabricating shops. MSC will have

the capability to handle all sizes of contractor-furnished spacecraft in this building.

The space agency will check vehicles here before flight approval tests are

conducted at other manned spacecraft facilities.

The Technical Services building is 544 feet long and 124 feet wide and has a

total of 77, 381 square feet of floor space. Two 40-foot high wings flank the 74-

foot high bay area. Inside are three bridge cranes capable of traversing the length

of their respective wings and the high bay area. The cranes have a g0-ton load

carrying capacity.

Two electrically operated five-leaf vertical lift doors open at either end of

the building, The doorway area is 45 feet wide and approximately 30 feet high.

An electrically operated six-leaf vertical lift opens into the high bay area

from the rear side of the shop building, Doorway area is 60 feet high and 55

feet wide.

-more-
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A mezzanine, located in each of the wings, contains a parachute rigging loft,

the electronics repair shop and offices for supervisory personnel.

Under present schedules, MSC will begin moving heavy equipment from

Ellington Air Force Base and the leased facilities in Houston to the Technical

Services Shop starting January 8, 1964.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Buildings contractors have been invited by the

Corps of Engineers, Fort Worth District, to submit proposals on the con-

struction of a Spacecraft Control Technology Laboratory at the NASA

nned Spacecraft Center's C_ar Lake site.

The laboratory is to be an addition to the Spacecraft Research

Office and Laboratory, a two story structure nearing completion.

The lab, on which bids have been called, will have a 40-foot hlgh

bay wing with approximately 15,000 square feet of floor area and a two

story administration wing of approximately }0,000 square feet of floor

a rea .

tt is to be built behind the present laboratory at an approximate

cost of $1,500,000. Construction is to be completed within 12 months

from !Lotlce to proceed with work.

The laboratory will contain facilities for noise and vibration

_ _sting, requiring construction of special block-flooring to handle the

more
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work. A Clean Room, employing rigid controls over humidity, tempera-

ture and the flow o_ dust particles, also will be a part of the facility.

The Corps of Engineers told contractors that opening of bids will

k>e made on or about February 28, 196:!.

Prime contractors are required to submit to a pre-qualification

review to be eligible to bid on the work, the Corps said. A joint ven-

ture formed by contractors for the purpose of bidding on the proposed

construction will be considered, providing other requirements are met.

The Corps also disclosed that firms interested as subcontractors

or suppliers need not be pre-qualified in order to furnish their bids

Lc the prime contractor.
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RAFT Houston
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WAlnut 8-2811 MSC 63-262

Extension 3751 December 27, 1963

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- The first fuel cells to provide onboard power

and water for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's

Apollo spacecraft have been delivered by Pratt and Whitney Aircraft

of East Hartford, Conn.

The prototype cells were shipped to North American Aviation's

Space and Information Systems Division, Downey, California, after

completing acceptance tests. North American is building the Apollo

command and service modules under contract to the NASA Manned Space-

craft Center in Houston.

Fuel cells are miniature power plants -- lighter and more effi-

cient than conventional batteries -- which will power guidance, com-

munications, environmental controls and other electronic equipment

aboard the moon-bound NASA space vehicle. The light cells can provide

from 500 to about 2,000 watts of power.

more
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As a bonus, fuel cells produce water for the astronauts' pri-

mary drinking supply and to cool some of the spacecraft's components.

Water is a by-product of the chemical reaction by which fuel cells

convert chemical energy to electricity.

Dr. Joseph F. Shea, NASA's manager of the Apollo Spacecraft Pro-

gram Office at the Manned Spacecraft Center, said, "The delivery of

these first fuel cells to California is one of the Major milestones

in the Apollo program, and brings us just that much closer to making

the manned lunar mission a reality."

Pratt and Whitney's fuel cells for Apollo use hydrogen as fuel

and oxygen as oxydizer. The three delivered this week have success-

fully undergone tests simulating conditions expected when the powerful

Saturn V launch vehicle boosts the Apollo and its three-man crew to

the moon. Three such fuel cells will be used in each Apollo spacecraft.

Pratt and Whitney, a division of United Aircraft Corporation, is

under separate contract to Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corp. to develop

smaller fuel cells for use aboard the Lunar Excursion Module (LEM).

The LEM will land two of the three astronauts on the moon's surface,

then rejoin the orbiting command module under its own power.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- The National Aeronautics and Space Administration

has awarded a $272,522 contract to S.I.P., Incorporated of Houston to

build and install a space environmental chamber and associated equipment

for use in thermochemical tests°

The chamber will be built for the Manned Spacecraft Center at Clear

Lake for study of propellant equipment, heat rejeehio!_ and energy

collecting devices under simulated space conditions over long periods.

Four sub contractors will assist S.I.P. They are Consolidated

Vacuum Corporation, Rochester New York, instrumentation and controls;

CryoVac Corporation, Columbus Ohio developers of the liquid nitrogen

cooling system; Platecoil Divlsion of Tranter Manufacturing Company,

Lansing, Michigan builders of the stainless steel cryogenic shroud, and

Hahn & Clay Company, Houston, who will fabricate the pressure vessel and

assemble the other equipment.

The chamber will look like a bathysphere on stilts. It will stand
-more-
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more than 22 feet tall including the four steel support columns.

Inside di_L!e_sion of the unit will be 15 feet. It will be equipped with

a door having an opening of nine feet in diameter.

A special feature of the space chami_er will be the i_,stallation

of burst discs. These are safety valves which rupture in the eyelet of

equipment failure during testing°

Eeuipme} t to be tested will be placed in the chamber by means of

a removable monorail system. The system must be capable of handling

loads up Lo tLree-quarters of a ton.

The chamber is to be installed by July 11, 1964 in the

?hermochemical Space Chamber Building. It is being built for MSC"s

Propulsion arid Energy Systems Division.
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